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1 Introduction

Throughout their existence, humans have modi�ed their environment, one
could say that they have moulded the Earth to enjoy a better quality of life
and to create better conditions for survival. Unfortunately, these e�orts have
occasionally had devastating consequences such as the unintended destruction
of an environment and habitat, threatening the very existence of human and
other forms of life. For example, this happened to the citizens of Eastern
Island approximately 400 years ago who destroyed their civilization by over-
harvesting the trees on their island so that ultimately the residents were no
longer able to build boats and use them for �shing. We should not view
these kinds of events as simply colourful aspects of history or think that they
only concern far-o�speci�c regions; today the impact of human activities is
so enormous that we are no longer simply changing our local environment,
instead the negative e�ects are global. Currently one of the largest threats
to the environment originates from the industry and tra�c since these are
activities which emit huge amounts of gases and particles into the atmosphere.
This is changing the Earth� s radiative balance and a�ecting the whole climate
system.

Currently, the climate is changing due to increased concentrations of green-
house gases (GHG) in the atmosphere. Greenhouse gases are important in
maintaining the current forms of life, because without them, the global mean
surface temperature would be approximately -18 � C (Seinfeld and Pandis,
2005) which is not compatible with the survival of almost all current life-
forms on this planet. Greenhouse gases absorb most of the outgoing longwave
radiation and emit some of this back to the surface (Seinfeld and Pandis,
2005) increasing the temperature of the surface thus creating more suitable
conditions for life. However, because of human actions, the atmospheric con-
centration of carbon dioxide, which is one of the most signi�cant greenhouse
gases, has increased by approximately 40 % since the early days of the in-
dustrial revolution (Hartmann et al., 2013). At the same time, the globally
averaged surface temperature has undergone warming of 0.85 � C from prein-
dustrial times (Hartmann et al., 2013). This is mostly due to the increased
GHG concentrations.

Even though the climate change due to the human actions is widely recognized,
we are still emitting large amounts of GHG into the atmosphere and there is
a risk that the climate will warm up by several degrees before the end of this
century (Stocker et al., 2013). If we are to prevent this from happening, strict
reduction limits in global emissions will be required. At the end of the year
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2015, the Paris Climate Change Conference negotiated the new agreement to
hold the increase in the global average temperature to below 2 � C above pre-
industrial levels and to pursue e�orts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5
� C above pre-industrial levels (UNFCCC, 2015). However, this is not only
challenging but also it is most unlikely to be achieved unless the demand for
energy will decline in the future or some form of Carbon Capture and Storage
technology would become available (Rogelj et al., 2014). So far, the global
e�orts to reduce emissions have not been adequately successful. The other
problem is that CO2 is a long-living greenhouse gas and once released into the
atmosphere, it remains there for decades, even longer in the overall circulation
of the Earth system (CO2 exchange between atmosphere and soil or sea) where
its lifespan is not in years but in centuries (Sonnemann and Grygalashvyly,
2013). Thus, even if we were to stop all of our emissions immediately, the
already emitted GHG would still remain for a long time in the atmosphere
and warm the climate.

There are also anthropogenic emissions which are cooling the climate. Burning
and combustion processes release aerosols and precursor gases into the atmo-
sphere. These aerosols scatter radiation back to space or change the optical
properties of clouds making them more re�ective. Depending on the size and
optical properties of particles, some aerosols might also absorb the radiation
and thus warm the atmosphere. Aerosols from anthropogenic sources have
been estimated to reduce radiation directly by -0.27 (-0.77 to 0.23) W/m2

and thus cool the climate (Myhre et al., 2013a). Indirectly via clouds, an-
thropogenic aerosols have been claimed to have changed the Earths radiation
balance by -0.55 (-1.33 to -0.06) W/m2 (Myhre et al., 2013a). However, the
total radiative e�ect from aerosols is less than half of the estimated radiative
e�ect from anthropogenic CO2 emissions (1.68 W/m2).

Temporally the cooling radiative e�ect from aerosols has been of the same mag-
nitude as the warming e�ect from the anthropogenic GHG emissions. This
has happened, for example, after a large volcanic eruption such as the Mt.
Pinatubo eruption in 1990s. It has been shown that the Earths surface was
approximately 0.5 K cooler two years after the eruption (Hansen et al., 1992).
After the eruption, large amounts of sulphur dioxide (SO2) were released into
the stratosphere. In the stratosphere, SO2 becomes oxidized and forms sul-
phate (H2SO4) particles. These particles e�ectively scatter solar radiation
back to space so that less radiation reaches the Earths surface (Robock, 2000).
Since there are no e�cient removal mechanisms in the stratosphere, the life-
time of particles might be years and the cooling e�ect will last signi�cantly
longer than if particles had been emitted or formed in troposphere (Hamill et
al., 1997).
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Cooling after the large volcanic eruptions is a temporary phenomenon, lasting
only a few years before the sulphate aerosols are removed from the atmosphere.
However there have been proposals that a high stratospheric sulphate concen-
tration could be sustained by delivering continuous injections of sulphur into
the stratosphere (Crutzen et al., 2006). This might be an alternative method
to prevent climate warming were the emissions of greenhouse gases to continue
to increase. Several other methods have also been proposed to cool the cli-
mate; these aim to increase the Earth� s re�ectivity or decrease the absorption
of longwave radiation emitted from the surface by removing greenhouse gas
from atmosphere or modifying cirrus clouds (Rickels et al., 2011; Royal Soci-
ety, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009). These methods are known as geoengineering
or climate engineering.

Though the methods which aim to increase re�ectivity of the Earth have been
claimed to be fast, e�cient and cheap, they may well possess many negative
and dangerous side-e�ects. This group of methods is called solar radiation
management (SRM) and it includes diverse methods from coating deserts with
re�ective material to mirrors in the space (Royal Society, 2009). Currently the
most extensively studied, and probably the most cost e�cient SRM method is
injection of sulphur into the stratosphere (Crutzen 2006; Royal Society 2009;
Rasch et al., 2008b; Kravitz et al., 2013a). However it has been shown that
sulphur injections might a�ect the ozone layer or change monsoon precipita-
tions (Tilmes et al., 2008; Robock et al., 2008). Marine cloud brightening is
another widely studied method which aims to increase the re�ectivity of clouds
over the sea areas by increasing cloud droplet number concentrations (Latham,
2008; Latham et al., 2012). This thesis concentrates on these two methods.

Even though geoengineering has been studied extensively in the last decade
(Oldham et al., 2014), there are still huge uncertainties in the estimations of the
e�ectiveness and the risks associated with geoengineering techniques. Exper-
imental testing of the methods in the atmosphere is challenging and includes
many risks in itself. In addition, obtaining a signi�cant climate signal would
require large scale implementation of the studied method. Climate models can
be used to test di�erent scenarios in a simulated climate and thus they are
valuable tools with which to study geoengineering. Even though perhaps the
two most cost-e�ective SRM methods are based on aerosols, many of the pre-
vious SRM studies have been conducted with very simpli�ed assumptions such
as simulating the aerosol radiative e�ect via a reduction in the solar constant
(Govindasamy and Caldeira, 2000; Govindasamy et al., 2002, 2003; Matthews
and Caldeira, 2007; Bala et al., 2008; Caldeira and Wood, 2009; Schmidt et al.,
2012; Kravitz et al., 2013b) or assuming that the stratospheric aerosol �elds
consist of particles with a �xed size (Rasch et al., 2008a; Modak and Bala,
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2013; Kalidindi et al., 2014). These above studies did not take into account
aerosol microphysics which de�nes the size and thus the optical properties and
lifetime of the stratospheric aerosols.

In this thesis, an aerosol-climate model has been used to study radiative and
climate e�ects on the global scale from current aerosol emissions and to eval-
uate possible future scenarios which might also include geoengineering. The
key objectives of this thesis were to:

� Investigate the potential of aerosols to cool the climate at the global scale

� Evaluate the role of the simulation of the aerosol microphysics in the
global climate models

� Identify the possible limits in the e�ectiveness of the Solar Radiation
Management techniques as well as risks related to these techniques.

The core of this thesis consists of �ve research papers. Paper I investigated
how the emissions have a�ected the global climate after 1996. The sulphate
and carbonaceous aerosol emissions in China and India have increased and
there have been proposals that this could explain the currently-seen slowdown
in the global warming. Our choices in the near future could also a�ect the
aerosol emissions and thus, the climate. For example, energy production is
one of the largest contributors to the current emissions and our choices in
how we will generate energy in the future could dramatically a�ect how our
climate will change in the future (Edenhofer et al., 2011; Jacobson, 2016). The
risks associated with the nuclear power have changed the energy production
in many countries such as Germany or Japan, where the energy generated
in nuclear power plants has decreased dramatically. This might lead to an
increase in coal-derived power. Paper II revealed what will happen if all the
worlds nuclear power were to be replaced by coal-derived power. In addition to
exerting a signi�cant impact on climate due to the increased emissions, there
would also be negative health e�ects.

Decreased air quality due to aerosols was one of the reason for signing treaties
which aim to reduce the air pollution. During the current decade, the reduc-
tions have targeted also the sulphur emissions from ship tra�c. However this
simultaneously will decrease the cooling e�ect from the ship emissions. Paper
III evaluated whether it would be possible to retain current or even increase
the climate cooling e�ect but still decrease mortality by increasing sulphur con-
centration fuel used by ships while they are sailing in open seas but decreasing
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it while in coastal areas. Paper IV investigated how increasing the fuel sulphur
concentration in commercial stratospheric air tra�c would a�ect the climate
and could it be feasible to use commercial air tra�c to stratospheric sulphur
injections.

Under certain circumstances, stratospheric aerosols concentration could rise to
very high levels, especially if stratospheric sulphur injections have been imple-
mented. As has been seen throughout history, large volcanic eruptions cause
an increase in stratospheric aerosol concentrations and there is a temporary
cooling of the climate. This might also happen when the climate has been al-
ready cooled arti�cially by deliberate use of stratospheric aerosols which would
lead to a very high aerosol concentration in the stratosphere. This scenario
was examined in Paper V.



Figure 1: Present day global mean radiation in the climate (Wild et
al., 2013). The unit of the radiative fluxes is W/m2.

2 Aerosols and climate

2.1 The Earth’s radiation budget

The Earth can be thought of as a closed system which does not change mass
(except for some incoming meteorites and exiting space rockets) between its
surrounding and the only energy change occurs via radiation (Pierrehumbert,
2009). The Earths climate system is powered by solar radiation. At the dis-
tance from the Earth, the Sun radiates approx. 1370 W for every square meter
(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2005). This value is referred to as the solar constant.
Due to the spherical shape of the Earth, this radiation is distributed to a rel-
atively larger area when moving from low to high latitudes and the average
energy value for every square meter at the Earth’s surface is 340 W (Wild et
al., 2013). Approximately 30 % of this energy is reflected back to space by
aerosols, clouds or the Earths surface, 23 % is absorbed by the atmosphere
(Wild et al., 2013) and the rest is absorbed by the Earths surface. If the sur-
face temperature does not change, the same amount of energy that reaches
the surface has to be transferred out from the surface. Some of the energy
is transferred through evaporation (latent heat needed for phase change from
water to vapour) and sensible heat which cover only a small fraction of total
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energy transferred. All matter with a temperature greater than absolute zero
emits radiation at wavelengths which depend on the temperature of the mat-
ter (Young and Freedman 2004). The surface of the Sun has a temperature of
approximately 5800 K and thus the incoming radiation from the Sun is mostly
shortwave radiation. The surface of the Earth is much cooler (290 K) and
most of the energy of the surface is transferred as longwave radiation. Earths
surface emits an average of 398 W/m2 radiation (Wild et al., 2013). Some of
this energy passes through the atmosphere back to space (atmospheric win-
dow) but most is absorbed by the atmosphere. The absorbed energy stays in
the Earths system and although some of it is transferred back to the surface,
eventually it will also be emitted back to space.

In order to maintain radiative balance, the incoming solar radiation that is not
re�ected back to space has to be in balance with an equal amount of outgoing
longwave (LW) radiation emitted by the surface and the atmosphere. If this
is not true, more energy is either stored in or released from the Earths sys-
tem. Generally this energy is stored in or released from the kinetic energies
of the molecules of a material which means that the temperature of the Earth
will change. In addition, the amount of emitted longwave radiation will be
altered due to the changed temperature until the energy balance is restored.
Most of the LW radiation emitted from the surface is absorbed and re-emitted
by the optically active gases such as water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane
and ozone (Schneider 1990). Some of the radiation absorbed by these gases
is re-emitted back to the surface which is generally known as the greenhouse
e�ect. If one were to estimate the surface temperature from outside the Earth
without knowing anything about the Earths atmosphere, and simply calculate
the temperature based on the outgoing LW radiation and Stefan-Boltzmann
law, the average temperature would be -18 � C (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2005).
However, due the greenhouse gases, the surface temperature is +15 � C which
is suitable for the current forms of life. Radiation is also absorbed and scat-
tered by aerosols and clouds. If the optical properties of clouds or the Earth� s
surface, or the concentrations of atmospheric gases or aerosols were to change,
this would alter the energy transfer in the atmosphere. If the changes in the
radiation transfer do not compensate for each other, then there will be an
imbalance in the radiation which will cause a temperature change.

Currently the Earth is not in radiative balance. The atmospheric composition
has been changed due to human activities. The atmospheric concentration of
the major greenhouse gases i.e. CO2, methane and nitrous oxide have exceeded
the pre-industrial levels by approximately 40 %, 150 %, and 20 %, respectively
(Stocker et al., 2013). This has created an imbalance in the climate system
which has been partly compensated by temperature changes on the surface
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(land and sea) and the atmosphere. It has been estimated that the surface,
has warmed by 0.85 � C over the period from 1880 to 2012 (Stocker et al., 2013).
Even though the temperature has been increased, there is still an imbalance
of 0.58 W/m2 in the climate system (Hansen et al., 2011). Thus the climate
system is still recovering from this imbalance and warming further (Murphy
et al., 2009). Since we are emitting greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and
the GHG concentration in the atmosphere continues to increase, the climate
system cannot reach the radiative balance even though the temperature is
increasing. Thus, the climate will keep on warming if GHG emissions are
not reduced or if the radiation is not balanced by some alternative technique
(Murphy et al., 2009).

2.2 Aerosol radiative e�ect

As mentioned, the gases are not the only materials in the atmosphere that
a�ect the radiation. There are a large number of particles of di�erent sizes
with their own distinctive compositions due to the di�erent species in the at-
mosphere. The term aerosol means a composition of particles in liquid or
solid form in a gas ranging in size from the nanometer scale to tens or even
hundreds of micrometers (Baron and Willeke 2011, Seinfeld and Pandis 2005).
The major species in the atmosphere are sulphate, organic matter (or organic
carbon (OC)), black carbon (BC), nitrates, mineral dust and sea salt (Jacob-
son, 2005). Aerosols are often divided into natural and anthropogenic aerosols
according to their origins. Natural sources include soil dust, wind uplift of
sea spray, natural biomass �res and volcanic eruptions. Major anthropogenic
sources are fossil fuel combustion, biofuel and biomass burning and also soil
dust over eroded land (Jacobson, 2005). In global terms, the emissions from
natural sources are greater than from their anthropogenic counterparts but
in urban areas, the anthropogenic emissions can exceed the natural emissions
(Jacobson, 2005).

In this thesis, the sulphate particles have a major role in all of the papers.
Sulphur is emitted from both anthropogenic and natural sources. The average
mass mixing ratio of sulphur is less than 500 parts per million but it has a
signi�cant in�uence on the atmospheric chemistry (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2005).
The major naturals sources of sulphur are oceans, where dimethyl sulphide
(DMS) is produced by marine phytoplankton and volcanic eruptions, which can
temporally emit a large amount of sulphur dioxide (SO2) to the atmosphere.
Global anthropogenic SO2 emissions have increased dramatically from 20 MT
yearly emissions at the beginning of the last century to approximately 130 MT
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in the middle of the 1970s. Since then, the emissions slowly declined to 100
MT/yr until global emission began again to increase after the year 2000. The
latest increase is a result from increased emissions from China and India even
though the emissions have decreased in other regions e.g. in Europe and USA
(Smith et al., 2011). However, it has been assumed that the global sulphur
emissions will decrease signi�cantly before the end of this century (Riahi et
al., 2011).

Aerosols a�ect the climate by scattering the radiation, which increases the at-
mospheres re�ectivity, and by absorbing radiation which also cause warming of
the climate (Ramanathan et al., 2001). Generally those particles which have
a diameter of 0.2 - 1 µ m and contain sulphate, nitrate and organic carbon
scatter light e�ciently. Those aerosols smaller than 1 µ m and which consist
of black carbon absorb radiation e�ciently (Jacobson 2005). When radiation
is absorbed, it warms the surrounding atmosphere, which can then a�ect con-
vection and this can lead to the formation of cloud droplets and cloud cover.
Clouds re�ect e�ectively the radiation and changes in the clouds have an im-
pact on radiation. This is known as an aerosol semi-direct e�ect (Lohmann
and Feicher 2005, Kock and Del Genio, 2010).

The Fifth Assessment report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) estimated that the total direct radiative forcing (a measure
of the in�uence a factor has in altering the balance of incoming and outgo-
ing energy in the Earth-atmosphere system (IPCC 2007)) from anthropogenic
aerosols is currently -0.27 (-0.77 to 0.23) W/m2 (Stocker et al., 2013). In
temporal terms, aerosols direct radiative forcing can be larger due to the occa-
sional increases in anthropogenic or natural emissions. Fig 2 shows how global
mean temperature changed in the last century. In general terms, the global
temperature is a�ected by many di�erent factors and the temperature changes
are rarely straightforwardly connected with changes in the aerosol burden in
the atmosphere. However, in some situations, for example a sudden strong
increase in aerosol burden, this parameter can be connected to global mean
temperature change. Figure 2 shows the timings of the four largest volcanic
eruptions after the year of 1880. After these large volcanic eruptions, there
have been periods of a few years when the climate was clearly cooler and this
cooling has been attributable to the particles in the stratosphere. Since there
is no e�ective removal mechanism in the stratosphere, the lifetime of the par-
ticles is 1-2 years and this leads to a clear response in the temperature and the
surface of the Earth will be cooled for the next few years after a major erup-
tion (Robock 2000). The last clear response was after the Mount Pinatubo
eruption in year 1991 (Hansen et al., 1992). After the eruption, 18-20 MT
sulphur dioxide was emitted into the stratosphere (Guo et al., 2004b). In the
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Figure 2: Global mean temperature anomaly after year 1880 (Hansen
et al., 2010, GISTEMP Team 2015). Time of the large volcanic eruption
is shown by arrows.

stratosphere, SO2 reacts with hydroxyl radical (OH) and forms sulphate par-
ticles. After the particles have grown large enough, they are able to scatter
solar radiation efficiently back into space.

The impact of the particles on radiation depends on the optical properties of
particles (composition/species) but also on the size of the particle. Figure 3
shows the size dependence of factors that determine the direct radiative effect
of stratospheric sulphate particles according to Pierce et al. (2010). The solar
radiation scattered back to space depends strongly on the size of the particles
e.g. the optimal diameter for the particles to scatter solar radiation is in the
range of 100-300 nm. When particles become larger, they are less effective at
scattering the solar radiation back to space and their gravitational settling ve-
locity increases which further decreases their lifetime in the stratosphere. Thus
the radiative effects and climate effect depend also on the size of the particles
in the stratosphere, in addition to the particles mass in the atmosphere. This
has been observed also in this thesis and especially in Papers IV and V.
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Figure 3: Size dependence of scattering e�ciency (black line) and grav-
itational settling velocity (green dashed line) according to Pierce et al.
(2010). The black line shows how much radiation is scattered back to
space (direct radiative forcing) per mass of monodisperse sulphate aerosol
�eld. The green line shows the gravitational settling velocity at a height
of 25 km.

Particles can also a�ect radiation indirectly by in�uencing cloud properties.
Clouds consist of cloud droplets (also ice crystals in mixed-phase clouds and
ice clouds). The formation of cloud droplets requires aerosols that have suitable
properties to allow the condensation of water vapour (or a very high relative
humidity which does not occur in atmosphere) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
These particles have to be large enough and consist of a water soluble material
so that water can condense on the surface of the particle. The vapour pressure
of a curved surface of a particle is higher than that of a non-curved surface.
Thus smaller particles cannot become activated into cloud droplets (Kelvin ef-
fect, Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). However, if particles at least partially consist
of a water soluble material, this decreases the vapour pressure at the surface
of particle (Raoults law). If particles have these properties, then the water can
condense on the surfaces and particles can act as Cloud Condensation Nuclei
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(CCN) and grow into cloud droplets.

The cloud Droplet Number Concentration (CDNC) is related to cloud radiative
properties. If the liquid water content (LWC) remains constant and CDNC in-
creases, then the cloud albedo increases and more radiation is re�ected. This
is known as the Twomey e�ect or the �rst indirect e�ect (Twomey, 1974).
A higher CDNC also generally means a relatively smaller size of the cloud
droplets. Further this has been theorized to a�ect the precipitation e�ciency
which then increases the liquid water content. For these reasons, the life-
time of clouds and cloud thickness are increased (Albrecht, 1989) (Pincus and
Baker, 1994). This is called the second indirect e�ect. The latest IPCC report
estimates that total e�ective radiative forcing due to the aerosol-cloud inter-
actions is currently -0.45 W/m2 compared to the preindustrial level (Boucher
et al., 2013). Even though the knowledge about aerosol-cloud interactions has
increased during the past years, there is still considerable uncertainty about
how aerosols have a�ected radiative balance after industrial times (from -1.2
to 0.0 W/m2) (Boucher et al., 2013).
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fects

Many of our estimates about future climate are based on simulations emerging
from three dimensional global climate models. These models describe atmo-
spheric (and the ocean in coupled models and Earth System Models) properties
in three dimensional grid and they simulate main atmospheric (and oceanic)
physical properties (McGu�e and Henderson-Sellers, 2005). Thus, models can
be useful for testing scenarios and processes in simulated climate, which would
be impossible to investigate by any other means. Unfortunately, climate mod-
els always provide an incomplete description of the climate. Every process in
the atmosphere cannot be modelled and if one wished to build a perfect climate
model, one would require perfect theory about the entire multitude of physical
and chemical phenomena in the atmosphere and everything that interacts with
the atmosphere. Even with the perfect theory and knowledge, computational
resources have a restricted capability to simulate climate. Nonetheless, despite
their limitations, climate models are valuable tools with which to evaluate and
investigate climate in the past, present and the future.

Several climate models are used in this thesis. The general circulation model
(GCM) ECHAM5 and ECHAM6 (Roeckner et al., 2003; Stevens et al., 2013)
make up the core of all of the simulations presented here. This general cir-
culation model has been coupled with the second generation aerosol module
HAM2 (Zhang et al., 2012). This aerosol-climate model (ECHAM-HAMMOZ)
has been used in all papers which are included in this work. The model system
includes also the atmospheric chemistry model MOZART, which is not used
in the studies of this work (Emmons et al., 2010). In addition, in Paper I the
ECHAM-HAMMOZ is coupled with the slab ocean model. Paper V includes
also simulations by Max Planck Institutes Earth System Model (MPI-ESM,
Chapter 3.4; Giorgetta et al., 2013) where ECHAM is coupled with the Max
Planck Institutes Ocean model (MPIOM), a land model (JSBACH) and the
ocean biochemistry model (HAMOCC). However MPI-ESM does not include
an aerosol module.

3.1 General Circulation Model - ECHAM

In the simulations in this thesis, the global atmosphere is described by The
European Centre Hamburg Model (ECHAM) (Roeckner et al., 2003; Stevens
et al., 2013). This was developed in the Max Planck Institute for Meteorol-
ogy. The ECHAM development originated from an early version of the global
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numerical weather prediction model developed at the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and currently is in its sixth ver-
sion. The model describes the main relevant atmospheric processes and vari-
ables. The dynamical part of ECHAM is formulated in spherical harmonics.
Thus, atmospheric circulation (vorticity and divergence) temperature, pres-
sure and humidity are solved in a spectral grid. Radiation, clouds, convection
and precipitation are solved in a regular Gaussian grid. The �fth generation of
ECHAM was used in Papers I, III, IV and V. In Paper II, ECHAM6 was used
and Paper V includes also simulations by MPI-ESM where the atmosphere is
modelled by ECHAM6.

A horizontal resolution of T63 (which corresponds to a 1.9 � x 1.9� sized grid
box) was used in all of the simulations presented in this work, excluding Paper
I where a lower, T42 (which corresponds to a 2.8 � x 2.8� sized grid box), reso-
lution was used. The vertically model uses a hybrid-sigma coordinate system.
The model then applies the terrain following sigma coordinate (Phillips, 1957)
at lower height levels and a hybrid coordinate in upper-levels, where the model
levels are planar even when the levels are representing steep terrain (Simmons
and Burridge, 1981, Simmons and Strung, 1981).

Two di�erent vertical resolutions were applied in this study. In papers I, II,
and III, the atmosphere was divided into 31 vertical levels (L31) up to 10 hPa
pressure level (which correspond roughly to a height of 30 km). In papers IV
and V stratospheric aerosols were studied. The stratosphere is described only
by few model levels in L31 and in order to simulate the stratosphere in more
detail L47 was used instead in these two studies. This increases the vertical
resolution above the tropopause (approximately from 8 to 22 levels) and model
levels reach 1 hPa (80km).

3.2 Aerosol module HAM, M7 and SALSA

Aerosols are simulated by the Hamburg Aerosol Model (HAM) (Stier et al.,
2005; Zhang et al., 2012). HAM takes into account the following aerosol pro-
cesses; emissions, wet and dry depositions, cloud processes, aerosol cloud inter-
action and sulphur chemistry. In this thesis, both submodels M7 (Vignati et al.,
2004) and a Sectional Aerosol module for Large Scale Applications (SALSA)
(Kokkola et al., 2008; Bergman et al., 2012) were applied to simulate aerosol
microphysical processes and both models calculate the main aerosol processes
such as nucleation, condensation, coagulation and hydration. Nucleation is cal-
culated by considering it as binary nucleation (Vehkam¨aki et al., 2002) except
in boundary layer where nucleation is calculated by the activation nucleation
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(Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Makkonen et al., 2009). The mod-
elled aerosol species are sulphate, organic and black carbon, dust and sea salt.
These species are divided into water soluble and insoluble materials.

SO2 is the main precursor gas of the particles in the model; this is emitted
from several sources. Most of the SO2 emissions come from anthropogenic
sources such as industrial and transportation but some of emissions originate
from forest �res and volcanic eruptions. SO2 is also produced in a reaction be-
tween dimethyl sulphide (DMS) and OH. DMS emissions from marine sources
(produced by phytoplanktons) are calculated based on DMS sea water con-
centration using air-sea exchange rate and a 10 m wind speed. Over the land,
o�ine DMS emissions are used. In the model, sulphate aerosol chemistry mod-
ule is described according to the work devised by Feichter et al. (1996). In
the module, SO2 is oxidized with hydroxyl (OH), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
ozone (O3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), which are described by three dimen-
sional monthly mean �elds. Due to its photochemical reactions with ozone,
more OH is produced during the daytime and also during the summer (Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006). In the model, the diurnal variation of OH is accounted for
by multiplying monthly mean values by a diurnal coe�cient which follows the
cosine peak between a sunrise and a sunset. This approach has some disadvan-
tages, for example it does not take account of decreased solar radiation below
clouds. One viable alternative is to use solar radiation based on an OH-proxy
but this was not used in this work (Pietik¨ainen et al., 2014). Sulphate is also
produced in cloud droplets, where condensed SO2 reacts with trace gases.

The sea spray emissions are estimated by formulation of Schulz et al. (2004)
which combines the wind-speed-dependent source functions proposed by Mon-
ahan et al. (1986) and Smith and Harrison (1998). Dust emissions were also
calculated online as a function of wind speed and hydrological parameters ac-
cording to the Tegen et al. (2002) scheme. Anthropogenic and wild�re OC, BC
and SO2 emission were based on the AEROCOM emission inventory (Dentener
et al., 2006).

Aerosols are coupled interactively with clouds. The cloudiness or the cloud
fraction of the model grid cell is calculated as a function of relative humidity
(Sundquist et al., 1989). The e�ect of aerosols on cloud properties are imple-
mented as follows. Aerosol activation to the cloud droplets are calculated with
either the semi-empirical scheme of Lin and Leaitch (1997) (Paper II, Paper IV
and Paper V) or with the physically based parameterization by Abdul-Razzak
and Ghan (2000) (Paper I, Paper III), which takes into account also the chem-
ical composition and size distribution of particles. Autoconversion of cloud
droplets to rain is parameterized according to the work of Khairoutdinov and
Kogan (2000).
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Figure 4: Aerosol size distributions in the modal M7 and the sectional
SALSA microphysical models. SU refers to sulphate, OC and BC to
organic and black carbon, SS to sea salt and DU to dust mass concen-
trations. N refers to number concentration.

Figure 4 illustrates how an aerosol size distribution is described in the M7 and
SALSA microphysical models. In M7, the aerosol size distribution is described
by a superposition of seven log-normal modes. Four modes cover the size range
from the nucleation mode to the coarse mode for soluble materials. Nucleation
mode describes new particles formed by nucleation. Coarse mode particles are
usually mechanically produced (sea salt and dust) particles. Between these
modes, there are Aitken and Accumulation modes which describe particles
that are growth via coagulation and condensation (Baron and Willeke, 2011).
Insoluble materials are described by three modes from the Aitken mode to the
coarse mode. The model calculates the number concentration of all modes
and the mass of one or more of the major aerosols components for each mode
(Figure 4).

The modal approach is a computationally efficient and accurate way to model
and simulate particle size distribution but it has also some defects. In the
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modal approach used in M7, the model reallocates numerically particles be-
tween modes, the size of which is restricted by the �xed mode width and the
position by prede�ned boundary values. This might lead to an arti�cial change
in the particle size distribution, when particles are moved from one mode to
another. This has been shown for example to lead to an overestimation of
CDNC and light extinction (Korhola et al., 2012). Calculations of various
particle properties, such as rates of coagulation and condensation are done on
the basis of the average number mode radius. The average mode radius can
vary but it is restricted between speci�c values and the widths of the modes
are �xed. Nucleation, Aitken and Accumulation modes are described by the
same value for the standard deviation (� = 1.59) while the coarse modes are
described by a wider mode in the basic model setup (� = 2.0). This is suitable
for tropospheric conditions, but it may lead to some problems in speci�c cases
such as volcanic eruptions and stratospheric sulphur geoengineering, where the
sulphur concentration may become high in the stratosphere (Kokkola et al.,
2009). In the troposphere, the lifetime of particles is only several days and
the role of the coarse mode is to represent mainly dust and sea salt particles
which are relatively large when emitted to the atmosphere. The sea salt and
dust particles described by wide coarse mode display a good agreement with
the measurements (Stier et al., 2005). However in the stratosphere, the life-
time of particles is long which allows particles to grow to a relatively larger
size than in the troposphere, if particle or condensable gas concentrations are
high. In this case, describing particles by the wide coarse mode would lead
to excessively large particles due to the numerical reasons. Thus these par-
ticles are better represented by the narrow mode. Previous studies with M7
where the volcanic eruption or stratospheric sulphur geoengineering had ap-
plied only three modes (no coarse mode) and a smaller standard deviation
for the accumulation mode (� = 1.2) (Niemeier et al., 2009, 2011, Niemeier
and Timmreck, 2015, Toohey et al., 2012). This mode setup better represents
particles in stratospheric conditions with a high sulphur concentration but it
does not represent tropospheric sea salt and dust aerosols as well as the wider
mode. Thus in these studies, only stratospheric aerosols have been simulated.
In this thesis, M7 was used in Papers I, III and IV. In Paper I and Paper
III, only tropospheric aerosols were simulated. Even though the stratospheric
aerosols were simulated in Paper IV, the stratospheric sulphur concentrations
were signi�cantly smaller than in the studies conducted by Niemeier et al.
(2009, 2011) and Toohey et al. (2012) and the standard mode width was used.
This also made it possible to simulate tropospheric aerosols.

By using the sectional method for the aerosol size distribution, the above-
mentioned problems achieved a smaller numerical error than if the modal
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method is used. However this required describing aerosols by several sections
which means that more variables had to be simulated (compared to modal ap-
proach) and the calculation of aerosol microphysics was then computationally
heavier. In this work, the sectional aerosol module SALSA was used in Paper
II and Paper V. SALSA simulates aerosols by categorizing them into 10 size
sections which are grouped according to subsize ranges or subregions. These
subregions di�er from each other according to which chemical compounds and
microphysical processes are simulated. In the earlier version of SALSA, three
subregions were used (Kokkola et al., 2008; Bergman et al., 2012). In this
earlier version, the third (the largest three size sections) subregion included
only information about a number concentration of sea salt and dust and a
mass fraction of water soluble material and interactions within a subregion
and with the other size sections was reduced. In this thesis work, the third
subregion was excluded and second subregion was extended to cover the largest
size sections (Paper V). The �rst and second subregions di�er from each other
only according to which chemical compounds are simulated and the volume
ratio between the adjacent bins is narrower in the second subregion (Figure 4).
Similar to M7, aerosols are divided into soluble and insoluble sections. Solu-
ble materials are described by all 10 size sections. These sections are divided
into two subregions where the �rst subregion encompasses the 3 smallest size
section for particles size of 3 nm - 50 nm. The smallest subregion includes
information about a soluble material number concentration and mass concen-
trations of sulphate and organic carbon but instead, the second covers both
soluble and insoluble materials. In addition to sulphate and organic carbon,
mass concentration for black carbon, sea salt (only soluble) and dust were
tracked. In total, SALSA covers the size range of particles up to 10 microm-
eter. SALSA with this modi�ed setup is used in Paper V and modi�cations
was also included in later standard version ECHAM-HAMMOZ and used in
ECHAM6.1-HAM2.3 and in Paper II.

3.3 Calculating aerosol radiative e�ects from global
aerosol climate model simulations

In this work, the aerosol radiative e�ect has been evaluated by using two def-
initions, aerosol direct radiative forcing and e�ective radiative forcing (ERF)
(or Radiative Flux Perturbation (RFP)). The aerosol direct e�ect has been
diagnosed in ECHAM-HAMMOZ by a double radiation call, where radiative
�uxes were determined with and without aerosols and it has been calculated
in a clear sky (neglecting clouds) and all-sky/total-sky (taking account of the
in�uence of clouds on radiation) conditions. Direct radiative forcing due to
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the studied aerosols has been calculated as the di�erence of the aerosols� di-
rect e�ect in a simulation, which includes changes in emissions, and a control
run. Thus, the radiative forcing in this work di�ers from the IPCC AR5 report
de�nition where radiative forcing is de�ned as � the change in net downward
radiative �ux at the tropopause after allowing for stratospheric temperatures
to readjust to radiative equilibrium, while holding surface and tropospheric
temperatures and state variables such as water vapour and cloud cover �xed
at the unperturbed values.� (Stocker et al., 2013).

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, aerosols a�ect radiation also indi-
rectly by changing the properties of clouds. This is a rapid adjustment which
is not included in the de�nition of direct radiative forcing, but is instead in-
cluded in the de�nition of e�ective radiative forcing (ERF). ERF is de�ned as
a change in net TOA downward radiative �ux when the surface temperature
has been kept unchanged but allowing for atmospheric temperatures, water
vapour and clouds to adjust to changed conditions resulting from the presence
of the aerosols. All papers in this thesis included simulations with �xed sea
surface temperature (SST) and sea ice cover. Thus ERF can be calculated by
comparing a change in the radiation between studied scenario and the control
simulation.

The use of a �xed SST facilitates evaluating the radiative e�ect and also de-
creases computational costs compared to one applying the sea model which
simulates changes in the oceans. However, the ocean has a major role in de-
termining how energy is transferred in the Earth and especially in modulating
the temperature at the surface level. Thus, it is not totally feasible to study
climate e�ects as temperature changes at the surface and changes in the pre-
cipitation if temperature or energy �ux changes in ocean are not taken into
account.

3.4 Mixed layer ocean model

The mixed-layer ocean model is a simple way to estimate the energy change
between the ocean and atmosphere. In this work, a 50m slab ocean model was
used in Paper I as described in R¨ais¨anen et al. 2008. In this model, the heat
budget of the constant-depth mixed layer is described as:

�wcwh
�Tm
�t

= F � Qclim, (1)

where �w is the density, cw speci�c heat capacity of the sea water, h is a globally
uniform mixed layer depth, Tm is the mixed layer temperature (SST) and F
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Figure 5: Energy fluxes in localized radiative flux changes are simu-
lated by the slab ocean model. F1FF and F2FF shows the energy fluxes in
the grid box excluding the ocean heat-flux (Qclim). The climatological
ocean heat-flux used in the mixed layer ocean is defined from standard
simulations without geoengineering. The defined Qclim is used also in
simulations with geoengineering which might lead to situation where an
unrealistic amount of energy is transferred out from the grid box where
solar radiation is reduced (by FGEOFF ).

is the net surface heat flux. The variable Qclim is the climatological ocean
heat-flux divergence and is derived using surface-flux data from a simulation
with a standard version of the atmospheric model (ECHAM), and by applying
climatological SSTs. The value of Qclim from this simulation is then used in all
of the simulated scenarios and indicates how much energy in the surface grid
box is transferred via the ocean. The simulations with the mixed layer ocean
are computationally faster than the simulations with a full ocean model. They
are also appropriate in those cases where changes in the ocean-atmospheric
fluxes are relatively small. Then the fixed value of Qclim is representative also
in the case where atmospheric energy fluxes are changed due to the studied
experiment. This is the case in Paper I, where changes in the radiative fluxes
over the ocean are relatively small.

Using mixed layer ocean model might lead to unrealistic changes in the cli-
mate if used to model situations where flux changes are large. This is the
case for example after volcanic eruptions or if there has been geoengineering.
Problems arise especially when a fairly local geoengineering method (e.g. sea
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spray geoengineering (chapter 5.1.2)) is being studied (Partanen et al., 2012a).
Figure 5 shows the situation in a non-geoengineered climate condition and in
a geoengineered world. Qclim is de�ned by calculating climatological ocean
�ux without geoengineering in unperturbed climate conditions and then this
is used also in geoengineering simulations. In the world of geoengineering,
solar radiation and energy which reaches the surface grid box over the ocean
is reduced (FGEO in �gure), and thus the surface temperature is decreased.
Simultaneously this should also decrease heat energy which is transported out
of the grid box, but the model still assumes that the same amount of heat
energy (Qclim) is being transported from this area as was the case before the
geoengineering. This might lead to signi�cant overcooling in the areas where
radiative �ux has been reduced. For this reason, the mixed layer ocean is
not well suited for many geoengineering studies and climate e�ects have to be
studied with more sophisticated ocean models.

3.5 Earth System Model - MPI-ESM

Climate models are valuable tools for estimating future climate conditions and
investigating the response of a climate system to various forcings. The results
and projections of future climate in the latest IPCC report were based on sim-
ulations of 39 climate models (Myhre et al., 2013a). All of these models include
atmospheric and ocean models which are coupled together. These Atmosphere-
Ocean General Circulation Models can be used to make projections of future
scenarios for example, to evaluate temperature and precipitations changes.
Some of the models include also a sea-ice and vegetation models, variety of
biogeochemical cycles such as those involved in the carbon cycle or the sul-
phur cycle. These models are called Earth System Models (ESM). One of these
models is the Max Planck Institutes Earth System Model (MPI-ESM, Figure
6) which was also used here in Paper V.

The MPI-ESM consists of the atmospheric model ECHAM6 (Stevens et al.,
2013) which was presented earlier in chapter 3.1. The ECHAM6 is coupled
to the Max Planck Institutes Ocean Model (MPIOM) (Jungclaus et al., 2013)
by using the Oasis coupler. The model also includes subsystem models for
land and vegetation JSBACH (Reick et al., 2013) and a HAMMOC marine
biochemistry model (Ilyina et al., 2013). The current version of MPI-ESM
does not include a microphysical aerosol model and aerosol �elds are described
o�ine. In the troposphere the model uses spectrally resolved aerosol optical
properties (Kinne et al., 2013). In the standard version, stratospheric aerosols
are provided for the historical period (Stenchikov et al., 1998). In the future
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Figure 6: In Paper V, aerosol fields and optical properties are first sim-
ulated by global aerosol-climate model. Then these fields are described
as effective radius and by AOD for 550 nm wavelength in MPI-ESM.
Other relevant optical properties are read from a look-up table by using
effective radius and 550nm AOD.

scenarios, the extinction due to the volcanic stratospheric aerosols is set to
zero (Giorgetta et al., 2005).

If one wishes to study the climate effects of stratospheric sulphur injections
and marine cloud brightening, or some other scenarios related to aerosols by
MPI-ESM, it is necessary to implement an aerosol model into MPI-ESM or
describing aerosols offline. The aerosol module HAM is already implemented
into ECHAM, but coupling ECHAM-HAM with the ocean models requires
model tuning (chapter 3.5) (Mauritsen et al., 2012) which is not done in the
model’s current state. Another major issue is that running the aerosol model is
computationally heavy. Earth System Models are used to study climate effect
which usually means that the simulations have to take account of changes
lasting for several decades. Furthermore natural variation is large in the model
and statistically significant results require the ensemble of several simulations.
Thus simulating the climate effects by MPI-ESM requires several simulations
over several decades and this cannot be done with the coupled aerosol model
since it would require clearly more computational resources than needed for
describing aerosols offline.

Paper V deals with stratospheric aerosols. The conditions in the stratosphere
are relatively stable and the lifetime of particles is long (1-2 years). The parti-
cles consist mainly sulphate and water. Since the particles reside at an altitude
of over 15 km, the ocean does not exert any significant direct influence on the
stratospheric aerosol field, meaning that the offline aerosol fields can be used
in the MPI-ESM. In Paper V, the modelling of the climate effects was done
in two steps. Aerosol fields and optical properties from the studied emis-
sion/geoengineering scenario were first simulated by ECHAM-HAM-SALSA
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which takes account of aerosol microphysics. These aerosol �elds were then
described by e�ective radius and aerosol optical depths at 550 nm wavelength
(AOD550). In the second step, these �elds were used as the input in MPI-ESM
and utilized in the climate simulations. MPI-ESM reads in AOD, single scat-
tering albedo and the asymmetry factor of the aerosol particles were obtained
from a look-up table, where these parameters are described as a function of
wavelength, e�ective radius and AOD550. In this table, radiation properties
are calculated assuming a single modal (� = 1.2) size distribution and chem-
ical composition of particles which consist of 75 % sulphate and 25 % water.

3.6 Tuning of the model

Model tuning is an integral part of the model development process. It is the
last step of the model development process (Mauritsen et al., 2012). Models
are always an incomplete description of the real atmosphere and many of the
physical subgrid processes are parametrized to lessen the computational bur-
den. The model also includes some parameters which are set between some
boundaries, but their values display great uncertainties, because of the lack of
any exact theory behind the parameter. Many of these parameters are related
to clouds and thus changing these parameters will change radiation �uxes in
the atmosphere. By tuning these parameters, it is possible to e�ectively change
radiative values in the model and adjust the model radiation values so that
they exhibit a better agreement with actual observations. This has to be done
in all model versions and con�gurations. In this work, the model was tuned
in Paper I, Paper III, Paper IV and Paper V before proceeding to the actual
simulations.

3.7 Health e�ects from the Global Climate Model

In this work, health e�ects are calculated from the mass concentration of
particulate matter with a dry diameter less than 2.5 µ m (PM2.5) which is
simulated by ECHAM-HAMMOZ. The long term health e�ects were studied
in Papers II and III. Five-year-mean values were used for surface level PM2.5
concentration which is calculated in the control simulation with standard emis-
sions, and used as a reference, and for the studied scenarios with additional
emissions. The methods devised by Ostro (2004) were used to calculate pre-
mature mortality from cardiopulmonary disease and lung cancer due to the
decreased air-quality. Annual excess mortality rates E were calculated from
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the simulated PM2.5 concentration with the following concentration-response
function:

E =

�
1 �

�
PM2.5,c + 1

PM2.5 + 1

���
× By × P30+, (2)

where PM2.5,c is the reference concentration (µ m/m3) from the control run
and PM2.5 from the simulations with additional emissions.; � is a cause-speci�c
coe�cient with a value of 0.23218 (95% con�dence interval: 0.08563-0.37873)
for lung cancer and 0.15515 (95 % con�dence interval: 0.0562- 0.2541) for
cardiopulmonary diseases (Ostro, 2004). By is the baseline mortality rate
(e.g. deaths per year per 1000 people) for lung cancer and cardiopulmonary
diseases (diseases related to hearth and lungs) in the exposed population with
age over 30 years (P30+) which are calculated based on data provided by the
World Health Organisation (WHO, 2008). Population density data is for the
year 2010 and obtained from the Socioeconomic Data and Application Center
at Columbia University (SEDAC, 2005). Population data, By and P30+ are
gridded into the used model grid resolution (T63).



4 Climate response due to anthropogenic

aerosol emissions

Current climate warming is a result of the increased greenhouse gas emissions.
At the same time, we have emitted more aerosols into the atmosphere which
have re�ected more solar radiation back to space and compensated to some
extent for the warming e�ect from the increased GHG emissions. One interest-
ing question is would it be possible to signi�cantly slow down global warming
by emitting more aerosols into the atmosphere; another important question is
how our decisions about energy production can a�ect the aerosol concentra-
tion at the atmosphere and the climate warming. However, in general aerosol
emissions simultaneously decrease air quality which means that there should
be a reduction in the particulate emissions.

4.1 Aerosol emissions in last two decades and impacts
to the climate

Substantial changes have taken place in the geographical distribution of aerosol
emissions in the last decades. Together with the changes in the amount
of global emissions, this might have changed the global radiative e�ects of
aerosols. Simultaneously there appears to have been a slow-down in global
warming since the beginning of 21st century which might be caused by the
geographical change in the emissions (Santer et al., 2015). Due to air quality
legislation, between the years from 1990 to 2005, SO2 emissions have decreased
in North America from 24 000 Gt SO2 by 38% and in Western and Central
Europe from 30 522 Gt SO2 by 64 % (Smith et al., 2011). However, during the
same time, the yearly SO2 emissions from China and India have increased after
the year 1990 respectively by 90 % 17 194 and 3 302 Gt SO2. SO2 emissions
in China and India have continued to grow since 2005. Thus, even though
there have been no large changes in the total global emissions, the emissions
are located di�erently. After the year 1998, the percentual contribution of
China and India to the global SO2 emissions has increased from under 30 % to
over 40 %. In addition, also BC emissions have increased substantially. Solar
intensity is greater at low latitudes and since the emission areas have moved
towards countries in the low latitudes, it is expected that emissions will now
make a larger contribution to radiation in these regions. Murphy (2013) stud-
ied the direct e�ects of aerosols and observed that the regional redistribution
of aerosols had little e�ect on global average clear-sky direct radiative forcing
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from 2000 to 2012. However, aerosols also a�ect radiation indirectly and this
fact was not taken into account in the study of Murphy (2013).

Paper I evaluated climate impacts of the changing aerosol emissions in the
period from 1996 to 2010 and investigated if this could be the reason for the
slowdown in global warming which has been postulated to have occurred at
the beginning of this current century. The simulations with �xed SST show
that clear-sky aerosol direct forcing has clearly increased in China and India
and decreased in Europe and North America as expected. Surprisingly, there
has also been a decrease in the all-sky direct aerosol forcing in China and
the e�ect on all-sky forcing is opposite to the clear-sky aerosol direct forcing.
However, if the aerosol indirect e�ect is also taken into account, there has
been total cooling e�ect attributable to the increased emissions also in China.
Nevertheless in global terms, ERF has increased by 0.42 W/m2 due to the
changes in emissions between the years 1996 and 2010. Paper I presented also
transient simulations by a slab ocean model instead of applying the �xed SST.
These simulations indicated that there was an 0.25 � C global annual-mean
2-meter temperature change due to shifts in aerosol emission regions between
the years 1996 and 2010 and the warming was concentrated in the northern
hemisphere. However, the slab ocean model reacts rapidly to any changes in
the radiation because heat �uxes in the deeper ocean have not been taken
into account and thus the transient trend is overestimated. Even though the
results indicated that the increased aerosol emissions from China have not
led to global cooling, emissions have made a substantial contribution on the
climate temperature and for example full elimination of SO2 emissions in China
might lead to a 0.05-0.4 � C increase in the global mean temperature and this
warming would be felt especially in the northern hemisphere (Kasoar et al.,
2016).

Paper I showed that all-sky direct aerosol forcing may have di�erent sign than
total radiative forcing from aerosols. In Paper I, the total cloud fraction was
very high over China and in simulations this has even increased by roughly
about 5 % from the year 1996 to 2010 due to increased aerosol emissions. Un-
der speci�c conditions, clouds can also a�ect aerosol direct e�ect as illustrated
in �gure 7. In comparison with cloud-free regions, in cloudy areas, shortwave
radiation is re�ected e�ciently by clouds and less radiation penetrates through
to be able to interact with aerosols under the cloud. In Paper I, aerosol emis-
sions were increased over China since the year 1996. As a consequence, the
clear-sky direct forcing increased as expected. However, simultaneously the
cloud cover in the year 2010 also increased, and it now covered areas which in
1996 had been considered as cloud free areas. Particles in these areas cannot
re�ect as much radiation as before, because some of the radiation is re�ected
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Figure 7: Illustrated aerosol radiative effects when aerosols clear-sky
direct effect and indirect effect are increased, but the aerosol all-sky direct
effect is decreased. Single arrow in the figure represents an arbitrary value
x for radiation, which is reflected by aerosols (red), clouds (green) or
would be reflected by aerosols without the existence of clouds (light blue).
Note that the fractions of reflected radiation are chosen only to simplify
the figure and do not represent any actual values from simulations.

now by clouds. In addition, the cloud optical depth is increased which affects
aerosol direct forcing basically in a similar manner as an increase in the cloud
cover, such that less radiation reaches the under cloud layers.

Aerosols also absorb radiation and the aerosol absorption optical depth
(AAOD) becomes larger, especially if BC emissions are increased. Shindell
et al. (2013) reported a strong positive all-sky forcing over East Asia due to
BC emissions between the years 1980 and 2000 and Tsay et al. (2013) found
that the occurrence of absorbing aerosols was rather frequent in this area. In
Paper I, the increase in AAOD in China and India is much larger than the
decrease in Europe and North America. In addition, the BC concentration and
AAOD have increased above the clouds and thus these BC particles interact
with incoming radiation also in cloudy areas. Due to these reasons, the all-sky
direct radiative forcing is decreased. However, as was seen, the total radiative
effect (ERF) of clouds and aerosols is increased.

It is possible to make two general conclusions from the study. First, the pres-
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ence of clouds could also a�ect the aerosols abilities to scatter radiation and
the geographical change of the aerosol emissions to the lower latitudes, where
solar intensity is higher, will not necessarily increase global mean radiative
forcing, if emissions are located in more cloudy areas. Second, based on this
study, the slowdown of the global warming occurring at the beginning of this
century is not due to the changes in aerosol emissions. Instead, these changes
would tend to accelerate global warming.

There have been many suggestions to explain what may be causing the ap-
parent slowing down of global warming if it is not the geographical change in
emissions. One explanation would be that it is due to the sulphate particles
from volcanic activity (Santer et al., 2014; Ridley et al., 2014). As already
discussed, the aerosols from volcanic eruption are known to lead to cooling
of the climate and changes in volcanic activity could therefore cause a tem-
poral change in surface temperature. Recent volcanic activity after the year
2000 has been estimated to be the reason for the global cooling of 0.05-0.12
� C (Ridley et al., 2014). Another reason for the slowdown of global warm-
ing might be the natural variability of the Earths climatic system and this
is related to the decadal cooling attributable to the La Nia phase of the El
Ni�no-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the eastern equatorial Paci�c (Kosaka
and Xie 2013). Strengthening of the Paci�c trade winds over the past two
decades has increased subsurface ocean heat uptake which may explain the
slowdown of global warming (England et al., 2014). This also indicates that
natural variability of global temperature could be relatively large compared
to the change due to external driving factors for example, aerosols. This also
creates challenges for the climate models and future predictions. Furthermore,
measuring and calculating global mean temperature is far from straightfor-
ward and it might be that the increase in global mean temperature in the last
decades has been underestimated (Karl et al., 2015).

4.2 Emissions from industry and energy production

Climate in the near future is in a close relationship with our choices in energy
production. How energy production will change depends strongly not only on
our long term plans and targets (via emission reduction agreements) but also
short term choices with might be related some speci�c event which are shaping
public and governmental opinions. One of these kinds of events which shaped
public opinions about energy production in some countries, happened in 2011
when there was a nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan. Subsequently, several
countries reassessed the question of whether the economic and environmental
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bene�ts of nuclear energy outweighed the risk associated with nuclear power
and problems related to radioactive material. The hardest a�ected country was
Japan, where the nuclear power plants were progressively shut down. Germany
is also planning to abandon nuclear power before the year 2022. However this
has created a gap in energy production which will have to be replaced by some
alternative source of energy. Coal power is an economically attractive option.
Resources are widely available and easy to store and the production of energy
is cost e�cient. Paper II shows an extreme case, where all nuclear power plants
would be shut down everywhere in the world and the energy they produced
would be replaced by coal power. In a world where the energy production was
derived from coal power would increase CO2 emissions on the climate but also
to air quality would deteriorate when hazardous emissions from coal-burning
power stations would increase. In fact, this can be considered as the worst
case scenario if all nuclear plants were to be shut down all around the world.

Based on the IPCC AR5 report, 40.4 × 106 GWh/yr of energy is produced
by coal power (Bruckner et al., 2014). Energy produced by nuclear plants is
clearly smaller (2.6 × 106 GWh/yr). Even though nuclear power is in global
terms a relatively small fraction of the whole energy production, most of the
nuclear power is produced in the western countries, where the nuclear power
has the large role. Fission based nuclear power can be considered as a relatively
clean energy source not only in terms in climate (Lenzen et al., 2008) but also
in air quality and thus replacing nuclear power by coal power would have
major local air quality consequences, especially in Europe. Paper II simulated
the increased emissions from SO2, BC and OC. Since the nuclear plants to be
replaced are located primarily in western countries, the average emissions from
coal power plants in US from the year 2009 were used in study. We also used
locations of operational nuclear reactors in the year 2012 which also includes
nuclear reactors from Japan which were closed later.

In the year 2012, most of the nuclear plants were located in Western Europe,
Eastern US and also in Japan. Figure 8 shows all-sky direct forcing from
increased emissions globally and the change in ERF over Europe should nuclear
power be replaced by coal power. As can be seen, the radiative e�ect would be
concentrated on regions where the nuclear plants were located. In the eastern
US, ERF is -0.46 W/m2, in Europe -0.64 W/m2 and Japan ERF: -0.94 W/m2.
However there is also the impact on the air quality. Based on the simulations
in Paper II, the highest increase in the premature mortality would occur in
Europe where there would be almost 100 000 premature deaths. The global
mortality would increase by almost 150 000 premature deaths per year.

The global mean direct radiative e�ect is -0.016 W/m2. Together with the in-
direct e�ect from increased emissions this would lead globally to -0.062 W/m2
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Figure 8: a) Global direct all-sky shortwave radiative forcing and b) ef-
fective radiative forcing in Europe if all nuclear power were to be replaced
by coal power.

effective radiative forcing. Thus radiative effects due to the emissions are ap-
proximately 10 times higher near to the emission sources than the global av-
erages. Increase of the energy produced by coal would also lead to an increase
in GHG emissions. It has been estimated that GHG emissions from full life
cycle of hard coal and natural gas technologies are 410-950 g/kWhel (Bruckner
et al., 2014). There are also some GHG emissions from nuclear energy which
originate mainly from mining, milling, enrichment etc. By doing simple calcu-
lations (as in Paper II), it was estimated that replacing nuclear power by coal
power would lead to 0.00168 to 0.00171 W/m2 increase in the CO2 radiative
forcing every year for several decades. Since approximately half of the emitted
CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere, the positive radiative forcing from CO2

would cancel out the negative (more instantaneous) aerosol forcing in 37 years,
and thereafter accelerate climate warming. After 50 years, radiative forcing
because of the increased GHG emissions would be increased by 0.085 W/m2.
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Paper I and Paper II reveal that aerosols have potential to cool climate, but the
radiative forcing from current or near future anthropogenic emissions are small
compared to the warming effect from GHG emissions. The indirect radiative
effect also exceeded the direct effect from aerosols in both of the studies. Thus
aerosols might prevent or significantly slow down climate warming, if aerosols
were to be intentionally used to target the properties of clouds. The aerosol di-
rect effect would also be a feasible way to cool climate if the aerosols had longer
lifetimes which would be possible by emitting aerosols to the stratosphere.

Figure 9: a) Figure of different geoengineering techniques at the dif-
ferent heights of the atmosphere. Figure is adapted from Lenton and
Vaughan (2009). b) Evaluation of the geoengineering techniques. Fig-
ure is amended version of the Figure 5.1 in Royal Society (2009). SRM
techniques are shown as diamonds and CDR techniques as circles.

Because reductions of GHG emissions have not been sufficiently successful,
the idea has been put forward that it might be possible to cool the climate
with aerosols (Crutzen 2006, Keith 2000). These kinds of actions are called
geoengineering or climate engineering. The Royal Society has defined geo-
engineering as “the deliberate large-scale intervention in the Earth’s climate
system, in order to moderate global warming” (Royal Society, 2009). Thus it
includes all the methods that aim to cool the climate, but excludes mitigation
and carbon capture and storage (CCS). Generally geoengineering methods are
divided into two groups. Methods that aim to increase the Earths reflectivity
and shortwave radiation (blue arrows in Figure 1.) are called Solar Radiation
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Management (SRM); these include techniques to add aerosols to the atmo-
sphere and covering deserts with some kind of re�ective material or placing
mirrors in the space (Figure 9). Another group is referred to as Carbon Diox-
ide Removal (CDR). These techniques aim to remove carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and thus increasing of outgoing longwave radiation (red arrows in
Figure 1.).

Both CDR and SRM include many innovative techniques. CDR techniques
remove greenhouse gases from the atmosphere. Thus CDR techniques target
the root cause of climate. This would decrease the probability of unpredictable
risks. The aim in CDR methods is to enhance natural CO2 sequestration
through a modi�cation of the physical, chemical, and biological processes that
control the carbon cycle (Rickels et al., 2011). Many of these methods aim to
accelerate the rate of oceanic CO2 uptake, for example by fertilizing marine
phytoplankton. More CO2 would also be captured from the atmosphere by
a�orestation. However capturing CO2 from atmosphere is not very e�cient
with existing technologies and CDR methods only slowly exert any in�uence
on the climate system. Even though the climate risks are relatively small, CDR
methods could impact on other natural systems of the Earth (Royal Society,
2009).

While CDR directly in�uences the root cause of GHG-induced radiative forc-
ing, SRM methods aim to compensate for the warming caused by GHG-induced
radiative forcing by reducing solar radiation. Thus SRM methods do not pre-
vent other consequences resulting from GHG for example, acidi�cation of seas
which is caused by high CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and ocean.
Methods also hardly a�ect directly the altered LW radiation due to the in-
creased GHG but instead would change SW radiation �uxes. This would lead
to a totally new state of climate where both LW and SW radiation �uxes would
be changed compared to the pre-industrial climate. When incoming SW radia-
tion is reduced at the surface, plants would receive either less or more di�used
radiation (depending on which SRM method would be used) and this in turn
would a�ect their productivity (Kalidindi et al., 2014). In addition, any reduc-
tion in the amount of radiation reaching the surface would have also impacts
for example on solar energy production. Unlike CDR methods, many of SRM
methods are generally rapid to implement and suspend and are usually cost ef-
�cient at least when compared with mitigation (Royal Society, 2009). However,
the negative side e�ects and risks are often larger than encountered with CDR
methods. Figure 9b) shows evaluation of di�erent geoengineering techniques
based on the Royal Society (2009). Stratospheric aerosols have been specu-
lated to be bene�cial due to the e�ectiveness, a�ordability and the method
would be fast to implement, but using would include many risks (section 5.4).
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Similarly to stratospheric aerosols, modifying cloud albedo would also be rel-
atively cost e�ective but also has many negative side e�ects. Since SRM does
not a�ect the root cause of climate warming (CO2), SRM methods should be
used only together with mitigation (or CDR).

There is also a third kind of group of geoengineering, thermal radiation man-
agement (TRM), which (similar to CDR methods) aims to increase outgoing
LW radiation instead of decreasing incoming SW radiation (as SRM). High
altitude ice clouds (cirrus clouds) obstruct both LW and SW radiation, but
unlike low-level clouds, more outgoing LW radiation is blocked and this causes
them to have a warming e�ect (Lee et al. 2009). The magnitude of this e�ect
depends on the latitude of the clouds, their altitude, particle size, and the crys-
tal structure of the ice (Zhang et al., 1999). Mitchell et al. (2009) suggested
that injecting certain types of ice nuclei would increase heterogeneous nucle-
ation (nucleation on the surface of particle) in preference to the homogeneous
nucleation which would lead to the production of larger ice particles. This
would cause these ice particles to sediment more rapidly and would decrease
the lifetime of cirrus clouds. Cirrus clouds could also be modi�ed as a side
e�ect of stratospheric sulphur geoengineering (Kuebbeler et al., 2012, Cirisan
et al., 2013). Thinning of cirrus clouds target mainly LW radiation, and thus
the part of the radiation budget which is being changed by greenhouse gases,
but not SW radiation, like SRM methods. One of the results is that cirrus
cloud modi�cation would manage to cool global temperatures, without reduc-
ing global annual mean precipitation rates, which is a phenomenon encountered
in many SRM techniques (Chapter 5.4) (Muri et al., 2014). However, Penner
et al (2015) showed that the balance between homogeneous and heterogeneous
ice nucleation is uncertain and therefore viability of cirrus cloud seeding is
being debated.

A fast and su�ciently large impact on climate temperature more likely could
be achieved by SRM methods than CDR methods or cirrus cloud seeding.
Depending on the method, the full implementation would take anything from
one year to several decades (space mirrors). When a method is implemented,
it is likely that the climate system would respond quickly and the surface
temperatures return towards pre-industrial conditions (Royal Society, 2009).
This work concentrates on to two SRM method, marine cloud brightening and
stratospheric sulphur geoengineering.

5.1 Marine cloud brightening

It was observed in Papers I and II that an increase in aerosols emissions leads
to more re�ective clouds by increasing CDNC in the atmosphere. Most of the
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Earths surface is covered by oceans. The albedo of the oceans is naturally
low. This means that only a small fraction of radiation is re�ected back to
space over the oceans but also that the radiative e�ects of aerosols and clouds
are relative larger above the seas than above more re�ective surfaces e.g. sea
ice or snow. Approximately 23% of the oceans are covered by stratocumulus
clouds (Wood, 2012) and CDNC is generally low in these areas. Thus these
clouds are ideal for being subjected to cloud modi�cation since increasing CCN
concentration over these areas would lead to a relatively larger radiative e�ect
than increasing CCN in over some less re�ective area.

5.1.1 Manipulating ship emissions

Clouds over the oceans are already modi�ed by human actions, even though
it has been done unintentionally. Approximately 90% of world trade is trans-
ported by the international shipping (ICS, 2014). Large numbers of vessels are
sailing over the seas at any given time and all of these ships emit aerosols to
the atmosphere. These aerosols change cloud properties and optically thicker
clouds on the ship tracks compared to surrounding clouds can be seen, for
example in satellite images (Campmany et al., 2009).

There have been many estimations on how shipping emissions a�ect clouds and
the radiation. Calpaldo et al. (1999) estimated that aerosol indirect forcing
would be -0.11 W/m2, Lauer et al. (2007) assessed the value to be between
-0.19 W/m2 to -0.6 W/m2 and Lauer et al. (2009) from -0.27 to -0.58 W/m2.
Fuglestvedt et al. (2007) estimated a clearly smaller value, -0.066 W/m2.
There are large uncertainties in the values, which depends on how the clouds,
aerosols and emissions are calculated in the model. Peters et al. (2012) studied
how the uncertainty in the size distributions of emitted aerosols, the amount
of emissions and reducing carbonaceous emissions would a�ect the estimates
of the indirect e�ect from the shipping emissions and end up estimations of
global mean from -0.08 to -0.45 W/m2. Despite the wide range of values, it
is worth noting that all studies do seem to agree that present day indirect
radiative forcing due to the shipping emissions is negative.

In the near future, aerosol-induced climate e�ects from ship tra�c will be
decreased due to treaties to reduce the emission. Particulate emissions from
internationals shipping are estimated to be responsible for 18 900 - 90 600 pre-
mature deaths per year (Corbett et al., 2007; Winebrake et al., 2009). In order
to reduce the risk of premature mortality, treaties have been negotiated that
will reduce shipping emissions in the future, especially the sulphur emissions.
From the climate point of view, sulphate particles are e�ective scatterers and
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they have high hydroscopicity and their size is large enough that they can
act as a cloud nucleus. Pollution of ships is regulated by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO). This treaty determined that the global cap of
fuel sulphur content would be 3.5% after the beginning of 2012 with clearly
stricter restriction of 0.1 % in some areas of Europe and Northern America
and progressive global cap reduction to 0.5 % until the year 2020 (Paper III).
This would reduce premature mortality by several tens of thousands per year
(Winebrake et 2009) but it has also estimated that it would halve the radiative
forcing of shipping emissions (Lauer et al., 2009).

Most of the shipping emissions originate around the coastal areas (Eyring et
al., 2010.). These areas are also close to populations and thus they exert a large
e�ect on mortality. In order to avoid negative health e�ects, it is necessary
that there will be a reduction of the emissions around the coastal areas. On the
other hand, the emissions in the open oceans do not contribute substantially
to the health e�ects, because emissions are far away from population, but they
could exert a signi�cant e�ect on the climate. Paper III evaluated the scenarios
where shipping emissions would be regulated in areas near to the coast in order
to improve air quality, but fuel with a higher sulphur concentration could be
used in the open sea for cloud modi�cation and bene�cial climate e�ects.

Figure 10 illustrates the main results from Paper III. Based on these simu-
lations, the present-day ship emissions (2010, in �gure 10) lead to approx.
50 000 premature deaths per year which is similar to the estimates in other
studies (Corbett et al., 2007; Winebrake et al., 2009). Global mean e�ective
radiative forcing due to the shipping emissions is -0.39 W/m2. After the re-
strictions, fuel sulphur content is reduced to 0.1 % and 0.5 % in coastal and
open sea area respectively (2020 in Figure 10), almost all of the radiation e�ect
has disappeared and ship emissions lead to only -0.06 W/m2 radiative cooling.
However, mortality is reduced to only 4 % of the 2010 emission level. If the
fuel sulphur content were to be restricted to 0.5% over a 400-600 km wide area
(two grid cells of the model) in the coastal areas but the fuel sulphur content
increased to 5.4 % over open oceans (GEO wide), then premature mortality
would decline by almost 70% compared the present day ship emissions (2010).
Since emissions are increased in the open seas, global mean e�ective radiative
forcing would be increased by 10%. Although emissions are reduced in a more
narrow coastal area (200-300 km in GEO - narrow) and increased elsewhere,
the mortality would be reduced by 30% from the present day and e�ective
radiative forcing due to the ship emissions would be -0.53 W/m2.

The results in Paper III demonstrated both the climate and air quality bene�ts
that could be achieved if ship fuel sulphur content and the emissions were
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Figure 10: Global mean effective radiative forcing and yearly prema-
ture mortality due to the emissions from shipping. The value for 2010
represents the scenario where the sulphur content of marine fuel is 2.7 %
in both coastal and open sea; in 2020, the sulphur content is reduced to
0.1 % and 0.5 % in coastal and open sea area respectively. GEO displays
the scenario where sulphur content is increased to 5.4 % in open seas but
reduced in wide (GEO - wide) or narrow (GEO - narrow) coastal areas
to 0.1 %.

to be modified appropriately. However even if the fuel sulphur content is
considerably increased, the total radiative effect would be only a small fraction
of radiative warming effect due to the increased GHG concentration, if GHG
emissions are not reduced significantly.

5.1.2 Sea spray injections

Latham (1990, 2008) proposed a method that uses sea salt particles to increase
aerosol concentrations as a means of changing the albedo in marine boundary
layer clouds. Salter et al. (2008) hypothesized that unmanned wind-powered
vessels could operate open sea and inject seawater into the atmosphere. These
sea water droplets/sea salt particles could act as additional CCNs and increase
cloud albedo. Latham et al. (2008) calculated the global mean forcing to be -8
W/m2 when a CDNC of 375 cm−3 in all marine clouds below approximately
3 km was assumed; this value was compared to no seeding conditions, where
global average CDNC was approximately 100 cm−3. The radiative effects were
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very di�erent between the di�erent regions. Regionally the largest forcing (over
(30-50) W/m2) was seen in three stratocumulus areas in the west coast of Africa
and the west coasts of North and South America. Based on the publication of
Latham et al. (2008), this kind of geoengineering would compensate for even
the radiative forcing from a doubled CO2 concentration (+3.7 W/m2 (Forster
et al., 2007)). Jones et al. (2009) estimated that if injections were made in
all stratocumulus regions (3.3 % of the Earth� s Surface), the injection would
lead to -1 W/m2 global mean radiative forcing. If very high water droplet
concentrations in stratocumulus region could be achieved, then global mean
forcing could be somewhere between -2.5 and -3.9 W/m2 (Rasch et al. 2009).

All of the studies mentioned above assumed that CDNC in the modi�ed clouds
would be uniformly set to a constant value and hence these models do not take
account of aerosol microphysics, the emissions, wet and dry deposition and
transport of arti�cially produced sea salt particles. Korhonen et al. 2010 in-
cluded these features in the chemical transport model mean and studied CDNC
concentration when a wind speed dependent baseline geoengineering �ux was
applied over three persistent stratocumulus regions. That study revealed that
the relative increase in CDNC over the stratocumulus regions would be in-
creased by less than 20 % and even decreased (-2 %) in the North Paci�c
stratocumulus region (Korhonen et al., 2010). The median background CDNC
in the study was below 175 cm � 3 and the authors concluded that it would be
extremely di�cult to achieve the previously assumed uniform distribution of
high CDNC as proposed by Latham (2008). For example, large sea salt parti-
cles prevent smaller background particles from becoming activated by acting
as a coagulation sink for the smaller particles but also lowering the maximum
supersaturation in clouds (Korhonen et al., 2010; Alterskjæ r and Kristj´ansson,
2013a; Partanen et al., 2014).

Partanen et al. (2012) studied radiative e�ects by using the global aerosol-
climate model ECHAM5.5-HAM2 and similar sea spray �uxes than Korhonen
et al. (2010). This resulted in a clearly higher CDNC concentration (70 %-80
%) over the stratocumulus regions and -0.8 W/m2 global mean e�ective radia-
tive forcing. They also revealed that the sea spray injections would exert also
a considerable direct e�ect, adding to the indirect e�ect mediated via clouds.
There are also many uncertainties related to size of the injected particles,
background aerosol concentration, updraft velocity and cloud altitude which
was seen in Partanen et al. (2012). Injected sea salt particles could a�ect also
other cloud properties in addition to CDNC. A high injection �ux of small par-
ticles (Aitken mode) could lead to a decline in the Liquid Water Path (LWP)
and eventually lead to positive forcing (Alterskjæ r and Kristj´ansson 2013a).
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Based on these results, it is concluded that sea spray geoengineering would be
probably less e�cient than thought earlier.

5.2 Stratospheric aerosols

The previous chapters have examined four major problems or restrictions re-
lated to climate cooling with tropospheric aerosols:

� Lifetime of emitted particles is short

� Some particles also absorb the radiation and cause a warming e�ect

� Negative air quality e�ects

� Injected particles might decrease the cooling e�ect of existing particles
via clouds or act as a condensational sink

In the troposphere, particles are e�ciently removed by wet and dry deposition
and their lifetime is only a few days (Textor et al., 2006). In the stratosphere,
these mechanisms play no major role and particles are removed mainly by
sedimentation (Rasch et al., 2008). For this reason, for example the lifetime of
sulphate particles from volcanic eruptions can be as long as one or two years
(Robock, 2000). Because of the long lifetime, large volcanic eruptions are
known to exert a signi�cant e�ect on the climate. From the geoengineering
point of view, less particles would have to be injected into the stratosphere
in order to obtain a similar radiative e�ect than if they were delivered to
the troposphere. Since the amount of injected aerosols would be small and the
particles would be located in the stratosphere, the particles would not have any
signi�cant e�ect on human health, even though health impacts would need to
be considered in the cost-bene�t analysis of SRM (E�ong and Neitzel, 2016).
At present, there is only a low concentration of stratospheric aerosols (in the
Junge layer) with occasionally higher concentration of aerosols after volcanic
eruptions. Thus aerosols originating from stratospheric injections would have
a very limited probability of interacting with existing particles.

5.2.1 Volcanic eruptions

In Chapter 2.3, Figure 2 showed that there were several periods in the last
century where major volcanic eruptions have led to climate cooling for the next
1-2 years after the eruption. This has been seen also much earlier; as many as
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2000 years ago, it was observed that the Sun had dimmed after an eruption of
Mount Etna (Forsyth, 1988). After industrialization (i.e. after the year 1850)
there have been four eruptions (Krakatau 1883, Santa Maria 1902, Katmai
1912 and Pinatubo 1991) which have a volcanic explosivity index of over 5 and
several smaller eruptions which have temporally cooled the climate (Robock,
2000). During a volcanic eruption, large amounts of sulphur and volcanic
ash are blasted into the atmosphere and sulphur and �ne ash particles reach
the stratosphere. Larger particles stay in the troposphere where they have
an impact on aviation and health. The resulting ash cloud is typically fairly
local and short-lived. Guo et al. (2004a) have shown that volcanic ash was
sedimented within the �rst days after the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Less than 5
% of the erupted ash was detected in the stratosphere after 5 days. However,
a large fraction of sulphur reaches the stratosphere and once there it has an
e�ect on the climate. The sulphur is erupted as SO2. In the stratosphere,
this will oxidize into H2SO4 gas in a reaction with hydroxyl radical (OH). The
oxidation time is dependent on the availability of OH in the atmosphere, which
is further dependent on solar radiation and thus on the season, especially in
high latitudes (Paper IV, Paper V). Based on Paper V, 80 % of SO2 had been
oxidized at three months after Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Gas phase sulphate
either condenses to the existing particles or forms new particles by nucleation.
When the sulphate particles have grown large enough, they scatter some of
the solar radiation back to space and cool the climate. Because of Brewer-
Dobson circulation, sulphur is prominently transported from the equator to
the mid-latitudes and poles and is mainly removed from the stratosphere at
high latitudes (Paper V; Rasch et al., 2008; Kravitz et al., 2009). Thus, the
location of the eruption site has a major in�uence on the lifetime of the erupted
sulphur i.e. sulphur from the Arctic eruption has a clearly shorter lifetime than
sulphur from a tropical eruption (Paper V). Model simulations of Pinatubo
eruption (located at 15 � N) have shown that over half of the erupted sulphur
would still be in the atmosphere one year after the eruption (Paper V; English
et al., 2013; Dhomse et al., 2014; Niemeier et al., 2009; Toohey et al., 2011).

Due to the seasonality of stratospheric circulation, sulphur transportation in
the atmosphere is strongly related at the time of the year. For example, most
of the sulphur from a Pinatubo like event (15 � N) stays in the northern hemi-
sphere if a volcano erupts in the boreal autumn or winter months whereas if the
eruption occurs in spring or summer, this leads to a more even distribution of
the sulphate cloud between hemispheres (Paper V; Toohey et al., 2011). Paper
V also shows that distribution of the sulphate cloud is dependent on the local
winds over the eruption site at the time of the eruption.
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5.2.2 Stratospheric sulphur injections and delivery methods

Based on measurements and the model simulations, stratospheric aerosols from
large volcanic eruptions have been shown to cool the climate. This has been the
source of the idea that climate could be intentionally cooled by mimicking vol-
canic eruptions and injecting sulphur into the stratosphere. By using Pinatubo
as an analogue, Crutzen (2006) estimated that a source of 5 Tg (S)/yr would
su�ce to balance the warming associated with a doubling of CO2. The �rst
model studies showed that this would require 1.5 - 5 Tg(S)/yr (Rasch et al.,
2008a; Robock et al., 2008). However these models did not take into account
aerosol microphysics and assumed that the aerosol �elds consisted of sulphate
particles with a �xed size distribution. Even some of the latest studies have
used this kind of idealized sulphate distribution where �xed sized sulphate
particles are distributed uniformly to all latitudes (Modak and Bala, 2013;
Kalidindi et al., 2014). The climate impacts of stratospheric sulphur emissions
are also often assessed as decreasing the solar constant (Kravitz et al., 2013b).
This corresponds more closely to space-based SRM than stratospheric sulphur
geoengineering where sulphur injection leads to a non-uniform distribution of
both particles and radiation �uxes reductions. Studies where aerosol micro-
physics have been simulated have indicated that the particles size utilized in
the �rst studies was too small, which then overestimated radiative forcing from
particles and, in reality, larger sulphur injections would be required.

The idea of injecting sulphur into the stratosphere to cool the climate is not
new. In the 1970s, Budyko (1974) suggested that sulphur from the jet fuel
of civil aircraft could cause climate cooling. However this would require that
the planes were Concorde-type supersonic aircraft �ying at a stratospheric
altitude. Even although supersonic planes are no longer in commercial use, in
the future this kind of aircraft might again become a reality. Similarly to the
enhancement of fuel sulphur concentration examined in Paper III, also aircraft
fuel sulphur concentration could be enhanced and geoengineering could be
done as a by-product of normal civil air tra�c.

Paper IV investigated the cooling potential of civil air tra�c in scenarios where
most long-distance �ights would be �own in the stratosphere and the fuel sul-
phur concentration would be enhanced. The study assumed that the fuel would
contain the current the average sulphur concentration i.e. 0.06% (Barret et al.,
2010). If all air tra�c �ew in the stratosphere instead of the troposphere only
0.06 Tg (S) would be injected yearly into the stratosphere. For example, this
would be a small amount compared to sulphur from a large volcanic eruption
and the e�ect to the all-sky radiation at the surface would be only -0.05 W/m2.
Thus, the fuel sulphur concentration would have to be increased signi�cantly
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in order to achieve a substantial cooling effect. The current legal limit for sul-
phur concentration in the fuel used in aviation is 0.3% (Penner et al., 1990).
This means that within the legal limits, five times enhanced sulphur concen-
tration could be legally used. However based on simulations, all-sky radiation
at the surface would still be only -0.1 W/m2. This means that sulphur con-
centrations would need to be enhanced clearly over the current limits if they
are to have any substantial climate impact. Were the sulphur concentration
to be enhanced by a factor 50, cooling from the stratospheric air traffic would
be -0.85 W/m2 which is high enough that it could be considered to exert a
significant effect on temperature at the surface of the Earth.

Figure 11: a) The five year mean and b) the seasonal variation of the
zonal mean of all-sky SW direct radiative forcing if 50 times current fuel
sulphur concentration is used in the air traffic.

The cooling due to the increased sulphur emissions from the air traffic is un-
evenly distributed between different regions. Most of the air traffic is concen-
trated in the northern mid-latitudes and thus yearly mean radiative forcing
is concentrated on the northern hemisphere and the boreal summer months,
when solar intensity is higher (Figure 11). Yearly average solar intensity is
highest at the equator, thus injections at the lower latitudes would be more
effective for geoengineering purposes. Based on RCP8.5, by 2050 it is esti-
mated that air traffic will increase in the lower latitudes of Asia, Africa and
South America. Based on the simulations conducted in Paper IV, five times
enhanced fuel sulphur concentration would lead to -0.38 W/m2 global mean di-
rect radiative forcing. This means that the relation of forcing/injected sulphur
is 70% larger with 2050 routes than by current flight routes with maximum
legal limit of fuels sulphur. If the same amount of sulphur were to be injected
continuously over the equator (thus not by using commercial air traffic) than
was resulted if fuel sulphur concentration is enhanced by a factor of 50, global
mean radiative direct forcing would be 55% larger (Paper IV).
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Since current civil air tra�c is concentrated in the northern hemisphere, if one
wishes to have a more uniform radiative e�ect between the hemispheres, then
some other delivery method would be required for the injections. Delivering
sulphur to the stratosphere is very challenging due to the high altitude and
amount of required sulphur. However several methods have been suggested,
in addition to commercial supersonic aircrafts. In the future, the development
of lighter and stronger materials could make it possible to build very high
towers for the injections and furthermore guns, rockets and tethered balloons
could perhaps be used (Robock et al. 2009). McClellan et al. 2012 estimated
that custom aircraft specially designed for geoengineering would be the most
cost e�cient option. Generally, the direct costs of injecting sulphur to the
stratosphere have been considered to be low compared to the costs of climate
changes or the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions (Barrett 2008, Royal
Society 2009).

5.2.3 Climate cooling due to the high sulphur concentration in the
stratosphere

If stratospheric sulphur injection is ever going to be used, there might tempo-
rally be the situation when the aerosol concentration in the stratosphere would
be very high. Stratospheric sulphur injection would most likely be ongoing for
decades and it is highly possible that a large eruption similar to Mt. Pinatubo
would happen during this time. If this is happened, there would be a cooling
e�ect from both aerosols from the volcanic eruption and from the stratospheric
sulphur injections. However, the cooling e�ect from the volcanic eruption can-
not be straightforwardly estimated based on an eruption occurring in current
background atmospheric conditions, when the stratosphere is relatively clean
of particles. During SRM, there would already be a large amount of sulphate
in the stratosphere prior to the eruption, and these particles would interact
with the sulphur from the eruption.

Paper V studied radiative e�ect and climate impacts after a volcanic eruption
in a scenario where there was geoengineering. Figure 12 shows the global mean
direct radiative forcing (solid lines) after the Pinatubo-like eruption compared
to the pre-eruption level. The black line shows the radiative forcing in un-
perturbed atmospheric conditions and the red line during the stratospheric
sulphur injections. As the �gure shows, peak forcing is 32% smaller and addi-
tional radiative forcing disappears clearly faster if the volcano erupts concur-
rently with the stratospheric sulphur injections. This means that cooling is
signi�cantly smaller (dashed lines). The simulations with a volcanic eruption
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in background atmospheric conditions lead on average to -0.27 K cooling in the
three years following the eruption. In the case of an eruption occurring during
the SRM, cooling would be only 2/3 of this value. In reality, due to safety and
economic considerations, it might be that SRM would be suspended at some
point after the eruption. If SRM injection is suspended immediately after the
eruption, there will be only minor cooling (blue lines) and the climate would
start to warm at about 10 months after the eruption.

Figure 12: 5-months’ running global mean of all-sky radiative forc-
ing (solid lines, left axis) and ensemble mean temperature (dashed lines,
right axes) compared to pre-eruption level. Shaded area shows values
between the maximum and minimum global mean temperatures of the
10 simulations ensemble. Black line shows radiative forcing and 2-m tem-
perature after volcanic eruption in unperturbed stratospheric conditions,
red and blue during SRM when sulphur injections are continued (red)
and suspended immediately after eruption (blue).

As the results are very different if one simulates the outcome of a volcanic
eruption in normal unperturbed conditions in comparison with one happening
during SRM, it is concluded that the stratospheric sulphur injections must
have affected the fate of sulphur from the eruption. Were the volcano to erupt
when there had been stratospheric sulphur injection, some of the sulphur from
the eruption would condense with the existing particles. If new particles are
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formed, these would coagulate e�ectively with the existing large particles in
the stratosphere. This same phenomenon would happen to the sulphur which
would be injected into the stratosphere after the eruption, if SRM injections
still continued. This leads to a larger size and smaller amount of particles com-
pared to particles from the eruption in unperturbed stratospheric conditions.
Then there are relatively less particles in the atmosphere and these particles
have also smaller scattering e�ciency and larger gravitational settling velocity
(Figure 3). The larger gravitational settling velocity leads to a lower lifetime
of sulphur in the stratosphere (Paper V) which explains why the cooling ef-
fect would disappear faster if a volcanic eruption takes place at a time when
there have been stratospheric sulphur injections (Figure 12). In addition, this
sulphur from SRM would absorb radiation and thus warm the stratosphere
which may have minor e�ect on the transportation properties of the particles
originating from the eruption.

The high sulphur concentration might result from stratospheric sulphur injec-
tions only and does not necessarily require a large concurrent volcanic eruption.
For example, this could be the case if GHG emissions are not reduced, and
stratospheric sulphur injection is the only approach taken to keep the temper-
ature of the climate at the current level. Thus, compensating for the warming
e�ect from continually increased GHG concentration would require that more
and more sulphur would have to be injected into the stratosphere. Similarly to
a volcanic eruption during the sulphur injections, this would lead to relatively
larger and larger particles and the global mean radiative forcing would not
increase linearly with the amount of injected.

Niemeier and Timmreck 2015 have studied how radiative forcing would in-
crease if the amount of injected sulphur was increased much more than the
values currently being considered. Their results showed that the LW radiative
forcing of aerosols increases rather linearly with the amount of injected sulphur
but the ratio between sulphate aerosol SW forcing and injection rate decays
exponentially. Thus the ratio of total forcing and injection rate also decays
exponentially and stratospheric sulphur injections would not be so e�ective if
GHG emissions are not reduced i.e. attempts are made to prevent the tem-
perature increase exclusively by stratospheric sulphur injections. These results
also imply that the amount of injected sulphur required to keep temperatures
constant after 2020, without reduction to GHG emission (RCP8.5), would be
roughly 45 Tg(S)/yr at the end of this century. Based on RCP8.5 scenario, the
global SO2 emissions would be slightly over 10 Tg(S)/yr (Riahi et al., 2011)
before the end of this century. Thus compensating for warming only by strato-
spheric sulphur injections would have increased global emission of SO2 by 450
% by the year 2100.
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Figure 13: Top of the atmosphere SW radiative �uxes for di�erent
injection rates. Note that injection areas and height is not necessarily
the same between the models. SALSA shows results from ECHAM6.1-
HAM2.2-SALSA when sulphur is injected between 10 � N and 10� S lati-
tudes and the 21 km height (Laakso et al., 2015). Radiative forcing was
not calculated in English et al. (2013), and the values are calculated
from sulphate burden and relation of forcing to burden in SALSA.

The results of direct radiative forcing due to the high sulphur concentration
depend on how and where sulphate is injected and also details of the model
used in simulation (Figure 13). A higher injection height increases the lifetime
of particles and leads to larger global mean forcing (Niemeier et al., 2011).
Niemeier et al. (2011) also suggested that sulphur injections into a narrow
band along the equator would lead to larger global mean radiation than dis-
tributing sulphur injections over a wider area. (Niemeier et al., 2011). However
Niemeier et al. (2011) used the modal aerosol model (see chapter 3.2) and sim-
ulations in sectional aerosol models instead of the modal (English et al., 2012
or ECHAM with sectional microphysics SALSA (not shown)) indicate the op-
posite. Pierce et al. (2011) and Heckendorn et al. (2009) have used a used
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a 3D chemistry climate model, where aerosol �elds and size distributions are
prede�ned by a zonal mean aerosol model. Niemeier et al. (2011) used 3D
aerosol-climate model ECHAM with the modal aerosol schema. The curve
denoted as SALSA in Figure 13 shows the results from same climate model
(ECHAM) but where the aerosol size distribution is described sectionally. The
global mean radiative forcing from the results simulated by SALSA are larger
than those reported by English et al. (2011), where a sectional aerosol micro-
physics model was also used with a 3D climate model. However even though
the variations in the results between the models are large, all of the mod-
els demonstrate the saturation of the forcing while increasing the amount of
injected sulphur. This also demonstrates that aerosol microphysics makes a
signi�cant contribution to the resulting radiative e�ect and therefore it should
be included in geoengineering studies.

5.2.4 Alternatives to injection of SO2

All of the studies presented above concern injections of SO2. However there
are alternative sulphur components in addition to SO2. One option would
be injections of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) (Crutzen et al., 2006; Volodin et
al., 2011; Izrael et al., 2013). Bene�t from using H2S compared to SO2 is
that its sulphur content is larger. Thus less mass would be required to be
injected in order to acquire the same amount of sulphate particles because
there is already available hydrogen and oxygen in the atmosphere. H2S is
oxidized to SO2 within one or two days (Rasch et al., 2008). Thus sulphur
would exist for a longer time in the gas phase compared to the situation when
sulphur is injected as SO2 and it would be dispersed better after the injections.
This would reduce self-coagulation and achieve a higher particle concentration
(Volodin et al., 2011). One of the problems in using H2S instead of SO2 is that
H2S is more corrosive than SO2 (Kleber et al., 2008; Robock et al., 2008a).
It is also lethal at fairly low concentrations (Kilburn and Warshaw, 1995) for
example, it was used as a chemical weapon in World War I (Croddy et al.,
2001).

Since injections by SO2 or H2S tend to produce large particles (that are sed-
imented quickly) when the amount of injected sulphur is increased, Pierce et
al. (2010) suggested injections by H2SO4 gas. A high initial H2SO4 concentra-
tion favours nucleation over condensation; this results from its smaller size and
larger number of particles compared to injections by SO2 (Pierce et al., 2010;
Niemeier et al., 2011). It was predicted that this would produce more and
smaller particles compared to injections by SO2 or H2S. Pierce et al. (2010)
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hypothesized that this might increase global mean radiative forcing by up to 77
% if 10 Tg(S)/yr were to be injected. However, with a smaller injection rate,
this di�erence attributable to the injected species, became smaller. This can be
seen in Paper IV where the scenario where current fuel sulphur concentration
in aircraft fuels was enhanced by a factor 50 was repeated by injecting sulphur
as H2SO4 (corresponds to the immediately oxidation of SO2 in the aircraft
plume) instead of SO2. Global mean forcing was increased by 33%. However
in the southern hemisphere, where there is clearly less air tra�c and the emit-
ted sulphur concentration was low, the extent of forcing was rather similar
regardless of which chemical form of sulphur compound was being injected.
In the northern mid-latitudes, where air tra�c is concentrated, injection of
H2SO4 leads to radiative forcing which was roughly 60% higher at some lati-
tudes than could be achieved from injections by SO2. However, it should be
noted that the simulations are done by global model where size of the grid
box is several thousand square kilometers and model assumes instant mixing
after the injections. Thus model does not take account of the sub-grid particle
formations in injection plume which is crucial factor for particle formation and
the resulting size distribution of sulphate particles. Overall, the injection as
H2SO4 might be the more e�ective for geoengineering than injection by SO2 if
a large amount of sulphur had to be injected. However, a problem arises from
the need to transport sulphur to the stratosphere, because the sulphur content
is much smaller in H2SO4 than in the SO2 molecule.

It has also been proposed than di�erent substances other than sulphur could
be used. Fujii (2010) proposed that limestone powder instead of sulphur com-
pounds. Sulphate would cause some environmental problems such as acid rain.
In contrast to sulphur, limestone would mitigate acidi�cation of lakes (Guhren
et al., 2006). In addition, black carbon injection has been studied but this
would result in extensive warming in the stratosphere (Ferraro et al., 2011;
Kravitz et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2015) because black carbon e�ectively absorbs
radiation. There are also many other alternatives, such as titanium dioxide
which is a good scatterer, but would not a�ect the ozone layer in the same
way as sulphur compounds (Pope et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2015). Keith et al.
(2010) proposed speci�cally engineered particles levitating by photophoretic
forces. Weisenstein et al. (2015) suggested also solid particles as alumina or
diamond particles which would be coated with liquid sulphate when injected
into the atmosphere. Their presence would result in similar forcing as obtained
with sulphur injections but produce less extensive ozone loss, less stratospheric
heating, and less forward scattering.
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5.2.5 Termination e�ect

Stratospheric aerosols injection would lead to a signi�cant cooling within a few
months (depending on the injected aerosols or precursor gases) after implemen-
tation. However the lifetime of sulphur in the stratosphere is roughly one year.
Thus if injections were abruptly suspended, the sulphate particles would be
removed from the atmosphere after a relatively short time. This type of fast
disappearance of the cooling e�ect after the suspension of the method was
seen regardless of the SRM method used (excluding levitating particles which
would stay several years in the atmosphere). If the CO2 concentration in the
atmosphere is not decreased by reducing emissions or CDR methods, and if
warming is compensated by SRM, the temperature would increase very rapidly
in the years following suspension and within a few decades, the level would be
back to where it would have been without SRM (Jones et al., 2013; Alterskjr et
al., 2013b; Aswathy et al., 2015). However, the warming rate would be clearly
faster than if it were attributable to the increased GHG concentration and
without the SRM. In addition, the suspension of solar radiation management
would also be followed by increases in global-mean precipitation rate and a
decrease in the sea-ice cover. It would be much more di�cult for humans,
animals and ecosystem to adapt to this kind of rapid global change, especially
the regional changes, in the climate conditions than to a lower rate warming
because of increased GHG concentration (Davis and Shaw, 2001; Jones et al.,
2013).

However, in some situations, the rapid recovery from SRM could be bene�-
cial. As was discussed earlier, volcanic eruptions will always occur, but their
size and timing cannot be predicted. Volcanic eruptions do a�ect the climate
and sometimes they lead to substantial disruption to human civilization (Self
2006; Fuglestvedt et al., 2014). In a world with SRM, it would be possible
compensate for cooling from an eruption by quickly suspending SRM. For ex-
ample, in �gure 12, the blue solid line shows the radiative forcing compared
to the pre-eruption level in the scenario where stratospheric sulphur injection
are suspended immediately after the eruption. As the �gure shows, radiative
forcing in the simulated scenario returns back to the pre-eruption level within
10 months. Peak forcing also would be only 60% from the eruption in normal
unperturbed atmospheric conditions. This would lead to only 0.1 K global
mean temperature cooling for the year after the eruption. After that, the
climate would start to warm rapidly and thus stratospheric sulphur injection
would need to be restarted rather soon after its suspension in order to prevent
the climate from warming.
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5.3 Risks of Solar Radiation Management

Solar radiation management includes many risks and undesired consequences.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the termination e�ect (5.3) would be one
possible risk. Furthermore, an increase in surface area of sulphate particles in
the atmosphere together with cold temperatures would enhance the destruc-
tion of the ozone layer (Tilmes et al., 2008, 2009). In addition, a change in the
atmospheric temperature pro�le due to the absorption of particles and the sub-
sequent increase of stratospheric H2O could decrease the stratospheric ozone
level (Heckendorn et al., 2009). Another consequence related to the use of sul-
phur, is acid rain and acidi�cation of lakes and forests. However, the sulphur
mass injected into the stratosphere would be relatively small compared to the
current anthropogenic emissions and acidi�cation would not be a larger threat
than it is today (Kravitz, 2009). Nevertheless stratospheric sulphur injections
have been shown to aggravate acidi�cation of the deep ocean (Tjiputra et al.,
2016).

One fundamental problem related to solar radiation management is that it
a�ects the incoming shortwave radiation in the atmosphere (blue arrows in
Figure 1) whereas GHG absorbs the outgoing longwave radiation (red arrows).
The �rst consequence of this phenomenon would be di�erent geographical dis-
tributions of the solar and greenhouse gas forcings. As seen in the previous
chapters, SRM a�ects the radiation more in the areas where solar intensity is
stronger. This is dependent of latitude and the season, but the annual aver-
age of solar intensity is the largest in the equator and clearly smaller near the
poles. Thus a uniform percentage reduction in solar radiation a�ects mainly
the latitudes closer to the equator while the largest warming is encountered
at the higher latitudes (Royal Society, 2009). Outgoing longwave radiation,
which is absorbed by GHG, is related to the temperature of the surface. Thus
the intensity of outgoing LW radiation is also stronger at the lower latitudes
than at higher latitudes, but the di�erence in the intensity of radiation be-
tween these latitudes is not as large as for incoming solar radiation (Jacobsen,
2005). Thus compensating change in the global mean radiation �ux caused
by increased GHG concentration with a uniform percentage reduction in solar
radiation leading to a situation, where the low latitudes would cool whereas
high latitudes would warm even though the global mean temperature change is
being compensated (Kravitz et al., 2013b; Schmidt et al., 2012). It should be
noted that a uniform percentage reduction of the solar constant corresponds to
the situation envisaged with space mirrors but not for example, stratospheric
sulphur injections where solar reduction would be zonally quite di�erent. The
same fundamental problem of uneven latitudinal temperature changes exists
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also in the case of the sulphur injections and might be even worse since the sul-
phur burden would be more concentrated in the low than in the high latitudes
(Paper IV, V). However, an unrealistic scenario where stratospheric sulphur
injections have been done without climate warming would lead to a larger
cooling at the high latitudes than low latitudes, even though the reduction
in radiation is larger at high latitudes (Paper V). This Arctic ampli�cation is
also seen in climate warming and it is not only due to a reduction of snow and
ice cover but also to the temperature feedbacks (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014).
Overall, the compensating increase in LW radiation zonally by reducing SW
radiation would be very challenging, especially in the polar areas where the
intensity of SW radiation is low especially in the winter season.

Another consequence is related to the hydrological system and precipitation
(Kravitz et al., 2013c). Greenhouse warming increases speci�c humidity and
the global mean precipitation. However solar radiation management would
decrease the global mean evaporation and precipitation (Paper V; Kravitz et
al., 2013c). If GHG warming is compensated by SRM, the decrease in the
precipitation due to SRM would be larger than any increase due to GHG
(Laakso et al., 2015; Ricke et al., 2010; Kravitz et al., 2013b). In global terms,
this would lead to a drier world. Locally the consequences might be much
more devastating than evident from the global mean. For example, Robock
et al. 2008 have shown that SRM would in�uence the monsoons and reduce
precipitation due to the decreased temperature gradient between Asia and
Europe and the Indian and Atlantic Oceans (Oman et al., 2006) and thus it
would exert a signi�cant e�ect in many highly populated areas.

Reducing shortwave radiation might also a�ect the atmospheric circulation.
The stratospheric sulphate a�ects precipitation via two climate system re-
sponses. The �rst one is the rapid adjustment (fast response) due to atmo-
spheric forcing (change in solar irradiance and absorption of radiation) and this
occurs in a short time scale (Huneeus et al., 2014). For example, this e�ect is
seen immediately after the volcanic eruption (Paper V). The second one is the
feedback response (slow response) which is due to temperature changes (Paper
V; Bony et al., 2013; Ferraro et al., 2014; Fuglestvedt et al., 2014; Kravitz et
al., 2013c). The tropical circulation is weakening due to the climate warming
(Held et al., 2006; Vecchi et al., 2007), because mid-troposphere is warmed
more than the surface due to the increased GHG concentration (Knutson and
Manabe, 1995). Compensating warming by stratospheric sulphur geoengineer-
ing does not prevent this, because of the radiative heating (fast response) from
the aerosol layer (Ferraro et al., 2014). This suppressing convection and further
reducing precipitation.
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As mentioned earlier, due to the reduction in incoming SW radiation, plants
would receive either less or more di�used radiation, which would then a�ect
their productivity. In addition, plants would be a�ected not only by changes
in precipitation and evaporation, surface temperature, and carbon and nitro-
gen cycle due the solar radiation management but also by fertilisation due to
the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration which has caused the warm-
ing of the climate. Solar radiation management together with increased CO2

concentration might a�ect agricultural productivity (Xia et al., 2015) and also
increase the terrestrial photosynthesis rate (Xia et al., 2016). However, as veg-
etation is dependent on many di�erent factors, the estimates about vegetation
response remain uncertain until all main processes, that a�ect the vegetation,
can be properly simulated (Glienke et al., 2015).

The consequences of SRM depend strongly on where SRM is implemented.
Large asymmetric radiative forcing between the hemispheres has been shown
to a�ect the zonal temperature gradient, Hadley circulation and intertropical
convergence zone (ITCZ). This would cause a shifting of the monsoon cir-
culation and would have further impacts of Sahelian rainfall (Haywood et al.,
2013). Paper V revealed that solar radiation management and a volcanic erup-
tion would lead to altered precipitation patterns. According to the simulations,
temperature gradients between the tropics and mid-latitudes are di�erent in
the case of a volcanic eruption, stratospheric sulphur injection and also for a
volcanic eruption occurring during a time of stratospheric sulphur injections.
Thus precipitation changes due to the stratospheric sulphur injection are dif-
�cult to predict, for example if based on the present observations after Mt.
Pinatubo.

Overall compensating for changed climate due to GHG with SRM would be
very di�cult. Even if globally SRM would bring the world closer to current
conditions, the regional impacts on the climate might be even worse than with-
out SRM and the optimal magnitude of geoengineering would be dependent
on the region (Irvine et al., 2010; Ricke et al., 2010; Kravitz et al., 2014). This
would give rise to other problems which are not related to the climate science,
for example who would decide when and where climate engineering should be
deployed. It would be very challenging to �nd a geoengineering strategy that
would be bene�cial for all nations, but there might be coalitions of nations
who could be happy to desire certain climate outcomes and powerful enough
to deploy solar geoengineering (Ricke et al., 2013). One concern related to
geoengineering is the concept of geoengineering itself, which has been called
a moral hazard. The willingness of people and governments to reduce emis-
sions might be lost if there were thought to be alternative ways to cool the
climate (Lin, 2013). However, as has been shown in this work and in several
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other studies, the SRM cannot compensate for the e�ects from increased GHG
emissions and thus it cannot be viewed as an alternative to emission reduction
(Kravitz et al., 2013b; Niemeier and Timmreck, 2015)
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Paper I

T. Kühn, A.-I. Partanen, A. Laakso, Z. Lu, T. Bergman, S. Mikkonen, H.
Kokkola, H. Korhonen, P. R̈ais¨anen, D. G. Streets, S. Romakkaniemi, and A.
Laaksonen Climate impacts of changing aerosol emissions since 1996. Geophys.
Res. Lett. 41, 13, 4711-4718, doi:10.1002/2014GL060349, 2014.

Overview: Paper I studies the radiative forcing and climate responses caused
by anthropogenic sulphur, black and organic carbon emission change between
the years 1996 and 2010. Simulations are conducted by the aerosol-climate
model ECHAM5.5-HAM2. The aerosols radiative forcings are de�ned by using
�xed sea surface temperature and climate e�ects by using a slab ocean model.
The results show that increased Asian emissions have very little regional or
global climate e�ects, but reductions of emission in Europe and U.S have
caused a small positive radiative forcing. Globally this led to 0.42 W/m2

e�ective radiative forcing and thus to climate warming. The geographical
change of emissions does not explain the slowing down of global warming
which has been seen in the beginning of this millennia.

Author contribution: The author was responsible for tuning the model
and participated in interpreting the results.

Paper II

T. Mielonen, A. Laakso, A. Karhunen, H. Kokkola, A.-I. Partanen, H. Ko-
rhonen, S. Romakkaniemi and K. E.J. Lehtinen From nuclear power to coal
power: Aerosol-induced health and radiative e�ects J. Geophys. Res. Atmos.,
120, 12,631-12,643, 2015.

Overview: ECHAM6.1-HAM2.3-SALSA is used to investigate the climate
and PM-induced air quality e�ects should all nuclear reactors worldwide be
replaced by coal power. This would cause 150 000 premature deaths per year,
two-thirds of which would occur in Europe. Increased particulate emissions
would also cause a small climate cooling e�ect which would be compensated
after 37 years by the accumulated CO2 emissions from the coal plants.

Author contribution: The author participated in implementing SALSA
to ECHAM6.1-HAM2.3, carried out the model runs and participated in
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analysing the results and writing of the paper.

Paper III

A.-I. Partanen, A. Laakso, A. Schmidt, H. Kokkola, T. Kuokkanen, J.-P.
Pietikäinen, V.-M. Kerminen, K. E. J. Lehtinen, L. Laakso, and H. Korhonen
Climate and air quality trade-o�s in altering ship fuel sulfur content. At-
mospheric Chemistry and Physics 13,12059-12071, doi:10.5194/acp-13-12059-
2013, 2013.

Overview: Paper III presents the climate and air quality trade-o�s in the
alternative shipping emission scenarios. Simulations are conducted by the
aerosol-climate model ECHAM5.5-HAM2. The scenario is one where strict
emission limits for fuel sulphur content would be applied in the coastal areas
butemissions would be increased in the open sea and this is compared to current
emissions and the reduced emission in the future. With this kind of scenario, it
would be possible to retain the current climate cooling e�ect but signi�cantly
decrease premature deaths caused by shipping emissions.

Author contribution: The author analysed the results from the preliminary
model runs, performed the model-observation comparison for particulate
matter and participated in analysing the results and writing of the paper.

Paper IV

A. Laakso, A.-I. Partanen, H. Kokkola, A. Laaksonen, K.E.J. Lehtinen and
H. Korhonen. Stratospheric passenger �ights are likely an ine�cient geo-
engineering strategy. Environ. Res. Lett. 7, 034021, doi:10.1088/1748-
9326/7/3/034021, 2012.

Overview: Paper IV investigates geoengineering by stratospheric sulphur in-
jections where the injections are carried out by enhancing fuel sulphur concen-
tration of commercial air tra�c �ying at a higher �ight altitude. The results
show that a moderate climate e�ect would be achieved only if the fuel sulphur
concentration would be allowed to be increased clearly over the current legal
limits. Nonetheless, the cooling e�ect is concentrated mainly in the north-
ern hemisphere. Simulations are carried out with the aerosol-climate model
ECHAM5.5-HAM2.

Author contribution: The author designed the experiments, implemented
stratospheric emissions to the models, and carried out the simulations. The
author is also responsible for the data analysis and the writing of the paper
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with help from the co-authors.

Paper V

A. Laakso, A.-I. Partanen, U. Niemeier, C. Timmreck, H. Kokkola, K. E. J.
Lehtinen, H. Hakkarainen and H. Korhonen E�ects of concurrent stratospheric
sulfur geoengineering and large volcanic eruption, Atmospheric Chemistry and
Physics 16, 305-323, doi:10.5194/acp-16-305-2016, 2016.

Overview: Climate impacts of large volcanic eruption during the strato-
spheric sulphur injections are studied. Aerosol �elds and radiative proper-
ties are �rst de�ned by aerosol-climate model ECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. These
�elds are then included into the climate simulations by Max Planck Institutes
Earth System Model (MPI-ESM). Results showed that an eruption during
stratospheric sulphur injections leads to a smaller amount but larger sulphate
particles in the stratosphere, and therefore cooling is smaller than in the case
of volcanic eruption in the unperturbed stratospheric conditions. It was also
found that an explosive eruption could lead to signi�cantly di�erent regional
climate responses depending on whether or not it takes place during geoengi-
neering or into an unperturbed background atmosphere. This implies that
observations from previous large eruptions are not directly applicable when
estimating the potential consequences of a volcanic eruption during strato-
spheric geoengineering.

Author contribution: The experiments were designed by author. The au-
thor implemented the aerosol �elds from the ECHAM-HAMMOZ to MPI-
ESM. The author is responsible for the simulations, the data analysis and the
writing of the paper with help from co-authors.
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This work has investigated the potential of exploiting aerosols to compensate
for global warming. This has been done mainly by using the global aerosol
climate-model ECHAM-HAMMOZ and with Max Planck Institutes Earth Sys-
tem Model in Paper V. The aims of this work were to:

� Investigate the potential of aerosols to cool the climate at the global scale

� Evaluate the role of the simulation of the aerosol microphysics in the
global climate models

� Identify the possible limits in the e�ectiveness of the Solar Radiation
Management techniques as well as risks related to these techniques.

The work presented here supports the earlier estimations and research that
aerosols have a signi�cant e�ect on the climate. Anthropogenic emissions from
shipping (Paper III), air tra�c (Paper IV), industry (Paper I), and energy pro-
duction (Paper II) have been shown to cool climate directly by scattering solar
radiation back to space and indirectly by changing the properties of clouds.
However, currently our warming e�ect from GHG emissions exceeds the cool-
ing e�ect from aerosol emissions and even large scale changes in geographical
distribution of emissions (Paper I) have not been able to slow down the global
warming. This work investigates also large changes in energy production i.e. a
scenario where global energy production by nuclear power would be replaced
by coal power. Based on the outcomes of the simulations, this would lead to a
temporal cooling e�ect due to the increased aerosol emissions but after several
years, the warming e�ect from simultaneously increased GHG emission would
exceed the cooling e�ect (Paper II). Furthermore, as was shown in Papers II
and III, the cooling from aerosols is often achieved at the cost of air quality.
An increase in these kinds of emissions could lead to an increase in premature
mortality (Paper II). This is the reason why aerosol emissions should be re-
duced. However, the reduction in the emissions from shipping would lead to a
loss of the cooling e�ect due to the aerosols and accelerate global warming (Pa-
per III). Papers II and III showed that air quality and premature mortality are
most a�ected by the emissions from continents and near coastal area. Thus, it
could be possible to retain current cooling e�ect from shipping emissions, for
example by reducing emissions from near to the coastal area but increasing it
in the open sea (Paper III).

Due to the clearly longer lifetime, the stratospheric aerosols have a larger
potential to cool climate than the corresponding tropospheric aerosols. In
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addition, the stratospheric aerosols do not a�ect health related air quality.
However, increasing the radiative impact of the stratospheric aerosols with
the help of commercial air tra�c would require lifting the �ight altitude to the
stratosphere as well as a major enhancement in the fuels sulphur concentration
as well as repealing of current legal restrictions before one could obtain any
signi�cant cooling e�ect. Furthermore, the cooling would be restricted to those
areas where air tra�c is concentrated, which currently is located mainly in the
northern hemisphere (Papers III, IV). Based on this work, the largest cooling
e�ect by aerosols can be achieved by injecting aerosols into the stratosphere
and tropics where solar radiation is on average at its largest.

This work shows the necessity of including aerosol microphysics into climate
modelling i.e. most of the conclusions in this work could be obtained without
aerosol microphysics or taking into account the interactions between clouds
and aerosols. For example, Paper V showed that radiative and climate ef-
fects from volcanic eruption would be clearly di�erent depending if the erup-
tion took place in unperturbed stratospheric conditions or during stratospheric
sulphur geoengineering. These di�erent global climate impacts originate from
aerosol microphysics on a micrometre scale. In Paper I, simulating aerosols
and aerosol-cloud interactions resulted in a smaller cooling than would be ex-
pected if one based the estimations only by taking account of the geographical
distribution of the aerosol emissions. Since aerosols can absorb the radiation or
change the cloud properties, this might also lead to warming e�ects in the end,
even though the aerosol emissions are increased. In some circumstances, addi-
tional emissions can decrease the radiative e�ect of already existing particles
by changing clouds (Paper I) or leading to relatively larger particles (Paper
V). Based on this study, aerosol microphysics should be included in simula-
tions when aerosol radiative e�ects are being studied and especially when solar
radiation management by aerosols is modelled.

There are some limitations related to the solar radiation management which
emerged in this work. Based on the simulations, the stratospheric sulphur
geoengineering seems to be an e�ective method to cool the climate but the
limitations to this form of cooling start to emerge when the amount of injected
sulphur is increased. Injecting more and more sulphur into the stratosphere
would result in the formation of larger and larger particles and the aerosol �eld
would scatter radiation back to space less re�ectively (Paper V). Thus even
one of the most promising geoengineering method becomes ine�ective if GHG
emissions are still increasing and the warming is compensated exclusively by
more and more stratospheric sulphur injections.

Papers III and IV showed that international sea and air tra�c could be used
for solar radiation management but a signi�cant cooling e�ect would require
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changes in current legislation. Even then, the international tra�c could com-
pensate for only a small fraction of warming if GHG are still increasing. In
addition, the cooling e�ect would be concentrated to latitudes which are de-
termined by tra�c location and thus the radiative forcing will be concentrated
on the northern hemisphere.

This work focussed mostly on the radiative e�ects and the changes in temper-
ature. However, changes in the precipitation might have even a larger impact
on humankind than changes in the temperature. It would be very di�cult to
compensate for e�ects on both temperature and precipitation due to the in-
creased GHG by solar radiation management (Paper V). Furthermore, as was
observed in Paper V, the changes in precipitation are highly sensitive to the
sulphur aerosol �eld in the stratosphere. Thus, the impact of geoengineering
on precipitation should be studied more in the near future. This would require
more detailed models and more accurate descriptions of clouds and dynamical
processes in general. Furthermore, the conclusions emerging from this work are
based on results from one model and robust conclusions would require wider
investigations.

Overall, this work demonstrates that aerosols have the potential to cool the
climate but slowing down the global warming would require large scale actions
aimed at climate cooling. However, these actions include many uncertainties
and risks which will need to be studied in detail. This requires simulations
by global climate models and aerosol microphysics. If SRM methods are ever
used, this would require a simultaneous reduction of GHG emissions and the
methods cannot be viewed as a substitute for the mitigation policies.
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Abstract Increases in Asian aerosol emissions have been suggested as one possible reason for the
hiatus in global temperature increase during the past 15 years. We study the effect of sulphur and black
carbon (BC) emission changes between 1996 and 2010 on the global energy balance. We find that the
increased Asian emissions have had very little regional or global effects, while the emission reductions in
Europe and the U.S. have caused a positive radiative forcing. In our simulations, the global-mean aerosol
direct radiative effect changes by 0.06 W/m2 during 1996 to 2010, while the effective radiative forcing (ERF)
is 0.42 W/m2. The rather large ERF arises mainly from changes in cloudiness, especially in Europe. In Asia,
the BC warming due to sunlight absorption has largely offset the cooling caused by sulphate aerosols. Asian
BC concentrations have increased by a nearly constant fraction at all altitudes, and thus, they warm the
atmosphere also in cloudy conditions.

1. Introduction

Apart from greenhouse gases, anthropogenic aerosols make the largest contribution to human-induced
radiative forcing to the atmosphere, with an estimated global average of−1.9 to −0.1 W∕m2 (90% confi-
dence interval) [Myhre et al., 2013]. Due to air quality legislations, anthropogenic aerosol emissions in Europe
and North America have continuously decreased since the 1980s [Smith et al., 2011; Granier et al., 2011].
After the collapse of the Soviet Union a declining trend has also been observed in Russia [Stern, 2005]. At
the same time the sulphate and carbonaceous aerosol emissions in China and India have increased at an
almost equal rate, and while emissions in China have started to level off recently, emissions in India continue
to increase [Lu et al., 2011]. As solar radiation increases with decreasing latitude, it is expected that the con-
tribution of Asian aerosols to the global radiation budget is larger than that of Europe and North America
[Murphy, 2013]. Furthermore, there are indications that the oxidation of sulphur dioxide to sulphate aerosols
before its removal from the atmosphere is more effective in Asia [Manktelow et al., 2007]. The resulting spa-
tial redistribution of aerosol emissions appears to have no notable effect on the global-mean net direct
aerosol effect [Murphy, 2013]. However, there is little information about the total aerosol forcing (including
indirect aerosol effects) from the past two decades.

Here we study both the radiative forcing and climate response caused by the effective redistribution of
aerosol emissions toward the equator. To this end, we employed a state-of-the-art aerosol-climate model
[Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006; Stier et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012] to simulate Earth’s climate with aerosol
emissions from years 1996 through 2010. In order to analyze the effects of aerosols alone, we kept all other
anthropogenic conditions (e.g., greenhouse gas concentrations and land use) fixed both between individual
simulations and consecutive model years of the same simulation.

2. Data andMethods
2.1. Model
For our simulations, we used the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(ECHAM5.5-HAM-2.0) at a horizontal resolution of T42 (roughly 2.8◦ by 2.8◦) and a vertical resolution of 19
hybrid sigma-pressure levels [Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006]. Aerosol processes are modeled within the HAM
module which describes the aerosol size distribution using seven log-normal modes [Stier et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2012]. It has been shown that the model simulates anthropogenic aerosol concentrations and aerosol
optical depths (AOD) reasonably well [Folini and Wild, 2011; Henriksson et al., 2011]. Cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) activation is described explicitly in the model using the Abdul-Razzak-Ghan parameterization
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Figure 1. Yearly totals of anthropogenic aerosol emis-
sions computed from the input data used for the
simulations. Blue bars: combined emissions of China and
India, red + blue bars: global total. Percentual contribu-
tion of China and India to the global total is shown in the
bottom right panel.

[Abdul-Razzak et al., 1998], thus accounting for aerosol
microphysical effects on clouds (e.g., first indirect
effect and lifetime effect). Semidirect effects via
black carbon (BC) heating are also included. The
oceans were either represented using prescribed
sea surface temperatures or using a 50 m slab ocean
model [Roeckner et al., 2003; Räisänen et al., 2008].
The version of ECHAM5 used for Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR4 had an
equilibrium climate sensitivity of 3.4 K due to dou-
bling of atmospheric CO2, with the average over all
evaluated models being 3.2 K [Randall et al., 2007].
However, that version did not include an interac-
tive aerosol module and had somewhat higher
resolution (T63L31).

2.2. Emission Data
A global inventory of SO2, BC, and organic carbon
(OC) emissions from all anthropogenic sectors includ-
ing wildfires was built for the period 1996–2010 to
support the model simulation. For China and India,
the world’s two largest anthropogenic aerosol gen-

erating countries, the comprehensive inventory developed by Lu et al. [2011] was used. Although there are
some previous studies reporting aerosol emissions from China and India, none of them have presented
year-by-year trends with up-to-date information, especially for the period after 2005 (see Lu et al. [2011]
for details). Using a consistent technology-based methodology, Lu et al.’s [2011] inventory was based on
time-dependent activity rates, technology penetration, emission factors, spatial proxies, etc., and was devel-
oped specifically for China and India during 1996–2010. Additionally, their emission trends have been
shown to be in good agreement with the trends of aerosol optical depth (AOD) and SO2 satellite observa-
tions [Lu et al., 2011]. For all other regions, emissions were taken directly from the AeroCom-II-ACCMIP data
set [Lamarque et al., 2010; Riahi et al., 2011] (Figure 1).

2.3. Experiments
Changes in the radiation budget were assessed by performing two simulations with the same prescribed sea
surface temperature (SST) values (of year 1996) [Uppala et al., 2005], but different, fixed aerosol emissions,
corresponding to the years 1996 and 2010 (hereafter referred to as EMI-1996 and EMI-2010, respectively),
thereby only allowing for rapid adjustments (including aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions) of
the climate. All other anthropogenic influences were fixed. Integration time was 20 years plus spin-up, and
all results are given as averages over the whole modeling period.

To assess the long-term climate response, ECHAM-HAMMOZ was coupled to a 50 m thick slab ocean model
[Roeckner et al., 2003; Räisänen et al., 2008]; otherwise, the simulation conditions were the same as for
EMI-1996 and EMI-2010. Slab ocean models are commonly used for simulating equilibrium climate config-
urations as they greatly shorten integration times while introducing acceptable errors [Danabasoglu and
Gent, 2009; Li et al., 2013]. The first simulation, EQ-1996, was used as a baseline equilibrium configuration
corresponding to the aerosol emissions of year 1996. The equilibrium climate response was then computed
performing a second simulation, EQ-2010, with aerosol emissions for 2010. The equilibration time was 35
years whereafter the model was integrated for another 70 years, the latter of which were used for analysis.

To ascertain that the results of the above simulations are robust, we performed another set of 12 slab ocean
simulations which were forced by yearly changing aerosol emissions. Each simulation was integrated over
15 years with aerosol emissions for the period from 1996 through 2010 (see Figure 1), with all other forc-
ings constant. Each simulation was branched from a different model year of the EQ-1996 simulation. Note
that these simulations are not meant to produce a realistic scenario for transient climate change, as for such
simulations a full ocean model would be required. Instead, their sole purpose is to verify that the trends
reported below are not the outcome of possible outliers in emission location and intensity of, e.g., wildfires
of a certain year.
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Abstract Increases in Asian aerosol emissions have been suggested as one possible reason for the
hiatus in global temperature increase during the past 15 years. We study the effect of sulphur and black
carbon (BC) emission changes between 1996 and 2010 on the global energy balance. We find that the
increased Asian emissions have had very little regional or global effects, while the emission reductions in
Europe and the U.S. have caused a positive radiative forcing. In our simulations, the global-mean aerosol
direct radiative effect changes by 0.06 W/m2 during 1996 to 2010, while the effective radiative forcing (ERF)
is 0.42 W/m2. The rather large ERF arises mainly from changes in cloudiness, especially in Europe. In Asia,
the BC warming due to sunlight absorption has largely offset the cooling caused by sulphate aerosols. Asian
BC concentrations have increased by a nearly constant fraction at all altitudes, and thus, they warm the
atmosphere also in cloudy conditions.

1. Introduction

Apart from greenhouse gases, anthropogenic aerosols make the largest contribution to human-induced
radiative forcing to the atmosphere, with an estimated global average of−1.9 to −0.1 W∕m2 (90% confi-
dence interval) [Myhre et al., 2013]. Due to air quality legislations, anthropogenic aerosol emissions in Europe
and North America have continuously decreased since the 1980s [Smith et al., 2011; Granier et al., 2011].
After the collapse of the Soviet Union a declining trend has also been observed in Russia [Stern, 2005]. At
the same time the sulphate and carbonaceous aerosol emissions in China and India have increased at an
almost equal rate, and while emissions in China have started to level off recently, emissions in India continue
to increase [Lu et al., 2011]. As solar radiation increases with decreasing latitude, it is expected that the con-
tribution of Asian aerosols to the global radiation budget is larger than that of Europe and North America
[Murphy, 2013]. Furthermore, there are indications that the oxidation of sulphur dioxide to sulphate aerosols
before its removal from the atmosphere is more effective in Asia [Manktelow et al., 2007]. The resulting spa-
tial redistribution of aerosol emissions appears to have no notable effect on the global-mean net direct
aerosol effect [Murphy, 2013]. However, there is little information about the total aerosol forcing (including
indirect aerosol effects) from the past two decades.

Here we study both the radiative forcing and climate response caused by the effective redistribution of
aerosol emissions toward the equator. To this end, we employed a state-of-the-art aerosol-climate model
[Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006; Stier et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012] to simulate Earth’s climate with aerosol
emissions from years 1996 through 2010. In order to analyze the effects of aerosols alone, we kept all other
anthropogenic conditions (e.g., greenhouse gas concentrations and land use) fixed both between individual
simulations and consecutive model years of the same simulation.

2. Data andMethods
2.1. Model
For our simulations, we used the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(ECHAM5.5-HAM-2.0) at a horizontal resolution of T42 (roughly 2.8◦ by 2.8◦) and a vertical resolution of 19
hybrid sigma-pressure levels [Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006]. Aerosol processes are modeled within the HAM
module which describes the aerosol size distribution using seven log-normal modes [Stier et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2012]. It has been shown that the model simulates anthropogenic aerosol concentrations and aerosol
optical depths (AOD) reasonably well [Folini and Wild, 2011; Henriksson et al., 2011]. Cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) activation is described explicitly in the model using the Abdul-Razzak-Ghan parameterization
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Figure 1. Yearly totals of anthropogenic aerosol emis-
sions computed from the input data used for the
simulations. Blue bars: combined emissions of China and
India, red + blue bars: global total. Percentual contribu-
tion of China and India to the global total is shown in the
bottom right panel.

[Abdul-Razzak et al., 1998], thus accounting for aerosol
microphysical effects on clouds (e.g., first indirect
effect and lifetime effect). Semidirect effects via
black carbon (BC) heating are also included. The
oceans were either represented using prescribed
sea surface temperatures or using a 50 m slab ocean
model [Roeckner et al., 2003; Räisänen et al., 2008].
The version of ECHAM5 used for Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR4 had an
equilibrium climate sensitivity of 3.4 K due to dou-
bling of atmospheric CO2, with the average over all
evaluated models being 3.2 K [Randall et al., 2007].
However, that version did not include an interac-
tive aerosol module and had somewhat higher
resolution (T63L31).

2.2. Emission Data
A global inventory of SO2, BC, and organic carbon
(OC) emissions from all anthropogenic sectors includ-
ing wildfires was built for the period 1996–2010 to
support the model simulation. For China and India,
the world’s two largest anthropogenic aerosol gen-

erating countries, the comprehensive inventory developed by Lu et al. [2011] was used. Although there are
some previous studies reporting aerosol emissions from China and India, none of them have presented
year-by-year trends with up-to-date information, especially for the period after 2005 (see Lu et al. [2011]
for details). Using a consistent technology-based methodology, Lu et al.’s [2011] inventory was based on
time-dependent activity rates, technology penetration, emission factors, spatial proxies, etc., and was devel-
oped specifically for China and India during 1996–2010. Additionally, their emission trends have been
shown to be in good agreement with the trends of aerosol optical depth (AOD) and SO2 satellite observa-
tions [Lu et al., 2011]. For all other regions, emissions were taken directly from the AeroCom-II-ACCMIP data
set [Lamarque et al., 2010; Riahi et al., 2011] (Figure 1).

2.3. Experiments
Changes in the radiation budget were assessed by performing two simulations with the same prescribed sea
surface temperature (SST) values (of year 1996) [Uppala et al., 2005], but different, fixed aerosol emissions,
corresponding to the years 1996 and 2010 (hereafter referred to as EMI-1996 and EMI-2010, respectively),
thereby only allowing for rapid adjustments (including aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions) of
the climate. All other anthropogenic influences were fixed. Integration time was 20 years plus spin-up, and
all results are given as averages over the whole modeling period.

To assess the long-term climate response, ECHAM-HAMMOZ was coupled to a 50 m thick slab ocean model
[Roeckner et al., 2003; Räisänen et al., 2008]; otherwise, the simulation conditions were the same as for
EMI-1996 and EMI-2010. Slab ocean models are commonly used for simulating equilibrium climate config-
urations as they greatly shorten integration times while introducing acceptable errors [Danabasoglu and
Gent, 2009; Li et al., 2013]. The first simulation, EQ-1996, was used as a baseline equilibrium configuration
corresponding to the aerosol emissions of year 1996. The equilibrium climate response was then computed
performing a second simulation, EQ-2010, with aerosol emissions for 2010. The equilibration time was 35
years whereafter the model was integrated for another 70 years, the latter of which were used for analysis.

To ascertain that the results of the above simulations are robust, we performed another set of 12 slab ocean
simulations which were forced by yearly changing aerosol emissions. Each simulation was integrated over
15 years with aerosol emissions for the period from 1996 through 2010 (see Figure 1), with all other forc-
ings constant. Each simulation was branched from a different model year of the EQ-1996 simulation. Note
that these simulations are not meant to produce a realistic scenario for transient climate change, as for such
simulations a full ocean model would be required. Instead, their sole purpose is to verify that the trends
reported below are not the outcome of possible outliers in emission location and intensity of, e.g., wildfires
of a certain year.
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Figure 2. Results of the fixed SST simulations. (a) Change in
AOD. (b) ERF. (c) Clear-sky and (d) all-sky direct aerosol forcings
(with region of interest marked). (e) Change in BC absorption
optical depth.

2.4. Statistical Tools
The statistical significance in the difference
between simulations was tested using a
multivariate dynamic linear model in which
the autocorrelated structure of the data
and the seasonal variation of the observa-
tions were taken into account. The Tukey
HSD (honestly significant difference) test
was used to perform multiple comparisons
and thus define the significance (p value)
for the change in the global-mean radiation
balance (effective radiative forcing).

3. Results
3.1. Radiation Budget
The radiation budget results were obtained
as the difference between the simulations
EMI-1996 and EMI-2010 (see section 2.3),
both of which used prescribed sea surface
temperatures for year 1996. The differ-
ence in AOD agrees well with the change
in aerosol emissions (Figure 2a). The abso-
lute increase in AOD over China is larger in
magnitude than the decrease over Europe
and North America, with the relative change
at peak points being roughly 50% over all
affected areas. The regional trends in AOD
change found here agree with the trends
reported elsewhere [Hsu et al., 2012; Streets
et al., 2009]. On the global scale the change
in AOD is very small, totaling a decrease of
0.002 (1.3%).

The resulting change in total radiative forc-
ing is quantified by means of the effective
radiative forcing (ERF), which includes both
direct and indirect aerosol effects [Hansen
et al., 2005; Lohmann et al., 2010; Myhre
et al., 2013]. Here the ERF is calculated as
the change in the total radiation balance
at the top of the atmosphere between

EMI-1996 and EMI-2010 (Figure 2b). We found a statistically highly significant global-mean ERF of 0.42W∕m2

(p = 2×10−7). The strongest contribution to this value is a large positive ERF over Europe. In comparison, the
magnitude of ERF over China and India is relatively small.

The global clear-sky direct aerosol radiative forcing (RFc) amounts to 0.09 W∕m2 (Figure 2c), agreeing very
well with recent findings [Murphy, 2013]. Due to masking by clouds, the all-sky global-mean direct aerosol
radiative forcing (RFa) is, in general, smaller in amplitude than RFc, with a global average of 0.06 W∕m2

(Figure 2d). However, over East China where RFc is negative, RFa becomes positive (see the region of inter-
est (ROI) marked in Figures 2c and 2d), thereby contributing to heating instead of cooling. For comparison,
Shindell et al. [2013] find a weakening (i.e., a positive change) of global RFa between 1980 and 2000 in six
of nine models, with a spatial distribution that agrees qualitatively with Figure 2d. There, however, RFa is
slightly negative over East Asia.

These findings give rise to at least two questions. First, why is there such a large positive ERF over Europe?
and second, why is the ERF small (and RFa even slightly positive) over East China, in spite of a substantial
increase in aerosol emissions and AOD there?
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Figure 3. Change in cloud properties due to aerosol emission changes. (a)
CDNC at cloud top for 1996 emissions. (b) CDNC relative change between
1996 and 2010. (c) Total cloud fraction for 1996 emissions. (d) Absolute
change in total cloud fraction between 1996 and 2010.

Since the RFa over Europe is much
smaller than the ERF, the large and
positive ERF has to be associated with
changes in clouds. Figure 3a shows
the average cloud droplet number
concentration (CDNC) at cloud top
for the 1996 emission inventory, and
Figure 3b shows the correspond-
ing relative change between 1996
and 2010. Over Europe, the relative
decrease in CDNC is at maximum
≈60%. Furthermore, the total cloud
fraction is decreased over Europe,
with the decrease locally exceed-
ing 0.04. The substantial decrease in
CDNC and the reduction in total cloud
fraction both reduce the reflection of
solar radiation, thus explaining the
large positive ERF over Europe.

Over China, total cloud fraction
is increased by an amount com-
parable to the decrease over
Europe (Figure 3d), and the CDNC
is increased. In fact, the increase in
CDNC between 1996 and 2010 is, in
absolute terms, comparable to the
decrease in Europe (not shown). How-
ever, the CDNC over China is very high
already for the year 1996 emissions
(Figure 3a), especially over the ROI
marked in Figure 2c, the maximum
over China being approximately twice
as high as that over Europe. Conse-
quently, the relative increase in CDNC

in China (at maximum ≈40%) is smaller than the corresponding relative decrease over Europe (at maximum
≈60%). When other cloud properties are unchanged, cloud optical depth (COD) scales as CDNC1∕3 [see, e.g.,
Platnick and Twomey, 1994], which suggests that the increase in COD over China (up to 12%) would be less
than the corresponding decrease over Europe (up to 26%). Thus, aerosol indirect effects are closer to satu-
ration over China, which is consistent with the relatively small negative ERF there (see Figure 2b). It can also
be seen from Figure 3b that over India, relative changes in CDNC are locally larger than over China, but there
the local cloud fraction is much lower (Figure 3c), thus limiting the effect of the increase.

Furthermore, to explain why the RFa over China is slightly positive in spite of a substantial increase in
AOD, aerosol absorption optical depth (AAOD) needs to be considered. Looking at the change in BC AAOD
between EMI-1996 and EMI-2010 (Figure 2e), we find that the increase over China and India is much stronger
than the decrease over Europe and North America. Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of total AAOD, cloud
optical depth (COD), and BC mass mixing ratio (Figure 4, left) and their change (Figure 4, middle and right)
over the ROI marked in Figure 2d, visualizing both the strong increase of BC concentrations, which extends
above the typical cloud level, and the relatively stronger increase in AAOD compared to COD. In our model
the main contributors to AAOD are BC, OC, and dust. While the relative increase in BC mixing ratio is nearly
constant above the ROI, relative changes in OC and dust mixing ratios (not shown) decline with height. We
therefore attribute the increase in AAOD mainly to the increase in BC concentrations. This increase of BC,
especially at high altitudes strongly counteracts the cooling effects of sulphate aerosols. Above Europe the
overall BC concentration is much lower, thus making the effect of decreasing BC concentrations on AAOD
much less pronounced. Tsay et al. [2013] find a frequent occurrence of absorbing aerosols (smoke plumes)
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Figure 2. Results of the fixed SST simulations. (a) Change in
AOD. (b) ERF. (c) Clear-sky and (d) all-sky direct aerosol forcings
(with region of interest marked). (e) Change in BC absorption
optical depth.

2.4. Statistical Tools
The statistical significance in the difference
between simulations was tested using a
multivariate dynamic linear model in which
the autocorrelated structure of the data
and the seasonal variation of the observa-
tions were taken into account. The Tukey
HSD (honestly significant difference) test
was used to perform multiple comparisons
and thus define the significance (p value)
for the change in the global-mean radiation
balance (effective radiative forcing).

3. Results
3.1. Radiation Budget
The radiation budget results were obtained
as the difference between the simulations
EMI-1996 and EMI-2010 (see section 2.3),
both of which used prescribed sea surface
temperatures for year 1996. The differ-
ence in AOD agrees well with the change
in aerosol emissions (Figure 2a). The abso-
lute increase in AOD over China is larger in
magnitude than the decrease over Europe
and North America, with the relative change
at peak points being roughly 50% over all
affected areas. The regional trends in AOD
change found here agree with the trends
reported elsewhere [Hsu et al., 2012; Streets
et al., 2009]. On the global scale the change
in AOD is very small, totaling a decrease of
0.002 (1.3%).

The resulting change in total radiative forc-
ing is quantified by means of the effective
radiative forcing (ERF), which includes both
direct and indirect aerosol effects [Hansen
et al., 2005; Lohmann et al., 2010; Myhre
et al., 2013]. Here the ERF is calculated as
the change in the total radiation balance
at the top of the atmosphere between

EMI-1996 and EMI-2010 (Figure 2b). We found a statistically highly significant global-mean ERF of 0.42W∕m2

(p = 2×10−7). The strongest contribution to this value is a large positive ERF over Europe. In comparison, the
magnitude of ERF over China and India is relatively small.

The global clear-sky direct aerosol radiative forcing (RFc) amounts to 0.09 W∕m2 (Figure 2c), agreeing very
well with recent findings [Murphy, 2013]. Due to masking by clouds, the all-sky global-mean direct aerosol
radiative forcing (RFa) is, in general, smaller in amplitude than RFc, with a global average of 0.06 W∕m2

(Figure 2d). However, over East China where RFc is negative, RFa becomes positive (see the region of inter-
est (ROI) marked in Figures 2c and 2d), thereby contributing to heating instead of cooling. For comparison,
Shindell et al. [2013] find a weakening (i.e., a positive change) of global RFa between 1980 and 2000 in six
of nine models, with a spatial distribution that agrees qualitatively with Figure 2d. There, however, RFa is
slightly negative over East Asia.

These findings give rise to at least two questions. First, why is there such a large positive ERF over Europe?
and second, why is the ERF small (and RFa even slightly positive) over East China, in spite of a substantial
increase in aerosol emissions and AOD there?
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Figure 3. Change in cloud properties due to aerosol emission changes. (a)
CDNC at cloud top for 1996 emissions. (b) CDNC relative change between
1996 and 2010. (c) Total cloud fraction for 1996 emissions. (d) Absolute
change in total cloud fraction between 1996 and 2010.

Since the RFa over Europe is much
smaller than the ERF, the large and
positive ERF has to be associated with
changes in clouds. Figure 3a shows
the average cloud droplet number
concentration (CDNC) at cloud top
for the 1996 emission inventory, and
Figure 3b shows the correspond-
ing relative change between 1996
and 2010. Over Europe, the relative
decrease in CDNC is at maximum
≈60%. Furthermore, the total cloud
fraction is decreased over Europe,
with the decrease locally exceed-
ing 0.04. The substantial decrease in
CDNC and the reduction in total cloud
fraction both reduce the reflection of
solar radiation, thus explaining the
large positive ERF over Europe.

Over China, total cloud fraction
is increased by an amount com-
parable to the decrease over
Europe (Figure 3d), and the CDNC
is increased. In fact, the increase in
CDNC between 1996 and 2010 is, in
absolute terms, comparable to the
decrease in Europe (not shown). How-
ever, the CDNC over China is very high
already for the year 1996 emissions
(Figure 3a), especially over the ROI
marked in Figure 2c, the maximum
over China being approximately twice
as high as that over Europe. Conse-
quently, the relative increase in CDNC

in China (at maximum ≈40%) is smaller than the corresponding relative decrease over Europe (at maximum
≈60%). When other cloud properties are unchanged, cloud optical depth (COD) scales as CDNC1∕3 [see, e.g.,
Platnick and Twomey, 1994], which suggests that the increase in COD over China (up to 12%) would be less
than the corresponding decrease over Europe (up to 26%). Thus, aerosol indirect effects are closer to satu-
ration over China, which is consistent with the relatively small negative ERF there (see Figure 2b). It can also
be seen from Figure 3b that over India, relative changes in CDNC are locally larger than over China, but there
the local cloud fraction is much lower (Figure 3c), thus limiting the effect of the increase.

Furthermore, to explain why the RFa over China is slightly positive in spite of a substantial increase in
AOD, aerosol absorption optical depth (AAOD) needs to be considered. Looking at the change in BC AAOD
between EMI-1996 and EMI-2010 (Figure 2e), we find that the increase over China and India is much stronger
than the decrease over Europe and North America. Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of total AAOD, cloud
optical depth (COD), and BC mass mixing ratio (Figure 4, left) and their change (Figure 4, middle and right)
over the ROI marked in Figure 2d, visualizing both the strong increase of BC concentrations, which extends
above the typical cloud level, and the relatively stronger increase in AAOD compared to COD. In our model
the main contributors to AAOD are BC, OC, and dust. While the relative increase in BC mixing ratio is nearly
constant above the ROI, relative changes in OC and dust mixing ratios (not shown) decline with height. We
therefore attribute the increase in AAOD mainly to the increase in BC concentrations. This increase of BC,
especially at high altitudes strongly counteracts the cooling effects of sulphate aerosols. Above Europe the
overall BC concentration is much lower, thus making the effect of decreasing BC concentrations on AAOD
much less pronounced. Tsay et al. [2013] find a frequent occurrence of absorbing aerosols (smoke plumes)
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Figure 4. BC and clouds over East China over the region of interest as marked in Figures 2c and 2d. (left) AAOD (red),
COD (blue), and BC mass mixing ratio (black) for EMI-1996. (middle) Absolute change and (right) relative change of the
same quantities between EMI-1996 and EMI-2010. Note that AAOD and COD depend linearly on the (varying) model
layer thickness.

above cloud over East Asia, and Shindell et al. [2013] report a strong positive RFa over East Asia due to BC
emissions from fossil and biofuel between 1980 and 2000. The relative increase in efficiency of BC light
absorption in South and East Asia has also been noted in other studies [Ramanathan et al., 2007; Chand et
al., 2009; Ramana et al., 2010].

In summary, the large ERF over Europe in Figure 2b is explained by the decrease in CDNC and cloud frac-
tion. However, over China and India, the ERF is small, in spite of increased CDNC and cloud fraction. We
hypothesize that this occurs in part due to the increase of absorbing BC aerosols above clouds, and in part
because the aerosol indirect effects are already nearly saturated for the 1996 emission values over China
and India.

3.2. Climate Response
The climate response to changes in aerosol emissions was evaluated as the difference between the two
equilibrium slab ocean simulations EQ-1996 and EQ-2010 (see section 2.3). A global annual-mean 2 m tem-
perature increase of 0.25◦C was found, with a larger warming over the Northern Hemisphere. Note that this
kind of equilibrium experiment overestimates the contribution of aerosol changes to the transient tempera-
ture change between years 1996 and 2010, as in reality, part of the heat flux associated with the positive ERF
would be stored deeper in the ocean (see the supporting information and Figure S1 for more discussion of
this experiment).

The ensemble global-mean temperature of the additionally performed slab ocean simulations forced with
yearly changing emissions increased fairly linearly with time, with a total increase of 0.014◦C/yr between
1996 and 2010. Qualitatively, this result strengthens our conclusion that the warming due to changes in
aerosol emissions is a robust feature and not only occurs due to possible outliers in emissions strengths of
a particularly chosen year. Quantitatively, since the slab ocean model lacks the heat capacity of the deeper
ocean layers, the transient temperature trend is overestimated and thus only the direction of the change is
meaningful here.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In general, climate projections of single models are problematic as the uncertainties in both emission
strengths and model outcomes are large. Granier et al. [2011] find differences of up to a factor of 3 in the
emission strengths between inventories for some regions and species. Model intercomparison projects like
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercompar-
ision Project (ACCMIP), and AeroCom address the discrepancies between the results of different climate
models [Shindell et al., 2013; Stier et al., 2013; Samset et al., 2013]. Vertical profiles of aerosol distributions
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(especially BC) agree poorly between models, with the model used here agreeing well with average model-
ing results [Samset et al., 2013]. A comparison has been made in the IPCC AR5 report (Figure 7.15) between
BC vertical profiles measured in the Asian outflow over the East China Sea and the Yellow Sea and those
from several climate models. The figure shows that ECHAM5-HAM is in excellent agreement with the mea-
surements up to 600 mbar and underestimates the concentrations at higher altitudes [Oshima et al., 2012;
Boucher et al., 2013]. Furthermore, the total increase in BC AAOD found by our model for the industrial era
(1850–1996) of 0.00142 compares reasonably well to the recently reported model average of 0.00171 (1750
to the present) in Bond et al. [2013].

The AOD, RFc, and RFa trends found here agree reasonably well with results reported elsewhere [Hsu et al.,
2012; Streets et al., 2009;Murphy, 2013; Shindell et al., 2013]. Values for the aerosol ERF, on the other hand,
vary a lot between models. Shindell et al. [2013] compared industrial era ERF values from eight models and
found that the global-mean value of the local intermodel standard deviation of ERF was 1.27 W∕m2, with
substantially larger values over much of South and East Asia.

Since the simulated aerosol forcing between 1996 and 2010, 0.42 W/m2, appears quite large, it is perti-
nent to verify whether our model results are consistent with other aerosol-climate models. While we are not
aware of other model estimates for the ERF for the time period 1996–2010, Shindell et al. [2013] report an
aerosol ERF of −1.17 ± 0.29 W/m2 between preindustrial (1850) and present day (2000) conditions, based
on results of eight models. We performed an additional 20 year simulation for year 1850 emissions and
found an ERF of −1.34 W/m2 for the period 1850–1996, which lies well within the range of Shindell et al.
[2013]. The ERF of −1.34 W/m2 is mainly caused by the global SO2 emission increase of 116.5 Mt/yr. The
simultaneous BC emission increase of 4.6 Mt/yr has to some degree counteracted the negative aerosol
forcing due to SO2. On the other hand, as the aerosol radiative forcing between 1996 and 2010 caused
by emission changes in China and India is relatively small, the ERF of 0.42 W/m2 is mainly caused by the
25 Mt/yr SO2 emission decrease and 0.6 Mt/yr BC emission decrease in other parts of the world. Taking
into account these changes in the emissions, the ERF values for 1850–1996 and 1996–2010 are in fact in
reasonable agreement.

Considering the large variation in ERF between different models [Shindell et al., 2013], other models may
not obtain the same quantitative results presented here. Indeed, it would be worth repeating the sim-
ulations with other state-of-the-art aerosol-climate models. Note also that in our simulations we do not
address the dramatic increases of nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx) in China and India [Wang et al., 2012;
Lu and Streets, 2012], which affect aerosols through changes in tropospheric ozone (thereby altering sec-
ondary organic aerosol formation) and by changing the competition between nitrate and sulphate for
ammonia. This may very well “tip the scales” in areas where sulphate cooling and BC warming cancel
each other.

In summary, our results suggest that the recent redistribution of anthropogenic aerosols from Europe and
North America to South and East Asia has had a net warming effect. The positive ERF arises mainly from
changes in clouds in Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, especially Europe, and is related to reduced sul-
phate aerosols. Other studies have suggested that the recent hiatus in global warming may be caused
by the internal dynamics of the climate system, like, for instance, large amounts of heat being stored in
deeper ocean levels [Meehl et al., 2011]. We find that the results obtained here support this notion. At a
more general level, our results demonstrate that estimating aerosol radiative forcing based on global-mean
AOD or emission inventories alone [Kaufmann et al., 2011] may not be reliable, when aerosols are spa-
tially redistributed. In particular, indirect aerosol effects can play a major role and they depend strongly on
local conditions and meteorology. Finally, with Asian BC concentrations strongly increasing at all altitudes,
thereby enhancing the warming effect of BC absorption also in cloudy conditions, BC mitigation measures
become increasingly important.
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Figure 4. BC and clouds over East China over the region of interest as marked in Figures 2c and 2d. (left) AAOD (red),
COD (blue), and BC mass mixing ratio (black) for EMI-1996. (middle) Absolute change and (right) relative change of the
same quantities between EMI-1996 and EMI-2010. Note that AAOD and COD depend linearly on the (varying) model
layer thickness.

above cloud over East Asia, and Shindell et al. [2013] report a strong positive RFa over East Asia due to BC
emissions from fossil and biofuel between 1980 and 2000. The relative increase in efficiency of BC light
absorption in South and East Asia has also been noted in other studies [Ramanathan et al., 2007; Chand et
al., 2009; Ramana et al., 2010].

In summary, the large ERF over Europe in Figure 2b is explained by the decrease in CDNC and cloud frac-
tion. However, over China and India, the ERF is small, in spite of increased CDNC and cloud fraction. We
hypothesize that this occurs in part due to the increase of absorbing BC aerosols above clouds, and in part
because the aerosol indirect effects are already nearly saturated for the 1996 emission values over China
and India.

3.2. Climate Response
The climate response to changes in aerosol emissions was evaluated as the difference between the two
equilibrium slab ocean simulations EQ-1996 and EQ-2010 (see section 2.3). A global annual-mean 2 m tem-
perature increase of 0.25◦C was found, with a larger warming over the Northern Hemisphere. Note that this
kind of equilibrium experiment overestimates the contribution of aerosol changes to the transient tempera-
ture change between years 1996 and 2010, as in reality, part of the heat flux associated with the positive ERF
would be stored deeper in the ocean (see the supporting information and Figure S1 for more discussion of
this experiment).

The ensemble global-mean temperature of the additionally performed slab ocean simulations forced with
yearly changing emissions increased fairly linearly with time, with a total increase of 0.014◦C/yr between
1996 and 2010. Qualitatively, this result strengthens our conclusion that the warming due to changes in
aerosol emissions is a robust feature and not only occurs due to possible outliers in emissions strengths of
a particularly chosen year. Quantitatively, since the slab ocean model lacks the heat capacity of the deeper
ocean layers, the transient temperature trend is overestimated and thus only the direction of the change is
meaningful here.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In general, climate projections of single models are problematic as the uncertainties in both emission
strengths and model outcomes are large. Granier et al. [2011] find differences of up to a factor of 3 in the
emission strengths between inventories for some regions and species. Model intercomparison projects like
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercompar-
ision Project (ACCMIP), and AeroCom address the discrepancies between the results of different climate
models [Shindell et al., 2013; Stier et al., 2013; Samset et al., 2013]. Vertical profiles of aerosol distributions
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(especially BC) agree poorly between models, with the model used here agreeing well with average model-
ing results [Samset et al., 2013]. A comparison has been made in the IPCC AR5 report (Figure 7.15) between
BC vertical profiles measured in the Asian outflow over the East China Sea and the Yellow Sea and those
from several climate models. The figure shows that ECHAM5-HAM is in excellent agreement with the mea-
surements up to 600 mbar and underestimates the concentrations at higher altitudes [Oshima et al., 2012;
Boucher et al., 2013]. Furthermore, the total increase in BC AAOD found by our model for the industrial era
(1850–1996) of 0.00142 compares reasonably well to the recently reported model average of 0.00171 (1750
to the present) in Bond et al. [2013].

The AOD, RFc, and RFa trends found here agree reasonably well with results reported elsewhere [Hsu et al.,
2012; Streets et al., 2009;Murphy, 2013; Shindell et al., 2013]. Values for the aerosol ERF, on the other hand,
vary a lot between models. Shindell et al. [2013] compared industrial era ERF values from eight models and
found that the global-mean value of the local intermodel standard deviation of ERF was 1.27 W∕m2, with
substantially larger values over much of South and East Asia.

Since the simulated aerosol forcing between 1996 and 2010, 0.42 W/m2, appears quite large, it is perti-
nent to verify whether our model results are consistent with other aerosol-climate models. While we are not
aware of other model estimates for the ERF for the time period 1996–2010, Shindell et al. [2013] report an
aerosol ERF of −1.17 ± 0.29 W/m2 between preindustrial (1850) and present day (2000) conditions, based
on results of eight models. We performed an additional 20 year simulation for year 1850 emissions and
found an ERF of −1.34 W/m2 for the period 1850–1996, which lies well within the range of Shindell et al.
[2013]. The ERF of −1.34 W/m2 is mainly caused by the global SO2 emission increase of 116.5 Mt/yr. The
simultaneous BC emission increase of 4.6 Mt/yr has to some degree counteracted the negative aerosol
forcing due to SO2. On the other hand, as the aerosol radiative forcing between 1996 and 2010 caused
by emission changes in China and India is relatively small, the ERF of 0.42 W/m2 is mainly caused by the
25 Mt/yr SO2 emission decrease and 0.6 Mt/yr BC emission decrease in other parts of the world. Taking
into account these changes in the emissions, the ERF values for 1850–1996 and 1996–2010 are in fact in
reasonable agreement.

Considering the large variation in ERF between different models [Shindell et al., 2013], other models may
not obtain the same quantitative results presented here. Indeed, it would be worth repeating the sim-
ulations with other state-of-the-art aerosol-climate models. Note also that in our simulations we do not
address the dramatic increases of nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx) in China and India [Wang et al., 2012;
Lu and Streets, 2012], which affect aerosols through changes in tropospheric ozone (thereby altering sec-
ondary organic aerosol formation) and by changing the competition between nitrate and sulphate for
ammonia. This may very well “tip the scales” in areas where sulphate cooling and BC warming cancel
each other.

In summary, our results suggest that the recent redistribution of anthropogenic aerosols from Europe and
North America to South and East Asia has had a net warming effect. The positive ERF arises mainly from
changes in clouds in Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, especially Europe, and is related to reduced sul-
phate aerosols. Other studies have suggested that the recent hiatus in global warming may be caused
by the internal dynamics of the climate system, like, for instance, large amounts of heat being stored in
deeper ocean levels [Meehl et al., 2011]. We find that the results obtained here support this notion. At a
more general level, our results demonstrate that estimating aerosol radiative forcing based on global-mean
AOD or emission inventories alone [Kaufmann et al., 2011] may not be reliable, when aerosols are spa-
tially redistributed. In particular, indirect aerosol effects can play a major role and they depend strongly on
local conditions and meteorology. Finally, with Asian BC concentrations strongly increasing at all altitudes,
thereby enhancing the warming effect of BC absorption also in cloudy conditions, BC mitigation measures
become increasingly important.
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Abstract We have investigated what would be the climate and PM-induced air quality consequences if all
nuclear reactors worldwide were closed down and replaced by coal combustion. In a way, this presents a
“worst-case scenario” since less polluting energy sources are available. We studied simultaneously the radiative
and health effects of coal power emissions using a global 3-D aerosol-climate model (ECHAM-HAMMOZ). This
approach allowed us to estimate the effects of a major global energy production change from low carbon
source to a high carbon one using detailed spatially resolved population density information. We included the
radiative effects of both CO2 and PM2.5 but limited the study of health effects to PM2.5 only. Our results show
that the replacement of nuclear power with coal power would have globally caused an average of 150,000
premature deaths per year during the period 2005–2009 with two thirds of them in Europe. For 37 years the
aerosol emissions from the additional coal power plants would cool the climate but after that the accumulating
CO2 emissions would accelerate the warming of the climate.

1. Introduction

Energy supply sector accounts for ~35% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), 2014], with electricity and heat production accounting for ~42% of carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions [International Energy Agency, 2014]. In addition, it is a major source of other air pollutants [European
Environment Agency, 1999]. It is therefore evident that the energy strategies we choose during the coming dec-
ades have a crucial role in determining our success in solving two major global challenges: mitigation of climate
change and improvement of air quality. To ensure sustainable development and significant greenhouse gas and
air pollution emission reductions, very likely, all technological options—nuclear, many types of renewables, carbon
capture and storage, and smart grids and new transport technologies—are needed in the near future [IPCC, 2014].

Nuclear power (fission) can be considered a clean energy source with respect to climate and air quality, as it
produces significantly less greenhouse gases and traditional air pollutants than, e.g., energy production from
fossil fuels [Lenzen, 2008]. It has been calculated that GHG emissions from the full life cycle of hard coal and nat-
ural gas technologies are 410–950gCO2-e/kWhel (CO2-equivalent GHG emissions for every kWh of electricity
generated) [IPCC, 2014]. On the other hand, the actual energy production with fission does not produce green-
house gas emissions but there are indirect emissions originating from the nuclear fuel cycle. The sources for these
emissions are uranium mining, milling, enrichment, fuel fabrication, reactor construction and operation, decom-
missioning, fuel reprocessing, nuclear waste storage and disposal, and transport. Thus, for thewhole cycle, green-
house gas emissions from nuclear power are 4–110gCO2-e/kWhel, i.e., roughly 1 to 2 orders magnitude lower
than for combustion of coal. As a comparison, the corresponding emissions from wind turbines and hydroelec-
tricity are 7–56gCO2-e/kWhel and 10–30gCO2-e/kWhel, respectively. From solar photovoltaic and concentrated
solar power the emissions are 18–180gCO2-e/kWhel and 9–63gCO2-e/kWhel, respectively [IPCC, 2014].

However, a major concern with nuclear power is the (however small) possibility of release of radioactive
material into the atmosphere, hydrosphere, or soil. In 2011, this risk was demonstrated in the nuclear accident
in Fukushima, Japan. Several countries are thus facing the question whether the economic and environmen-
tal benefits of nuclear energy outweigh the risks related to radioactive contamination [Wolf, 2015]. In Japan
the nuclear power plants were progressively shut down following the Fukushima accident but the govern-
ment has recommenced nuclear power generation even though the majority of public opinion is opposing
[Ipsos, 2011]. The first nuclear reactor was restarted in August 2015 (World Nuclear Association (WNA),
world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Japan/). On the other hand, in Germany the
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Abstract We have investigated what would be the climate and PM-induced air quality consequences if all
nuclear reactors worldwide were closed down and replaced by coal combustion. In a way, this presents a
“worst-case scenario” since less polluting energy sources are available. We studied simultaneously the radiative
and health effects of coal power emissions using a global 3-D aerosol-climate model (ECHAM-HAMMOZ). This
approach allowed us to estimate the effects of a major global energy production change from low carbon
source to a high carbon one using detailed spatially resolved population density information. We included the
radiative effects of both CO2 and PM2.5 but limited the study of health effects to PM2.5 only. Our results show
that the replacement of nuclear power with coal power would have globally caused an average of 150,000
premature deaths per year during the period 2005–2009 with two thirds of them in Europe. For 37 years the
aerosol emissions from the additional coal power plants would cool the climate but after that the accumulating
CO2 emissions would accelerate the warming of the climate.

1. Introduction

Energy supply sector accounts for ~35% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), 2014], with electricity and heat production accounting for ~42% of carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions [International Energy Agency, 2014]. In addition, it is a major source of other air pollutants [European
Environment Agency, 1999]. It is therefore evident that the energy strategies we choose during the coming dec-
ades have a crucial role in determining our success in solving two major global challenges: mitigation of climate
change and improvement of air quality. To ensure sustainable development and significant greenhouse gas and
air pollution emission reductions, very likely, all technological options—nuclear, many types of renewables, carbon
capture and storage, and smart grids and new transport technologies—are needed in the near future [IPCC, 2014].

Nuclear power (fission) can be considered a clean energy source with respect to climate and air quality, as it
produces significantly less greenhouse gases and traditional air pollutants than, e.g., energy production from
fossil fuels [Lenzen, 2008]. It has been calculated that GHG emissions from the full life cycle of hard coal and nat-
ural gas technologies are 410–950gCO2-e/kWhel (CO2-equivalent GHG emissions for every kWh of electricity
generated) [IPCC, 2014]. On the other hand, the actual energy production with fission does not produce green-
house gas emissions but there are indirect emissions originating from the nuclear fuel cycle. The sources for these
emissions are uranium mining, milling, enrichment, fuel fabrication, reactor construction and operation, decom-
missioning, fuel reprocessing, nuclear waste storage and disposal, and transport. Thus, for thewhole cycle, green-
house gas emissions from nuclear power are 4–110gCO2-e/kWhel, i.e., roughly 1 to 2 orders magnitude lower
than for combustion of coal. As a comparison, the corresponding emissions from wind turbines and hydroelec-
tricity are 7–56gCO2-e/kWhel and 10–30gCO2-e/kWhel, respectively. From solar photovoltaic and concentrated
solar power the emissions are 18–180gCO2-e/kWhel and 9–63gCO2-e/kWhel, respectively [IPCC, 2014].

However, a major concern with nuclear power is the (however small) possibility of release of radioactive
material into the atmosphere, hydrosphere, or soil. In 2011, this risk was demonstrated in the nuclear accident
in Fukushima, Japan. Several countries are thus facing the question whether the economic and environmen-
tal benefits of nuclear energy outweigh the risks related to radioactive contamination [Wolf, 2015]. In Japan
the nuclear power plants were progressively shut down following the Fukushima accident but the govern-
ment has recommenced nuclear power generation even though the majority of public opinion is opposing
[Ipsos, 2011]. The first nuclear reactor was restarted in August 2015 (World Nuclear Association (WNA),
world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Japan/). On the other hand, in Germany the
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government is planning a complete phase out of nuclear energy by the year 2022, and the fraction
of electricity from nuclear energy has already dropped from 18% in 2011 to the current 16%
[AG Energiebilanzen, 2015]. Although the reduction in nuclear power has been replaced with renewable
energy to some extent (mainly wind power, biomass burning, and solar power), the fraction of coal combustion
also increased up to 2013 [AG Energiebilanzen, 2015]. Furthermore, when the overall energy demand recovers,
the use of coal might increase again. As global GHG emissions are rising at an alarming rate, it is important to
investigate the effects of these significant shifts with state-of-the-art modeling tools.

In this study, we investigate what would be the climate and PM-induced air quality consequences if all nuclear
reactors worldwidewere closed down and replaced by coal combustion. In a way, this presents a “worst-case sce-
nario” since less polluting energy sources are available. However, coal combustion is one of the cheapest sources
of energy [U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015] and its usage can increase the national energy supply
security in countries with abundant national supplies [Sims et al., 2007]. Currently, approximately 25% of the
energy consumption worldwide is produced by burning coal, constituting of over 40% share of anthropogenic
CO2 emissions [Smith et al., 2013]. In addition, burning of coal produces a significant amount of pollutants; thus,
the largest air quality hazard from coal power arises from inhalation of the combustion products emitted to the
atmosphere [Krewitt et al., 1998; Rashad and Hammad, 2000]. Of the emitted and inhaled combustion products,
themost hazardous are fine particles (PM2.5, aerosol particles smaller than 2.5μm in diameter) thatmay have sev-
eral adverse effects on human health, such as lung cancer and cardiopulmonary diseases [Markandya and
Wilkinson, 2007]. In a very recent study, Apte et al. [2015] found that of the 3.2 million annual deaths globally
attributed to ambient PM2.5 from all emission sources, several hundred thousands could be avoided with
pollution prevention according to the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines. However, the same aerosol
particles emitted from coal combustion, which are responsible for the adverse negative health effects, mask a
part of the positive radiative forcing caused by greenhouse gases [IPCC, 2014]. Therefore, PM-targeted air
pollution controls can be expected to lead to regional warming in many parts of the world [Pietikäinen et al.,
2015]. All these challenges are especially important in Asia, where both the population and the average standard
of living are increasing fast, and significant investments to the energy system are needed in order to meet the
climate and the air quality goals [van Vliet et al., 2012].

Our work was very much motivated by the study by Kharecha and Hansen [2013], who investigated the
contribution of nuclear power generation on preventing air pollution-related deaths and greenhouse gas
emissions during the years 1971–2009, when compared to a world in which the equivalent amount of energy
would have been produced with coal and natural gas. They concluded that during this time nuclear power has
been responsible for preventing an average of 1.84 million deaths and 64Gt of CO2-e emissions cumulatively.
Their estimates were based on simple mortality and GHG emission factors, in deaths/TWh and CO2-e/TWh,
respectively. While these factors took into account all stages of the fuel cycle, from fuel extraction to electricity
transport, the climate impacts of particulate matter were not considered. The climate (but not health) impacts
of PM were investigated by Shindell and Faluvegi [2010] who used the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
general circulation model which incorporates aerosol chemistry to study the radiative forcing from global
coal-fired power plant emissions. They found that the combined forcing of coal combustion emitted CO2,
ozone, and aerosol precursors from 1970 to 2000 was strongly positive and that imposing air quality pollution
controls will likely accelerate warming rates in the future.

In our work, we simultaneously focus on the climate and air quality effects from coal power emissions using a
state-of-the-science global 3-D climate model. This approach allows us, to our knowledge for the first time, to
estimate the radiative and health effects of a major global energy production change using detailed spatially
resolved population density information. We include the climate effects of both CO2 and PM2.5 but limit the
study of health effects to PM2.5 only. Health effects of ozone were not considered because they are insignif-
icant when compared with effects from PM2.5 [Friedrich, 2005]. Since the dominant effects of the coal fuel
cycle on public health arise from exposure to air pollution emitted during power plant operation, our inves-
tigation is limited to these emissions only [European Commission, 1995].

2. Methods

In order to investigate the climate and PM-based air quality impacts of replacing nuclear energy with coal
power plants, we assumed that all operational nuclear reactors in year 2012 (shown in Figure 1) would be
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replaced by coal power plants producing the same amount of energy at the location of the original nuclear
plant. To calculate the climate and air quality impacts of particulate emissions (organic carbon, black
carbon, and sulfate) from the coal power plants, we applied the 3-D global climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(section 2.1.1). On the other hand, the climate impacts from the additional CO2 emissions from the coal plants
were calculated offline (section 2.2). The PM-induced health effects were estimated by calculating annual excess
mortality rates (section 2.1.3).

2.1. Radiative and Health Effects of Particulate Matter
2.1.1. ECHAM-HAMMOZ
In this study, we have used the development version of the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(ECHAM6.1-HAM2.2-SALSA) [Stier et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012; Bergman et al., 2012]. The model consists of
an atmospheric core model ECHAM, which solves the fundamental equations for the atmospheric flow and
physics and tracer transport, and of an aerosol model HAM. The aerosol microphysics was calculated using
Sectional Aerosol module for Large Scale Applications (SALSA) [Bergman et al., 2012; Kokkola et al., 2008]
which describes the aerosol population consisting of sulfate (SO4), sea salt, organic carbon (OC), black carbon
(BC), and dust using 10 size sections to cover the size range from 3nm to 10μm. AeroCom-II Atmospheric
Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) data [Riahi et al., 2007, 2011] were used
for the anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosol emissions in the model. Natural emissions were simu-
lated as described in Zhang et al. [2012]. The formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from biogenic
emissions was taken into account according to Tunved et al. [2006]. Significant amounts of SOA are also pro-
duced from burning of biomass, biofuel, and fossil fuels [Shrivastava et al., 2015], but they are not considered
in the model. This may cause an underestimation of PM2.5 values over areas where SOA from other than bio-
genic sources compose a large fraction of aerosol mass. Interactions between the aerosols and radiation were
calculated online [Zhang et al., 2012], and the first and the second indirect effects were calculated following
Lohmann and Hoose [2009]. The activation of aerosol particles into cloud droplets was calculated with the
semiempirical parameterization of Lin and Leaitch [1997]. The simulations were done using T63 horizontal
resolution (roughly 1.9 × 1.9°) and 31 pressure levels that reached up to 10 hPa.
2.1.2. Experiment Design
Figure 1 presents the locations of the operational nuclear reactors in 2012 (WNA, world-nuclear.org/
NuclearDatabase/Default.aspx?id=27232) which were used in this study. To get the amount of energy
produced by these plants, we multiplied the maximum powers of the plants with the energy availability
factor (EAF) (International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), www.iaea.org/PRIS/home.aspx). We used an average
EAF of 78% based on the active reactors for all the plants. Typically, the EAFs for nuclear reactors range
from around 60% to about 90% and during the last 20 years the globally averaged EAF has varied
between 73% and 84% (IAEA, www.iaea.org/PRIS/home.aspx). Therefore, we feel that the selected EAF
value is a reasonable estimate for this study.

Figure 1. Locations of nuclear power plants which were operational in 2012 (WNA, world-nuclear.org/NuclearDatabase/
Default.aspx?id=27232). Note that the Japanese nuclear power plants shown in the figure were stopped by May 2012
following the Fukushima accident.
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government is planning a complete phase out of nuclear energy by the year 2022, and the fraction
of electricity from nuclear energy has already dropped from 18% in 2011 to the current 16%
[AG Energiebilanzen, 2015]. Although the reduction in nuclear power has been replaced with renewable
energy to some extent (mainly wind power, biomass burning, and solar power), the fraction of coal combustion
also increased up to 2013 [AG Energiebilanzen, 2015]. Furthermore, when the overall energy demand recovers,
the use of coal might increase again. As global GHG emissions are rising at an alarming rate, it is important to
investigate the effects of these significant shifts with state-of-the-art modeling tools.

In this study, we investigate what would be the climate and PM-induced air quality consequences if all nuclear
reactors worldwidewere closed down and replaced by coal combustion. In a way, this presents a “worst-case sce-
nario” since less polluting energy sources are available. However, coal combustion is one of the cheapest sources
of energy [U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015] and its usage can increase the national energy supply
security in countries with abundant national supplies [Sims et al., 2007]. Currently, approximately 25% of the
energy consumption worldwide is produced by burning coal, constituting of over 40% share of anthropogenic
CO2 emissions [Smith et al., 2013]. In addition, burning of coal produces a significant amount of pollutants; thus,
the largest air quality hazard from coal power arises from inhalation of the combustion products emitted to the
atmosphere [Krewitt et al., 1998; Rashad and Hammad, 2000]. Of the emitted and inhaled combustion products,
themost hazardous are fine particles (PM2.5, aerosol particles smaller than 2.5μm in diameter) thatmay have sev-
eral adverse effects on human health, such as lung cancer and cardiopulmonary diseases [Markandya and
Wilkinson, 2007]. In a very recent study, Apte et al. [2015] found that of the 3.2 million annual deaths globally
attributed to ambient PM2.5 from all emission sources, several hundred thousands could be avoided with
pollution prevention according to the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines. However, the same aerosol
particles emitted from coal combustion, which are responsible for the adverse negative health effects, mask a
part of the positive radiative forcing caused by greenhouse gases [IPCC, 2014]. Therefore, PM-targeted air
pollution controls can be expected to lead to regional warming in many parts of the world [Pietikäinen et al.,
2015]. All these challenges are especially important in Asia, where both the population and the average standard
of living are increasing fast, and significant investments to the energy system are needed in order to meet the
climate and the air quality goals [van Vliet et al., 2012].

Our work was very much motivated by the study by Kharecha and Hansen [2013], who investigated the
contribution of nuclear power generation on preventing air pollution-related deaths and greenhouse gas
emissions during the years 1971–2009, when compared to a world in which the equivalent amount of energy
would have been produced with coal and natural gas. They concluded that during this time nuclear power has
been responsible for preventing an average of 1.84 million deaths and 64Gt of CO2-e emissions cumulatively.
Their estimates were based on simple mortality and GHG emission factors, in deaths/TWh and CO2-e/TWh,
respectively. While these factors took into account all stages of the fuel cycle, from fuel extraction to electricity
transport, the climate impacts of particulate matter were not considered. The climate (but not health) impacts
of PM were investigated by Shindell and Faluvegi [2010] who used the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
general circulation model which incorporates aerosol chemistry to study the radiative forcing from global
coal-fired power plant emissions. They found that the combined forcing of coal combustion emitted CO2,
ozone, and aerosol precursors from 1970 to 2000 was strongly positive and that imposing air quality pollution
controls will likely accelerate warming rates in the future.

In our work, we simultaneously focus on the climate and air quality effects from coal power emissions using a
state-of-the-science global 3-D climate model. This approach allows us, to our knowledge for the first time, to
estimate the radiative and health effects of a major global energy production change using detailed spatially
resolved population density information. We include the climate effects of both CO2 and PM2.5 but limit the
study of health effects to PM2.5 only. Health effects of ozone were not considered because they are insignif-
icant when compared with effects from PM2.5 [Friedrich, 2005]. Since the dominant effects of the coal fuel
cycle on public health arise from exposure to air pollution emitted during power plant operation, our inves-
tigation is limited to these emissions only [European Commission, 1995].

2. Methods

In order to investigate the climate and PM-based air quality impacts of replacing nuclear energy with coal
power plants, we assumed that all operational nuclear reactors in year 2012 (shown in Figure 1) would be
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replaced by coal power plants producing the same amount of energy at the location of the original nuclear
plant. To calculate the climate and air quality impacts of particulate emissions (organic carbon, black
carbon, and sulfate) from the coal power plants, we applied the 3-D global climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(section 2.1.1). On the other hand, the climate impacts from the additional CO2 emissions from the coal plants
were calculated offline (section 2.2). The PM-induced health effects were estimated by calculating annual excess
mortality rates (section 2.1.3).

2.1. Radiative and Health Effects of Particulate Matter
2.1.1. ECHAM-HAMMOZ
In this study, we have used the development version of the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(ECHAM6.1-HAM2.2-SALSA) [Stier et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012; Bergman et al., 2012]. The model consists of
an atmospheric core model ECHAM, which solves the fundamental equations for the atmospheric flow and
physics and tracer transport, and of an aerosol model HAM. The aerosol microphysics was calculated using
Sectional Aerosol module for Large Scale Applications (SALSA) [Bergman et al., 2012; Kokkola et al., 2008]
which describes the aerosol population consisting of sulfate (SO4), sea salt, organic carbon (OC), black carbon
(BC), and dust using 10 size sections to cover the size range from 3nm to 10μm. AeroCom-II Atmospheric
Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) data [Riahi et al., 2007, 2011] were used
for the anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosol emissions in the model. Natural emissions were simu-
lated as described in Zhang et al. [2012]. The formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from biogenic
emissions was taken into account according to Tunved et al. [2006]. Significant amounts of SOA are also pro-
duced from burning of biomass, biofuel, and fossil fuels [Shrivastava et al., 2015], but they are not considered
in the model. This may cause an underestimation of PM2.5 values over areas where SOA from other than bio-
genic sources compose a large fraction of aerosol mass. Interactions between the aerosols and radiation were
calculated online [Zhang et al., 2012], and the first and the second indirect effects were calculated following
Lohmann and Hoose [2009]. The activation of aerosol particles into cloud droplets was calculated with the
semiempirical parameterization of Lin and Leaitch [1997]. The simulations were done using T63 horizontal
resolution (roughly 1.9 × 1.9°) and 31 pressure levels that reached up to 10 hPa.
2.1.2. Experiment Design
Figure 1 presents the locations of the operational nuclear reactors in 2012 (WNA, world-nuclear.org/
NuclearDatabase/Default.aspx?id=27232) which were used in this study. To get the amount of energy
produced by these plants, we multiplied the maximum powers of the plants with the energy availability
factor (EAF) (International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), www.iaea.org/PRIS/home.aspx). We used an average
EAF of 78% based on the active reactors for all the plants. Typically, the EAFs for nuclear reactors range
from around 60% to about 90% and during the last 20 years the globally averaged EAF has varied
between 73% and 84% (IAEA, www.iaea.org/PRIS/home.aspx). Therefore, we feel that the selected EAF
value is a reasonable estimate for this study.

Figure 1. Locations of nuclear power plants which were operational in 2012 (WNA, world-nuclear.org/NuclearDatabase/
Default.aspx?id=27232). Note that the Japanese nuclear power plants shown in the figure were stopped by May 2012
following the Fukushima accident.
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The average emissions from coal power plants in the U.S. from the year 2009 were used as emission estimates
for the coal power plants that are used to replace nuclear power. Most of the nuclear reactors are located in
western countries; thus, this can be considered a reasonable simplification. However, we acknowledge that if
building of new coal plants with the best available technology were required, their emission factors could be
even 90% lower than those of the current plants used in our calculations [Global Energy Assessment, 2012].
The emissions consist of 2.97 kg/MWh of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and 0.196 kg/MWh of PM2.5 [Global Energy
Assessment, 2012]. Black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC) emissions were calculated from the PM2.5 emis-
sions. Chow et al. [2011] estimated that elemental carbon (EC) and OC fractions from PM2.5 emissions are
1.38–4.1% and 5.2–27%, respectively. Although BC and EC are fundamentally different quantities [Jeong
et al., 2004], they are typically used interchangeably when discussing light-absorbing carbon emissions from
coal power plants [Chow et al., 2011]. Therefore, we did not find a usable ratio for BC and EC emissions and
assumed that BC emissions are equal to EC emissions. Furthermore, we chose the upper limits of these ranges
in order to see the maximum effect of the emissions on radiative transfer (although other studies such as
Bond et al. [2013] have used lower fractions for this source). The remaining particulate mass in the emissions
was assumed to consist of sulfates.

We made two simulations with the ECHAM-HAMMOZ climate model for the years 2005–2009. In the simula-
tions, the model meteorology was nudged toward European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ERA-Interim reanalysis data [Dee et al., 2011] and the simulations were started with 4month spin-ups. The
control run was made using the Aerocom-II ACCMIP emissions for the year 2006, while the coal power simu-
lation was made using additional OC, BC, and SO2 emissions that were placed to the sites of the nuclear
power plants. The CO2 emissions were not increased in the modified model run because CO2 is a long-lived
species in the atmosphere; thus, its effect could be calculated offline. We assumed that the coal power plants
produced energy as much as the nuclear power plants they replaced.

Based on these two model runs, we were able to calculate the PM-induced health and radiative effects
of the aerosol emissions. As an estimate of health effects, we used premature deaths (see section 2.1.3
for more details). The climate effects of aerosols were estimated as the effective radiative forcing (ERF,
also known as radiative flux perturbation) [Haywood et al., 2007]. In practice, we calculated the difference
between all-sky top-of-the atmosphere net total radiation from the two simulations. Aerosol direct and
indirect effects are included in ERF; thus, the total aerosol forcing can be directly compared with the
forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases [Lohmann et al., 2010]. The nudging of the model meteorology
reduces the noise of the spatial distribution of the aerosol forcing and may result in somewhat different
patterns than simulations with free meteorology. However, the global mean radiative forcing values are
similar in both nudged and free model runs [Lohmann and Hoose, 2009]. We also analyzed the aerosol direct
radiative effect (ADRE) to see how the increased aerosol emissions affect scattering and absorption of
incoming solar radiation.
2.1.3. Premature Mortality Due To Increased PM Emissions From Coal Power Plants
The aerosol-climate model produced the mass concentrations of particulate matter with dry diameters less
than 2.5μm (PM2.5). The long-term health effects for the scenario with increased coal power were estimated
using the 5 year mean (2005–2009) values of surface level PM2.5 concentration. The control simulation was
used as the reference. Similarly to the study by Partanen et al. [2013], we used the methods by Ostro
[2004] to calculate the premature mortality from cardiopulmonary diseases (cardiovascular diseases and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and lung cancer (trachea, bronchus, and lung cancers) due to
long-term exposure to emissions from coal power plants. The changes in PM2.5 concentrations can be related
to annual excess mortality rates (E, deaths per year) with the following concentration-response function

E ¼ 1� PM2:5;c þ 1
PM2:5 þ 1

� �β
" #

�By�P30þ; (1)

where PM2.5,c is the reference concentration (μgm�3) from the control run and PM2.5 the concentration in
the scenario with additional coal power emissions; β is a cause-specific coefficient with a value of 0.15515
(95% confidence interval: 0.0562–0.2541) for cardiopulmonary diseases and 0.23218 (95% confidence inter-
val: 0.08563–0.37873) for lung cancer [Ostro, 2004]; By is the baseline mortality rate (e.g., deaths per year
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per 1000 people) for cardiopulmonary diseases or lung cancer in the exposed population with age over
30 years (P30+) (the analysis by Ostro [2004] considered only this age group). The uncertainties related to
equation (1) are discussed in section 3.5, and they are taken into account to some degree by using the 95%
confidence intervals for β. More refined concentration-response functions have been published [e.g., Burnett
et al., 2014], but they are also limited by the lack of long-term cohort studies from East and South Asia and
Middle East where the ambient exposures to particulate matter are much higher than in Europe and North
America. Furthermore, the toxicity of PM2.5 is assumed to depend solely on themass and not on the composition
or size also in the newer concentration-response functions. Therefore, we feel that the selected function is suffi-
cient for an order of magnitude study. In the future, this approach should be revised as more information on the
relationships between mortality, aerosol composition, and size distribution become available.

Baseline mortality rates and the fraction of people in the exposed age group were calculated using data pro-
vided by theWorld Health Organization [2008] based on six WHO regions (WHO, www.who.int/about/regions/
en/index.html) [see Partanen et al., 2013, Figure 2] gridded onto themodel grid resolution. We used the popu-
lation density data for the year 2010 from the Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center at Columbia
University [NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center, 2005]. Population density data (with 2.5 arc
min grid cells originally) were also interpolated onto the model grid resolution.

2.2. CO2 Emissions and Their Radiative Effects

To estimate the radiative effects of CO2 originating from power production, we assumed that it is well mixed
in the atmosphere and thus we calculated only the global radiative effects of CO2 offline. We assumed that
CO2 has no health effects because the atmospheric concentrations do not rise to detrimental levels
[Robertson, 2006]. Furthermore, increased CO2 levels will increase the temperature which in turn will cause
adverse health effects. However, they are also ignored in this study due to the large variety and uncertainties
of the effects [Watts et al., 2015].

The mass of the CO2 emissions, mCO2, from the coal power plants was calculated as follows:

mCO2 ¼ P �e; (2)

where P is the total amount of electricity produced by all nuclear power plants in 2012, namely,
2346.2° × 106MWh [International Atomic Energy Agency, 2013], and e is the average CO2 emission from coal
and peat power plants in 2009, namely, 977 kg/MWh [International Energy Agency, 2012]. Consequently,
the total mass of the CO2 emissions from the coal power plants assumed in this study to replace nuclear
plants is 2.29Gt CO2 annually.

Not all of the CO2 emissions stay in the atmosphere, and thus, we calculated the increase in the atmospheric
CO2 concentration as follows:

ΔXCO2 ¼
mCO2 �MC

MCO2
� a
2:13

; (3)

where MC is the molar mass of carbon (12.011g/mol) and MCO2 is the molar mass of CO2 (44.011g/mol); a is the
fraction of CO2 that remains in the atmosphere, which was chosen to be 0.43 [Raupach et al., 2008]. The factor
2.13 (GtC/ppmCO2) is used to convert the carbon mass to atmospheric concentration of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide
Information Analysis Center, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/pns/convert.html). Finally, the change in the radiative forcing,
ΔF, was calculated using the following equation [Myhre et al., 1998]:

ΔF ¼ 5:35 � ln XCO2 þ ΔXCO2

XCO2

� �
W=m2
� �

; (4)

where XCO2 is the average CO2 concentration in the year 2013, i.e., 395 ppm (NOAA, www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/
ccgg/trends/global.html).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effects of Increased Coal Power Emissions on CO2 Concentrations

The annual increase in CO2 emissions was calculated with equation (2). The result of 2.29Gt CO2 is in a good
agreement with previous studies. International Energy Agency [2011] calculated that if electricity produced
with nuclear power in 2010 had been produced in equal parts with natural gas and coal instead, the CO2
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The average emissions from coal power plants in the U.S. from the year 2009 were used as emission estimates
for the coal power plants that are used to replace nuclear power. Most of the nuclear reactors are located in
western countries; thus, this can be considered a reasonable simplification. However, we acknowledge that if
building of new coal plants with the best available technology were required, their emission factors could be
even 90% lower than those of the current plants used in our calculations [Global Energy Assessment, 2012].
The emissions consist of 2.97 kg/MWh of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and 0.196 kg/MWh of PM2.5 [Global Energy
Assessment, 2012]. Black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC) emissions were calculated from the PM2.5 emis-
sions. Chow et al. [2011] estimated that elemental carbon (EC) and OC fractions from PM2.5 emissions are
1.38–4.1% and 5.2–27%, respectively. Although BC and EC are fundamentally different quantities [Jeong
et al., 2004], they are typically used interchangeably when discussing light-absorbing carbon emissions from
coal power plants [Chow et al., 2011]. Therefore, we did not find a usable ratio for BC and EC emissions and
assumed that BC emissions are equal to EC emissions. Furthermore, we chose the upper limits of these ranges
in order to see the maximum effect of the emissions on radiative transfer (although other studies such as
Bond et al. [2013] have used lower fractions for this source). The remaining particulate mass in the emissions
was assumed to consist of sulfates.

We made two simulations with the ECHAM-HAMMOZ climate model for the years 2005–2009. In the simula-
tions, the model meteorology was nudged toward European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ERA-Interim reanalysis data [Dee et al., 2011] and the simulations were started with 4month spin-ups. The
control run was made using the Aerocom-II ACCMIP emissions for the year 2006, while the coal power simu-
lation was made using additional OC, BC, and SO2 emissions that were placed to the sites of the nuclear
power plants. The CO2 emissions were not increased in the modified model run because CO2 is a long-lived
species in the atmosphere; thus, its effect could be calculated offline. We assumed that the coal power plants
produced energy as much as the nuclear power plants they replaced.

Based on these two model runs, we were able to calculate the PM-induced health and radiative effects
of the aerosol emissions. As an estimate of health effects, we used premature deaths (see section 2.1.3
for more details). The climate effects of aerosols were estimated as the effective radiative forcing (ERF,
also known as radiative flux perturbation) [Haywood et al., 2007]. In practice, we calculated the difference
between all-sky top-of-the atmosphere net total radiation from the two simulations. Aerosol direct and
indirect effects are included in ERF; thus, the total aerosol forcing can be directly compared with the
forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases [Lohmann et al., 2010]. The nudging of the model meteorology
reduces the noise of the spatial distribution of the aerosol forcing and may result in somewhat different
patterns than simulations with free meteorology. However, the global mean radiative forcing values are
similar in both nudged and free model runs [Lohmann and Hoose, 2009]. We also analyzed the aerosol direct
radiative effect (ADRE) to see how the increased aerosol emissions affect scattering and absorption of
incoming solar radiation.
2.1.3. Premature Mortality Due To Increased PM Emissions From Coal Power Plants
The aerosol-climate model produced the mass concentrations of particulate matter with dry diameters less
than 2.5μm (PM2.5). The long-term health effects for the scenario with increased coal power were estimated
using the 5 year mean (2005–2009) values of surface level PM2.5 concentration. The control simulation was
used as the reference. Similarly to the study by Partanen et al. [2013], we used the methods by Ostro
[2004] to calculate the premature mortality from cardiopulmonary diseases (cardiovascular diseases and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and lung cancer (trachea, bronchus, and lung cancers) due to
long-term exposure to emissions from coal power plants. The changes in PM2.5 concentrations can be related
to annual excess mortality rates (E, deaths per year) with the following concentration-response function

E ¼ 1� PM2:5;c þ 1
PM2:5 þ 1

� �β
" #

�By�P30þ; (1)

where PM2.5,c is the reference concentration (μgm�3) from the control run and PM2.5 the concentration in
the scenario with additional coal power emissions; β is a cause-specific coefficient with a value of 0.15515
(95% confidence interval: 0.0562–0.2541) for cardiopulmonary diseases and 0.23218 (95% confidence inter-
val: 0.08563–0.37873) for lung cancer [Ostro, 2004]; By is the baseline mortality rate (e.g., deaths per year
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per 1000 people) for cardiopulmonary diseases or lung cancer in the exposed population with age over
30 years (P30+) (the analysis by Ostro [2004] considered only this age group). The uncertainties related to
equation (1) are discussed in section 3.5, and they are taken into account to some degree by using the 95%
confidence intervals for β. More refined concentration-response functions have been published [e.g., Burnett
et al., 2014], but they are also limited by the lack of long-term cohort studies from East and South Asia and
Middle East where the ambient exposures to particulate matter are much higher than in Europe and North
America. Furthermore, the toxicity of PM2.5 is assumed to depend solely on themass and not on the composition
or size also in the newer concentration-response functions. Therefore, we feel that the selected function is suffi-
cient for an order of magnitude study. In the future, this approach should be revised as more information on the
relationships between mortality, aerosol composition, and size distribution become available.

Baseline mortality rates and the fraction of people in the exposed age group were calculated using data pro-
vided by theWorld Health Organization [2008] based on six WHO regions (WHO, www.who.int/about/regions/
en/index.html) [see Partanen et al., 2013, Figure 2] gridded onto themodel grid resolution. We used the popu-
lation density data for the year 2010 from the Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center at Columbia
University [NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center, 2005]. Population density data (with 2.5 arc
min grid cells originally) were also interpolated onto the model grid resolution.

2.2. CO2 Emissions and Their Radiative Effects

To estimate the radiative effects of CO2 originating from power production, we assumed that it is well mixed
in the atmosphere and thus we calculated only the global radiative effects of CO2 offline. We assumed that
CO2 has no health effects because the atmospheric concentrations do not rise to detrimental levels
[Robertson, 2006]. Furthermore, increased CO2 levels will increase the temperature which in turn will cause
adverse health effects. However, they are also ignored in this study due to the large variety and uncertainties
of the effects [Watts et al., 2015].

The mass of the CO2 emissions, mCO2, from the coal power plants was calculated as follows:

mCO2 ¼ P �e; (2)

where P is the total amount of electricity produced by all nuclear power plants in 2012, namely,
2346.2° × 106MWh [International Atomic Energy Agency, 2013], and e is the average CO2 emission from coal
and peat power plants in 2009, namely, 977 kg/MWh [International Energy Agency, 2012]. Consequently,
the total mass of the CO2 emissions from the coal power plants assumed in this study to replace nuclear
plants is 2.29Gt CO2 annually.

Not all of the CO2 emissions stay in the atmosphere, and thus, we calculated the increase in the atmospheric
CO2 concentration as follows:

ΔXCO2 ¼
mCO2 �MC

MCO2
� a
2:13

; (3)

where MC is the molar mass of carbon (12.011g/mol) and MCO2 is the molar mass of CO2 (44.011g/mol); a is the
fraction of CO2 that remains in the atmosphere, which was chosen to be 0.43 [Raupach et al., 2008]. The factor
2.13 (GtC/ppmCO2) is used to convert the carbon mass to atmospheric concentration of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide
Information Analysis Center, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/pns/convert.html). Finally, the change in the radiative forcing,
ΔF, was calculated using the following equation [Myhre et al., 1998]:

ΔF ¼ 5:35 � ln XCO2 þ ΔXCO2

XCO2

� �
W=m2
� �

; (4)

where XCO2 is the average CO2 concentration in the year 2013, i.e., 395 ppm (NOAA, www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/
ccgg/trends/global.html).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effects of Increased Coal Power Emissions on CO2 Concentrations

The annual increase in CO2 emissions was calculated with equation (2). The result of 2.29Gt CO2 is in a good
agreement with previous studies. International Energy Agency [2011] calculated that if electricity produced
with nuclear power in 2010 had been produced in equal parts with natural gas and coal instead, the CO2
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emissions would have increased by 2.1 Gt CO2. The estimate by Kharecha and Hansen [2013] of 2.6 Gt CO2 is
also in the same range. In both studies nuclear power was partly replaced by natural gas which would explain
why our estimate is larger than the estimate by IEA. On the other hand, our estimate is smaller than the
estimate by Kharecha and Hansen because they used slightly different emission factors and nuclear energy
production values.

In 2012, nonindustrial energy production with coal and peat produced the largest share of CO2 emissions
from fuel combustion, 9.0 Gt CO2 [International Energy Agency, 2014]. If the nuclear power plants would have
been replaced by coal power, the CO2 emissions from this source would have increased by 25% according to
our calculations.

The emissions from the additional coal power would have increased the atmospheric CO2 concentration by
0.126 ppm/yr (equation (3)). In 2013 anthropogenic emissions increased the atmospheric CO2 concentration
by 2.53 ppm which means that the increase due to the additional coal power would be roughly 5% of the
current increase (NOAA, www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/global.html).

3.2. Effects of Increased Coal Power Emissions on PM2.5 Concentrations

Figure 2 shows the difference in the PM2.5 concentrations at ground level between the control and the coal
power model runs. This average difference is calculated from the 5 year model runs (2005–2009). Due to the
short lifetime of aerosols (a few days), PM2.5 concentrations are increased mostly near the source regions.
Consequently, the largest changes are in Japan (+2.8μg/m3), western Europe (EU25 countries, +2.3μg/m3),
and eastern U.S. (east from 90°W, +1.8μg/m3). In Japan, the increased PM2.5 level is 19.9μg/m

3. In western
Europe (see Figure 3), the largest increase occurs in the Benelux countries (+5.0 μg/m3) and the 5 year aver-
age PM2.5 level rises to 19.0μg/m3. The EU has set a goal that the 3 year average of PM2.5 exposure concen-
tration should be less than 20μg/m3 [European Environment Agency, 2014], which means that this limit would
have most likely been exceeded in the Benelux countries in our coal power scenario. In Japan, the legislative
limit for an annual average is 15μg/m3 (Ministry of the Environment, Government of Japan, www.env.go.jp/
en/air/aq/aq.html), while in the U.S. it is 12μg/m3 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, www.epa.gov/ttn/
naaqs/standards/pm/s_pm_history.html). The annual limits in Japan and eastern U.S. were already exceeded
in our control run (17.1 μg/m3 and 13.2μg/m3, respectively); thus, with the additional coal power emissions a
significant decrease in air quality in the proximity of the power plants would have occurred.

Figure 3 shows the simulated average PM2.5 levels in Europe (the continentwith the highest number of nuclear
reactors) from both model runs. It is evident from Figure 3 that the coal power plants would have increased

Figure 2. Change in simulated surface PM2.5 concentration when nuclear power plants were replaced with coal power
plants. The average difference is calculated from a 5 year simulation (2005–2009).
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PM2.5 values in southern and middle
Europe. In Romania and Bulgaria, the
5 year PM2.5 averages would have
exceeded 25μg/m3, which is the upper
limit for daily exposure according to
WHO. This implies that the deterioration
in air quality due to the additional coal
power would have been drastic and
continuous in these countries.

3.3. Premature Mortality Due To
Increased Coal Power Emissions

Lim et al. [2012], Apte et al. [2015], and
Lelieveld et al. [2015] estimated that
approximately 3.1–3.2 million prema-
ture deaths annually can be attributed
to ambient PM2.5. We did a similar calcu-
lation using equation (1) with our con-
trol run and a theoretical minimum-risk
concentration of 5.8μg/m3 (following
Apte et al. [2015]). We found a slightly lar-
ger estimate for the premature mortality
(4.04 million) than the other studies.
However, our 95% confidence interval
(CI 95%, 1.60–6.09 million) overlaps with
the 95% confidence interval given by
Lelieveld et al. (CI 95%, 1.52–4.60million).
Even though our PM2.5 values are some-

what higher than the observed particulate masses in North America and Europe (as discussed in section 3.5),
the slightly higher mortality value is most likely due to the selected concentration-response function which is
expected to overestimatemortality at themost polluted regions (annual PM2.5 averages greater than 30μg/m

3,
e.g., South and East Asia) [Burnett et al., 2014].

Based on the average of our 5 year simulations, the global replacement of nuclear power with coal power
would have caused globally 149,800 premature deaths per year for 2005–2009 on average. We predict that
cardiopulmonary diseases would have caused 133,800 deaths and lung cancer 16,000 deaths.
Approximately two thirds of the deaths would have occurred in Europe. The global distribution of premature
deaths is presented in Table 1, whereas Figure 4 shows in more detail the mortality in the Northern
Hemisphere, where most of the deaths would have occurred. From these results it is evident that Europe
and Japan would have been the most affected regions. In Europe, the largest effect would have been in
Germany (13,500 premature deaths per year) and the Benelux countries (3600 premature deaths per year)
due to the high population density. Table 1 shows that cardiopulmonary diseases are a much more signifi-
cant cause for excess mortality than lung cancer in all the studied regions. This stems from the substantially
higher baseline deaths due to the former—i.e., a higher value of By for cardiopulmonary diseases in equation
(1) [Ostro, 2004]. In Africa, eastern Mediterranean, and Southeast Asia almost all premature deaths are caused
by cardiopulmonary diseases. In Europe the fraction is 90%, whereas in Americas and western Pacific it is
slightly lower, about 85%.

The Clean Air for Europe (CAFE, ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/cafe) program estimated that atmo-
spheric aerosols caused 347,900 premature deaths per year resulting from cardiopulmonary diseases in
the western Europe (EU25 countries). Our estimate for the EU25 countries during the years 2005–2009 is
slightly smaller: 277,600 premature deaths per year on average. However, the CAFE estimate fits well within
our 95% confidence interval (CI 95% 105,300–435,200). Based on these results, the increased coal power
emissions in the EU25 countries would have increased the number of premature deaths resulting from
cardiopulmonary diseases by 26%.

Figure 3. Simulated mean 2005–2009 surface PM2.5 concentrations over
Europe in the control run (CTRL) and in the run with additional coal power
plants (MOD). Red represents regions where the limit set by the EU for
3 year averaged PM2.5 exposure (20 μg/m3) is exceeded.
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emissions would have increased by 2.1 Gt CO2. The estimate by Kharecha and Hansen [2013] of 2.6 Gt CO2 is
also in the same range. In both studies nuclear power was partly replaced by natural gas which would explain
why our estimate is larger than the estimate by IEA. On the other hand, our estimate is smaller than the
estimate by Kharecha and Hansen because they used slightly different emission factors and nuclear energy
production values.

In 2012, nonindustrial energy production with coal and peat produced the largest share of CO2 emissions
from fuel combustion, 9.0 Gt CO2 [International Energy Agency, 2014]. If the nuclear power plants would have
been replaced by coal power, the CO2 emissions from this source would have increased by 25% according to
our calculations.

The emissions from the additional coal power would have increased the atmospheric CO2 concentration by
0.126 ppm/yr (equation (3)). In 2013 anthropogenic emissions increased the atmospheric CO2 concentration
by 2.53 ppm which means that the increase due to the additional coal power would be roughly 5% of the
current increase (NOAA, www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/global.html).

3.2. Effects of Increased Coal Power Emissions on PM2.5 Concentrations

Figure 2 shows the difference in the PM2.5 concentrations at ground level between the control and the coal
power model runs. This average difference is calculated from the 5 year model runs (2005–2009). Due to the
short lifetime of aerosols (a few days), PM2.5 concentrations are increased mostly near the source regions.
Consequently, the largest changes are in Japan (+2.8μg/m3), western Europe (EU25 countries, +2.3μg/m3),
and eastern U.S. (east from 90°W, +1.8μg/m3). In Japan, the increased PM2.5 level is 19.9μg/m

3. In western
Europe (see Figure 3), the largest increase occurs in the Benelux countries (+5.0 μg/m3) and the 5 year aver-
age PM2.5 level rises to 19.0μg/m3. The EU has set a goal that the 3 year average of PM2.5 exposure concen-
tration should be less than 20μg/m3 [European Environment Agency, 2014], which means that this limit would
have most likely been exceeded in the Benelux countries in our coal power scenario. In Japan, the legislative
limit for an annual average is 15μg/m3 (Ministry of the Environment, Government of Japan, www.env.go.jp/
en/air/aq/aq.html), while in the U.S. it is 12μg/m3 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, www.epa.gov/ttn/
naaqs/standards/pm/s_pm_history.html). The annual limits in Japan and eastern U.S. were already exceeded
in our control run (17.1 μg/m3 and 13.2μg/m3, respectively); thus, with the additional coal power emissions a
significant decrease in air quality in the proximity of the power plants would have occurred.

Figure 3 shows the simulated average PM2.5 levels in Europe (the continentwith the highest number of nuclear
reactors) from both model runs. It is evident from Figure 3 that the coal power plants would have increased

Figure 2. Change in simulated surface PM2.5 concentration when nuclear power plants were replaced with coal power
plants. The average difference is calculated from a 5 year simulation (2005–2009).
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PM2.5 values in southern and middle
Europe. In Romania and Bulgaria, the
5 year PM2.5 averages would have
exceeded 25μg/m3, which is the upper
limit for daily exposure according to
WHO. This implies that the deterioration
in air quality due to the additional coal
power would have been drastic and
continuous in these countries.

3.3. Premature Mortality Due To
Increased Coal Power Emissions

Lim et al. [2012], Apte et al. [2015], and
Lelieveld et al. [2015] estimated that
approximately 3.1–3.2 million prema-
ture deaths annually can be attributed
to ambient PM2.5. We did a similar calcu-
lation using equation (1) with our con-
trol run and a theoretical minimum-risk
concentration of 5.8μg/m3 (following
Apte et al. [2015]). We found a slightly lar-
ger estimate for the premature mortality
(4.04 million) than the other studies.
However, our 95% confidence interval
(CI 95%, 1.60–6.09 million) overlaps with
the 95% confidence interval given by
Lelieveld et al. (CI 95%, 1.52–4.60million).
Even though our PM2.5 values are some-

what higher than the observed particulate masses in North America and Europe (as discussed in section 3.5),
the slightly higher mortality value is most likely due to the selected concentration-response function which is
expected to overestimatemortality at themost polluted regions (annual PM2.5 averages greater than 30μg/m

3,
e.g., South and East Asia) [Burnett et al., 2014].

Based on the average of our 5 year simulations, the global replacement of nuclear power with coal power
would have caused globally 149,800 premature deaths per year for 2005–2009 on average. We predict that
cardiopulmonary diseases would have caused 133,800 deaths and lung cancer 16,000 deaths.
Approximately two thirds of the deaths would have occurred in Europe. The global distribution of premature
deaths is presented in Table 1, whereas Figure 4 shows in more detail the mortality in the Northern
Hemisphere, where most of the deaths would have occurred. From these results it is evident that Europe
and Japan would have been the most affected regions. In Europe, the largest effect would have been in
Germany (13,500 premature deaths per year) and the Benelux countries (3600 premature deaths per year)
due to the high population density. Table 1 shows that cardiopulmonary diseases are a much more signifi-
cant cause for excess mortality than lung cancer in all the studied regions. This stems from the substantially
higher baseline deaths due to the former—i.e., a higher value of By for cardiopulmonary diseases in equation
(1) [Ostro, 2004]. In Africa, eastern Mediterranean, and Southeast Asia almost all premature deaths are caused
by cardiopulmonary diseases. In Europe the fraction is 90%, whereas in Americas and western Pacific it is
slightly lower, about 85%.

The Clean Air for Europe (CAFE, ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/cafe) program estimated that atmo-
spheric aerosols caused 347,900 premature deaths per year resulting from cardiopulmonary diseases in
the western Europe (EU25 countries). Our estimate for the EU25 countries during the years 2005–2009 is
slightly smaller: 277,600 premature deaths per year on average. However, the CAFE estimate fits well within
our 95% confidence interval (CI 95% 105,300–435,200). Based on these results, the increased coal power
emissions in the EU25 countries would have increased the number of premature deaths resulting from
cardiopulmonary diseases by 26%.

Figure 3. Simulated mean 2005–2009 surface PM2.5 concentrations over
Europe in the control run (CTRL) and in the run with additional coal power
plants (MOD). Red represents regions where the limit set by the EU for
3 year averaged PM2.5 exposure (20 μg/m3) is exceeded.
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Kharecha and Hansen [2013] estimated that the replacement of nuclear power with coal (95%) and natural
gas (5%) would cause 19,000–300,000 premature deaths globally per year (CI 95%); thus, our estimate fits well
in this range even though they had included health effects from the whole process cycle. Our estimate has a
narrower range (55,000–243,000) which can be expected because we only considered the health effects of
particulate emissions from the actual energy generation. However, our lower limit is clearly higher than in
Kharecha and Hansen’s estimate. Furthermore, the average of their estimate was 76,000 which is only half
of our average estimate. Most likely, the difference stems from the differences in the modeled dispersion
of the emissions and estimation of health effects in the source study of Kharecha and Hansen’s mortality
factors [Markandya and Wilkinson, 2007]. Despite the very different methods used in our analysis and theirs,
the large overlap between the results suggests at least order-of-magnitude robustness of the numbers.

3.4. Radiative Effects of the Increased Coal Power Emissions

The climate effects of the increased coal power emissions consist of a net cooling effect caused by the parti-
culate emissions and a warming effect caused by the CO2 emissions. Due to the short lifetime of the aerosols
in the atmosphere, their radiative effect does not change over time, whereas the CO2 emissions accumulate

Figure 4. Premature mortality per year in Northern Hemisphere due to increase in coal power PM2.5 emissions. Average
from a 5 year simulation (2005–2009).

Table 1. Excess Mortality for the WHO Regions in Total and Separately Due To Cardiopulmonary Diseases and Due To Lung Cancer (Deaths per Year)a

Excess Mortality CI 95%
Excess Mortality Due To

Cardiopulmonary Diseases CI 95%
Excess Mortality Due

To Lung Cancer CI 95%

Africa 1,290 (470–2,100) 310–2,260 1,260 (460–2,070) 300–2,220 20 (10–40) 10–40
Americas 15,990 (5,840–26,030) 15,170–16,760 13,660 (4,980–22,260) 12,960–14,330 2,330 (860–3,770) 2,200–2,440
Southeast Asia 5,510 (2,000–9,010) 2,390–8,600 5,280 (1,920–8,640) 2,290–8,250 230 (80–370) 100–350
Europe 99,910 (36,640–161,850) 97,020–102,700 89,500 (32,750–145,130) 86,920–92,010 10,400 (3,890–16,720) 10,100–10,690
Eastern
Mediterranean

3,340 (1,210–5,460) 2,600–4,090 3,240 (1,180–5,300) 2,530–3,980 90 (40–150) 70–120

Western Pacific 23,800 (8,680–38,760) 16,880–30,620 20,800 (7,570–33,910) 14,750–26,760 3,000 (1,110–4,850) 2,120–3,860
Global 149,830 (54,840–243,210) 139,290–160,100 133,760 (48,850–217,310) 124,310–142,980 16,070 (6,000–25,900) 14,960–17,140

aThe first number is the best estimate for the mortality, and the numbers in the parentheses represent the 95% uncertainty interval from the concentration-
response function coefficients (equation (1)). The 95% confidence interval (CI) column presents the variability caused by the differences in the meteorology
between the modeled years. The mortality values are rounded to the nearest 10.
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into the atmosphere and stay there for centuries. Based on our simulations, the global mean aerosol effective
radiative forcing (ERF) is �0.062W/m2, whereas the CO2 radiative effect is 0.0017W/m2 after the first year of
increased coal power emissions. The global mean aerosol direct radiative effect (ADRE) is �0.016W/m2. As
Figure 5 shows, cooling is strongest close to the emission sources in the eastern U.S. (ERF: �0.46W/m2,
ADRE: �0.20W/m2), Europe (ERF: �0.64W/m2, ADRE: �0.17W/m2), and Japan (ERF: �0.94W/m2, ADRE:
�0.14W/m2). Thus, the aerosol radiative effects are about 10 times higher than the global averages near
the emission sources. CO2 emissions, on the other hand, accumulate into the atmosphere; thus, their
warming effect would surpass the cooling by the aerosols after 37 years of continuous emissions from the
coal power plants (based on the global mean ERF value given above). This was calculated by assuming that
the radiative effect increases linearly as CO2 concentration increases. This is a valid assumption because the
addition of CO2 in our scenario is small when compared to the total amount of atmospheric CO2 (only
0.126 ppm/395 ppm=0.03%). According to Myhre et al. [2013], the total aerosol ERF (excluding BC on snow
and ice) is�0.9 (�1.9 to�0.1)W/m2. Thus, the additional aerosol effect from increased coal power emissions
would be only marginal (approximately 7%).

3.5. Uncertainties and Limitations of the Study

Evidently, uncertainties are large in a study like this. However, with an aerosol-climate model, we are able to
give an order of magnitude estimate on the PM-induced air quality and climate effects arising from dramatic
changes in energy production. Furthermore, we can estimate which regions would be the most affected.

To evaluate the model’s ability to simulate PM2.5 concentrations, we compared the annual averages of
surface PM2.5 from the control simulation to observed annual mean values (2005–2009) from measurement
stations of the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP, www.emep.int/) and United States
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environment (IMPROVE, vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/) net-
works. EMEP includes 90 measurement stations, but the availability of data from different stations depends

Figure 5. Aerosol (a) direct and (b) effective radiative forcing caused by the increase in coal power emissions between
the control and the modified runs. Averages from a 5 year simulation (2005–2009). Only statistically significant changes
(based on a paired t test) and negative forcings are shown in order to clarify the figures.
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Kharecha and Hansen [2013] estimated that the replacement of nuclear power with coal (95%) and natural
gas (5%) would cause 19,000–300,000 premature deaths globally per year (CI 95%); thus, our estimate fits well
in this range even though they had included health effects from the whole process cycle. Our estimate has a
narrower range (55,000–243,000) which can be expected because we only considered the health effects of
particulate emissions from the actual energy generation. However, our lower limit is clearly higher than in
Kharecha and Hansen’s estimate. Furthermore, the average of their estimate was 76,000 which is only half
of our average estimate. Most likely, the difference stems from the differences in the modeled dispersion
of the emissions and estimation of health effects in the source study of Kharecha and Hansen’s mortality
factors [Markandya and Wilkinson, 2007]. Despite the very different methods used in our analysis and theirs,
the large overlap between the results suggests at least order-of-magnitude robustness of the numbers.

3.4. Radiative Effects of the Increased Coal Power Emissions

The climate effects of the increased coal power emissions consist of a net cooling effect caused by the parti-
culate emissions and a warming effect caused by the CO2 emissions. Due to the short lifetime of the aerosols
in the atmosphere, their radiative effect does not change over time, whereas the CO2 emissions accumulate

Figure 4. Premature mortality per year in Northern Hemisphere due to increase in coal power PM2.5 emissions. Average
from a 5 year simulation (2005–2009).

Table 1. Excess Mortality for the WHO Regions in Total and Separately Due To Cardiopulmonary Diseases and Due To Lung Cancer (Deaths per Year)a

Excess Mortality CI 95%
Excess Mortality Due To

Cardiopulmonary Diseases CI 95%
Excess Mortality Due

To Lung Cancer CI 95%

Africa 1,290 (470–2,100) 310–2,260 1,260 (460–2,070) 300–2,220 20 (10–40) 10–40
Americas 15,990 (5,840–26,030) 15,170–16,760 13,660 (4,980–22,260) 12,960–14,330 2,330 (860–3,770) 2,200–2,440
Southeast Asia 5,510 (2,000–9,010) 2,390–8,600 5,280 (1,920–8,640) 2,290–8,250 230 (80–370) 100–350
Europe 99,910 (36,640–161,850) 97,020–102,700 89,500 (32,750–145,130) 86,920–92,010 10,400 (3,890–16,720) 10,100–10,690
Eastern
Mediterranean

3,340 (1,210–5,460) 2,600–4,090 3,240 (1,180–5,300) 2,530–3,980 90 (40–150) 70–120

Western Pacific 23,800 (8,680–38,760) 16,880–30,620 20,800 (7,570–33,910) 14,750–26,760 3,000 (1,110–4,850) 2,120–3,860
Global 149,830 (54,840–243,210) 139,290–160,100 133,760 (48,850–217,310) 124,310–142,980 16,070 (6,000–25,900) 14,960–17,140

aThe first number is the best estimate for the mortality, and the numbers in the parentheses represent the 95% uncertainty interval from the concentration-
response function coefficients (equation (1)). The 95% confidence interval (CI) column presents the variability caused by the differences in the meteorology
between the modeled years. The mortality values are rounded to the nearest 10.
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into the atmosphere and stay there for centuries. Based on our simulations, the global mean aerosol effective
radiative forcing (ERF) is �0.062W/m2, whereas the CO2 radiative effect is 0.0017W/m2 after the first year of
increased coal power emissions. The global mean aerosol direct radiative effect (ADRE) is �0.016W/m2. As
Figure 5 shows, cooling is strongest close to the emission sources in the eastern U.S. (ERF: �0.46W/m2,
ADRE: �0.20W/m2), Europe (ERF: �0.64W/m2, ADRE: �0.17W/m2), and Japan (ERF: �0.94W/m2, ADRE:
�0.14W/m2). Thus, the aerosol radiative effects are about 10 times higher than the global averages near
the emission sources. CO2 emissions, on the other hand, accumulate into the atmosphere; thus, their
warming effect would surpass the cooling by the aerosols after 37 years of continuous emissions from the
coal power plants (based on the global mean ERF value given above). This was calculated by assuming that
the radiative effect increases linearly as CO2 concentration increases. This is a valid assumption because the
addition of CO2 in our scenario is small when compared to the total amount of atmospheric CO2 (only
0.126 ppm/395 ppm=0.03%). According to Myhre et al. [2013], the total aerosol ERF (excluding BC on snow
and ice) is�0.9 (�1.9 to�0.1)W/m2. Thus, the additional aerosol effect from increased coal power emissions
would be only marginal (approximately 7%).

3.5. Uncertainties and Limitations of the Study

Evidently, uncertainties are large in a study like this. However, with an aerosol-climate model, we are able to
give an order of magnitude estimate on the PM-induced air quality and climate effects arising from dramatic
changes in energy production. Furthermore, we can estimate which regions would be the most affected.

To evaluate the model’s ability to simulate PM2.5 concentrations, we compared the annual averages of
surface PM2.5 from the control simulation to observed annual mean values (2005–2009) from measurement
stations of the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP, www.emep.int/) and United States
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environment (IMPROVE, vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/) net-
works. EMEP includes 90 measurement stations, but the availability of data from different stations depends

Figure 5. Aerosol (a) direct and (b) effective radiative forcing caused by the increase in coal power emissions between
the control and the modified runs. Averages from a 5 year simulation (2005–2009). Only statistically significant changes
(based on a paired t test) and negative forcings are shown in order to clarify the figures.
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on the year. In our comparison the maximum number of stations was 26 for a single year. The situation is the
same with IMPROVE’s 212 measurement stations. In our comparison the maximum number of stations was
177 for a single year.

Based on these comparisons, our model seems to slightly overestimate PM2.5 concentrations in Europe and
United States. The normalized mean biases (and correlation coefficients) are 0.20 (0.25) and 0.71 (0.75) for
EMEP and IMPROVE, respectively. These values indicate that the model agrees reasonably well with the mea-
surements. However, it is worth noting that the comparison of a model grid (in the order of 10,000 km2) to a
point measurement is not straightforward and the model is not able to capture the subgrid-scale variability,
especially close to the emission sources.

In this work, we assumed that the emissions per produced energy unit were the same in all of the coal power
plants globally. This is a crude simplification because different countries have different emission limits and
there are large differences in the technologies used. However, most of the nuclear reactors are located in
western countries which have similar emission limits and technologies; thus, this simplification should not
have a significant effect on our results.

Table 1 presents the 95% confidence intervals for the concentration-response function (in the parenth-
eses in the columns labeled “excess mortality”) and for the meteorology (CI 95% column, calculated from
the annual averages of the modeled 5 years). Based on these values, it is evident that the changes in the
meteorology over the simulation period are not a significant source of variability. The concentration-
response function, on the other hand, has a much greater impact on the results. The main sources of
uncertainty in the concentration-response function originate from the assumed shape of the function,
the assumed background concentration, the assumed highest concentration and the relative risk that
are used in the extrapolation, and the exposure data used in the original estimates [Ostro, 2004]. Ostro
[2004] presented a sensitivity study regarding the assumptions in the concentration-response function
and showed that the mortality estimates could vary up to 50% depending on these assumptions. In our
study, a high bias in the estimation of mortality caused by ambient aerosols can be expected because
the concentration-response function is based on relatively low PM2.5 concentrations (below 30 μg/m3).
Thus, in regions with high PM2.5 levels (such as East and South Asia) extrapolation is required which
typically leads to overestimation of mortality [Apte et al., 2015]. However, this limitation does not have
a significant effect in the estimation of health effects from the addition of coal power because the
increase in PM2.5 levels is relatively small (10 μg/m3 at maximum) and the majority of the power plants
are located in North America and Europe where ambient aerosol concentrations are in a suitable range
for the concentration-response function.

The complete replacement of nuclear power with coal power is not likely. However, we selected this scenario
to see themaximum effect of a dramatic change in global energy production. Other scenarios would produce
lower emissions and smaller effects. For example, instead of coal, nuclear power could be replaced with
biomass burning (since bioenergy can also serve as a base load power source). This would change the
emissions to some degree. The SO2 emissions from a biomass burning power plant are estimated to be
around 0.026–0.16 kg/MWh [International Energy Agency, 2000], whereas the PM2.5 emissions range around
0.072–0.216 kg/MWh [Abbot et al., 2008]. Moreover, the fractions of EC and OC from the PM2.5 emissions
are between 6.15–13.8% and 32.6–62.63%, respectively [Jeong et al., 2004]. When compared to the emissions
from coal power plants, it is clear that biomass power plants produce ~30–100 times less SO2 while the
primary PM2.5 emissions are slightly smaller or in the same range. However, the composition (EC and OC
fractions) of the PM2.5 emissions is clearly different. Furthermore, the photochemical aging of organics and
resulting SOA production are expected to be larger for biomass burning emissions than for coal burning
emissions [Shrivastava et al., 2015]. Consequently, the compositions of the particulate emissions from these
sources are different which could impact the health effects. Recent studies have shown that especially BC
(or elemental carbon, EC) and also sulfates are associated with adverse health effects [Atkinson et al., 2015;
Dai et al., 2014; Grahame et al., 2014; Janssen et al., 2011]. The carbonaceous emissions are larger for
biomass burning, whereas the SO2 emissions are larger for coal power. Due to the limitations of the tools
in our disposal, we cannot take into account the differences in the production of SOA or the toxicity of
different PM2.5 components. Therefore, our tools would produce similar health and climate effects for
both fuels, although in reality there could be some differences.
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Even though fossil fuel combustion and coal mining have the largest adverse health impacts in energy
production [Treyer et al., 2014], it is good to note that also cultivation of biofuels can affect human mortality.
For example, Ashworth et al. [2013] estimated that maximizing biofuel cultivation in Europe would cause 1365
premature deaths annually in Europe due to increasing ground level ozone concentration. Based on GHG
emissions and health impacts throughout the life cycles of individual power generation chains, sustainable
energy not based on combustion (wind, solar, geothermal, hydro, and nuclear) appears to be the best option
[Treyer et al., 2014].

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have studied how a global shift from nuclear power to coal power would affect air quality and climate. In a
way, this study presents a worst-case scenario since less polluting energy sources are available. Our results
showed that the replacement of nuclear power with coal power would have globally caused approximately
150,000 premature deaths per year during the period 2005–2009, with two thirds of them in Europe. For
37 years, the aerosol emissions from the additional coal power plants would cool the climate but after that
the accumulating CO2 emissions would accelerate the warming of the climate. Assuming that the coal-fired
power plants would be eventually closed down, the small cooling effect of aerosols would disappear and
have negligible effect on the climate change, but the warming impact of CO2 would remain for centuries
[Bowerman et al., 2013]. If biomass would be used instead of coal, the health and climate effects could be
similar because the primary PM2.5 emissions are in the same range. However, we are not able to assess the
effects quantitatively with our tools because the differences in the production of SOA or the toxicity of differ-
ent PM2.5 components cannot be taken into account.

The paper should not be taken as a statement for or against either coal or nuclear energy but rather as an
examination of an extreme strategic choice regarding energy production options, using state-of-the-science
climate and exposure modeling tools. Our analysis mainly emphasizes the significant negative health and cli-
mate effects of fossil fuel combustion. We have, however, neglected many important details and effects in
our analysis, especially related to fuel harvesting and transportation. In the case of nuclear energy, we have
completely left out the possible risks related with accidents and storage of radioactive waste as well as con-
nections between nuclear energy and capability to enrich uranium for nuclear weapons [Jacobson, 2009]. As
the global energy demand is steadily rising and a shift to a completely renewable energy portfolio is years
away, both of these analyzed energy sources will still be used in the near future. Furthermore, as there are
clear shifts in the energy policies of some large countries with energy-intensive industry, it is important to
study the effects of these shifts with care and with best available methods.
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on the year. In our comparison the maximum number of stations was 26 for a single year. The situation is the
same with IMPROVE’s 212 measurement stations. In our comparison the maximum number of stations was
177 for a single year.

Based on these comparisons, our model seems to slightly overestimate PM2.5 concentrations in Europe and
United States. The normalized mean biases (and correlation coefficients) are 0.20 (0.25) and 0.71 (0.75) for
EMEP and IMPROVE, respectively. These values indicate that the model agrees reasonably well with the mea-
surements. However, it is worth noting that the comparison of a model grid (in the order of 10,000 km2) to a
point measurement is not straightforward and the model is not able to capture the subgrid-scale variability,
especially close to the emission sources.

In this work, we assumed that the emissions per produced energy unit were the same in all of the coal power
plants globally. This is a crude simplification because different countries have different emission limits and
there are large differences in the technologies used. However, most of the nuclear reactors are located in
western countries which have similar emission limits and technologies; thus, this simplification should not
have a significant effect on our results.

Table 1 presents the 95% confidence intervals for the concentration-response function (in the parenth-
eses in the columns labeled “excess mortality”) and for the meteorology (CI 95% column, calculated from
the annual averages of the modeled 5 years). Based on these values, it is evident that the changes in the
meteorology over the simulation period are not a significant source of variability. The concentration-
response function, on the other hand, has a much greater impact on the results. The main sources of
uncertainty in the concentration-response function originate from the assumed shape of the function,
the assumed background concentration, the assumed highest concentration and the relative risk that
are used in the extrapolation, and the exposure data used in the original estimates [Ostro, 2004]. Ostro
[2004] presented a sensitivity study regarding the assumptions in the concentration-response function
and showed that the mortality estimates could vary up to 50% depending on these assumptions. In our
study, a high bias in the estimation of mortality caused by ambient aerosols can be expected because
the concentration-response function is based on relatively low PM2.5 concentrations (below 30 μg/m3).
Thus, in regions with high PM2.5 levels (such as East and South Asia) extrapolation is required which
typically leads to overestimation of mortality [Apte et al., 2015]. However, this limitation does not have
a significant effect in the estimation of health effects from the addition of coal power because the
increase in PM2.5 levels is relatively small (10 μg/m3 at maximum) and the majority of the power plants
are located in North America and Europe where ambient aerosol concentrations are in a suitable range
for the concentration-response function.

The complete replacement of nuclear power with coal power is not likely. However, we selected this scenario
to see themaximum effect of a dramatic change in global energy production. Other scenarios would produce
lower emissions and smaller effects. For example, instead of coal, nuclear power could be replaced with
biomass burning (since bioenergy can also serve as a base load power source). This would change the
emissions to some degree. The SO2 emissions from a biomass burning power plant are estimated to be
around 0.026–0.16 kg/MWh [International Energy Agency, 2000], whereas the PM2.5 emissions range around
0.072–0.216 kg/MWh [Abbot et al., 2008]. Moreover, the fractions of EC and OC from the PM2.5 emissions
are between 6.15–13.8% and 32.6–62.63%, respectively [Jeong et al., 2004]. When compared to the emissions
from coal power plants, it is clear that biomass power plants produce ~30–100 times less SO2 while the
primary PM2.5 emissions are slightly smaller or in the same range. However, the composition (EC and OC
fractions) of the PM2.5 emissions is clearly different. Furthermore, the photochemical aging of organics and
resulting SOA production are expected to be larger for biomass burning emissions than for coal burning
emissions [Shrivastava et al., 2015]. Consequently, the compositions of the particulate emissions from these
sources are different which could impact the health effects. Recent studies have shown that especially BC
(or elemental carbon, EC) and also sulfates are associated with adverse health effects [Atkinson et al., 2015;
Dai et al., 2014; Grahame et al., 2014; Janssen et al., 2011]. The carbonaceous emissions are larger for
biomass burning, whereas the SO2 emissions are larger for coal power. Due to the limitations of the tools
in our disposal, we cannot take into account the differences in the production of SOA or the toxicity of
different PM2.5 components. Therefore, our tools would produce similar health and climate effects for
both fuels, although in reality there could be some differences.
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Even though fossil fuel combustion and coal mining have the largest adverse health impacts in energy
production [Treyer et al., 2014], it is good to note that also cultivation of biofuels can affect human mortality.
For example, Ashworth et al. [2013] estimated that maximizing biofuel cultivation in Europe would cause 1365
premature deaths annually in Europe due to increasing ground level ozone concentration. Based on GHG
emissions and health impacts throughout the life cycles of individual power generation chains, sustainable
energy not based on combustion (wind, solar, geothermal, hydro, and nuclear) appears to be the best option
[Treyer et al., 2014].

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have studied how a global shift from nuclear power to coal power would affect air quality and climate. In a
way, this study presents a worst-case scenario since less polluting energy sources are available. Our results
showed that the replacement of nuclear power with coal power would have globally caused approximately
150,000 premature deaths per year during the period 2005–2009, with two thirds of them in Europe. For
37 years, the aerosol emissions from the additional coal power plants would cool the climate but after that
the accumulating CO2 emissions would accelerate the warming of the climate. Assuming that the coal-fired
power plants would be eventually closed down, the small cooling effect of aerosols would disappear and
have negligible effect on the climate change, but the warming impact of CO2 would remain for centuries
[Bowerman et al., 2013]. If biomass would be used instead of coal, the health and climate effects could be
similar because the primary PM2.5 emissions are in the same range. However, we are not able to assess the
effects quantitatively with our tools because the differences in the production of SOA or the toxicity of differ-
ent PM2.5 components cannot be taken into account.

The paper should not be taken as a statement for or against either coal or nuclear energy but rather as an
examination of an extreme strategic choice regarding energy production options, using state-of-the-science
climate and exposure modeling tools. Our analysis mainly emphasizes the significant negative health and cli-
mate effects of fossil fuel combustion. We have, however, neglected many important details and effects in
our analysis, especially related to fuel harvesting and transportation. In the case of nuclear energy, we have
completely left out the possible risks related with accidents and storage of radioactive waste as well as con-
nections between nuclear energy and capability to enrich uranium for nuclear weapons [Jacobson, 2009]. As
the global energy demand is steadily rising and a shift to a completely renewable energy portfolio is years
away, both of these analyzed energy sources will still be used in the near future. Furthermore, as there are
clear shifts in the energy policies of some large countries with energy-intensive industry, it is important to
study the effects of these shifts with care and with best available methods.
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Abstract. Aerosol particles from shipping emissions both
cool the climate and cause adverse health effects. The cool-
ing effect is, however, declining because of shipping emis-
sion controls aiming to improve air quality. We used an
aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ to test whether
by altering ship fuel sulfur content, the present-day aerosol-
induced cooling effect from shipping could be preserved,
while at the same time reducing premature mortality rates
related to shipping emissions. We compared the climate and
health effects of a present-day shipping emission scenario
(ship fuel sulfur content of 2.7 %) with (1) a simulation with
strict emission controls in the coastal waters (ship fuel sul-
fur content of 0.1 %) and twofold the present-day fuel sul-
fur content (i.e. 5.4 %) elsewhere; and (2) a scenario with
global strict shipping emission controls (ship fuel sulfur con-
tent of 0.1 % in coastal waters and 0.5 % elsewhere) roughly
corresponding to international agreements to be enforced by
the year 2020. Scenario 1 had a slightly stronger aerosol-
induced effective radiative forcing (ERF) from shipping than
the present-day scenario (−0.43 W m−2 vs. −0.39 W m−2)
while reducing premature mortality from shipping by 69 %
(globally 34 900 deaths avoided per year). Scenario 2 de-
creased the ERF to −0.06 W m−2 and annual deaths by
96 % (globally 48 200 deaths avoided per year) compared
to present-day. Our results show that the cooling effect of
present-day emissions could be retained with simultaneous
notable improvements in air quality, even though the ship-
ping emissions from the open ocean clearly have a significant

effect on continental air quality. However, increasing ship
fuel sulfur content in the open ocean would violate existing
international treaties, could cause detrimental side-effects,
and could be classified as geoengineering.

1 Introduction

Aerosol emissions from shipping have a net cooling effect
on the Earth’s climate, mainly through altering cloud prop-
erties, and cause detrimental health effects by degrading air
quality (Eyring et al., 2010). Aerosol particles affect the cli-
mate in two ways. First, they scatter and absorb solar and
terrestrial radiation (the aerosol direct effect, e.g. Myhre et
al., 2013). Second, changes in the aerosol loading induce
changes in cloud microphysical properties and cloud lifetime
(the aerosol indirect and semidirect effects, e.g. Koch and Del
Genio, 2010; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). One well-known
example of the aerosol indirect effects are the so-called ship
tracks that sometimes manifest along the shipping routes
(Christensen and Stephens, 2011; Coakley et al., 1987). They
are clouds with enhanced reflectivity due to increased droplet
number concentration (accompanied by decreased droplet
size) caused by aerosol emissions from shipping. Eyring
et al. (2010) reported a range between −0.038 W m−2 and
−0.6 W m−2 for the aerosol indirect effects from shipping for
the year 2000 from several independent modelling studies.
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Abstract. Aerosol particles from shipping emissions both
cool the climate and cause adverse health effects. The cool-
ing effect is, however, declining because of shipping emis-
sion controls aiming to improve air quality. We used an
aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ to test whether
by altering ship fuel sulfur content, the present-day aerosol-
induced cooling effect from shipping could be preserved,
while at the same time reducing premature mortality rates
related to shipping emissions. We compared the climate and
health effects of a present-day shipping emission scenario
(ship fuel sulfur content of 2.7 %) with (1) a simulation with
strict emission controls in the coastal waters (ship fuel sul-
fur content of 0.1 %) and twofold the present-day fuel sul-
fur content (i.e. 5.4 %) elsewhere; and (2) a scenario with
global strict shipping emission controls (ship fuel sulfur con-
tent of 0.1 % in coastal waters and 0.5 % elsewhere) roughly
corresponding to international agreements to be enforced by
the year 2020. Scenario 1 had a slightly stronger aerosol-
induced effective radiative forcing (ERF) from shipping than
the present-day scenario (−0.43 W m−2 vs. −0.39 W m−2)
while reducing premature mortality from shipping by 69 %
(globally 34 900 deaths avoided per year). Scenario 2 de-
creased the ERF to −0.06 W m−2 and annual deaths by
96 % (globally 48 200 deaths avoided per year) compared
to present-day. Our results show that the cooling effect of
present-day emissions could be retained with simultaneous
notable improvements in air quality, even though the ship-
ping emissions from the open ocean clearly have a significant

effect on continental air quality. However, increasing ship
fuel sulfur content in the open ocean would violate existing
international treaties, could cause detrimental side-effects,
and could be classified as geoengineering.

1 Introduction

Aerosol emissions from shipping have a net cooling effect
on the Earth’s climate, mainly through altering cloud prop-
erties, and cause detrimental health effects by degrading air
quality (Eyring et al., 2010). Aerosol particles affect the cli-
mate in two ways. First, they scatter and absorb solar and
terrestrial radiation (the aerosol direct effect, e.g. Myhre et
al., 2013). Second, changes in the aerosol loading induce
changes in cloud microphysical properties and cloud lifetime
(the aerosol indirect and semidirect effects, e.g. Koch and Del
Genio, 2010; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). One well-known
example of the aerosol indirect effects are the so-called ship
tracks that sometimes manifest along the shipping routes
(Christensen and Stephens, 2011; Coakley et al., 1987). They
are clouds with enhanced reflectivity due to increased droplet
number concentration (accompanied by decreased droplet
size) caused by aerosol emissions from shipping. Eyring
et al. (2010) reported a range between −0.038 W m−2 and
−0.6 W m−2 for the aerosol indirect effects from shipping for
the year 2000 from several independent modelling studies.
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In terms of health effects, aerosol particles increase pre-
mature mortality due to lung cancer and cardiopulmonary
diseases (Pope and Dockery, 2006). Globally, air pollution
is estimated to cause about 0.8 million premature deaths per
year (Cohen et al., 2005). Particulate emissions from interna-
tional shipping have been considered responsible for 18 900–
90 600 deaths per year (Corbett et al., 2007; Winebrake et al.,
2009).

As the knowledge of the adverse health and environmen-
tal effects of shipping emissions has increased, governments
have negotiated treaties to reduce air pollution, especially
sulfur emissions from ship traffic. The International Mar-
itime Organization (IMO) has been responsible for the de-
tailed regulation of pollution from ships. The leading IMO
agreement on the pollution from ships is the MARPOL 73/78
Convention (IMO, 1978). In 1997, Annex VI was added to
the convention to minimize airborne emissions from ships.
In 2008, emissions limits of the annex, including sulfur ox-
ides in Regulation 14, were further tightened (IMO, 2008).
According to the amendment, a global cap of 3.5 % has been
applied for ship fuel sulfur content from 1 January 2012 on-
wards. In certain emission control areas, such as in the North
Sea, Baltic Sea and the coastal areas of the USA and Canada,
a stricter restriction of 0.1 % will be in effect by 2015. The
global sulfur cap will be progressively reduced to 0.5 % by
the year 2020, although the IMO is required to complete a re-
view by 2018 of the availability of fuel with sulfur content no
greater than 0.5 %.
The health benefits of shipping emission cuts have been es-

timated by model studies. Winebrake et al. (2009) calculated
that setting a ship fuel sulfur limit of 0.1 % in the coastal re-
gions within 200 nautical miles (370 km) from the coastlines
could save 15 400–73 500 lives annually. However, there are
trade-offs involved in decreasing sulfur and organic carbon
emissions from shipping by reducing sulfur content in the
ship fuel. The net cooling effect from ship-emitted aerosols
will decrease simultaneously with the adverse health effects.
Lauer et al. (2009) estimated that applying a ship fuel sul-
fur content limit of 0.5 % globally would decrease the ra-
diative forcing of shipping emissions from −0.6 W m−2 to
−0.3 W m−2 and hence accelerate global warming.

Fuglestvedt et al. (2009) discussed the idea of refrain-
ing from shipping emission reductions to cool the climate,
and rejected it based on the many uncertainties and risks
involved. However, several technologies using controlled
aerosol emissions to cool the climate have been proposed in
recent years (e.g. marine cloud whitening, Latham, 1990, and
stratospheric sulfur injections, Crutzen, 2006). In a broader
context, these technologies are known as solar radiation
management (SRM) or geoengineering (Fox and Chapman,
2011). Despite the uncertainties and risks involved (Robock,
2008) it may be worth studying these technologies as they
may be considered in the future if greenhouse gas emission
reductions are not successful or climate sensitivity is under-
estimated.

The aim of our study is to test whether the present-
day radiative aerosol-induced cooling (excluding greenhouse
gases) from shipping could be preserved while at the same
time reducing the mortality related to shipping emissions.
Using a global model, we explore a scenario in which the
ship fuel sulfur content is increased in the open oceans (entire
sea area excluding coastal zones) but reduced in the coastal
zones. This scenario can be considered a form of geoengi-
neering because of the deliberate attempt to assert a cooling
effect on the climate. The geoengineering scenario is com-
pared to shipping emission scenarios for the years 2010 and
2020. To make the climate and air quality trade-offs evident,
different scenarios are compared with respect to the global
mean effective radiative forcing (ERF) resulting from aerosol
effects and global premature mortality due to shipping emis-
sions. We do not attempt to compare these metrics with each
other (i.e. try to evaluate how many deaths caused by cli-
mate change could be avoided with a certain amount of ERF),
because that would require several arbitrary simplifications
(Löndahl et al., 2010), and would be outside the scope of this
paper. Our study is not intended as a policy recommendation,
but it provides valuable information about the climate and air
quality trade-offs related to aerosol emissions from interna-
tional shipping.

2 Methods

2.1 Model description

We used the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-
HAMMOZ (ECHAM5.5-HAM2.0) (Stier et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2012) to quantify the effects of shipping emissions on
climate and air quality. The model uses the M7 aerosol mi-
crophysics scheme (Vignati et al., 2004) to describe the exter-
nally and internally mixed aerosol population and its size dis-
tribution with seven log-normal modes containing the aerosol
species of sulfate (SO4), sea salt, organic carbon, black car-
bon and mineral dust. The aerosol model resolves nucle-
ation of new particles from sulfuric acid (Kazil and Lovejoy,
2007), condensation of sulfuric acid vapor, coagulation, hy-
dration and removal of aerosol particles by dry deposition,
sedimentation and wet deposition. We used AEROCOM-
II ACCMIP data for anthropogenic aerosol emissions and
biomass burning emissions for the year 2010 (Riahi et al.,
2007, 2011) and natural aerosol emissions as described by
Zhang et al. (2012). The model simulates the aerosol–cloud
interactions, including both first and second aerosol indi-
rect effects as described by Lohmann and Hoose (2009).
The cloud droplet activation was calculated with a physically
based parameterization (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000). We
implemented the model modifications done by Peters et
al. (2012) to set all shipping emissions consistently in the first
model layer, assigning primary sulfate, organic carbon and
black carbon emissions from shipping to the soluble Aitken
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mode with a geometric mean radius of 44 nm for sulfate and
30 nm for carbonaceous species. The chosen mode diameters
are smaller than the default sizes in ECHAM-HAM (Stier
et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012) reflecting recent measure-
ments of ship emissions (e.g., Petzold et al., 2008; Jons-
son et al., 2011). Our choice of diameter for carbonaceous
aerosols is close to the value reported by Petzold et al. (2008),
who measured the number density of the non-volatile com-
bustion mode to be dominated by particles with radius of
40 nm. However, the diameter for primary sulfate emissions
in our study is somewhat larger than found in the Petzold
et al. (2008) study. Since smaller particles mean more cloud
condensation nuclei (provided that the particles are still large
enough to activate as cloud droplets), the sulfate diameter
used in our model version can potentially lead to an underes-
timation of the aerosol indirect effect (Peters et al., 2013).
However, different measurements campaigns have yielded
highly varying results for the primary sulfate particle size
(Petzold et al., 2008; Jonsson et al., 2011) reflecting the fact
that it is difficult to extract the diameter of particles from
shipping emissions based on measurements due to, e.g. sev-
eral chemical components involved, plume aging, and vari-
ability of engines.

2.2 Experiment design

Our simulations differed from each other only with respect
to shipping emissions. A list of all simulations is provided
in Table 1. The reference simulation called no-ships was run
without any shipping emissions at all. To assess the effects
of present-day aerosol emissions from shipping, we used the
shipping emissions from ACCMIP database (Riahi et al.,
2007, 2011) for the year 2010 (Fig. 1a) in the simulation
ships-2010.
For the rest of the simulations, we defined the coastal

zones within one or two (depending on the simulation) model
grid cells away from the continent as emission control areas
where fuel sulfur content was assumed to be 0.1 %, corre-
sponding to the limit in existing emission reduction areas
from the year 2015. The width of the emission reduction
zones corresponds roughly to the 200 nautical miles (370 km)
equivalent to the width of the current emission control area
surrounding North America (IMO, 2010). In the geoengi-
neering simulations geo-wide and geo-narrow we set the
fuel sulfur content to 5.4 % (double the current global mean
value) outside the coastal waters (i.e., in the area at least two
grid cells (400–600 km) or one grid cell (200–300 km) away
from the coastline, respectively).

To compare the geoengineering simulations against a strict
emission control scenario, we set up a simulation ships-2020
that roughly corresponds to the shipping emission regulation
planned for the year 2020. In ships-2020, we assumed that
the coastal zones, within 2 grid cells from the continent, cor-
respond to the emission control areas with a limit of 0.1 %
on the ship fuel sulfur content, and applied the global cap of

0.5 % elsewhere. The assumption that emission control areas
cover all the coastal waters is overestimating the extent of the
emission reduction areas, but it gives an idea of the effects of
the planned future emission control legislation. We did not
take into account any possible changes in the shipping routes
or shipping activity in the future because we wanted to com-
pare different idealized emission control scenarios, and not
make future projections.

To calculate the actual sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions in
different scenarios, the ACCMIP shipping emissions for the
year 2010 were used as a baseline. We assumed that the fuel
sulfur content in each grid cell of the ACCMIP emissions
was equal to the current global mean value of 2.7 % (Lauer et
al., 2009) and that SO2 emissions were linearly dependent on
the fuel sulfur content. Thus, in emission control areas with
a sulfur content limit of 0.1 %, the baseline shipping emis-
sions were multiplied by 0.037 (= 0.1%/2.7%) and doubled
in the geoengineered regions to a ship fuel sulfur content of
5.4 %. Organic carbon emissions were scaled similarly using
the relationship reported by Lack et al. (2009) for fuel sul-
fur content (S %) and organic carbon emissions (OC) (OC
(gkg−1) = 0.65× S% +0.5). There is no such simple depen-
dence of black carbon emissions on fuel sulfur content as
one major determining factor is engine load, although fuel
quality also plays a role (Lack and Corbett, 2012). Lacking a
precise formulation, we used the unmodified black carbon
emissions from the ACCMIP database for all simulations.
Not accounting for any changes in black carbon emissions
is unlikely to affect our results significantly. First, Peters et
al. (2012) showed that omitting black carbon emissions from
shipping had little effect on the net aerosol radiative forcing
from shipping as increased nucleation of new particles com-
pensated for the missing black carbon. Second, emitted black
carbon mass from shipping is low compared to sulfur diox-
ide mass (Table 1), and changes in aerosol mass (instead of in
composition) determines the calculated health effects in our
study (see Sect. 2.3).

The fraction of sulfur emissions that should be treated as
primary sulfate due to subgrid scale nucleation in models is
uncertain (Luo and Yu, 2011; Stevens et al., 2012) and affects
the impacts of shipping emissions as the burden of sulfate in-
creases with increasing primary sulfate fraction (Peters et al.,
2012). To test the sensitivity of our results to this factor, we
did sensitivity simulations ships-2010_45 and geo-wide_45
in which 4.5 % (instead of 2.5 %) of sulfur mass emissions
from ships was emitted as primary sulfate. In all other re-
spects, the simulations were identical to ships-2010 and geo-
wide, respectively. For other anthropogenic sources besides
shipping, a fraction of 2.5 % (Dentener et al., 2006; Zhang
et al., 2012) was used in all the simulations.

Different shipping emission inventories differ greatly from
each other with respect to both the spatial distribution and the
global sum of the emissions (Eyring et al., 2010). To assess
the sensitivity of our results to the spatial distribution of the
shipping emissions, we carried out two additional sensitivity
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In terms of health effects, aerosol particles increase pre-
mature mortality due to lung cancer and cardiopulmonary
diseases (Pope and Dockery, 2006). Globally, air pollution
is estimated to cause about 0.8 million premature deaths per
year (Cohen et al., 2005). Particulate emissions from interna-
tional shipping have been considered responsible for 18 900–
90 600 deaths per year (Corbett et al., 2007; Winebrake et al.,
2009).

As the knowledge of the adverse health and environmen-
tal effects of shipping emissions has increased, governments
have negotiated treaties to reduce air pollution, especially
sulfur emissions from ship traffic. The International Mar-
itime Organization (IMO) has been responsible for the de-
tailed regulation of pollution from ships. The leading IMO
agreement on the pollution from ships is the MARPOL 73/78
Convention (IMO, 1978). In 1997, Annex VI was added to
the convention to minimize airborne emissions from ships.
In 2008, emissions limits of the annex, including sulfur ox-
ides in Regulation 14, were further tightened (IMO, 2008).
According to the amendment, a global cap of 3.5 % has been
applied for ship fuel sulfur content from 1 January 2012 on-
wards. In certain emission control areas, such as in the North
Sea, Baltic Sea and the coastal areas of the USA and Canada,
a stricter restriction of 0.1 % will be in effect by 2015. The
global sulfur cap will be progressively reduced to 0.5 % by
the year 2020, although the IMO is required to complete a re-
view by 2018 of the availability of fuel with sulfur content no
greater than 0.5 %.
The health benefits of shipping emission cuts have been es-

timated by model studies. Winebrake et al. (2009) calculated
that setting a ship fuel sulfur limit of 0.1 % in the coastal re-
gions within 200 nautical miles (370 km) from the coastlines
could save 15 400–73 500 lives annually. However, there are
trade-offs involved in decreasing sulfur and organic carbon
emissions from shipping by reducing sulfur content in the
ship fuel. The net cooling effect from ship-emitted aerosols
will decrease simultaneously with the adverse health effects.
Lauer et al. (2009) estimated that applying a ship fuel sul-
fur content limit of 0.5 % globally would decrease the ra-
diative forcing of shipping emissions from −0.6 W m−2 to
−0.3 W m−2 and hence accelerate global warming.

Fuglestvedt et al. (2009) discussed the idea of refrain-
ing from shipping emission reductions to cool the climate,
and rejected it based on the many uncertainties and risks
involved. However, several technologies using controlled
aerosol emissions to cool the climate have been proposed in
recent years (e.g. marine cloud whitening, Latham, 1990, and
stratospheric sulfur injections, Crutzen, 2006). In a broader
context, these technologies are known as solar radiation
management (SRM) or geoengineering (Fox and Chapman,
2011). Despite the uncertainties and risks involved (Robock,
2008) it may be worth studying these technologies as they
may be considered in the future if greenhouse gas emission
reductions are not successful or climate sensitivity is under-
estimated.

The aim of our study is to test whether the present-
day radiative aerosol-induced cooling (excluding greenhouse
gases) from shipping could be preserved while at the same
time reducing the mortality related to shipping emissions.
Using a global model, we explore a scenario in which the
ship fuel sulfur content is increased in the open oceans (entire
sea area excluding coastal zones) but reduced in the coastal
zones. This scenario can be considered a form of geoengi-
neering because of the deliberate attempt to assert a cooling
effect on the climate. The geoengineering scenario is com-
pared to shipping emission scenarios for the years 2010 and
2020. To make the climate and air quality trade-offs evident,
different scenarios are compared with respect to the global
mean effective radiative forcing (ERF) resulting from aerosol
effects and global premature mortality due to shipping emis-
sions. We do not attempt to compare these metrics with each
other (i.e. try to evaluate how many deaths caused by cli-
mate change could be avoided with a certain amount of ERF),
because that would require several arbitrary simplifications
(Löndahl et al., 2010), and would be outside the scope of this
paper. Our study is not intended as a policy recommendation,
but it provides valuable information about the climate and air
quality trade-offs related to aerosol emissions from interna-
tional shipping.

2 Methods

2.1 Model description

We used the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-
HAMMOZ (ECHAM5.5-HAM2.0) (Stier et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2012) to quantify the effects of shipping emissions on
climate and air quality. The model uses the M7 aerosol mi-
crophysics scheme (Vignati et al., 2004) to describe the exter-
nally and internally mixed aerosol population and its size dis-
tribution with seven log-normal modes containing the aerosol
species of sulfate (SO4), sea salt, organic carbon, black car-
bon and mineral dust. The aerosol model resolves nucle-
ation of new particles from sulfuric acid (Kazil and Lovejoy,
2007), condensation of sulfuric acid vapor, coagulation, hy-
dration and removal of aerosol particles by dry deposition,
sedimentation and wet deposition. We used AEROCOM-
II ACCMIP data for anthropogenic aerosol emissions and
biomass burning emissions for the year 2010 (Riahi et al.,
2007, 2011) and natural aerosol emissions as described by
Zhang et al. (2012). The model simulates the aerosol–cloud
interactions, including both first and second aerosol indi-
rect effects as described by Lohmann and Hoose (2009).
The cloud droplet activation was calculated with a physically
based parameterization (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000). We
implemented the model modifications done by Peters et
al. (2012) to set all shipping emissions consistently in the first
model layer, assigning primary sulfate, organic carbon and
black carbon emissions from shipping to the soluble Aitken
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mode with a geometric mean radius of 44 nm for sulfate and
30 nm for carbonaceous species. The chosen mode diameters
are smaller than the default sizes in ECHAM-HAM (Stier
et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012) reflecting recent measure-
ments of ship emissions (e.g., Petzold et al., 2008; Jons-
son et al., 2011). Our choice of diameter for carbonaceous
aerosols is close to the value reported by Petzold et al. (2008),
who measured the number density of the non-volatile com-
bustion mode to be dominated by particles with radius of
40 nm. However, the diameter for primary sulfate emissions
in our study is somewhat larger than found in the Petzold
et al. (2008) study. Since smaller particles mean more cloud
condensation nuclei (provided that the particles are still large
enough to activate as cloud droplets), the sulfate diameter
used in our model version can potentially lead to an underes-
timation of the aerosol indirect effect (Peters et al., 2013).
However, different measurements campaigns have yielded
highly varying results for the primary sulfate particle size
(Petzold et al., 2008; Jonsson et al., 2011) reflecting the fact
that it is difficult to extract the diameter of particles from
shipping emissions based on measurements due to, e.g. sev-
eral chemical components involved, plume aging, and vari-
ability of engines.

2.2 Experiment design

Our simulations differed from each other only with respect
to shipping emissions. A list of all simulations is provided
in Table 1. The reference simulation called no-ships was run
without any shipping emissions at all. To assess the effects
of present-day aerosol emissions from shipping, we used the
shipping emissions from ACCMIP database (Riahi et al.,
2007, 2011) for the year 2010 (Fig. 1a) in the simulation
ships-2010.
For the rest of the simulations, we defined the coastal

zones within one or two (depending on the simulation) model
grid cells away from the continent as emission control areas
where fuel sulfur content was assumed to be 0.1 %, corre-
sponding to the limit in existing emission reduction areas
from the year 2015. The width of the emission reduction
zones corresponds roughly to the 200 nautical miles (370 km)
equivalent to the width of the current emission control area
surrounding North America (IMO, 2010). In the geoengi-
neering simulations geo-wide and geo-narrow we set the
fuel sulfur content to 5.4 % (double the current global mean
value) outside the coastal waters (i.e., in the area at least two
grid cells (400–600 km) or one grid cell (200–300 km) away
from the coastline, respectively).

To compare the geoengineering simulations against a strict
emission control scenario, we set up a simulation ships-2020
that roughly corresponds to the shipping emission regulation
planned for the year 2020. In ships-2020, we assumed that
the coastal zones, within 2 grid cells from the continent, cor-
respond to the emission control areas with a limit of 0.1 %
on the ship fuel sulfur content, and applied the global cap of

0.5 % elsewhere. The assumption that emission control areas
cover all the coastal waters is overestimating the extent of the
emission reduction areas, but it gives an idea of the effects of
the planned future emission control legislation. We did not
take into account any possible changes in the shipping routes
or shipping activity in the future because we wanted to com-
pare different idealized emission control scenarios, and not
make future projections.

To calculate the actual sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions in
different scenarios, the ACCMIP shipping emissions for the
year 2010 were used as a baseline. We assumed that the fuel
sulfur content in each grid cell of the ACCMIP emissions
was equal to the current global mean value of 2.7 % (Lauer et
al., 2009) and that SO2 emissions were linearly dependent on
the fuel sulfur content. Thus, in emission control areas with
a sulfur content limit of 0.1 %, the baseline shipping emis-
sions were multiplied by 0.037 (= 0.1%/2.7%) and doubled
in the geoengineered regions to a ship fuel sulfur content of
5.4 %. Organic carbon emissions were scaled similarly using
the relationship reported by Lack et al. (2009) for fuel sul-
fur content (S %) and organic carbon emissions (OC) (OC
(gkg−1) = 0.65× S% +0.5). There is no such simple depen-
dence of black carbon emissions on fuel sulfur content as
one major determining factor is engine load, although fuel
quality also plays a role (Lack and Corbett, 2012). Lacking a
precise formulation, we used the unmodified black carbon
emissions from the ACCMIP database for all simulations.
Not accounting for any changes in black carbon emissions
is unlikely to affect our results significantly. First, Peters et
al. (2012) showed that omitting black carbon emissions from
shipping had little effect on the net aerosol radiative forcing
from shipping as increased nucleation of new particles com-
pensated for the missing black carbon. Second, emitted black
carbon mass from shipping is low compared to sulfur diox-
ide mass (Table 1), and changes in aerosol mass (instead of in
composition) determines the calculated health effects in our
study (see Sect. 2.3).

The fraction of sulfur emissions that should be treated as
primary sulfate due to subgrid scale nucleation in models is
uncertain (Luo and Yu, 2011; Stevens et al., 2012) and affects
the impacts of shipping emissions as the burden of sulfate in-
creases with increasing primary sulfate fraction (Peters et al.,
2012). To test the sensitivity of our results to this factor, we
did sensitivity simulations ships-2010_45 and geo-wide_45
in which 4.5 % (instead of 2.5 %) of sulfur mass emissions
from ships was emitted as primary sulfate. In all other re-
spects, the simulations were identical to ships-2010 and geo-
wide, respectively. For other anthropogenic sources besides
shipping, a fraction of 2.5 % (Dentener et al., 2006; Zhang
et al., 2012) was used in all the simulations.

Different shipping emission inventories differ greatly from
each other with respect to both the spatial distribution and the
global sum of the emissions (Eyring et al., 2010). To assess
the sensitivity of our results to the spatial distribution of the
shipping emissions, we carried out two additional sensitivity
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Table 1. List of simulations∗.

Simulation S% S% Coast SO2 OC BC fSO4
coast ocean width (Tgyr−1) (Tgyr−1) (Tgyr−1)

Main simulations – – – – – – –
no-ships – – – 0 0 0 –
ships-2010 2.7% 2.7% – 12.50 0.16 0.15 2.5%
geo-narrow 0.1% 5.4% 1 17.37 0.21 0.15 2.5%
geo-wide 0.1% 5.4% 2 13.12 0.17 0.15 2.5%
ships-2020 0.1% 0.5% 2 1.42 0.05 0.15 2.5%
Sensitivity simulations
ships-2010_45 2.7% 2.7% – 12.50 0.16 0.15 4.5%
geo-wide_45 0.1% 5.4% 2 13.12 0.17 0.15 4.5%
ships-2010_corbett 2.7% 2.7% – 12.52 0.16 0.15 2.5%
geo-wide_corbett 0.1% 5.4% 2 11.81 0.15 0.15 2.5%

∗ The second and third columns give the ship fuel sulfur content (S%) for coastal zones and open ocean, respectively. Sulfur
content is used to scale SO2 and OC emissions. Coast width is the number of grid cells from the coastline that determine the
coastal zone for emission reductions. The next three columns give the total global annual emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2,
including the fraction emitted as primary sulfate), organic carbon (OC) and black carbon (BC) from shipping. The last column
gives the fraction of sulfur mass emissions from shipping which is actually emitted as primary sulfate particles in the model to
emulate subgrid scale sulfate formation.

Fig. 1. (a) SO2
(b) The contribution of shipping emissions to PM2.5 mass concentrations in the simulation ships-2010.

simulations that used the combined shipping emission data
compiled by Corbett et al. (2010) for the Arctic and by
Wang et al. (2008) for the rest of the world. Simulation
ships-2010_corbett used these combined emissions for the
year 2010. As the global sum of the shipping emissions by
Wang et al. (2008) was also taken from the RCP8.5 scenario
(Riahi et al., 2007, 2011), the total global shipping emis-
sions were almost the same in both ships-2010 and ships-
2010_corbett (Table 1). Shipping emissions for the simula-
tion geo-wide_corbett were calculated in the same way as for
geo-wide, but emissions fromWang et al. (2008) and Corbett
et al. (2010) were used as the baseline instead of the AC-
CMIP emissions.
Due to the model version used, our analysis includes only

sulfur, organic carbon, and black carbon aerosol emissions
from shipping. Other main aerosol and aerosol precursor
compounds in shipping emissions include nitrogen oxides
and volatile organic compounds (Eyring et al., 2010). Lieke
et al. (2013) measured also crystalline salts in the ship ex-

hausts. Not including these other compounds may lead to an
underestimation of aerosol-related climate and health effects
of shipping.
All the simulations were run in the horizontal resolution

of T63 corresponding roughly to a 1.9◦
× 1.9◦ grid. The

model had 31 vertical levels and extended to a pressure level

2001 to 2005 for each simulation. The model meteorology
(vorticity, divergence, temperature and surface pressure) was
nudged towards the reference state by ERA-interim reanaly-
sis data (Dee et al., 2011). The runs were preceded by a three-

mon in all simulations and had no shipping emissions. The
model was run with climatological sea surface temperatures.
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2.3 Calculation of premature mortality due to shipping
emissions

The model diagnosed the mass concentrations of particulate
matter with dry diameters less than 2.5μm (PM2.5) by in-
tegrating the contribution of each of the seven modes sepa-

2.5
concentration to estimate the long-term health effects for
each shipping emission scenario. The simulation no-ships
was used as the reference. We followed the recommendations
by Ostro (2004) to calculate the premature mortality from
lung cancer (Trachea, bronchus and lung cancers) and car-
diopulmonary diseases (cardiovascular diseases and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease) due to long-term exposure
to shipping emissions. The concentration-response function
that relates changes in PM2.5 concentrations to annual excess
mortality rates (E, deaths per year) can be expressed as

E =

[
1−

(
PM2.5,0+ 1
PM2.5,1+ 1

)β
]

× By× P30+, (1)

where PM2.5,0 is the reference concentration (μgm−3) in no-
ships and PM2.5,1 the concentration in the simulation under
investigation; β

0.2541) for cardiopulmonary diseases (Ostro, 2004); By is
the baseline mortality rate (e.g., deaths per year per 1000
people) for lung cancer or cardiopulmonary diseases in the
exposed population with age over 30 yr (P30+).
Baseline mortality rates and the fraction of people in the

exposed age-group were calculated using data provided by
the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2008) based on six
WHO regions (Fig. 2) gridded onto the model grid reso-
lution. We used the population density data for the year
2010 from the Sosioeconomic Data and Applications Center
at Columbia University (SEDAC, 2005). Population density
was also interpolated onto the model grid resolution.

3 Results

3.1 Effects of shipping emissions on
PM2.5 concentrations

We estimated the contribution of shipping emissions to
PM2.5 by calculating the difference between the PM2.5 val-
ues of the simulation no-ships and those of the other simula-
tions. The comparison of the modelled PM2.5 concentrations
against measurements is discussed in Sect. 3.4.1.
Contribution of shipping emissions to PM2.5 in the sim-

ulation ships-2010 is shown in Fig. 1b. The effect of ship

Europe, where PM2.5 is about 0.5–2μgm−3 higher due to
shipping emissions. In the coastal regions of Europe this cor-
responds to a relative increase of up to about 20% due to

Fig. 2.
in each region (WHO, 2012) and gridded data set of the world’s
countries (Lerner et al., 1988).

the major shipping routes passing through the English Chan-
nel and Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1a). Corbett et al. (2007)
and Winebrake et al. (2009) estimated a contribution of ship

2.5 of up to about 2μgm−3 and about 3μgm−3,
respectively. These numbers agree quite well with the maxi-
mum PM2.5 contribution of 3.3μgm−3 from shipping in our
simulation ships-2010.
Continental air quality was notably improved in the simu-

lations with emission reductions near the coasts. For exam-
ple, in the geoengineering simulation with the wide emis-
sion reduction zone (geo-wide), the contribution of shipping
emissions to PM2.5 concentration was less than 0.5μgm−3

almost everywhere in Europe. That is a reduction of roughly
between −1% and −15% in total PM2.5 mass concentra-
tion in Europe compared to the simulation ships-2010. In the
simulation corresponding to future emission controls ships-
2020), the contribution of shipping emissions to PM2.5 was
less than 0.1μgm−3 almost everywhere in Europe. The ef-
fect of shipping emissions in ships-2020 on PM2.5 was so low
that the natural variability of aerosol concentrations is greater
than the contribution of shipping emissions to PM2.5 in most
parts of the world. The difference in continental PM2.5 con-
centration between geo-wide and ships-2020, which have the
same coastal emissions, shows that emissions from the open

2.5 concen-
tration in geo-wide.

3.2 Premature mortality due to shipping emissions

We calculated premature mortality from lung cancer and car-
diopulmonary diseases due to long-term exposure to ship-
ping emissions using the PM2.5 concentration in the simula-
tion no-ships as the reference concentration. Of the studied
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main cases (i.e. excluding sensitivity simulations which are
discussed in Sect. 3.4), current shipping emissions caused the
most deaths (50 200 deaths per year in ships-2010, Table 2).
Both geoengineering scenarios resulted in significant drops
in mortality rates due to ship-PM2.5 compared to the simu-
lation ships-2010. The global excess mortality due to ship-
ping decreased by 15 400 (31 %) and by 34 900 (69 %) in
the simulations geo-narrow and geo-wide, respectively. The
large difference between the geoengineering scenarios shows
that the width of the emission reduction zone had a signifi-
cant impact. As expected, the simulation ships-2020 offered
the most health benefits, reducing ship-PM2.5-induced mor-
tality by 48 200 (96 %) compared to ships-2010. The relative
decrease of ship-PM2.5-induced mortality was much higher
than estimates by Winebrake et al. (2009) for different emis-
sion control scenarios. They calculated that a cap of 0.1 %
for ship fuel sulfur content in the coastal areas would de-
crease the mortality from shipping emissions by about 50 %
and a global cap of 0.5 % by about 40 % or 50 % depending
on the emission inventory used. Simulations by Winebrake
et al. (2009) are not directly comparable to our simulation
ships-2020, because ships-2020 had both coastal and global
caps for fuel sulfur content in use.

Figure 3 shows the excess mortality due to ship-PM2.5 for
ships-2010, geo-wide and ships-2020. As expected from the
results on PM2.5 concentration (Fig. 1b), Europe was esti-
mated to suffer most from current shipping emissions and
could greatly benefit from emission reductions. We estimated
the total excess mortality from shipping emissions in the Eu-
ropean Region (includes Northern Asia in the WHO defini-
tion, see Fig. 2) to be about 27 300, 7500 and 1300 in ships-
2010, geo-wide and ships-2020, respectively (Table 3). Sum-
ming the total mortality rates for South East Asia Region
and Western Pacific Region (as defined by WHO (2012), see
Fig. 2), the respective figures are only about 13 100, 4800
and 100, although the total exposed population (age > 30 yr)
is 1.7 billion in those regions compared to 0.5 billion in the
European Region. The area displayed in Fig. 3 (between lat-
itudes of 15◦ S and 65◦ N) encompasses 98 % of the global
excess mortality due to shipping emissions in ships-2010.
Therefore, countries in the Southern Hemisphere suffered
relatively little from shipping emissions and use of low-sulfur
fuel would thus bring few health benefits there.

The simulation ships-2020 predicted at least 91 % de-
crease in total mortality resulting from shipping for all the
WHO regions (compared to ships-2010). Of the two main
geoengineering runs, geo-wide decreased regional mortality
rates caused by shipping by between 55 % and 81 %. In gen-
eral, the relative decrease of regional excess mortality was
very similar in each region for a given simulation. The main
exception was the simulation geo-narrow. For example, the
total mortality from shipping emissions in geo-narrow in the
eastern Mediterranean Region dropped by 58 % (about 1600
less than in ships-2010), but increased by 1 % (about 100
deaths more than in ships-2010) in the Western Pacific Re-

Fig. 3. Sum of excess annual mortality from cardiopulmonary dis-
eases and lung cancer due to shipping emissions in simulations (a)
ships-2010, (b) geo-wide and (c) ships-2020.

gion. This was most likely caused by the fact that shipping
routes in the Mediterranean Sea and North Sea are located
very close the coasts, but the shipping routes near China are
further away from the continent (Fig. 1a) and beyond the one-
grid-cell emission reduction zone.

3.3 Comparison of the radiative effects

We estimated the radiative effect of shipping emissions as
effective radiative forcing (ERF, also known as radiative flux
perturbation, RFP) (Haywood et al., 2009) (i.e. the differ-
ence of all-sky top-of-the-atmosphere net (down minus up)
total (short- and longwave) radiation between two simula-
tions with fixed sea surface temperatures). ERF includes
both aerosol direct and indirect effects, and makes it pos-
sible to compare total aerosol forcing with forcing from
well-mixed greenhouse gases (Lohmann et al., 2010). In
the simulation ships-2010, the global mean ERF (compared
to no-ships) was −0.39 W m−2 (Table 2). This is close to
the mean value of −0.44 W m−2 for the shipping-induced
aerosol forcing (for the year 2005) estimated by Eyring
et al. (2010) by combining several independent modelling
studies. Peters et al. (2012) estimated a similar ERF of
−0.36 W m−2 for the total aerosol radiative effect with the
same model, a similar treatment of shipping emissions, and
similar amount of SO2 emissions (12.95 Tg (SO2) yr−1 com-
pared to 12.50 Tg (SO2) yr−1 in our simulation) as used in
our study. There are two major differences between our study
and the simulations by Peters et al. (2012). First, they used an
empirical parameterization (Lin and Leaitch, 1997) for cloud
droplet activation as opposed to the physically based parame-
terization (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000) in our study. Sec-
ond, Peters et al. (2012) assumed that 4.5 % of the sulfur
mass emissions from shipping are emitted as primary SO4
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Table 2. Global mean effective radiative forcing (ERF) (W m−2) and global excess mortality due to shipping emissions (deaths per year)∗.

Simulation ERF Lung cancer Cardiopulmonary diseases

ships-2010 −0.39 ± 0.03 5100 (1900–8300) 45 100 (16 400–73 700)
geo-narrow −0.53 ± 0.02 3600 (1300–5900) 31 200 (11 300–51 100)
geo-wide −0.43 ± 0.02 1600 (600–2600) 13 800 (5000–22 600)
ships-2020 −0.06 ± 0.02 200 (100–400) 1800 (600–2900)
ships-2010_45 −0.50 ± 0.02 5500 (2000–9000) 48 800 (17 700–79 700)
geo-wide_45 −0.54 ± 0.02 2100 (800–3400) 17 900 (6500–29 300)
ships-2010_corbett −0.37 ± 0.01 4800 (1800–7800) 42 500 (15 400–69 500)
geo-wide_corbett −0.40 ± 0.01 1800 (700–3000) 16 400(6000–26 900)

∗ The uncertainty of global mean ERF is given as a standard deviation of annual global mean of ERF. The first
number for mortality rates is the best estimate for the mortality, and the numbers in the parentheses represent the
uncertainty range (95% confidence interval) from the concentration–response function coefficients. The mortality
values are rounded to the nearest 100.

Table 3. Regional annual premature mortality due to shipping emissions in different scenarios (deaths per year)∗.

Simulation AFR AMR SEAR EUR EMR WPR

Lung cancer

ships-2010 20 (10–30) 880 (330–1430) 170 (60–270) 2850 (1060–4630) 80 (30–120) 1140 (420–1850)
geo-narrow 20 (10–30) 680 (250–1100) 140 (50–230) 1630 (600–2650) 30 (10–50) 1150 (420–1870)
geo-wide 10 (0–10) 320 (120–520) 80 (30–120) 790 (290–1280) 10 (10–20) 370 (140–2570)
ships-2020 0 (0–0) 80 (30–130) −10 (0–10) 140 (50–220) 0 (0–0) 30 (10–400)
ships-2010_45 30 (10–40) 960 (360–1560) 180 (70–290) 3160 (1170–5130) 80 (30–130) 1120 (410–8980)
geo-wide_45 10 (0–20) 410 (150–670) 80 (30–140) 970 (360–1580) 20 (10–40) 570 (210–3360)
ships-2010_corbett 30 (10–40) 1060 (390–1730) 200 (80–330) 2320 (860–3760) 80 (30–120) 1100 (410–7790)
geo-wide_corbett 10 (0–20) 350 (130–570) 110 (40–180) 810 (300–1330) 20 (10–30) 510 (190–2960)

Cardiopulmonary diseases

ships-2010 1150 (420–1880) 5150 (1870–8420) 3890 (1410–6370) 24 420 (8880–39 860) 2620 (950–4280) 7870 (2850–12 880)
geo-narrow 950 (340–1560) 3970 (1440–6500) 3310 (1200–5420) 13 940 (5060–22 780) 1110 (400–1810) 7950 (2880–13 010)
geo-wide 340 (120–550) 1890 (680–3090) 1760 (640–2890) 6720 (2440–11 000) 500 (180–820) 2580 (930–4220)
ships-2020 −60 (−20–100) 470 (170–770) −130 (−50–210) 1180 (430–1920) 80 (30–120) 230 (80–370)
ships-2010_45 1410 (510–2300) 5640 (2050–9220) 4110 (1490–6730) 27 060 (9840–44 150) 2810 (1020–4590) 7760 (2810–12 690)
geo-wide_45 550 (200–890) 2410 (870–3940) 1960 (710–3200) 8310 (3010–13 590) 750 (270–1230) 3920 (1420–6420)
ships-2010_corbett 1440 (520–2360) 6240 (2260–10 200) 4740 (1720–7770) 19 820 (7200–32 380) 2620 (950–4280) 7630 (2760–12 480)
geo-wide_corbett 720 (260–1180) 2060 (750–3370) 2520 (910–4120) 6960 (2520–11 390) 650 (240–1070) 3510 (1270–5750)

∗ The regions are African Region (AFR), Region of the Americas (AMR), South East Asia Region (SEAR), European Region (EUR), Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), and Western Pacific Region
(WPR) (see Fig. 2). The values are rounded to the nearest 10.

particles, compared to 2.5 % used in our ships-2010 simula-
tion. The sensitivity of our results to this parameter is dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.4.2.

The ERF in ships-2010 had a strong spatial variation
(Fig. 4a). The effect of shipping emissions was largely con-
fined to the Northern Hemisphere. The strongest cooling
effect was in the stratocumulus region of the North Pa-
cific where the regional ERF attained values in the order of
−10 W m−2. In this region, there are both frequent low-level
clouds that are susceptible to additional aerosol emissions
(e.g. Partanen et al., 2012) and high shipping emissions from
major trade routes (Fig. 1a).

In the simulation geo-wide, the largest (most negative)
ERF was in the open sea due to emission reductions near
the coasts (Fig. 4b). The ERF in the stratocumulus region
of South Atlantic was diminished compared to ships-2010
as the cloud region and the nearby major shipping route
(Fig. 1a) lie partly in the emission reduction zone. In North

Pacific, the stratocumulus region and shipping routes extend
further away to the sea and the total radiative effect was
stronger in the geoengineering simulations than in ships-
2010. Despite the large emission reduction near the conti-
nents, the global mean ERFs in the geoengineering simula-
tions (−0.43 W m−2 in geo-wide and −0.53 W m−2 in geo-
narrow) were stronger compared to that in ships-2010. In the
simulation ships-2020, the radiative effect of shipping emis-
sions almost disappears (Fig. 4c) as the global mean ERF
is only −0.06 W m−2. The absolute difference in ERFs be-
tween ships-2020 and ships-2010 was very similar to the es-
timates by Lauer et al. (2009) for a scenario with a global
fuel sulfur content cap of 0.5 % and a non-controlled emis-
sion scenario for the year 2012. However, the relative differ-
ence in the radiative effects between their scenarios was only
53 % whereas in our case it was 85 %.
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main cases (i.e. excluding sensitivity simulations which are
discussed in Sect. 3.4), current shipping emissions caused the
most deaths (50 200 deaths per year in ships-2010, Table 2).
Both geoengineering scenarios resulted in significant drops
in mortality rates due to ship-PM2.5 compared to the simu-
lation ships-2010. The global excess mortality due to ship-
ping decreased by 15 400 (31 %) and by 34 900 (69 %) in
the simulations geo-narrow and geo-wide, respectively. The
large difference between the geoengineering scenarios shows
that the width of the emission reduction zone had a signifi-
cant impact. As expected, the simulation ships-2020 offered
the most health benefits, reducing ship-PM2.5-induced mor-
tality by 48 200 (96 %) compared to ships-2010. The relative
decrease of ship-PM2.5-induced mortality was much higher
than estimates by Winebrake et al. (2009) for different emis-
sion control scenarios. They calculated that a cap of 0.1 %
for ship fuel sulfur content in the coastal areas would de-
crease the mortality from shipping emissions by about 50 %
and a global cap of 0.5 % by about 40 % or 50 % depending
on the emission inventory used. Simulations by Winebrake
et al. (2009) are not directly comparable to our simulation
ships-2020, because ships-2020 had both coastal and global
caps for fuel sulfur content in use.

Figure 3 shows the excess mortality due to ship-PM2.5 for
ships-2010, geo-wide and ships-2020. As expected from the
results on PM2.5 concentration (Fig. 1b), Europe was esti-
mated to suffer most from current shipping emissions and
could greatly benefit from emission reductions. We estimated
the total excess mortality from shipping emissions in the Eu-
ropean Region (includes Northern Asia in the WHO defini-
tion, see Fig. 2) to be about 27 300, 7500 and 1300 in ships-
2010, geo-wide and ships-2020, respectively (Table 3). Sum-
ming the total mortality rates for South East Asia Region
and Western Pacific Region (as defined by WHO (2012), see
Fig. 2), the respective figures are only about 13 100, 4800
and 100, although the total exposed population (age > 30 yr)
is 1.7 billion in those regions compared to 0.5 billion in the
European Region. The area displayed in Fig. 3 (between lat-
itudes of 15◦ S and 65◦ N) encompasses 98 % of the global
excess mortality due to shipping emissions in ships-2010.
Therefore, countries in the Southern Hemisphere suffered
relatively little from shipping emissions and use of low-sulfur
fuel would thus bring few health benefits there.

The simulation ships-2020 predicted at least 91 % de-
crease in total mortality resulting from shipping for all the
WHO regions (compared to ships-2010). Of the two main
geoengineering runs, geo-wide decreased regional mortality
rates caused by shipping by between 55 % and 81 %. In gen-
eral, the relative decrease of regional excess mortality was
very similar in each region for a given simulation. The main
exception was the simulation geo-narrow. For example, the
total mortality from shipping emissions in geo-narrow in the
eastern Mediterranean Region dropped by 58 % (about 1600
less than in ships-2010), but increased by 1 % (about 100
deaths more than in ships-2010) in the Western Pacific Re-

Fig. 3. Sum of excess annual mortality from cardiopulmonary dis-
eases and lung cancer due to shipping emissions in simulations (a)
ships-2010, (b) geo-wide and (c) ships-2020.

gion. This was most likely caused by the fact that shipping
routes in the Mediterranean Sea and North Sea are located
very close the coasts, but the shipping routes near China are
further away from the continent (Fig. 1a) and beyond the one-
grid-cell emission reduction zone.

3.3 Comparison of the radiative effects

We estimated the radiative effect of shipping emissions as
effective radiative forcing (ERF, also known as radiative flux
perturbation, RFP) (Haywood et al., 2009) (i.e. the differ-
ence of all-sky top-of-the-atmosphere net (down minus up)
total (short- and longwave) radiation between two simula-
tions with fixed sea surface temperatures). ERF includes
both aerosol direct and indirect effects, and makes it pos-
sible to compare total aerosol forcing with forcing from
well-mixed greenhouse gases (Lohmann et al., 2010). In
the simulation ships-2010, the global mean ERF (compared
to no-ships) was −0.39 W m−2 (Table 2). This is close to
the mean value of −0.44 W m−2 for the shipping-induced
aerosol forcing (for the year 2005) estimated by Eyring
et al. (2010) by combining several independent modelling
studies. Peters et al. (2012) estimated a similar ERF of
−0.36 W m−2 for the total aerosol radiative effect with the
same model, a similar treatment of shipping emissions, and
similar amount of SO2 emissions (12.95 Tg (SO2) yr−1 com-
pared to 12.50 Tg (SO2) yr−1 in our simulation) as used in
our study. There are two major differences between our study
and the simulations by Peters et al. (2012). First, they used an
empirical parameterization (Lin and Leaitch, 1997) for cloud
droplet activation as opposed to the physically based parame-
terization (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000) in our study. Sec-
ond, Peters et al. (2012) assumed that 4.5 % of the sulfur
mass emissions from shipping are emitted as primary SO4
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Table 2. Global mean effective radiative forcing (ERF) (W m−2) and global excess mortality due to shipping emissions (deaths per year)∗.

Simulation ERF Lung cancer Cardiopulmonary diseases

ships-2010 −0.39 ± 0.03 5100 (1900–8300) 45 100 (16 400–73 700)
geo-narrow −0.53 ± 0.02 3600 (1300–5900) 31 200 (11 300–51 100)
geo-wide −0.43 ± 0.02 1600 (600–2600) 13 800 (5000–22 600)
ships-2020 −0.06 ± 0.02 200 (100–400) 1800 (600–2900)
ships-2010_45 −0.50 ± 0.02 5500 (2000–9000) 48 800 (17 700–79 700)
geo-wide_45 −0.54 ± 0.02 2100 (800–3400) 17 900 (6500–29 300)
ships-2010_corbett −0.37 ± 0.01 4800 (1800–7800) 42 500 (15 400–69 500)
geo-wide_corbett −0.40 ± 0.01 1800 (700–3000) 16 400(6000–26 900)

∗ The uncertainty of global mean ERF is given as a standard deviation of annual global mean of ERF. The first
number for mortality rates is the best estimate for the mortality, and the numbers in the parentheses represent the
uncertainty range (95% confidence interval) from the concentration–response function coefficients. The mortality
values are rounded to the nearest 100.

Table 3. Regional annual premature mortality due to shipping emissions in different scenarios (deaths per year)∗.

Simulation AFR AMR SEAR EUR EMR WPR

Lung cancer

ships-2010 20 (10–30) 880 (330–1430) 170 (60–270) 2850 (1060–4630) 80 (30–120) 1140 (420–1850)
geo-narrow 20 (10–30) 680 (250–1100) 140 (50–230) 1630 (600–2650) 30 (10–50) 1150 (420–1870)
geo-wide 10 (0–10) 320 (120–520) 80 (30–120) 790 (290–1280) 10 (10–20) 370 (140–2570)
ships-2020 0 (0–0) 80 (30–130) −10 (0–10) 140 (50–220) 0 (0–0) 30 (10–400)
ships-2010_45 30 (10–40) 960 (360–1560) 180 (70–290) 3160 (1170–5130) 80 (30–130) 1120 (410–8980)
geo-wide_45 10 (0–20) 410 (150–670) 80 (30–140) 970 (360–1580) 20 (10–40) 570 (210–3360)
ships-2010_corbett 30 (10–40) 1060 (390–1730) 200 (80–330) 2320 (860–3760) 80 (30–120) 1100 (410–7790)
geo-wide_corbett 10 (0–20) 350 (130–570) 110 (40–180) 810 (300–1330) 20 (10–30) 510 (190–2960)

Cardiopulmonary diseases

ships-2010 1150 (420–1880) 5150 (1870–8420) 3890 (1410–6370) 24 420 (8880–39 860) 2620 (950–4280) 7870 (2850–12 880)
geo-narrow 950 (340–1560) 3970 (1440–6500) 3310 (1200–5420) 13 940 (5060–22 780) 1110 (400–1810) 7950 (2880–13 010)
geo-wide 340 (120–550) 1890 (680–3090) 1760 (640–2890) 6720 (2440–11 000) 500 (180–820) 2580 (930–4220)
ships-2020 −60 (−20–100) 470 (170–770) −130 (−50–210) 1180 (430–1920) 80 (30–120) 230 (80–370)
ships-2010_45 1410 (510–2300) 5640 (2050–9220) 4110 (1490–6730) 27 060 (9840–44 150) 2810 (1020–4590) 7760 (2810–12 690)
geo-wide_45 550 (200–890) 2410 (870–3940) 1960 (710–3200) 8310 (3010–13 590) 750 (270–1230) 3920 (1420–6420)
ships-2010_corbett 1440 (520–2360) 6240 (2260–10 200) 4740 (1720–7770) 19 820 (7200–32 380) 2620 (950–4280) 7630 (2760–12 480)
geo-wide_corbett 720 (260–1180) 2060 (750–3370) 2520 (910–4120) 6960 (2520–11 390) 650 (240–1070) 3510 (1270–5750)

∗ The regions are African Region (AFR), Region of the Americas (AMR), South East Asia Region (SEAR), European Region (EUR), Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), and Western Pacific Region
(WPR) (see Fig. 2). The values are rounded to the nearest 10.

particles, compared to 2.5 % used in our ships-2010 simula-
tion. The sensitivity of our results to this parameter is dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.4.2.

The ERF in ships-2010 had a strong spatial variation
(Fig. 4a). The effect of shipping emissions was largely con-
fined to the Northern Hemisphere. The strongest cooling
effect was in the stratocumulus region of the North Pa-
cific where the regional ERF attained values in the order of
−10 W m−2. In this region, there are both frequent low-level
clouds that are susceptible to additional aerosol emissions
(e.g. Partanen et al., 2012) and high shipping emissions from
major trade routes (Fig. 1a).

In the simulation geo-wide, the largest (most negative)
ERF was in the open sea due to emission reductions near
the coasts (Fig. 4b). The ERF in the stratocumulus region
of South Atlantic was diminished compared to ships-2010
as the cloud region and the nearby major shipping route
(Fig. 1a) lie partly in the emission reduction zone. In North

Pacific, the stratocumulus region and shipping routes extend
further away to the sea and the total radiative effect was
stronger in the geoengineering simulations than in ships-
2010. Despite the large emission reduction near the conti-
nents, the global mean ERFs in the geoengineering simula-
tions (−0.43 W m−2 in geo-wide and −0.53 W m−2 in geo-
narrow) were stronger compared to that in ships-2010. In the
simulation ships-2020, the radiative effect of shipping emis-
sions almost disappears (Fig. 4c) as the global mean ERF
is only −0.06 W m−2. The absolute difference in ERFs be-
tween ships-2020 and ships-2010 was very similar to the es-
timates by Lauer et al. (2009) for a scenario with a global
fuel sulfur content cap of 0.5 % and a non-controlled emis-
sion scenario for the year 2012. However, the relative differ-
ence in the radiative effects between their scenarios was only
53 % whereas in our case it was 85 %.
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Fig. 4. 5 yr mean of effective radiative forcing compared to no-ships
in simulations (a) ships-2010, (b) geo-wide and (c) ships-2020.

3.4 Uncertainties and sensitivity tests

3.4.1 Uncertainty in modelling PM2.5 mass
concentrations

To evaluate the model’s ability to simulate PM2.5 mass con-
centrations, we compared five-year-mean values of PM2.5
concentration from the simulation ships-2010 to observed
annual mean values from remote measurement stations of the
European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP,
2013) and United States Interagency Monitoring of Protected
Visual Environment (IMPROVE, 2013) networks. We used
the last five available years for both data sets. Thus, EMEP
data from 2006 to 2010 and IMPROVE data for the years
2007–2011 have been compared to the model values. In cases
where more than one station corresponded to a single model
grid box, we averaged the stations’ data.

Figure 5 shows that the model tended to underestimate the
PM2.5 concentrations both in US and Europe. The normal-
ized mean biases were −0.74 and −0.34 for the EMEP and
IMPROVE data, respectively. However, a more detailed anal-
ysis showed that there was a better agreement between the
model and the observations in coastal areas and the differ-
ences were largest at inland stations. The global model grid
size is of the order of 10 000 km2, so it is difficult to compare
a model value to a point-measurement value as the model
cannot capture the subgrid-scale variability in aerosol con-
centrations especially near the emissions sources. It should
be noted that in our scenarios, the ship-induced PM2.5 con-
centrations over the continents depend largely on aerosol
transport over just one or two grid cells. This means that the
simulated PM2.5 concentrations are sensitive to the accuracy
of the advection scheme.

We analyzed the sensitivity of the excess mortality to the
bias in the modelled PM2.5 using two different methods. In
the first method, we assumed that the model underestimates
PM2.5 concentrations in all simulations so that the ratio of
the real (or corrected) and modeled PM2.5 concentrations
equal the slope of the linear fit between measured and mod-
eled PM2.5 concentrations (Fig. 5, red lines). Using this as-
sumed dependency, we re-calculated the premature mortality
due to shipping emissions with total PM2.5 concentrations
multiplied with 1.61 (fit to EMEP data) or 1.18 (fit to IM-
PROVE data). Based on these calculations, the underestima-
tion of PM2.5 concentrations lead to a relative error of be-
tween −4 % and −6 % for global total mortality in different
scenarios. In the second method, we assumed that the model
underestimates PM2.5 concentrations only in the simulation
no-ships, and that the contribution from shipping emissions
to PM2.5 is correct in the other simulations. The PM2.5 for
the simulation no-ships was scaled following the same pro-
cedure as outlined above for the first method. For the other
simulations we added the PM2.5 contribution from shipping
in each simulation to the re-calculated PM2.5 of no-ships.
With these re-calculated PM2.5 values we calculated the ex-
cess mortality in each scenario. The estimates for the rela-
tive errors in the mortality rate varied in different simulations
from an overestimation of 50–54% (fit to EMEP data) and of
15–16% (fit to IMPROVE data).

Based on these calculations, the uncertainty in the mortal-
ity estimates due to uncertainty in the PM2.5 concentrations
can be significant. However, both methods probably overes-
timate the error as the modelled PM2.5 concentration com-
pared better with measurements near the coasts where ship-
ping emissions had the largest effect. Furthermore, the rela-
tive difference in excess mortality between different scenar-
ios is not sensitive to a systematic bias in the model estimate
for PM2.5. Thus, we expect that the main conclusions of this
study are not significantly affected by the bias in the simu-
lated PM2.5 concentrations.

3.4.2 Sensitivity to strength of the subgrid-scale sulfate
formation

Changing the fraction of sulfur emissions emitted as pri-
mary sulfate particles in the model from 2.5 % to 4.5 %
in ships-2010_45 and in geo-wide_45 intensified the im-
pacts on both radiative balance and mortality rates (Table 2).
In ships-2010_45, the global mean ERF was −0.50 W m−2

(−0.39 W m−2 in ships-2010) and the total excess mortality
due to shipping was 54 300 (50 200 in ships-2010) (Table 2).
Despite these differences caused by varying the SO4 fraction,
the difference in ERF between the simulations with stan-
dard emissions and the geoengineering runs (i.e. geo-wide
minus ships-2010, and geo-wide_45 minus ships-2010_45)
was the same (−0.04 W m−2) with both SO4 fractions (Ta-
ble 2). This implies that the conclusions of this study do not
depend on the chosen SO4 fraction.
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the observed annual mean PM2.5 concentrations at various sites and the simulated five-year mean surface PM2.5 in
model grid boxes corresponding to these sites. The measurement data have been taken from (a) EMEP and (b) IMPROVE. The error bars
represent the year-to-year variation and the red dots the five-year mean value of the observations. The dashed lines indicate the 1 : 1 ratio
between the simulated values and observations, and the red lines indicate a linear fit to the data.

3.4.3 Sensitivity to shipping emission data

The total global shipping emissions are almost equal in the
ACCMIP data set and in the combined data set from Wang
et al. (2008) and Corbett et al. (2010) (Table 1). Yet, there
are large spatial differences between the data sets. Most no-
tably, the emissions in the simulation ships-2010_corbett are
slightly more concentrated on the coasts than in the simula-
tion ships-2010. In ships-2010, 48 % of the shipping emis-
sions are within the two-grid-cell emission reduction zone
near the coasts and 31 % in the one-grid-cell emission re-
duction zone. The respective fractions for ships-2010_corbett
are 54 % and 35 %. An exception to this pattern is that ships-
2010_corbett has lower emissions near the densely populated
European coasts.

In general, the choice of the emission data set had
little effect on our results (Table 2). The global total
of premature mortality due to shipping was 6 % lower
in ships-2010_corbett than in ships-2010 (Table 2) and
19 % higher in geo-wide_corbett than in geo-wide. The
ERF was 0.02 W m−2 less negative in ships-2010_corbett
than in ships-2010 and 0.03 W m−2 less negative in geo-
wide_corbett than in geo-wide. The mortality difference be-
tween ships-2010 and geo-wide is larger than the difference
between ships-2010_corbett and geo-wide_corbett. This is
probably caused by the fact that shipping emissions near Eu-
rope are higher in the ACCMIP data set and emission reduc-
tions in the coastal zones have consequently stronger effect.
Overall, however, the choice of emission data does not affect
our conclusions.

4 Discussion

4.1 Weighting the different emission scenarios

The previous sections addressed how different scenarios of
aerosol emissions from shipping would affect the global ra-

diative balance and the number of premature deaths caused
by shipping-induced particulate matter air pollution. To draw
conclusions on the relative benefits of the different emission
scenarios, we simplified the effects in two metrics: global
mean ERF and global total premature mortality due to ship-
ping emissions. We acknowledge that the former is an inade-
quate metric to fully express the climatic impacts of shipping
emissions (Lauer et al., 2009), but these two metrics offer
a tool to rate different scenarios with respect to climate and
health effects. Figure 6 depicts both of these metrics for all
our simulations using the simulation no-ships as a reference.
Assuming that a large negative ERF is desirable, the optimal
scenario would lie in the lower-left corner where shipping
emissions have no adverse health effects but a large cooling
effect. Optimal level of ERF is of course a subjective defini-
tion, because some regions might benefit from stronger cool-
ing and others from less cooling (MacMartin et al., 2012).
Note that, because ERF and total premature mortality rate
are not comparable, the distance from the lower-left corner
cannot be used as measure of optimality. For example, the
geoengineering simulations are near the “optimal” corner,
but have clearly larger mortality rates than ships-2020, which
would be the most favorable in terms of health benefits, but
offer little cooling compared to the other scenarios.
Most importantly, we find that the cooling effect and the

total mortality rate combination of the simulation ships-2010
is not Pareto optimal (i.e. there are potential scenarios in
which the mortality rate can be reduced without a reduction
in the climate-cooling effect). Both geoengineering simula-
tions geo-wide and geo-narrow have at least the same cooling
effect but lower mortality rates than ships-2010. One cannot
put simulations geo-wide, geo-narrow, and ships-2020 into
a preferred order without deciding some conversion method
between ERF and mortality rate. For example, geo-narrow
offered a stronger cooling (−0.53 W m−2 vs. −0.43 W m−2)
than geo-wide but also had a greater annual mortality rate
(34 900 yr−1 vs. 15 400 yr−1).
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Fig. 4. 5 yr mean of effective radiative forcing compared to no-ships
in simulations (a) ships-2010, (b) geo-wide and (c) ships-2020.

3.4 Uncertainties and sensitivity tests

3.4.1 Uncertainty in modelling PM2.5 mass
concentrations

To evaluate the model’s ability to simulate PM2.5 mass con-
centrations, we compared five-year-mean values of PM2.5
concentration from the simulation ships-2010 to observed
annual mean values from remote measurement stations of the
European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP,
2013) and United States Interagency Monitoring of Protected
Visual Environment (IMPROVE, 2013) networks. We used
the last five available years for both data sets. Thus, EMEP
data from 2006 to 2010 and IMPROVE data for the years
2007–2011 have been compared to the model values. In cases
where more than one station corresponded to a single model
grid box, we averaged the stations’ data.

Figure 5 shows that the model tended to underestimate the
PM2.5 concentrations both in US and Europe. The normal-
ized mean biases were −0.74 and −0.34 for the EMEP and
IMPROVE data, respectively. However, a more detailed anal-
ysis showed that there was a better agreement between the
model and the observations in coastal areas and the differ-
ences were largest at inland stations. The global model grid
size is of the order of 10 000 km2, so it is difficult to compare
a model value to a point-measurement value as the model
cannot capture the subgrid-scale variability in aerosol con-
centrations especially near the emissions sources. It should
be noted that in our scenarios, the ship-induced PM2.5 con-
centrations over the continents depend largely on aerosol
transport over just one or two grid cells. This means that the
simulated PM2.5 concentrations are sensitive to the accuracy
of the advection scheme.

We analyzed the sensitivity of the excess mortality to the
bias in the modelled PM2.5 using two different methods. In
the first method, we assumed that the model underestimates
PM2.5 concentrations in all simulations so that the ratio of
the real (or corrected) and modeled PM2.5 concentrations
equal the slope of the linear fit between measured and mod-
eled PM2.5 concentrations (Fig. 5, red lines). Using this as-
sumed dependency, we re-calculated the premature mortality
due to shipping emissions with total PM2.5 concentrations
multiplied with 1.61 (fit to EMEP data) or 1.18 (fit to IM-
PROVE data). Based on these calculations, the underestima-
tion of PM2.5 concentrations lead to a relative error of be-
tween −4 % and −6 % for global total mortality in different
scenarios. In the second method, we assumed that the model
underestimates PM2.5 concentrations only in the simulation
no-ships, and that the contribution from shipping emissions
to PM2.5 is correct in the other simulations. The PM2.5 for
the simulation no-ships was scaled following the same pro-
cedure as outlined above for the first method. For the other
simulations we added the PM2.5 contribution from shipping
in each simulation to the re-calculated PM2.5 of no-ships.
With these re-calculated PM2.5 values we calculated the ex-
cess mortality in each scenario. The estimates for the rela-
tive errors in the mortality rate varied in different simulations
from an overestimation of 50–54% (fit to EMEP data) and of
15–16% (fit to IMPROVE data).

Based on these calculations, the uncertainty in the mortal-
ity estimates due to uncertainty in the PM2.5 concentrations
can be significant. However, both methods probably overes-
timate the error as the modelled PM2.5 concentration com-
pared better with measurements near the coasts where ship-
ping emissions had the largest effect. Furthermore, the rela-
tive difference in excess mortality between different scenar-
ios is not sensitive to a systematic bias in the model estimate
for PM2.5. Thus, we expect that the main conclusions of this
study are not significantly affected by the bias in the simu-
lated PM2.5 concentrations.

3.4.2 Sensitivity to strength of the subgrid-scale sulfate
formation

Changing the fraction of sulfur emissions emitted as pri-
mary sulfate particles in the model from 2.5 % to 4.5 %
in ships-2010_45 and in geo-wide_45 intensified the im-
pacts on both radiative balance and mortality rates (Table 2).
In ships-2010_45, the global mean ERF was −0.50 W m−2

(−0.39 W m−2 in ships-2010) and the total excess mortality
due to shipping was 54 300 (50 200 in ships-2010) (Table 2).
Despite these differences caused by varying the SO4 fraction,
the difference in ERF between the simulations with stan-
dard emissions and the geoengineering runs (i.e. geo-wide
minus ships-2010, and geo-wide_45 minus ships-2010_45)
was the same (−0.04 W m−2) with both SO4 fractions (Ta-
ble 2). This implies that the conclusions of this study do not
depend on the chosen SO4 fraction.
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the observed annual mean PM2.5 concentrations at various sites and the simulated five-year mean surface PM2.5 in
model grid boxes corresponding to these sites. The measurement data have been taken from (a) EMEP and (b) IMPROVE. The error bars
represent the year-to-year variation and the red dots the five-year mean value of the observations. The dashed lines indicate the 1 : 1 ratio
between the simulated values and observations, and the red lines indicate a linear fit to the data.

3.4.3 Sensitivity to shipping emission data

The total global shipping emissions are almost equal in the
ACCMIP data set and in the combined data set from Wang
et al. (2008) and Corbett et al. (2010) (Table 1). Yet, there
are large spatial differences between the data sets. Most no-
tably, the emissions in the simulation ships-2010_corbett are
slightly more concentrated on the coasts than in the simula-
tion ships-2010. In ships-2010, 48 % of the shipping emis-
sions are within the two-grid-cell emission reduction zone
near the coasts and 31 % in the one-grid-cell emission re-
duction zone. The respective fractions for ships-2010_corbett
are 54 % and 35 %. An exception to this pattern is that ships-
2010_corbett has lower emissions near the densely populated
European coasts.

In general, the choice of the emission data set had
little effect on our results (Table 2). The global total
of premature mortality due to shipping was 6 % lower
in ships-2010_corbett than in ships-2010 (Table 2) and
19 % higher in geo-wide_corbett than in geo-wide. The
ERF was 0.02 W m−2 less negative in ships-2010_corbett
than in ships-2010 and 0.03 W m−2 less negative in geo-
wide_corbett than in geo-wide. The mortality difference be-
tween ships-2010 and geo-wide is larger than the difference
between ships-2010_corbett and geo-wide_corbett. This is
probably caused by the fact that shipping emissions near Eu-
rope are higher in the ACCMIP data set and emission reduc-
tions in the coastal zones have consequently stronger effect.
Overall, however, the choice of emission data does not affect
our conclusions.

4 Discussion

4.1 Weighting the different emission scenarios

The previous sections addressed how different scenarios of
aerosol emissions from shipping would affect the global ra-

diative balance and the number of premature deaths caused
by shipping-induced particulate matter air pollution. To draw
conclusions on the relative benefits of the different emission
scenarios, we simplified the effects in two metrics: global
mean ERF and global total premature mortality due to ship-
ping emissions. We acknowledge that the former is an inade-
quate metric to fully express the climatic impacts of shipping
emissions (Lauer et al., 2009), but these two metrics offer
a tool to rate different scenarios with respect to climate and
health effects. Figure 6 depicts both of these metrics for all
our simulations using the simulation no-ships as a reference.
Assuming that a large negative ERF is desirable, the optimal
scenario would lie in the lower-left corner where shipping
emissions have no adverse health effects but a large cooling
effect. Optimal level of ERF is of course a subjective defini-
tion, because some regions might benefit from stronger cool-
ing and others from less cooling (MacMartin et al., 2012).
Note that, because ERF and total premature mortality rate
are not comparable, the distance from the lower-left corner
cannot be used as measure of optimality. For example, the
geoengineering simulations are near the “optimal” corner,
but have clearly larger mortality rates than ships-2020, which
would be the most favorable in terms of health benefits, but
offer little cooling compared to the other scenarios.
Most importantly, we find that the cooling effect and the

total mortality rate combination of the simulation ships-2010
is not Pareto optimal (i.e. there are potential scenarios in
which the mortality rate can be reduced without a reduction
in the climate-cooling effect). Both geoengineering simula-
tions geo-wide and geo-narrow have at least the same cooling
effect but lower mortality rates than ships-2010. One cannot
put simulations geo-wide, geo-narrow, and ships-2020 into
a preferred order without deciding some conversion method
between ERF and mortality rate. For example, geo-narrow
offered a stronger cooling (−0.53 W m−2 vs. −0.43 W m−2)
than geo-wide but also had a greater annual mortality rate
(34 900 yr−1 vs. 15 400 yr−1).
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Fig. 6. Global premature mortality due to shipping (x axis) and
global mean effective radiative forcing (y axis) with respect to no-
ships for different simulations. The upper-left corner represents a
zero effect of shipping emissions and the lower-left corner the “op-
timal” combination of mortality avoided and radiative effects where
shipping emissions do not cause premature deaths, but have a large
cooling effect. Circles represent the main simulations where AC-
CMIP shipping emissions were used as a baseline. Simulations
marked with diamonds (ships-2010_45 and geo-wide_45) were run
with 4.5 % (instead of 2.5 %) of sulfur mass emissions from ships
emitted as primary sulfate. The crosses denote simulations in which
shipping emissions inventories compiled by Wang et al. (2008) and
Corbett et al. (2010) were used to construct the actual shipping
emissions.

4.2 Limitations of the study

In our simulations, aerosols from shipping emissions caused
a strongly localized radiative effect (Fig. 4b). Previous stud-
ies have shown that regional forcing over the oceans creates
a global cooling effect, although the regions with strong lo-
cal radiative forcing cool the most (Hill and Ming, 2012;
Jones et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009). This would probably
be true also for the cooling effect from shipping emissions.
Still, precipitation response depends much more strongly
on the location of the forcing and cannot be predicted by
using global mean values (Shindell et al., 2012). Jones et
al. (2009) found that modifying marine clouds could cause
a dramatic decrease of precipitation over the Amazon rain
forest. The local forcings in our study are smaller (espe-
cially if geoengineering simulations are compared against
ships-2010) which would probably limit the extent of side
effects. However, the possibility of such detrimental side-
effects cannot be entirely excluded. It cannot even be ruled
out, that removing aerosol forcing from shipping could cause
detrimental precipitation changes in addition to the warm-
ing effect. Thus, further climate model studies with dynamic

ocean model are needed to fully assess the climate effects of
different shipping scenarios.

Our study has been restricted to the effects of sulfur and
organic carbon emissions, which are the main emission com-
ponents expected to change when the fuel sulfur content is
manipulated (Lack et al., 2009). While it is important to re-
member that carbon dioxide emissions from shipping will
in the long term dominate over the aerosol emissions when
the total radiative impact of shipping emissions is assessed
(Fuglestvedt et al., 2009), the change in the fuel sulfur con-
tent, which is the focus of this study, is unlikely to have a
significant effect on the carbon dioxide emissions. This is
because carbon dioxide emissions from shipping are mostly
determined by the efficiency of ship motors or ship design
(ICCT, 2007), not the fuel composition. Therefore, an in-
crease of ship fuel sulfur content in certain regions would
not directly change the total carbon dioxide emissions from
shipping or hinder efforts to reduce these emissions by other
means. One point to remember, however, is that if the aerosol
cooling from shipping was to be maintained to slow down
global warming, sulfur emissions from shipping would need
to be continued on timescales comparable to lifetimes of
long-lived greenhouse gases (i.e. centuries or millennia) due
to the short lifetime of aerosol particles (Fuglestvedt et al.,
2009; Brovkin et al., 2007).

The increased sulfur emissions over the open oceans in the
geoengineering simulations could potentially increase ocean
acidification. Hassellöv et al. (2013) concludes that ocean
acidification due to SOx and NOx from shipping emissions
could be in the same order of magnitude as the effect of in-
creased CO2 concentration near the major shipping routes.
However, the coastal areas, which are most vulnerable to
acidification (Doney et al., 2007), had either present-day or
decreased sulfur emissions in our simulations, although the
coastal impact of acidifying compounds transported from the
open oceans cannot be totally excluded based on our simula-
tions.

4.3 International law and manipulation of ship
fuel sulfur content

Increasing aerosol emissions deliberately to create a global
cooling effect would raise complex and controversial legal
issues (Redgwel, 2011). Such geoengineering could violate
several existing international agreements and international
customary rules. In addition, the fuel sulfur content that we
have assumed in the geoengineering scenarios would exceed
the sulfur limits imposed by the MARPOL Annex VI (IMO,
2008). So far, IMO has focused on the prevention of air pollu-
tion from ships. In addition, IMO has done extensive climate-
related work to further improve energy efficiency and reduce
greenhouse gases from international shipping. In these cir-
cumstances, a proposal to increase sulfur content would be
controversial and might be regarded as an attempt to un-
dermine the ongoing work and the important achievements
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already made. With regard to other geoengineering tech-
niques, similar radiative effects without the adverse health
and environmental effects could possibly be achieved with
sea spray injections (Latham, 1990). However, there are sev-
eral risks and legal issues related also to sea spray injections.

5 Conclusions

We have simulated the effects of aerosol emissions from
shipping on premature mortality and Earth’s radiative bal-
ance with an aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ.
We compared a present-day shipping emission scenario with
two geoengineering scenarios with doubled sulfur dioxide
emissions over the open oceans and reduced sulfur emissions
near the continents, and a scenario corresponding roughly to
emission regulation as currently considered for the year 2020
by the International Maritime Organization in MARPOL An-
nex VI (IMO, 2008).

According to our results, notable improvements in air
quality are possible without losing the current cooling effect
from ship-emitted aerosol. In the two geoengineering sce-
narios, the present-day radiative cooling was increased (by
10% and 36%) with simultaneous significant reductions in
premature mortality from aerosol emissions from shipping
(reductions of 69 % and 31 %). Furthermore, our model in-
dicates that the shipping emission regulation planned for the
year 2020 would substantially reduce both the cooling ef-
fect (83 %) and global premature mortality (96 %) caused by
aerosol emissions from shipping, confirming the findings of
previous studies (Lauer et al., 2009; Winebrake et al., 2009).

One important aspect of our results is that regulation of
aerosol emissions from shipping near the continents is vi-
tal for reducing adverse health effects. Not implementing the
ship fuel sulfur content regulation in coastal waters would
cause tens of thousands premature deaths annually. Thus, our
results should not be interpreted to support removing the reg-
ulation of shipping emissions in the existing emission control
areas.

Although the emissions from coastal water dominate the
health impacts of shipping emissions, emissions originat-
ing from the open oceans (several hundreds of kilometers
from the coasts) can have significant adverse health effects
over the continents due to long-range transport of the pollu-
tants. This can been seen in the large difference in premature
mortality (about 13 000 deaths per year) between the geo-
engineering simulation (geo-wide) and the simulation corre-
sponding to the year 2020 emission controls with equal emis-
sion reductions near the coasts.

The cooling effect of aerosol emissions from shipping
could be preserved by manipulating aerosol emissions from
shipping over the open oceans. However, such manipulation
is not without risks, would be in conflict with current interna-
tional agreements, and is always a trade-off between climate
cooling and adverse health effects. Therefore, it should be

considered only if radical measures to tackle climate change
are needed.
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Fig. 6. Global premature mortality due to shipping (x axis) and
global mean effective radiative forcing (y axis) with respect to no-
ships for different simulations. The upper-left corner represents a
zero effect of shipping emissions and the lower-left corner the “op-
timal” combination of mortality avoided and radiative effects where
shipping emissions do not cause premature deaths, but have a large
cooling effect. Circles represent the main simulations where AC-
CMIP shipping emissions were used as a baseline. Simulations
marked with diamonds (ships-2010_45 and geo-wide_45) were run
with 4.5 % (instead of 2.5 %) of sulfur mass emissions from ships
emitted as primary sulfate. The crosses denote simulations in which
shipping emissions inventories compiled by Wang et al. (2008) and
Corbett et al. (2010) were used to construct the actual shipping
emissions.

4.2 Limitations of the study

In our simulations, aerosols from shipping emissions caused
a strongly localized radiative effect (Fig. 4b). Previous stud-
ies have shown that regional forcing over the oceans creates
a global cooling effect, although the regions with strong lo-
cal radiative forcing cool the most (Hill and Ming, 2012;
Jones et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009). This would probably
be true also for the cooling effect from shipping emissions.
Still, precipitation response depends much more strongly
on the location of the forcing and cannot be predicted by
using global mean values (Shindell et al., 2012). Jones et
al. (2009) found that modifying marine clouds could cause
a dramatic decrease of precipitation over the Amazon rain
forest. The local forcings in our study are smaller (espe-
cially if geoengineering simulations are compared against
ships-2010) which would probably limit the extent of side
effects. However, the possibility of such detrimental side-
effects cannot be entirely excluded. It cannot even be ruled
out, that removing aerosol forcing from shipping could cause
detrimental precipitation changes in addition to the warm-
ing effect. Thus, further climate model studies with dynamic

ocean model are needed to fully assess the climate effects of
different shipping scenarios.

Our study has been restricted to the effects of sulfur and
organic carbon emissions, which are the main emission com-
ponents expected to change when the fuel sulfur content is
manipulated (Lack et al., 2009). While it is important to re-
member that carbon dioxide emissions from shipping will
in the long term dominate over the aerosol emissions when
the total radiative impact of shipping emissions is assessed
(Fuglestvedt et al., 2009), the change in the fuel sulfur con-
tent, which is the focus of this study, is unlikely to have a
significant effect on the carbon dioxide emissions. This is
because carbon dioxide emissions from shipping are mostly
determined by the efficiency of ship motors or ship design
(ICCT, 2007), not the fuel composition. Therefore, an in-
crease of ship fuel sulfur content in certain regions would
not directly change the total carbon dioxide emissions from
shipping or hinder efforts to reduce these emissions by other
means. One point to remember, however, is that if the aerosol
cooling from shipping was to be maintained to slow down
global warming, sulfur emissions from shipping would need
to be continued on timescales comparable to lifetimes of
long-lived greenhouse gases (i.e. centuries or millennia) due
to the short lifetime of aerosol particles (Fuglestvedt et al.,
2009; Brovkin et al., 2007).

The increased sulfur emissions over the open oceans in the
geoengineering simulations could potentially increase ocean
acidification. Hassellöv et al. (2013) concludes that ocean
acidification due to SOx and NOx from shipping emissions
could be in the same order of magnitude as the effect of in-
creased CO2 concentration near the major shipping routes.
However, the coastal areas, which are most vulnerable to
acidification (Doney et al., 2007), had either present-day or
decreased sulfur emissions in our simulations, although the
coastal impact of acidifying compounds transported from the
open oceans cannot be totally excluded based on our simula-
tions.

4.3 International law and manipulation of ship
fuel sulfur content

Increasing aerosol emissions deliberately to create a global
cooling effect would raise complex and controversial legal
issues (Redgwel, 2011). Such geoengineering could violate
several existing international agreements and international
customary rules. In addition, the fuel sulfur content that we
have assumed in the geoengineering scenarios would exceed
the sulfur limits imposed by the MARPOL Annex VI (IMO,
2008). So far, IMO has focused on the prevention of air pollu-
tion from ships. In addition, IMO has done extensive climate-
related work to further improve energy efficiency and reduce
greenhouse gases from international shipping. In these cir-
cumstances, a proposal to increase sulfur content would be
controversial and might be regarded as an attempt to un-
dermine the ongoing work and the important achievements
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already made. With regard to other geoengineering tech-
niques, similar radiative effects without the adverse health
and environmental effects could possibly be achieved with
sea spray injections (Latham, 1990). However, there are sev-
eral risks and legal issues related also to sea spray injections.

5 Conclusions

We have simulated the effects of aerosol emissions from
shipping on premature mortality and Earth’s radiative bal-
ance with an aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ.
We compared a present-day shipping emission scenario with
two geoengineering scenarios with doubled sulfur dioxide
emissions over the open oceans and reduced sulfur emissions
near the continents, and a scenario corresponding roughly to
emission regulation as currently considered for the year 2020
by the International Maritime Organization in MARPOL An-
nex VI (IMO, 2008).

According to our results, notable improvements in air
quality are possible without losing the current cooling effect
from ship-emitted aerosol. In the two geoengineering sce-
narios, the present-day radiative cooling was increased (by
10% and 36%) with simultaneous significant reductions in
premature mortality from aerosol emissions from shipping
(reductions of 69 % and 31 %). Furthermore, our model in-
dicates that the shipping emission regulation planned for the
year 2020 would substantially reduce both the cooling ef-
fect (83 %) and global premature mortality (96 %) caused by
aerosol emissions from shipping, confirming the findings of
previous studies (Lauer et al., 2009; Winebrake et al., 2009).

One important aspect of our results is that regulation of
aerosol emissions from shipping near the continents is vi-
tal for reducing adverse health effects. Not implementing the
ship fuel sulfur content regulation in coastal waters would
cause tens of thousands premature deaths annually. Thus, our
results should not be interpreted to support removing the reg-
ulation of shipping emissions in the existing emission control
areas.

Although the emissions from coastal water dominate the
health impacts of shipping emissions, emissions originat-
ing from the open oceans (several hundreds of kilometers
from the coasts) can have significant adverse health effects
over the continents due to long-range transport of the pollu-
tants. This can been seen in the large difference in premature
mortality (about 13 000 deaths per year) between the geo-
engineering simulation (geo-wide) and the simulation corre-
sponding to the year 2020 emission controls with equal emis-
sion reductions near the coasts.

The cooling effect of aerosol emissions from shipping
could be preserved by manipulating aerosol emissions from
shipping over the open oceans. However, such manipulation
is not without risks, would be in conflict with current interna-
tional agreements, and is always a trade-off between climate
cooling and adverse health effects. Therefore, it should be

considered only if radical measures to tackle climate change
are needed.
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Abstract
Solar radiation management with stratospheric sulfur aerosols has been proposed as a
potential geoengineering strategy to reduce global warming. However, there has been very
little investigation on the effilittle investigation on the effilittle investigation on the ef ciency of specific injection methods suggested. Here, we show
that using stratospheric passenger flights to inject sulfate aerosols would not cause significant
forcing under realistic injection scenarios: even if all present-day intercontinental flights were
lifted above the tropopause, we simulate global surface shortwave radiative forcings of
−0.05 W m−2 and −0.10 W m−2 with current and five times enhanced fuel sulfur
concentrations, respectively. In the highly unlikely scenario that fuel sulfur content is
enhanced by a factor of 50 (i.e. ten times the current legal limit) the radiative forcing is
−0.85 W m−2. This is significantly lower than if the same amount of sulfur were injected over
the tropics (−1.32 W m−2, for 3 Tg (S) yr−1) due to a faster loss rate and lower intensity of
solar radiation in the northern midlatitudes where current flight paths are concentrated. We
also predict lower global forcing in northern hemisphere winter than in summer due to the
seasonalities of the solar radiation intensity at midlatitudes, the related OH chemistry that
produces sulfate aerosol, and removal of particles.

Keywords: geoengineering, stratospheric aerosols, radiative forcing, aircraft emissions

1. Introduction

Solar radiation management (SRM) techniques aim to
compensate the warming caused by increased greenhouse
gas concentrations by increasing the reflectivity of the Earth.
Currently the most studied, and probably the most promising,
SRM method is injection of sulfur to the stratosphere (Rasch
2008). In the atmosphere, gaseous sulfur reacts to form sulfate
aerosols which can reflect incoming shortwave (SW) radiation
back to space and thus cool the climate. Because of the

Content from this work may be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-

ShareAlike 3.0 licence. Any further distribution of this work must maintain
attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

stability of the stratosphere and the relatively slow removal
mechanisms for submicron aerosol, the lifetime of the sulfate
aerosol can be 1–2 yr, while in the troposphere it is only from
a few days to a week (Rasch 2008).

The idea of stratospheric sulfur injections goes back to
the 1970s, when Budyko (1977) suggested that the emission
of sulfur from the jet fuel of a civil aircraft flying in the
stratosphere could increase the aerosol concentration and thus
cause climate cooling. In theory, intercontinental and other
long-distance flights with Concorde-type aircraft capable of
operating at stratospheric altitudes could be used for this
purpose. Since the 1970s, numerous other injection methods
have also been proposed, including military jets, modified
artillery, chimneys and high altitude balloons (The Royal
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Society 2009). While the radiative and climate effects of
stratospheric injections have in recent years been studied quite
extensively, very few of the previous modelling studies have
explicitly addressed the issue of the injection method (Rasch
2008). One exception is Pierce et al (2010), who studied
sulfate particle formation in individual plumes of a dedicated
carrier aircraft and used their results as an input to a 2D
stratospheric aerosol model to calculate the radiative forcing
from injections made between 30◦S and 30◦N latitudes.
Several other studies have added sulfur into one model grid
cell in the tropics (Niemeier et al 2011, Robock et al 2008,
Jones et al 2010), implying a fairly local injection method
(e.g., artillery or chimney). Such local methods would release
a large amount of sulfur into a relatively small volume of
air, which could enhance coagulation and thus lead to larger
particles and smaller lifetime of the stratospheric aerosol
(Heckendorn et al 2009).

Here, we revisit the idea of Budyko (1977) and
investigate the cooling potential of civil aircraft in scenarios
in which most long-distance flights are flown in the
lower stratosphere and the jet fuel is sulfur-enhanced. One
advantage of these scenarios is that the sulfate aerosol would
spread over a wide area in the stratosphere, minimizing the
coagulation effects predicted for local injection methods.
The appeal of this method is that an already existing
activity, in this case commercial air traffiactivity, in this case commercial air traffiactivity, in this case commercial air traf c, could be used
for geoengineering purposes. We study several injection
scenarios with the climate–aerosol model ECHAM5.5-HAM2
(Zhang et al 2012), making this one of the few stratospheric
geoengineering studies to include an explicit treatment of
sulfate aerosol microphysics.

This study is intended as a first-order estimate of
the potential cooling that could theoretically be achieved
utilizing civil aircraft for stratospheric geoengineering. We
acknowledge that there would be several technical, financial
and legal issues that would need to be solved before such
a scheme could be implemented in reality. These include
replacing the current commercial fleet with Concorde-type
aircraft that could actually operate in the stratosphere, possible
large increases in fuel consumption as flight altitudes and
plane types are changed, current legal limitations of fuel sulfur
content, and route restrictions for supersonic civil aircraft
(currently allowed only over the oceans). There could also be
significant effects on stratospheric chemistry and especially
on the ozone layer, as the aircraft would also emit large
amounts of NOx which is not simulated in our model.

2. Methods

2.1. Model description

In our simulations, we have used MAECHAM5.5-HAM2, the
middle atmosphere configuration of aerosol–climate model
ECHAM5.5-HAM2 (Stier et al 2005, Zhang et al 2012).
MAECHAM5.5 is integrated with a spectral truncation of
63 (T63), which corresponds approximately to a 1.9◦

× 1.9◦

horizontal grid, and to 47 vertical levels up to 0.01 hPa.
The simulations were performed with a time step of 600 s.

The aerosol module HAM2 is coupled interactively to
MAECHAM5.5 and includes an explicit modal aerosol
scheme M7 (Vignati et al 2004) describing the aerosol
number and volume size distributions by a superposition of
seven log-normal modes. HAM2 calculates aerosol emissions,
removal, gas and liquid phase chemistry, and radiative
properties for the major global aerosol compounds of sulfate,
sea salt, black carbon, organic carbon and mineral dust.
M7 calculates the microphysical processes of nucleation,
condensation, coagulation and hydration.

For aircraft emissions, we have used the IPCC AR5
air traffiair traffiair traf c emissions for years 2000 and 2050 (Lamarque
et al 2010). The IPCC AR5 inventory does not include SO2
emissions for air traffiemissions for air traffiemissions for air traf c and thus we have used the NO2 mass
emissions in the database to calculate the SO2 emissions.
This was carried out based on the emission indices from
the US Federal Aviation Administration’s AEDT/SAGE tool
(Kim et al 2007), which gives a global emissions index of
13.8 g kg−1 (fuel) for NO2. For SO2 we have used an
emission index of 1.2 g kg−1 (fuel) (Barrett et al 2010). Based
on these values, we assumed that for each kilogram of aircraft
NO2 emission, 87 g of SO2 was simultaneously emitted.

In addition to air traffiIn addition to air traffiIn addition to air traf c emissions, we have included
aerosol emissions from other anthropogenic sources and
biomass burning as given in the AEROCOM database for the
year 2000 (Dentener et al 2006). For sea spray emissions, we
used a parameterization combining the wind-speed-dependent
source functions by Monahan et al (1986) and Smith and
Harrison (1998) (Schulz et al 2004). For dust emissions, we
used the Tegen et al (2002) scheme.

The simulation was carried out with a free running
setup and thus the dynamical feedback resulting from
the additional heating was taken into account. However,
online emissions of, e.g., sea salt and mineral dust are
sensitive to wind speed at 10 m height, which can differ
significantly between simulations with different aerosol fields.
This can occasionally have strong local effects on the forcing.
However, the effect is small when comparing the mean values
of forcing in simulations of several years.

2.2. Model experiments

Nine simulations were performed in this study. Each
simulation was for a five-year period from 2001 to 2005
and was preceded by a two-year spin-up period. The studied
scenarios are summarized in table 1.

In the control (CTRL) run, the aircraft emissions were
simulated using the flight altitudes from AEROCOM and
current fuel sulfur concentration calculated as described in
section 2.1. In all the other simulations, all intercontinental
flights above oceans as well as the portions of flights above
continents which currently take place at altitudes above 10 km
were elevated about 2 km above the tropopause and spread
into three model levels in the stratosphere. As a result, about
half of all current aircraft emissions were emitted to the
stratosphere. The SO2 emissions from these elevated flights
using year 2000 emissions are shown in figure 1(a). Due to
the varying height of the tropopause, the flight altitudes need
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Figure 1. Column-integrated total (a) and zonal mean (b) of stratospheric SO2 emissions in the SAT scenario.

Table 1. Summary of the model experiments. (Note: the columns list the emission index of sulfur in aircraft fuel (g (S)/kg (fuel)), the total
amount of sulfur injected to the stratosphere and amounts injected to the north of 30◦N, between 30◦N and 30◦S and to the south of 30◦S.
For more details on the different scenarios, see section 2.)

Scenario EI(S) (g kg−1)
Stratospheric S
injections (Tg yr−1) Tg (S) yr−1 > 30 N Tg (S) yr−1 tropics Tg (S) yr−1 > 30 S

CTRL 0.6 0.02 0.02 — —
SAT 0.6 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.0008
SAT × 5 3.0 0.31 0.22 0.08 0.004
SAT × 50 30 (/0(/0( .6)a 3.06 2.24 0.79 0.04
SAT × 5 2050 3.0 0.69 0.46 0.22 0.01
SAT × 5 SO4 3.0 0.31 0.22 0.08 0.004
EQ3 — 3.0 — 3.0 —
SAT × 50 H2SO4 30 (/0(/0( .6)a 3.06 2.24 0.79 0.04

a In the SAT × 50 and SAT × 50 H2SO4 scenarios emission index 30 is only applied in the stratosphere and index 0.6 in the troposphere.

to be increased much more in the tropics than in the mid and
high latitudes (figure 1(b)).

The geoengineering simulation SAT had the same flight
routes and total SO2 emissions as the CTRL simulation,
except that some of the flights were elevated to the
stratosphere as described above. Scenarios SAT×5 and SAT×

50 were as SAT, except that the current fuel sulfur content was
enhanced by factors of 5 and 50, which led to injected sulfur
masses of 0.3 Tg yr−1 and 3.0 Tg yr−1, respectively (table 1).
Note that the SAT×5 scenario corresponds to the current legal
limit for aircraft fuel sulfur concentration of 3 g (S)/kg (fuel)
(IPCC 1999), and thus scenario SAT × 50 exceeds this limit
by a factor of ten. Technically, if a 50-fold sulfur enhancement
were used, the aeroplanes would probably need two separate
fuel tanks: one for fuel with the current sulfur concentration to
be used in lower altitudes where air pollution is an issue, and
another for sulfur-enhanced fuel to be used in the stratosphere.
This was taken into account in this scenario and enhanced
fuel sulfur concentration was only used in the stratosphere.
We assume here that the aircraft engines can be designed to
sustain the increased fuel sulfur content.

The effect of future changes in air traffiThe effect of future changes in air traffiThe effect of future changes in air traf c volume and
flight paths was investigated with scenario SAT × 5 2050,
which assumes the same fuel sulfur content as SAT × 5
but uses projected flight paths for the year 2050 from
the Representation Concentration Pathways scenario 8.5
(RCP8.5) of IPCC AR5. These flight paths are also elevated

to be flown in the stratosphere. RCP8.5 can be viewed
as the no-climate-policy scenario in which anthropogenic
CO2 emissions increase so that the warming effect of
CO2 is 8.5 W m−2 at the end of this century. Note that
while the original RCP scenarios assume that the fuel
sulfur concentration will decrease significantly in the future
because of regulation, in our simulation investigating the
geoengineering potential of civil aircraft we have used five
times the current fuel sulfur concentration. The climate
conditions and emissions other than from the air trafficonditions and emissions other than from the air trafficonditions and emissions other than from the air traf c were
the same as in the other scenarios.

In all the simulations mentioned above, sulfur is emitted
as SO2. However, since the global climate model resolution
is quite poor, we are not able to capture the high SO2
concentrations in the aircraft plumes and thus are likely to
underestimate particle formation in aircraft exhaust fumes
and immediately after the emissions. Therefore, to test the
sensitivity of our results, we repeated the scenario SAT × 5
assuming that 5% of sulfur emissions are emitted as primary
sulfate particles with a geometric mean diameter of 50 nm
(simulation SAT × 5 SO4).

Simulation EQ3 was included as a reference case. In this
model run, no stratospheric flights were simulated but instead
3 Tg yr−1 of sulfur was injected uniformly over the area
between latitudes 20◦S and 20◦N at an altitude of 19–21 km.
This scenario was chosen since earlier studies have shown
that stratospheric sulfur injections in the tropics are the most
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Table 2. Clear-sky and all-sky radiative forcing at the surface and
stratospheric sulfur burden of each studied scenario.

Scenario

SW clear-sky
radiative
forcing
(W m−2)

SW all-sky
radiative
forcing
(W m−2)

Stratospheric
sulfur burden
(Tg (S))

SAT −0.07 −0.05 0.04
SAT × 5 −0.19 −0.10 0.19
SAT × 50 −1.43 −0.85 1.63
SAT × 5 2050 −0.58 −0.38 0.44
SAT × 5 SO4 −0.21 −0.12 0.20
EQ3 −2.15 −1.32 2.40
SAT × 50 H2SO4 −1.88 −1.13 1.59

effective in terms of geoengineering (Robock et al 2008).
Comparing the radiative forcings caused by stratospheric
emissions from aircraft and emissions over the tropics allows
us to evaluate the effectiveness of injection from air traffius to evaluate the effectiveness of injection from air traffius to evaluate the effectiveness of injection from air traf c.

Finally, we repeated simulation SAT × 50 assuming that
the sulfur is injected in the form of H2SO4 instead of SO2 to
estimate the effect of how the form of emitted sulfur affects
the forcings. It has to be noted that in our simulation H2SO4
is assumed to be evenly distributed within the model grid
box while, in reality, gaseous H2SO4 would transform to
particle phase very localized in aircraft plumes. Thus, this
assumption of well-mixed H2SO4 in the grid box cannot
be considered completely physical and the simulation is not
directly comparable with Pierce et al (2010).

One limitation in the simulations described above is
that we are restricted to the flight paths and total emissions
of the current aircraft fleet, which are very likely not
fully representative of large-scale flight operations in the
stratosphere. However, more accurate estimates for the type of
scenarios we are studying are currently not available. With this
in mind, our results should be taken as a first-order estimate of
the potential cooling from geoengineering with stratospheric
civil aircraft.

3. Results

Table 2 shows the change in the global mean clear-sky
and all-sky shortwave (SW) radiative forcing at the surface
between the injection scenarios and the CTRL run. In all
cases radiative forcing is smaller in the all-sky than in the
clear-sky case because globally clouds contribute about 2/3
of the planetary albedo.

As table 2 shows, stratospheric flights without enhance-
ment of fuel sulfur content (simulation SAT) would have an
insignificant effect on the radiative forcing (−0.05 W m−2).
Because of this, simply operating current intercontinental
civil flights in the stratosphere would likely cause negligible
climate cooling. From the point of view of geoengineering, the
fuel sulfur content would need to be enhanced considerably.
Even if the current legal limit for aircraft fuel sulfur
concentration (simulation SAT × 5) is used, the all-sky
radiative forcing at the surface is only −0.10 W m−2.
However, by using 50 times the current sulfur concentration
in aircraft fuel (simulation SAT × 50), it could be possible

to considerably increase the radiative forcing of aircraft
emissions. In this case, the global change in all-sky radiative
forcing at the surface is −0.85 W m−2, which is slightly less
than one quarter of the positive forcing from doubling of CO2
(3.7 W m−2). However, we consider such a high enhancement
of fuel sulfur content very unlikely.

The lifetime of stratospheric sulfur is smaller in the
SAT × 50 case than in the SAT × 5 case (0.53 yr and
0.68 yr, respectively), since with larger sulfur injections
the stratospheric particles grow faster which increases
sedimentation (Robock et al 2008). This effect is also evident
from the sub-linearity of the clear-sky forcing as a function
of injected sulfur mass (table 2). The apparent super-linearity
of all-sky forcing is caused by small differences in modelled
meteorology between the simulations which have a relatively
large effect in the low sulfur scenarios.

If 5% of fuel sulfur is emitted as primary SO4 particles
(run SAT × 5 SO4), the predicted aerosol radiative forcing is
almost equal to the case where all sulfur is emitted as SO2 (run
SAT × 5) (table 2). In the beginning of the two-year model
spin-up, simulation SAT × 5 SO4 shows more particles in
the accumulation mode but this difference disappears before
the end of the spin-up. There is no considerable difference in
stratospheric sulfur burden between scenarios SAT × 5 and
SAT × 5 SO4. Given that the timescale of SO2 oxidation in
the stratosphere is 30–40 days (McKeen and Liu 1984, Rasch
2008) and thus emitting 5% of sulfur as primary particles
can be seen as a reasonable upper limit estimate of sub-grid
particle formation, simulation SAT × 5 SO4 indicates that our
results are not highly sensitive to the treatment of sub-grid
processes when sulfur is assumed emitted as SO2.

The predicted radiative forcing increases notably if we
use estimated air traffiuse estimated air traffiuse estimated air traf c volumes for year 2050 instead of year
2000 (scenario SAT×5 2050). In this case, the global radiative
forcing at the surface is −0.38 W m−2, which is almost four
times larger than the forcing in SAT × 5 (table 2). The change
in the total amount of injected stratospheric sulfur by a factor
of 2.25 explains this increase only partly. Figure 2 reveals
that the zonal mean all-sky radiative forcing at the surface is
clearly higher at all latitude bands in SAT × 5 2050 compared
to SAT × 5. However, the difference is largest in the tropics
roughly between latitudes 30 ◦S and 30 ◦N. Table 1 shows
that the amount of sulfur injected between these latitudes is
almost three times larger in simulation SAT × 5 2050 than
in SAT × 5. The low latitudes receive more sunlight than the
mid or high latitudes, and thus the same amount of injected
sulfur has a higher geoengineering effectiveness. In addition,
the lifetime of stratospheric sulfate in scenario SAT × 5 2050
is almost equal to that in scenario SAT×5 (0.65 yr and 0.68 yr,
respectively), even though in the former scenario the amount
of injected sulfur is twice as large as in the latter. This is
because aerosol removal in the low latitudes is much slower
than in the mid and high latitudes and particles in the low
latitudes transport first poleward before being removed from
the stratosphere.

The importance of the spatial distribution of the injections
is also clearly seen if we compare scenarios SAT × 50 and
EQ3, where a total of 3 Tg (S) yr−1 is injected to the
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Figure 2. The 5 yr zonal means of all-sky shortwave radiative
forcing for the geoengineering scenarios. The fluctuation in the
curves in the figure especially between 10◦N and 50◦N is mostly
due to the slightly different meteorology in each simulation.

stratosphere in both cases. The global radiative forcing is 55%
larger when sulfur is injected to the tropics than when it is
injected using the current flight paths predominantly in the
northern midlatitudes (table 2). Figure 2 shows that, while
the zonal forcings in the two scenarios are comparable in
the northern mid to high latitudes, there is a large difference
in favour of the EQ3 scenario in the tropics and southern
midlatitudes. In scenario EQ3, the sulfur is spread more
homogeneously over the globe and the lifetime of sulfate
particles is longer since it takes more time for the sulfate to
be transported to the mid latitudes and poles where particle
deposition is faster (Hamill et al 1997). As a consequence, the
global stratospheric sulfur burden is about 40% larger in EQ3
than in SAT × 50 (table 2). Local SO2 concentrations are also
different between the scenarios, but we expect that this will
not have a significant effect on the results based on previous
studies which compared the same SO2 injection to one or
multiple grid cells along the equator (Niemeier et al 2011).

For comparison, in SAT × 50 H2SO4 we injected sulfur
as H2SO4 instead of SO2. Geoengineering using H2SO4
injections can be anticipated to cause more cooling since it
would result in higher local H2SO4 concentration and favour
nucleation over condensation. This in turn leads overall to
smaller particles and less effective coagulation (Pierce et al
2010, Niemeier et al 2011). The use of H2SO4 injections
increases the all-sky radiative forcing at the surface to
−1.13 W m−2, but as we see from figure 2 the enhanced
forcing takes place only in the northern hemisphere and in
the south the radiative forcing is similar to the case where
sulfur is injected as SO2 (SAT × 50). This is because the
local H2SO4 concentrations are the highest in the busiest flight
routes in the northern hemisphere. In the southern hemisphere,
there is clearly less flight traffiight traffiight traf c and, because of this, the
local concentrations of injected sulfuric acid are so small that
fast nucleation in the plume does not occur. It should be
noted, however, that our model does not take account of the
sub-grid particle formation in the aircraft plume, and thus our
simulation with H2SO4 injections probably underestimates
the radiative forcing to some extent.

Figure 3 depicts the seasonal variation of the zonal
mean radiative forcing for the SAT × 50 scenario. There

Figure 3. The seasonal variation of the zonal mean shortwave
radiative forcing at the surface for the SAT × 50 scenario. Positive
values of radiative forcing are from dust which results from
different meteorology in the CTRL and SAT × 50 scenarios.
Because of this, there is also sometimes large negative forcing
between 0◦ and 20◦ latitudes.

is a strong seasonal cycle in the northern mid and high
latitudes with a peak forcing in summer months. Reflecting
sulfate particles have concentrated to the northern mid
and high latitudes and in summer time more sunlight is
directed to and thus can be reflected from these latitudes.
There is also some seasonal variation in SO2 stratospheric
burden (from 0.44 Tg in July to 0.65 Tg in January)
due to higher summer-time concentrations of OH, which
is the main oxidant of atmospheric SO2. This means that
the oxidation rate of SO2 in the northern hemisphere is
much stronger in summer than in winter. This, together
with possible seasonal changes in deposition and dynamics,
leads to small seasonal variation in the global stratospheric
burden of sulfate particles (1.30 Tg in June–July–August and
1.12 Tg in December–January–February), which makes the
seasonal variation of the radiative forcing even stronger. The
respective roles of the seasonal changes in OH, deposition
and dynamics are diffiand dynamics are diffiand dynamics are dif cult to quantify from our simulations.
However, a further sensitivity simulation (not shown) using
the same injections as in SAT × 50 but fixing the OH
concentration to summer-time values approximately halves
the seasonal variation in sulfate burden compared to SAT ×

50, and thus indicates that several of these factors play an
important role. Overall, the global all-sky radiative forcing
in northern hemisphere summer (June–July–August) is
−1.07 W m−2 while in winter (December–January–February)
it is −0.79 W m−2 in scenario SAT × 50.

Figure 4 shows the geographical distribution of the
all-sky forcing for scenario SAT × 50. Since current air
traffitraffitraf c is highly concentrated in the northern hemisphere,
the forcing is much larger in the northern (−1.1 W m−2)
than in the southern hemisphere (−0.60 W m−2). Since
the Brewer–Dobson circulation preferentially transports air
from the equator to the poles, particles released in the
northern hemisphere do not spread effinorthern hemisphere do not spread effinorthern hemisphere do not spread ef ciently to the southern
hemisphere. If we look in detail at some specific areas, we
see that this geoengineering scenario has a large effect on the
radiative forcing in Europe (−1.45 W m−2), North America
(−1.33 W m−2) and Northern Asia (−1.50 W m−2), but a
much smaller effect in Africa (−0.68 W m−2), South America
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Figure 4. The 5 yr mean of all-sky radiative forcing at the surface
in scenario SAT × 50. The black squares indicate the seven regions
for which radiative forcings are calculated separately (see text).

(−0.65 W m−2), Australia (−0.56 W m−2) and in India and
Southeast Asia (−0.49 W m−2) (region boundaries shown in
figure 4). Note that the positive forcing over and west of the
Sahara is caused by a difference in dust emissions between
the CTRL and SAT × 50 simulations and is due to slightly
different meteorologies.

4. Discussion

It is interesting to compare our figure 4 with (b) in Ricke et al
(2010). They studied changes in regional climates using the
SRES A1B scenario for the main anthropogenic forcers and
defined the ‘optimal’ level of globally used geoengineering
as the level that in the 2070s would bring each studied
region’s climate back to closest to its 1990s state. They
found that Europe, North America and Northern Asia would
benefit from strong solar radiation management, while a much
lower intensity would be more optimal for India, Africa and
South America. They also suggested that non-uniform forcing
could be used to produce a desirable regional temperature
and precipitation effect. Using the method presented here,
the forcings from our SAT × 50 scenario are directed to
areas which would benefit from stronger geoengineering
according to Ricke et al (2010). However, it is not entirely
straightforward to estimate the climate effects from radiative
forcing alone and further climate model studies would be
needed to test the effects of non-uniform forcings.

The uneven geographical distribution of radiative forcing
resulting from our scenarios could also have some other
important climate consequences. The simulations imply
a relatively large forcing in the northern high latitudes,
where it could prevent melting of glaciers and Arctic
sea ice, or release of methane from Siberia (MacCracken
2009, Westbrook et al 2009). Thus this geoengineering
method could potentially reduce these climate feedbacks that
would accelerate global warming. One undesirable effect
which cannot be studied by our model is the depletion
of stratospheric ozone which is predicted to result from
stratospheric sulfur geoengineering (Heckendorn et al 2009).
It is probable that this geoengineering method would cause a

significant depletion in the ozone layer especially in the North
Pole, where ozone depletion is a problem already.

Large enhancements in fuel sulfur content could have
implications on jet engine safety as well as on planes flying
in air with high sulfate aerosol concentration. However, if
these challenges could be overcome, one potential advantage
of using commercial aircraft for geoengineering is that it
could probably be implemented relatively rapidly should
the need arise as a consequence of a threat of an abrupt
climate change in northern high latitudes, where commercial
air traffiair traffiair traf c already flies in the stratosphere. Expanding this
kind of geoengineering also to the low latitudes would cause
several technical and financial challenges since one would
need to reach altitudes close to 20 km. In order to obtain
notable climate cooling, a significant part of global aviation
traffitraffitraf c would have to be reorganized to serve the goal of
geoengineering. Such large-scale operation in the stratosphere
would require replacement of the current aircraft fleet and
major changes in current flight paths to emit a suffiight paths to emit a suffiight paths to emit a suf cient
amount of sulfur to stratospheric altitudes.

5. Conclusions

Our results indicate that merely elevating a large fraction of
civil air trafficivil air trafficivil air traf c into the stratosphere would have a negligible
radiative effect, and that in order to exploit air traffiradiative effect, and that in order to exploit air traffiradiative effect, and that in order to exploit air traf c for
geoengineering, the jet fuel sulfur content would need to be
increased substantially. Even if this were done, the current
as well as predicted future flight paths would lead to a
geographically very uneven forcing that concentrated on
northern mid and high latitudes, which are not optimal for
geoengineering in terms of the amount of received sunlight,
conversion rate of sulfur to sulfate particles or aerosol
lifetime. If a globally more uniform forcing or a forcing
suffisuffisuf cient to counteract, e.g., doubling of CO2 concentration
were desired, some other sulfur injection method would
be needed. Special aircraft dedicated to the geoengineering
purpose could give more control to produce a more favourable
spatial and temporal distribution of sulfur injections and thus
be a much cheaper and more effective geoengineering method
than using stratospheric civil flights.
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Abstract. Both explosive volcanic eruptions, which emit sul-
fur dioxide into the stratosphere, and stratospheric geoengi-
neering via sulfur injections can potentially cool the climate
by increasing the amount of scattering particles in the at-
mosphere. Here we employ a global aerosol-climate model
and an Earth system model to study the radiative and climate
changes occurring after an erupting volcano during solar ra-
diation management (SRM). According to our simulations
the radiative impacts of the eruption and SRM are not addi-
tive and the radiative effects and climate changes occurring
after the eruption depend strongly on whether SRM is con-
tinued or suspended after the eruption. In the former case,
the peak burden of the additional stratospheric sulfate as well
as changes in global mean precipitation are fairly similar re-
gardless of whether the eruption takes place in a SRM or non-
SRM world. However, the maximum increase in the global
mean radiative forcing caused by the eruption is approxi-
mately 21 % lower compared to a case when the eruption
occurs in an unperturbed atmosphere. In addition, the recov-
ery of the stratospheric sulfur burden and radiative forcing
is significantly faster after the eruption, because the eruption
during the SRM leads to a smaller number and larger sulfate
particles compared to the eruption in a non-SRM world. On
the other hand, if SRM is suspended immediately after the
eruption, the peak increase in global forcing caused by the
eruption is about 32 % lower compared to a corresponding
eruption into a clean background atmosphere. In this sim-

ulation, only about one-third of the global ensemble-mean
cooling occurs after the eruption, compared to that occur-
ring after an eruption under unperturbed atmospheric con-
ditions. Furthermore, the global cooling signal is seen only
for the 12 months after the eruption in the former scenario
compared to over 40 months in the latter. In terms of global
precipitation rate, we obtain a 36 % smaller decrease in the
first year after the eruption and again a clearly faster recovery
in the concurrent eruption and SRM scenario, which is sus-
pended after the eruption. We also found that an explosive
eruption could lead to significantly different regional climate
responses depending on whether it takes place during geo-
engineering or into an unperturbed background atmosphere.
Our results imply that observations from previous large erup-
tions, such as Mount Pinatubo in 1991, are not directly ap-
plicable when estimating the potential consequences of a vol-
canic eruption during stratospheric geoengineering.

1 Introduction

Solar radiation management (SRM) by injecting sulfur to
the stratosphere is one of the most discussed geoengineer-
ing methods, because it has been suggested to be affordable
and effective and its impacts have been thought to be pre-
dictable based on volcanic eruptions (Crutzen, 2006; Rasch
et al., 2008; Robock et al., 2009; McClellan et al., 2012).
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Stratospheric sulfur injections could be seen as an analogue
of explosive volcanic eruptions, during which large amounts
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) are released into the stratosphere.
Once released, SO2 oxidizes and forms aqueous sulfuric acid
particles which can grow to large enough sizes (some hun-
dreds of nanometres) to efficiently reflect incoming solar ra-
diation back to space. In the stratosphere, the lifetime of the
sulfate particles is much longer (approximately 1–2 years)
than in the troposphere, and the cooling effect from sulfate
aerosols may last for several years, as has been observed af-
ter large volcanic eruptions, such as Mount Pinatubo in 1991
(Hansen et al., 1992; Robock, 2000; Stenchikov et al., 2009).
Stratospheric SRM would maintain a similar aerosol layer in
the stratosphere continuously and could therefore be used (at
least in theory) as a means to buy time for the greenhouse gas
emission reductions (Keith and MacMartin, 2015).

One concern in implementing stratospheric SRM is that
an explosive eruption could happen while SRM is being de-
ployed. While it is impossible to predict the timing of such
eruptions, large volcanic events are fairly frequent with three
eruptions in the 20th century suggested having volcanic ex-
plosivity index (VEI) value of 6, indicating substantial strato-
spheric injections (Santa María in 1902, Novarupta/Katmai
in 1912, and Pinatubo in 1991) (Robock, 2000). Thus it is
possible that a large volcanic eruption could happen during
SRM deployment, which would most likely be ongoing for
decades. Should this happen, it could lead temporarily to a
very strong global cooling effect when sulfate particles from
both SRM and the volcanic eruption would reflect solar ra-
diation back to space. While the climate effects of volcanic
eruptions into an unperturbed atmosphere have been inves-
tigated in many previous studies (see overview papers by
Robock, 2000, and Timmreck, 2012), they may be differ-
ent if a volcanic eruption took place during SRM. In the
unperturbed atmospheric conditions, the stratosphere is al-
most clean of particles, while during SRM there would al-
ready be a large amount of sulfate in the stratosphere prior
to the eruption. Thus, the temporal development of the vol-
canic aerosol size distribution and related to this the volcanic
radiative forcing under SRM conditions may behave very dif-
ferently.

Here we study the effects of a volcanic eruption during
SRM by using two Max Planck Institute models – i.e. the
general circulation model (GCM) MAECHAM5 (Giorgetta
et al., 2006) coupled to an aerosol microphysical module
HAM-SALSA (Bergman et al., 2012; Kokkola et al., 2008),
and the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-
ESM) (Giorgetta et al., 2013). We investigate the simulated
characteristics of the stratospheric sulfur burden, radiative
forcing, and global and regional climate effects.

2 Methods

2.1 Model descriptions

The simulations were performed in two steps. In the first step,
we used the aerosol-climate model MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA to define global aerosol fields in scenarios with
stratospheric sulfur injections and/or a volcanic eruption. In
the second step, we prescribe the simulated stratospheric
aerosol fields from MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA to MPI-
ESM, similar to Timmreck et al. (2010).

2.1.1 Defining aerosol fields with
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA

For the global aerosol simulation we use MAECHAM5-
HAM-SALSA. The atmospheric model MAECHAM5 is a
middle atmosphere configuration of ECHAM5, in which the
atmosphere is divided into 47 height levels reaching up to
∼ 80 km. MAECHAM5 is integrated with a spectral trun-
cation of 63 (T63), which corresponds approximately to a
1.9◦

× 1.9◦ horizontal grid. The simulations were performed
with a time step of 600 s.

The aerosol module HAM is coupled interactively to
MAECHAM5 and it calculates aerosol emissions and re-
moval, gas and liquid phase chemistry, and radiative prop-
erties for the major global aerosol compounds of sulfate, or-
ganic carbon, black carbon, sea salt and mineral dust.

In the original ECHAM-HAM (Stier et al., 2005), the
aerosol size distribution is described with seven lognormal
particle modes with fixed standard deviations and is designed
to represent the tropospheric aerosol conditions. Therefore,
the width of the coarse mode is optimized for description of
sea salt and dust particles, and it does not perform well in
special cases like volcanic eruptions or SRM, when a fairly
monodisperse coarse mode of sulfate particles can form in
the stratosphere (Kokkola et al., 2009). Simulating strato-
spheric aerosols would then require narrower coarse mode
(see e.g. Niemeier et al., 2009) which on the other hand is
not appropriate for simulating tropospheric aerosols. Here
we chose to use a sectional aerosol model SALSA (Kokkola
et al., 2008), which has been previously implemented with
ECHAM-HAM (Bergman et al., 2012) and is used to cal-
culate the microphysical processes of nucleation, condensa-
tion, coagulation and hydration. SALSA does not restrict the
shape of the size distribution making it possible to simulate
both tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols with the same
aerosol model.

The default SALSA setup divides the aerosol number and
volume size distribution into 10 size sections, which are
grouped into three subregions (Fig. 1, left-hand panel, dis-
tribution a). In addition, it has 10 extra size sections to de-
scribe external mixing of the particles (Fig. 1, left hand panel,
distributions b and c). In order to keep the number of tracer
variables to the minimum, in the third subregion (coarse par-
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Figure 1. Particle size sections and chemical species in aerosol
model SALSA. The left-hand panel illustrates the standard SALSA
set-up. The rows “a”, “b” and “c” denote the externally mixed parti-
cle distributions. Within each distribution and subregion, N denotes
number concentration and SU, OC, BC, SS and DU respectively
sulfate, organic carbon, black carbon, sea salt and dust masses,
which are traced separately. Within distributions “a” and “b” in sub-
region 3, only particle number concentration is tracked, and all par-
ticles are assumed to be sea salt in distribution “a” (N(SS)) and dust
in distribution “b” (N(DU)). In distribution “c” only number con-
centration (N(DU)) and water soluble fraction (WS) are traced. The
numbers at the bottom of each subregion illustrate the size sections
within that subregion. In our study, the third subregion is excluded
and the second subregion is broadened to cover subregion 3 size
sections (right-hand panel).

ticles) only a number concentration in each section is tracked
and thus the particle dry size is prescribed. This means that
the sulfate mass is not explicitly tracked in this region al-
though it is allowed to change the solubility of the dust par-
ticles (distribution c in Fig. 1). In addition, there is no coag-
ulation and condensation growth inside this third subregion,
although smaller particles and gas molecules can be depleted
due to collisions with particles in subregion 3. In standard
tropospheric conditions, this kind of description of the coarse
particles is sufficient and it saves computational time and re-
sources. However, when studying large volcanic eruptions or
stratospheric sulfur geoengineering, microphysical process-
ing of an aerosol by a large amount of stratospheric sulfur can
significantly modify also the size distribution of coarse par-
ticles during their long lifetime (Kokkola et al., 2009). With
the default setup, this processing cannot be reproduced ade-
quately. In addition, information on the sulfur mass in each
size section in the coarse size range is not available in the
default setup. Thus we modified the SALSA model to ex-
clude the third subregion and broadened the second subre-
gion to cover also the coarse-particle range, as is shown in
Fig. 1 (right-hand panel). This allows a better representation
of coarse particles in the stratosphere, but increases simula-
tion time by approximately 30 % due to an increased number
of the particle composition tracers.

In addition to the sulfur emissions from SRM and
from volcanic eruptions (described in Sect. 2.2), the
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA simulations include aerosol
emissions from anthropogenic sources and biomass burning
as given in the AEROCOM database for the year 2000 (Den-
tener et al., 2006). For sea spray emissions, we use a pa-

rameterization combining the wind-speed-dependent source
functions by Monahan et al. (1986) and Smith and Harri-
son (1998) (Schulz et al., 2004). Dust emissions are calcu-
lated online as a function of wind speed and hydrological pa-
rameters according to the Tegen et al. (2002) scheme. We do
not include volcanic ash emissions as it has been shown that
ash sediments within a few days after the eruption from the
stratosphere, and the area affected by the ash cloud is rela-
tively small (Guo et al., 2004a). The effect of fine ash on the
distribution of the volcanic cloud in the atmosphere is also
relatively small (Niemeier et al., 2009).

The MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA simulations were car-
ried out with a free-running setup without nudging. Thus
the dynamical feedback resulting from the additional heat-
ing from increased stratospheric sulfate load was taken into
account. Global aerosol model studies of the Pinatubo erup-
tion (Timmreck et al., 1999; Aquila et al., 2012) showed
that the dynamic response to local aerosol heating has an
important influence on the initial dispersal of the volcanic
cloud. Performing non-interactive and interactive Pinatubo
simulations, these studies revealed that an interactive cou-
pling of the aerosol with the radiation scheme is necessary
to adequately describe the observed transport characteristics
over the first months after the eruption. Only the interac-
tive model simulations where the volcanic aerosol is seen
by the radiation scheme are able to simulate the observed
initial southward cross-equatorial transport of the cloud as
well as the aerosol lifting to higher altitudes. A further im-
provement of the interactive simulation is a reduced north-
ward transport and an enhanced meridional transport towards
the south, which is consistent with satellite observations. On
the other hand, not running the model in the nudged mode
means that the online emissions, of for example sea salt and
mineral dust that are sensitive to wind speed at 10 m height,
can differ significantly between the simulations. This can oc-
casionally have fairly strong local effects on the aerosol ra-
diative forcing. However, the global radiative forcing from
dust is small compared to the forcing from the volcanic erup-
tion and SRM. The radiative forcing resulting from aerosol
loadings was calculated using a double call of radiation (with
and without aerosols).

Because MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA is not coupled to
the ocean model, the simulations presented below have been
done using fixed sea surface temperatures. All runs are pre-
ceded by a 2-year spin-up period followed by a 5-year simu-
lation period for the baseline scenarios (defined in Sect. 2.2)
and a 3-year simulation period for the sensitivity scenarios
(Appendix B). Only one MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA sim-
ulation has been performed for each of the studied scenarios
to obtain the aerosol optical fields for the ESM simulations.
Only for Volc we have carried out a five-member ensemble
to address potential forcing uncertainties (Appendix A).
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Stratospheric sulfur injections could be seen as an analogue
of explosive volcanic eruptions, during which large amounts
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) are released into the stratosphere.
Once released, SO2 oxidizes and forms aqueous sulfuric acid
particles which can grow to large enough sizes (some hun-
dreds of nanometres) to efficiently reflect incoming solar ra-
diation back to space. In the stratosphere, the lifetime of the
sulfate particles is much longer (approximately 1–2 years)
than in the troposphere, and the cooling effect from sulfate
aerosols may last for several years, as has been observed af-
ter large volcanic eruptions, such as Mount Pinatubo in 1991
(Hansen et al., 1992; Robock, 2000; Stenchikov et al., 2009).
Stratospheric SRM would maintain a similar aerosol layer in
the stratosphere continuously and could therefore be used (at
least in theory) as a means to buy time for the greenhouse gas
emission reductions (Keith and MacMartin, 2015).

One concern in implementing stratospheric SRM is that
an explosive eruption could happen while SRM is being de-
ployed. While it is impossible to predict the timing of such
eruptions, large volcanic events are fairly frequent with three
eruptions in the 20th century suggested having volcanic ex-
plosivity index (VEI) value of 6, indicating substantial strato-
spheric injections (Santa María in 1902, Novarupta/Katmai
in 1912, and Pinatubo in 1991) (Robock, 2000). Thus it is
possible that a large volcanic eruption could happen during
SRM deployment, which would most likely be ongoing for
decades. Should this happen, it could lead temporarily to a
very strong global cooling effect when sulfate particles from
both SRM and the volcanic eruption would reflect solar ra-
diation back to space. While the climate effects of volcanic
eruptions into an unperturbed atmosphere have been inves-
tigated in many previous studies (see overview papers by
Robock, 2000, and Timmreck, 2012), they may be differ-
ent if a volcanic eruption took place during SRM. In the
unperturbed atmospheric conditions, the stratosphere is al-
most clean of particles, while during SRM there would al-
ready be a large amount of sulfate in the stratosphere prior
to the eruption. Thus, the temporal development of the vol-
canic aerosol size distribution and related to this the volcanic
radiative forcing under SRM conditions may behave very dif-
ferently.

Here we study the effects of a volcanic eruption during
SRM by using two Max Planck Institute models – i.e. the
general circulation model (GCM) MAECHAM5 (Giorgetta
et al., 2006) coupled to an aerosol microphysical module
HAM-SALSA (Bergman et al., 2012; Kokkola et al., 2008),
and the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-
ESM) (Giorgetta et al., 2013). We investigate the simulated
characteristics of the stratospheric sulfur burden, radiative
forcing, and global and regional climate effects.

2 Methods

2.1 Model descriptions

The simulations were performed in two steps. In the first step,
we used the aerosol-climate model MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA to define global aerosol fields in scenarios with
stratospheric sulfur injections and/or a volcanic eruption. In
the second step, we prescribe the simulated stratospheric
aerosol fields from MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA to MPI-
ESM, similar to Timmreck et al. (2010).

2.1.1 Defining aerosol fields with
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA

For the global aerosol simulation we use MAECHAM5-
HAM-SALSA. The atmospheric model MAECHAM5 is a
middle atmosphere configuration of ECHAM5, in which the
atmosphere is divided into 47 height levels reaching up to
∼ 80 km. MAECHAM5 is integrated with a spectral trun-
cation of 63 (T63), which corresponds approximately to a
1.9◦

× 1.9◦ horizontal grid. The simulations were performed
with a time step of 600 s.

The aerosol module HAM is coupled interactively to
MAECHAM5 and it calculates aerosol emissions and re-
moval, gas and liquid phase chemistry, and radiative prop-
erties for the major global aerosol compounds of sulfate, or-
ganic carbon, black carbon, sea salt and mineral dust.

In the original ECHAM-HAM (Stier et al., 2005), the
aerosol size distribution is described with seven lognormal
particle modes with fixed standard deviations and is designed
to represent the tropospheric aerosol conditions. Therefore,
the width of the coarse mode is optimized for description of
sea salt and dust particles, and it does not perform well in
special cases like volcanic eruptions or SRM, when a fairly
monodisperse coarse mode of sulfate particles can form in
the stratosphere (Kokkola et al., 2009). Simulating strato-
spheric aerosols would then require narrower coarse mode
(see e.g. Niemeier et al., 2009) which on the other hand is
not appropriate for simulating tropospheric aerosols. Here
we chose to use a sectional aerosol model SALSA (Kokkola
et al., 2008), which has been previously implemented with
ECHAM-HAM (Bergman et al., 2012) and is used to cal-
culate the microphysical processes of nucleation, condensa-
tion, coagulation and hydration. SALSA does not restrict the
shape of the size distribution making it possible to simulate
both tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols with the same
aerosol model.

The default SALSA setup divides the aerosol number and
volume size distribution into 10 size sections, which are
grouped into three subregions (Fig. 1, left-hand panel, dis-
tribution a). In addition, it has 10 extra size sections to de-
scribe external mixing of the particles (Fig. 1, left hand panel,
distributions b and c). In order to keep the number of tracer
variables to the minimum, in the third subregion (coarse par-
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Figure 1. Particle size sections and chemical species in aerosol
model SALSA. The left-hand panel illustrates the standard SALSA
set-up. The rows “a”, “b” and “c” denote the externally mixed parti-
cle distributions. Within each distribution and subregion, N denotes
number concentration and SU, OC, BC, SS and DU respectively
sulfate, organic carbon, black carbon, sea salt and dust masses,
which are traced separately. Within distributions “a” and “b” in sub-
region 3, only particle number concentration is tracked, and all par-
ticles are assumed to be sea salt in distribution “a” (N(SS)) and dust
in distribution “b” (N(DU)). In distribution “c” only number con-
centration (N(DU)) and water soluble fraction (WS) are traced. The
numbers at the bottom of each subregion illustrate the size sections
within that subregion. In our study, the third subregion is excluded
and the second subregion is broadened to cover subregion 3 size
sections (right-hand panel).

ticles) only a number concentration in each section is tracked
and thus the particle dry size is prescribed. This means that
the sulfate mass is not explicitly tracked in this region al-
though it is allowed to change the solubility of the dust par-
ticles (distribution c in Fig. 1). In addition, there is no coag-
ulation and condensation growth inside this third subregion,
although smaller particles and gas molecules can be depleted
due to collisions with particles in subregion 3. In standard
tropospheric conditions, this kind of description of the coarse
particles is sufficient and it saves computational time and re-
sources. However, when studying large volcanic eruptions or
stratospheric sulfur geoengineering, microphysical process-
ing of an aerosol by a large amount of stratospheric sulfur can
significantly modify also the size distribution of coarse par-
ticles during their long lifetime (Kokkola et al., 2009). With
the default setup, this processing cannot be reproduced ade-
quately. In addition, information on the sulfur mass in each
size section in the coarse size range is not available in the
default setup. Thus we modified the SALSA model to ex-
clude the third subregion and broadened the second subre-
gion to cover also the coarse-particle range, as is shown in
Fig. 1 (right-hand panel). This allows a better representation
of coarse particles in the stratosphere, but increases simula-
tion time by approximately 30 % due to an increased number
of the particle composition tracers.

In addition to the sulfur emissions from SRM and
from volcanic eruptions (described in Sect. 2.2), the
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA simulations include aerosol
emissions from anthropogenic sources and biomass burning
as given in the AEROCOM database for the year 2000 (Den-
tener et al., 2006). For sea spray emissions, we use a pa-

rameterization combining the wind-speed-dependent source
functions by Monahan et al. (1986) and Smith and Harri-
son (1998) (Schulz et al., 2004). Dust emissions are calcu-
lated online as a function of wind speed and hydrological pa-
rameters according to the Tegen et al. (2002) scheme. We do
not include volcanic ash emissions as it has been shown that
ash sediments within a few days after the eruption from the
stratosphere, and the area affected by the ash cloud is rela-
tively small (Guo et al., 2004a). The effect of fine ash on the
distribution of the volcanic cloud in the atmosphere is also
relatively small (Niemeier et al., 2009).

The MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA simulations were car-
ried out with a free-running setup without nudging. Thus
the dynamical feedback resulting from the additional heat-
ing from increased stratospheric sulfate load was taken into
account. Global aerosol model studies of the Pinatubo erup-
tion (Timmreck et al., 1999; Aquila et al., 2012) showed
that the dynamic response to local aerosol heating has an
important influence on the initial dispersal of the volcanic
cloud. Performing non-interactive and interactive Pinatubo
simulations, these studies revealed that an interactive cou-
pling of the aerosol with the radiation scheme is necessary
to adequately describe the observed transport characteristics
over the first months after the eruption. Only the interac-
tive model simulations where the volcanic aerosol is seen
by the radiation scheme are able to simulate the observed
initial southward cross-equatorial transport of the cloud as
well as the aerosol lifting to higher altitudes. A further im-
provement of the interactive simulation is a reduced north-
ward transport and an enhanced meridional transport towards
the south, which is consistent with satellite observations. On
the other hand, not running the model in the nudged mode
means that the online emissions, of for example sea salt and
mineral dust that are sensitive to wind speed at 10 m height,
can differ significantly between the simulations. This can oc-
casionally have fairly strong local effects on the aerosol ra-
diative forcing. However, the global radiative forcing from
dust is small compared to the forcing from the volcanic erup-
tion and SRM. The radiative forcing resulting from aerosol
loadings was calculated using a double call of radiation (with
and without aerosols).

Because MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA is not coupled to
the ocean model, the simulations presented below have been
done using fixed sea surface temperatures. All runs are pre-
ceded by a 2-year spin-up period followed by a 5-year simu-
lation period for the baseline scenarios (defined in Sect. 2.2)
and a 3-year simulation period for the sensitivity scenarios
(Appendix B). Only one MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA sim-
ulation has been performed for each of the studied scenarios
to obtain the aerosol optical fields for the ESM simulations.
Only for Volc we have carried out a five-member ensemble
to address potential forcing uncertainties (Appendix A).
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2.1.2 Determining climate effects with MPI-ESM

In the second step, simulations to quantify the global and re-
gional climate effects of concurrent SRM and volcanic erup-
tion are performed with the Earth system model MPI-ESM
(Giorgetta et al., 2013). The model is a state-of-the-art cou-
pled 3-dimensional atmosphere–ocean–land surface model.
It includes the atmospheric component ECHAM6 (Stevens
et al., 2013), which is the latest version of the atmospheric
model ECHAM and whose earlier version is used in the first
step of this study. The atmospheric model was coupled to
the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) (Jungclaus
et al., 2013). MPI-ESM also includes the land model JS-
BACH (Reick et al., 2013) and the ocean biochemistry model
HAMOCC (Ilyina et al., 2013). ECHAM6 was run with the
same resolution as in the first part of this study. We did not
include dynamical vegetation and carbon cycle in the simu-
lations.
In MPI-ESM, aerosol fields are prescribed. We used the

same tropospheric aerosols fields based on the Kinne et
al. (2013) climatology in all scenarios. In the stratosphere,
we use precalculated aerosol fields from the different sim-
ulations with MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. The aerosol ra-
diative properties were calculated based on monthly mean
values of the aerosol effective radius and the aerosol opti-
cal depth (AOD) at 550 nm. MPI-ESM uses a precalculated
look-up table to scale AOD at 550 nm to the other radiation
wavelengths based on the effective radius. Here MPI-ESM
assumes the size distribution to consist of a single mode,
which in most cases differs from the sectional size distribu-
tion in MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. This can lead to some-
what different radiative forcings between MAECHAM5-
HAM-SALSA and MPI-ESM. In our study this has been
seen as overestimation of both shortwave and longwave forc-
ing. Overestimation is slightly larger in LW-radiation and
thus warming effect of MPI-ESM is overestimated in MPI-
ESM compared to the simulations by ECHAM-HAM. Since
there is very little zonal variation in the monthly mean strato-
spheric aerosol fields, the zonal mean aerosol fields from
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA are used in MPI-ESM.
The atmospheric gas concentrations were fixed to year

2010 level, in accordance with the tropospheric aerosol fields
and land use maps. Year 2010 concentrations were also used
for methane, chlorofluorocarbon and nitrous oxide.

Experiments with a full Earth system model require a long
spin-up period as the ocean component needs centuries to
stabilize. We resolved this by restarting our 105-year-long
spin-ups from previously run Coupled Model Intercompar-
ison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations ending in year
2005. Since the aerosol and atmospheric gas concentrations
in our simulations differed slightly from the CMIP5 runs,
the 105 years of spin-up was not enough for the model
to reach a full steady state; there was a small warming
(0.3 K (100 yr)−1) also after spin-up period in both CTRL
and SRM simulations (see simulation details in Sect. 2.2).

This temperature change is nevertheless so small that it does
not affect our conclusions.

Since the initial state of the climate system can have a
significant effect on the climate impacts resulting from forc-
ing, we ran 10-member ensembles of 5-year duration for all
baseline scenarios with a volcanic eruption. To do this, we
first ran the model for 50 years after the spin-up and saved
the climate state after every 5 years. We then continued the
simulations from each of these saved climate states for fur-
ther 5 years with a volcanic eruption taking place in these
specific climate conditions. The obtained results were com-
pared to the corresponding 5-year period in the simulations
without a volcanic eruption (which were run continuously for
50 years).

2.2 Model experiments

We simulated altogether five baseline scenarios in order to
investigate the radiative and climate impacts of concurrent
SRM and a volcanic eruption. To better separate the effects of
SRM and the eruption, these scenarios included also simula-
tions with only SRM or only a volcanic eruption taking place.
The studied scenarios are listed in Table 1, and detailed be-
low. Three additional sensitivity simulations investigating the
sensitivity of the results to the geographical location and the
seasonal timing of the eruption are presented in Appendix B.

All the simulations with SRM assumed continuous in-
jections of 8 Tg (S) yr−1 of SO2 between 30◦ N and 30◦ S
and 20–25 km in the vertical. The injection strength of
8 Tg (S) yr−1 was chosen based on previously published
SRM studies and for example Niemeier et al. (2011) has
shown such injection rates to lead to all-sky global short-
wave radiative forcing of −3.2 to −4.2 W m−2 in ECHAM5-
HAM. This forcing is roughly comparable (but opposite in
sign) to forcing from doubling of CO2 from preindustrial
level. Such a strong SRM forcing could be considered real-
istic in view of the business-as-usual scenario of the Repre-
sentative Concentration Pathways (RCP8.5), which estimates
that without efforts to constrain the greenhouse gas emissions
the total radiative forcing from anthropogenic activities at the
end of the 21st century is roughly 8.5 W m−2 (IPCC, 2013).
All the simulations with a volcanic eruption assumed an ex-
plosive eruption releasing 8.5 Tg of sulfur to the stratosphere
(Niemeier et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2004b; Read et al., 1993).
This corresponds to the magnitude of the Mount Pinatubo
eruption in June 1991. In all of the volcanic eruption sce-
narios, sulfur was injected to the height of 24 km. The erup-
tion was always initiated on the first day of the month at
06:00 UTC and it lasted for 3 h.

The baseline scenarios summarized in Table 1 and de-
tailed below were simulated first with MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA, and then with MPI-ESM using the stratospheric
aerosol fields from MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA simula-
tions. On the other hand, the sensitivity simulations in Ap-
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Table 1. Studied sulfur injection and volcanic eruption scenarios.

Scenario Description

CTRL Control simulation with no SRM or explosive eruptions
SRM Injections of 8 Tg (S) yr−1 of SO2 between latitudes 30◦ N and 30◦ S between

20 and 25 km altitude
Volc Volcanic eruption at the site of Mount Pinatubo (15.14◦ N, 120.35◦ E) on 1 July.

8.5 Tg of sulfur (as SO2) injected at 24 km
SRM Volc Volcanic eruption during SRM. SRM suspended immediately after the eruption
SRM Cont Volcanic eruption during SRM. SRM still continued after the eruption

pendix B were run only with MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA
because of the computational expense of the MPI-ESM code.

The control (CTRL) simulation included only standard
natural and anthropogenic aerosols with no SRM or explo-
sive eruptions, while the simulation SRM included SRM on
top of the background aerosol, but no volcanic eruption. All
the baseline scenarios which simulated a volcanic eruption
assumed a tropical eruption at the site of Mount Pinatubo
(15.14◦ N, 120.35◦ E), where a real explosive eruption took
place in summer 1991. We simulated a July eruption at this
site both in background conditions (simulation Volc) and dur-
ing SRM (simulation SRM Volc and SRM Cont). Due to
safety and economic considerations, it might be that SRM is
suspended at some point after the eruption. When this would
happen depends on several factors (decision-making process,
magnitude/timing of volcano). Here we study cases where
SRM was suspended immediately after the eruption (SRM
Volc) and we also simulated a scenario where SRM was con-
tinued despite the eruption (SRM Cont). The purpose of the
latter simulation was also to study how additive the radia-
tive effects of volcanic eruption and solar radiation manage-
ment are. It should be noted that if the SRM injections are
suspended after a volcanic eruption, the injections should be
restarted after some time from the eruption to prevent abrupt
warming. However, we do not simulate the restart of SRM
injections in this study.

3 Results

3.1 Microphysical simulations of volcanic eruption and
SRM compared to the measurements and previous
studies

A comparison of the Volc simulation against observations
of the Pinatubo 1991 eruption shows that the model repro-
duces well the temporal behaviour of particle effective ra-
dius after a tropical eruption (Fig. A1b in Appendix A).
The model overestimates sulfate burden compared to those
retrieved from the HIRS satellite observations (Baran and
Foot, 1994) during the first 12 months after the eruption
(Fig. A1 in Appendix A). There are several previous global
model studies that where evolution of stratospheric aerosols

following Pinatubo eruption has been investigated. Many of
these shows similar sulfate burden than in the our study and
overestimation of sulfate burden compared to the HIRS data
(Niemeier et al., 2009; English et al., 2012; Dhomse et al.,
2014; Sheng et al., 2015). This comparison between the lim-
ited set of the observational data and with other modelling
studies gives us confidence that the new MAECHAM5-
HAM-SALSA set-up simulates aerosol loads and proper-
ties consistent to observations under high stratospheric sulfur
conditions.
We first looked at the aerosol burdens and the radia-

tive impacts of a tropical volcanic eruption and SRM sepa-
rately based on the MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA runs (sim-
ulations Volc and SRM, respectively). The maximum strato-
spheric sulfate burden after the volcanic eruption (Volc) is
8.31 Tg (S). 75 % of the erupted SO2 is oxidized during
2 months after the eruption and the global maximum of sul-
fate burden is reached 5 months after the eruption (Fig. 2a,
black solid line). After this, the burden starts to decline
rapidly, but remains above the level that was simulated prior
to the eruption for approximately 4 years. On the other hand,
continuous geoengineering with 8 Tg (S) yr−1 (SRM) leads
to the global stratospheric sulfate burden of 7.8 Tg (S) with
only little variation in time (Fig. 2a, dashed black line). The
total sulfur amount (SO2 and sulfate) in the stratosphere is
8.8 Tg (S) which indicates the average sulfur lifetime (sulfur
burden divided by the amount of the injected sulfur) in the
stratosphere to be 1.1 years. As previous studies have shown,
the lifetime of sulfur is strongly dependent on the injection
area and height, and the amount of injected sulfur. Some of
the studies have shown a lifetime of clearly less than a year
for the comparable magnitude of injected sulfur, when sulfur
is injected at a lower height than in our study (Heckendorn et
al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2010; Niemeier et al., 2011; English
et al., 2012), slightly under a year when sulfur is injected
at the same height as here (Heckendorn et al., 2009; Pierce
et al., 2010), and over a year when sulfur is injected higher
(Niemeier et al., 2011). Thus, overall our results are in good
agreement with the previous studies.

The maximum clear-sky shortwave (SW) surface forcing
in the Volc simulation reaches −6.36 W m−2 (Fig. 2b), which
is close to the average global mean forcing of −6.00 W m−2
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2.1.2 Determining climate effects with MPI-ESM

In the second step, simulations to quantify the global and re-
gional climate effects of concurrent SRM and volcanic erup-
tion are performed with the Earth system model MPI-ESM
(Giorgetta et al., 2013). The model is a state-of-the-art cou-
pled 3-dimensional atmosphere–ocean–land surface model.
It includes the atmospheric component ECHAM6 (Stevens
et al., 2013), which is the latest version of the atmospheric
model ECHAM and whose earlier version is used in the first
step of this study. The atmospheric model was coupled to
the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) (Jungclaus
et al., 2013). MPI-ESM also includes the land model JS-
BACH (Reick et al., 2013) and the ocean biochemistry model
HAMOCC (Ilyina et al., 2013). ECHAM6 was run with the
same resolution as in the first part of this study. We did not
include dynamical vegetation and carbon cycle in the simu-
lations.
In MPI-ESM, aerosol fields are prescribed. We used the

same tropospheric aerosols fields based on the Kinne et
al. (2013) climatology in all scenarios. In the stratosphere,
we use precalculated aerosol fields from the different sim-
ulations with MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. The aerosol ra-
diative properties were calculated based on monthly mean
values of the aerosol effective radius and the aerosol opti-
cal depth (AOD) at 550 nm. MPI-ESM uses a precalculated
look-up table to scale AOD at 550 nm to the other radiation
wavelengths based on the effective radius. Here MPI-ESM
assumes the size distribution to consist of a single mode,
which in most cases differs from the sectional size distribu-
tion in MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. This can lead to some-
what different radiative forcings between MAECHAM5-
HAM-SALSA and MPI-ESM. In our study this has been
seen as overestimation of both shortwave and longwave forc-
ing. Overestimation is slightly larger in LW-radiation and
thus warming effect of MPI-ESM is overestimated in MPI-
ESM compared to the simulations by ECHAM-HAM. Since
there is very little zonal variation in the monthly mean strato-
spheric aerosol fields, the zonal mean aerosol fields from
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA are used in MPI-ESM.
The atmospheric gas concentrations were fixed to year

2010 level, in accordance with the tropospheric aerosol fields
and land use maps. Year 2010 concentrations were also used
for methane, chlorofluorocarbon and nitrous oxide.

Experiments with a full Earth system model require a long
spin-up period as the ocean component needs centuries to
stabilize. We resolved this by restarting our 105-year-long
spin-ups from previously run Coupled Model Intercompar-
ison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations ending in year
2005. Since the aerosol and atmospheric gas concentrations
in our simulations differed slightly from the CMIP5 runs,
the 105 years of spin-up was not enough for the model
to reach a full steady state; there was a small warming
(0.3 K (100 yr)−1) also after spin-up period in both CTRL
and SRM simulations (see simulation details in Sect. 2.2).

This temperature change is nevertheless so small that it does
not affect our conclusions.

Since the initial state of the climate system can have a
significant effect on the climate impacts resulting from forc-
ing, we ran 10-member ensembles of 5-year duration for all
baseline scenarios with a volcanic eruption. To do this, we
first ran the model for 50 years after the spin-up and saved
the climate state after every 5 years. We then continued the
simulations from each of these saved climate states for fur-
ther 5 years with a volcanic eruption taking place in these
specific climate conditions. The obtained results were com-
pared to the corresponding 5-year period in the simulations
without a volcanic eruption (which were run continuously for
50 years).

2.2 Model experiments

We simulated altogether five baseline scenarios in order to
investigate the radiative and climate impacts of concurrent
SRM and a volcanic eruption. To better separate the effects of
SRM and the eruption, these scenarios included also simula-
tions with only SRM or only a volcanic eruption taking place.
The studied scenarios are listed in Table 1, and detailed be-
low. Three additional sensitivity simulations investigating the
sensitivity of the results to the geographical location and the
seasonal timing of the eruption are presented in Appendix B.

All the simulations with SRM assumed continuous in-
jections of 8 Tg (S) yr−1 of SO2 between 30◦ N and 30◦ S
and 20–25 km in the vertical. The injection strength of
8 Tg (S) yr−1 was chosen based on previously published
SRM studies and for example Niemeier et al. (2011) has
shown such injection rates to lead to all-sky global short-
wave radiative forcing of −3.2 to −4.2 W m−2 in ECHAM5-
HAM. This forcing is roughly comparable (but opposite in
sign) to forcing from doubling of CO2 from preindustrial
level. Such a strong SRM forcing could be considered real-
istic in view of the business-as-usual scenario of the Repre-
sentative Concentration Pathways (RCP8.5), which estimates
that without efforts to constrain the greenhouse gas emissions
the total radiative forcing from anthropogenic activities at the
end of the 21st century is roughly 8.5 W m−2 (IPCC, 2013).
All the simulations with a volcanic eruption assumed an ex-
plosive eruption releasing 8.5 Tg of sulfur to the stratosphere
(Niemeier et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2004b; Read et al., 1993).
This corresponds to the magnitude of the Mount Pinatubo
eruption in June 1991. In all of the volcanic eruption sce-
narios, sulfur was injected to the height of 24 km. The erup-
tion was always initiated on the first day of the month at
06:00 UTC and it lasted for 3 h.

The baseline scenarios summarized in Table 1 and de-
tailed below were simulated first with MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA, and then with MPI-ESM using the stratospheric
aerosol fields from MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA simula-
tions. On the other hand, the sensitivity simulations in Ap-
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Table 1. Studied sulfur injection and volcanic eruption scenarios.

Scenario Description

CTRL Control simulation with no SRM or explosive eruptions
SRM Injections of 8 Tg (S) yr−1 of SO2 between latitudes 30◦ N and 30◦ S between

20 and 25 km altitude
Volc Volcanic eruption at the site of Mount Pinatubo (15.14◦ N, 120.35◦ E) on 1 July.

8.5 Tg of sulfur (as SO2) injected at 24 km
SRM Volc Volcanic eruption during SRM. SRM suspended immediately after the eruption
SRM Cont Volcanic eruption during SRM. SRM still continued after the eruption

pendix B were run only with MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA
because of the computational expense of the MPI-ESM code.

The control (CTRL) simulation included only standard
natural and anthropogenic aerosols with no SRM or explo-
sive eruptions, while the simulation SRM included SRM on
top of the background aerosol, but no volcanic eruption. All
the baseline scenarios which simulated a volcanic eruption
assumed a tropical eruption at the site of Mount Pinatubo
(15.14◦ N, 120.35◦ E), where a real explosive eruption took
place in summer 1991. We simulated a July eruption at this
site both in background conditions (simulation Volc) and dur-
ing SRM (simulation SRM Volc and SRM Cont). Due to
safety and economic considerations, it might be that SRM is
suspended at some point after the eruption. When this would
happen depends on several factors (decision-making process,
magnitude/timing of volcano). Here we study cases where
SRM was suspended immediately after the eruption (SRM
Volc) and we also simulated a scenario where SRM was con-
tinued despite the eruption (SRM Cont). The purpose of the
latter simulation was also to study how additive the radia-
tive effects of volcanic eruption and solar radiation manage-
ment are. It should be noted that if the SRM injections are
suspended after a volcanic eruption, the injections should be
restarted after some time from the eruption to prevent abrupt
warming. However, we do not simulate the restart of SRM
injections in this study.

3 Results

3.1 Microphysical simulations of volcanic eruption and
SRM compared to the measurements and previous
studies

A comparison of the Volc simulation against observations
of the Pinatubo 1991 eruption shows that the model repro-
duces well the temporal behaviour of particle effective ra-
dius after a tropical eruption (Fig. A1b in Appendix A).
The model overestimates sulfate burden compared to those
retrieved from the HIRS satellite observations (Baran and
Foot, 1994) during the first 12 months after the eruption
(Fig. A1 in Appendix A). There are several previous global
model studies that where evolution of stratospheric aerosols

following Pinatubo eruption has been investigated. Many of
these shows similar sulfate burden than in the our study and
overestimation of sulfate burden compared to the HIRS data
(Niemeier et al., 2009; English et al., 2012; Dhomse et al.,
2014; Sheng et al., 2015). This comparison between the lim-
ited set of the observational data and with other modelling
studies gives us confidence that the new MAECHAM5-
HAM-SALSA set-up simulates aerosol loads and proper-
ties consistent to observations under high stratospheric sulfur
conditions.
We first looked at the aerosol burdens and the radia-

tive impacts of a tropical volcanic eruption and SRM sepa-
rately based on the MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA runs (sim-
ulations Volc and SRM, respectively). The maximum strato-
spheric sulfate burden after the volcanic eruption (Volc) is
8.31 Tg (S). 75 % of the erupted SO2 is oxidized during
2 months after the eruption and the global maximum of sul-
fate burden is reached 5 months after the eruption (Fig. 2a,
black solid line). After this, the burden starts to decline
rapidly, but remains above the level that was simulated prior
to the eruption for approximately 4 years. On the other hand,
continuous geoengineering with 8 Tg (S) yr−1 (SRM) leads
to the global stratospheric sulfate burden of 7.8 Tg (S) with
only little variation in time (Fig. 2a, dashed black line). The
total sulfur amount (SO2 and sulfate) in the stratosphere is
8.8 Tg (S) which indicates the average sulfur lifetime (sulfur
burden divided by the amount of the injected sulfur) in the
stratosphere to be 1.1 years. As previous studies have shown,
the lifetime of sulfur is strongly dependent on the injection
area and height, and the amount of injected sulfur. Some of
the studies have shown a lifetime of clearly less than a year
for the comparable magnitude of injected sulfur, when sulfur
is injected at a lower height than in our study (Heckendorn et
al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2010; Niemeier et al., 2011; English
et al., 2012), slightly under a year when sulfur is injected
at the same height as here (Heckendorn et al., 2009; Pierce
et al., 2010), and over a year when sulfur is injected higher
(Niemeier et al., 2011). Thus, overall our results are in good
agreement with the previous studies.

The maximum clear-sky shortwave (SW) surface forcing
in the Volc simulation reaches −6.36 W m−2 (Fig. 2b), which
is close to the average global mean forcing of −6.00 W m−2
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Figure 2. (a) Stratospheric sulfate burden and (b) global mean clear-sky shortwave radiative forcing at the surface in the different scenarios.
In addition, the dashed purple line represents the sum of SRM and Volc runs, and is shown for comparison.

in the SRM simulation, as could be expected based on the
similar maximum and steady-state sulfate burdens, respec-
tively (Fig. 2a). In the presence of clouds, the change in
SW all-sky flux in SRM is smaller (−3.38 W m−2) than in
clear-sky conditions. Radiative forcing from the SRM is in
agreement with previous studies where the forcing effect
has been studied with climate models including an explicit
aerosol microphysics description. For example, Niemeier et
al. (2011) showed all-sky SW radiative forcings from −3.2
to −4.2 W m−2 for 8 Tg (S) yr−1 injection, and Laakso et
al. (2012) a forcing of −1.32 W m−2 for 3 Tg (S) injec-
tion. On the other hand, Heckendorn et al. (2009) simu-
lated a clearly smaller radiative forcing of −1.68 W m−2 for
10 Tg (S) injection.

The shortwave radiative effect (−6.00 W m−2) from the
sulfate particles originating from SRM is concentrated rela-
tively uniformly between 60◦ N and 60◦ S (not shown). SRM
leads also to a 0.73 W m−2 all-sky longwave radiative forc-
ing which is concentrated more strongly in the Tropics than
in the midlatitudes and polar regions. In the case of the vol-
canic eruption (Volc), forcing is distributed between 30◦ N
and the Equator for the first 4 months after the eruption. Af-
ter that, forcing is concentrated more to the midlatitudes than
the low latitudes in both hemispheres. It should be noted,
however, that the initial state of the atmosphere and local
winds over the eruption area at the time of the eruption can
have a large impact on the distribution of sulfur released
from a short-duration eruption. This can be seen for example
in Fig. A2, which illustrates the hemispheric sulfur burdens
from five different ensemble members of the Volc simulation
(see Appendix A for details). As an example, in one of the
ensemble simulations, burden is concentrated much more in
the Northern Hemisphere (NH) (peak value 6.7 Tg (S)) than
in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (2.2 Tg (S)). This leads to
northern and southern hemispheric peak values of clear-sky
forcings of −8.18 and −3.72 W m−2, respectively. However,
in another ensemble member sulfate is distributed more uni-
formly between the hemispheres (4.8 and 3.7 Tg (S) in the
NH and SH, respectively) resulting in clear-sky peak forcing

of −6.04 W m−2 in the north and −6.35 W m−2 in the south.
(In the analysis above (e.g. Fig. 2), we have used simulation
Volc4 from Appendix A, since it resembles most closely the
5-member ensemble mean in terms how sulfate is distributed
between the hemispheres.)

3.2 Burden and radiative effects of concurrent volcanic
eruption and SRM – results of aerosol
microphysical simulations

Next we investigated whether the radiative impacts from a
volcanic eruption taking place during SRM differs from the
sum of volcanic-eruption-only and SRM-only scenarios dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.1. In order to do this, we compared the
SRM-only (SRM) and volcanic-eruption-only (Volc) simu-
lations with two scenarios of concurrent eruption and SRM:
SRM Volc where SRM is suspended immediately after the
eruption, and SRM Cont where SRM is continued after the
eruption. The magnitude, timing and location of the eruption
were assumed the same as in Volc simulation.

Figure 2 shows the stratospheric sulfur burden and
the global clear-sky radiative forcing from the four
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA runs. It is evident that both the
stratospheric sulfate burden and the global shortwave radia-
tive forcing reach a maximum value and recover back to pre-
eruption level clearly faster if the volcanic eruption happens
during SRM than in stratospheric background conditions, as
can be seen by comparing the scenario of volcanic erup-
tion concurrent with SRM (solid blue and red lines) to the
sum of eruption-only and SRM-only scenarios (dashed pur-
ple line). This is the case especially when SRM is suspended
immediately after the eruption (simulation SRM Volc). In
this case, in our simulation set-up, it takes only 10 months
for the stratospheric sulfate burden and the global radiative
effect to recover to the state before the volcanic eruption. On
the other hand, if the eruption happens in stratospheric back-
ground conditions (Volc), it takes approximately 40 months
before the sulfate burden and the radiative effect return to
their pre-eruption values. In addition, the global SW radia-
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tive forcing reaches a maximum value two months earlier
in SRM Volc than in Volc (Fig. 2b). In comparison to the
level before the eruption, the peak increase in radiative forc-
ing is 32 % smaller in SRM Volc (−4.30 W m−2) than in Volc
(−6.36 W m−2).
The first, somewhat trivial reason for lower and shorter-

lasting radiative forcing in SRM Volc is that because SRM is
suspended immediately after the eruption, the stratospheric
sulfur load will recover from both the volcanic eruption and
SRM. If the stratospheric background sulfur level is not up-
held by continuous sulfur injections as before the eruption,
the sulfur burden will return back to the pre-eruption con-
ditions within less than a year after the eruption. However,
the different responses to a volcanic eruption during back-
ground (Volc) and SRM (SRM Volc) conditions cannot be
explained only by suspended SRM injections. This can be
seen in Fig. 2a in scenario SRM Cont (solid red line) where
geoengineering is continued after the volcanic eruption: also
in this case the lifetime of sulfate particles is shorter than in
Volc. There is a similar increase in the sulfate burden in the
first 10 months after the eruption in the Volc and SRM Cont
scenarios as is seen by comparing the red and purple lines in
Fig. 2; here the purple dashed line shows the calculated sum
of the effects from separate simulations of Volc and SRM.
This scales the Volc simulation to the same start level as SRM
Cont. After the first 10 months the sulfate burden starts to
decrease faster in the SRM Cont scenario and is back to the
level prior to the eruption after 20 months from the eruption,
compared with ∼ 40 months in the Volc run. The difference
between the two scenarios can be seen even more clearly in
the shortwave radiative forcing (Fig. 2b). When the volcano
erupts during SRM, the contribution of the eruption to the
forcing is lower immediately after the eruption than after the
eruption in Volc and the peak increase in global mean radia-
tive forcing compared the pre-eruption level is 21 % lower in
SRM Cont (−5.04 W m−2) than in Volc (−6.36 W m−2).
The reason for these findings is that the initial stratospheric

aerosol load is significantly different when the volcanic erup-
tion occurs during stratospheric sulfur geoengineering than
under background conditions. If a volcano erupts concur-
rently with SRM, sulfur from the eruption does not only form
new particles but also condenses onto pre-existing particles.
Furthermore, the new small particles that are formed after the
eruption coagulate effectively with the existing larger parti-
cles from the SRM injections. This means that a situation
develops where there are fewer but larger particles compared
to a case without SRM. The increased particle size can also
be seen in Fig. 3 which shows the effective radius in the SRM
injection area. These larger particles in SRM Volc and SRM
Cont have higher gravitation settling velocities and sediment
faster. Thus, about 30 months after the eruption the effective
radius in SRM Volc becomes even smaller than in simula-
tion Volc, when larger particles have sedimented out of the
atmosphere in SRM Volc. Figure 2 indicates the impact on
the radiative forcing. SW scattering gets less effective with
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Figure 3. Mean effective radius in the different scenarios between
20◦ N and 20◦ S latitudes and between 20 and 25 km altitude levels.

increasing particle size (Pierce et al., 2010) and, although the
stratospheric sulfur burden is the same in the first months af-
ter the eruption in SRM Cont and in the sum of Volc and
SRM, there is a clear difference in the radiative forcing. This
indicates that the number-to-mass ratio of particles is smaller
in SRM Cont than in the calculated sum from Volc and SRM.

Additional sensitivity simulations with MAECHAM5-
SALSA discussed in more detail in Appendix B show that
the season when the tropical eruption occurs defines how
sulfate from the eruption is distributed between the hemi-
spheres. An eruption in January leads to a larger sulfur bur-
den in the Northern Hemisphere than an eruption in July
(Toohey et al., 2011; Aquila et al., 2012). This conclusion
holds also if the eruption occurs during geoengineering, at
least in cases where SRM is implemented evenly to both
hemispheres. In the case of an eruption outside the Tropics,
the season of the eruption can have a large impact on the
magnitudes of both the sulfate burden and the global radia-
tive forcing. Therefore it very likely has an impact also on
the regional climates, which further defines when and where
suspended stratospheric sulfur injections should be restarted.
However, due to the computational expense of the fully cou-
pled MPI-ESM, we limit our analysis of the climate impacts
below only to the baseline scenarios. It should be noted that
the impact after concurrent volcanic eruption and SRM may
depend also on the altitude at which sulfur is released. In-
creasing the injection height increases the lifetime of sulfate
(Niemeier and Timmreck, 2015). If sulfur from the eruption
is released at the same altitude where SRM sulfur resides, it
might lead to locally larger sulfur concentration and there-
fore to larger particles compared to a case when sulfur from
the eruption is released below the SRM sulfate layer. De-
pendent on the geographical location this volcanic sulfur can
still reach the SRM layer, e.g in the case of tropical eruption
with the ascending branch of the Brewer–Dobson circulation.
However, this happens on much longer timescales.
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Figure 2. (a) Stratospheric sulfate burden and (b) global mean clear-sky shortwave radiative forcing at the surface in the different scenarios.
In addition, the dashed purple line represents the sum of SRM and Volc runs, and is shown for comparison.

in the SRM simulation, as could be expected based on the
similar maximum and steady-state sulfate burdens, respec-
tively (Fig. 2a). In the presence of clouds, the change in
SW all-sky flux in SRM is smaller (−3.38 W m−2) than in
clear-sky conditions. Radiative forcing from the SRM is in
agreement with previous studies where the forcing effect
has been studied with climate models including an explicit
aerosol microphysics description. For example, Niemeier et
al. (2011) showed all-sky SW radiative forcings from −3.2
to −4.2 W m−2 for 8 Tg (S) yr−1 injection, and Laakso et
al. (2012) a forcing of −1.32 W m−2 for 3 Tg (S) injec-
tion. On the other hand, Heckendorn et al. (2009) simu-
lated a clearly smaller radiative forcing of −1.68 W m−2 for
10 Tg (S) injection.

The shortwave radiative effect (−6.00 W m−2) from the
sulfate particles originating from SRM is concentrated rela-
tively uniformly between 60◦ N and 60◦ S (not shown). SRM
leads also to a 0.73 W m−2 all-sky longwave radiative forc-
ing which is concentrated more strongly in the Tropics than
in the midlatitudes and polar regions. In the case of the vol-
canic eruption (Volc), forcing is distributed between 30◦ N
and the Equator for the first 4 months after the eruption. Af-
ter that, forcing is concentrated more to the midlatitudes than
the low latitudes in both hemispheres. It should be noted,
however, that the initial state of the atmosphere and local
winds over the eruption area at the time of the eruption can
have a large impact on the distribution of sulfur released
from a short-duration eruption. This can be seen for example
in Fig. A2, which illustrates the hemispheric sulfur burdens
from five different ensemble members of the Volc simulation
(see Appendix A for details). As an example, in one of the
ensemble simulations, burden is concentrated much more in
the Northern Hemisphere (NH) (peak value 6.7 Tg (S)) than
in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (2.2 Tg (S)). This leads to
northern and southern hemispheric peak values of clear-sky
forcings of −8.18 and −3.72 W m−2, respectively. However,
in another ensemble member sulfate is distributed more uni-
formly between the hemispheres (4.8 and 3.7 Tg (S) in the
NH and SH, respectively) resulting in clear-sky peak forcing

of −6.04 W m−2 in the north and −6.35 W m−2 in the south.
(In the analysis above (e.g. Fig. 2), we have used simulation
Volc4 from Appendix A, since it resembles most closely the
5-member ensemble mean in terms how sulfate is distributed
between the hemispheres.)

3.2 Burden and radiative effects of concurrent volcanic
eruption and SRM – results of aerosol
microphysical simulations

Next we investigated whether the radiative impacts from a
volcanic eruption taking place during SRM differs from the
sum of volcanic-eruption-only and SRM-only scenarios dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.1. In order to do this, we compared the
SRM-only (SRM) and volcanic-eruption-only (Volc) simu-
lations with two scenarios of concurrent eruption and SRM:
SRM Volc where SRM is suspended immediately after the
eruption, and SRM Cont where SRM is continued after the
eruption. The magnitude, timing and location of the eruption
were assumed the same as in Volc simulation.

Figure 2 shows the stratospheric sulfur burden and
the global clear-sky radiative forcing from the four
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA runs. It is evident that both the
stratospheric sulfate burden and the global shortwave radia-
tive forcing reach a maximum value and recover back to pre-
eruption level clearly faster if the volcanic eruption happens
during SRM than in stratospheric background conditions, as
can be seen by comparing the scenario of volcanic erup-
tion concurrent with SRM (solid blue and red lines) to the
sum of eruption-only and SRM-only scenarios (dashed pur-
ple line). This is the case especially when SRM is suspended
immediately after the eruption (simulation SRM Volc). In
this case, in our simulation set-up, it takes only 10 months
for the stratospheric sulfate burden and the global radiative
effect to recover to the state before the volcanic eruption. On
the other hand, if the eruption happens in stratospheric back-
ground conditions (Volc), it takes approximately 40 months
before the sulfate burden and the radiative effect return to
their pre-eruption values. In addition, the global SW radia-
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tive forcing reaches a maximum value two months earlier
in SRM Volc than in Volc (Fig. 2b). In comparison to the
level before the eruption, the peak increase in radiative forc-
ing is 32 % smaller in SRM Volc (−4.30 W m−2) than in Volc
(−6.36 W m−2).
The first, somewhat trivial reason for lower and shorter-

lasting radiative forcing in SRM Volc is that because SRM is
suspended immediately after the eruption, the stratospheric
sulfur load will recover from both the volcanic eruption and
SRM. If the stratospheric background sulfur level is not up-
held by continuous sulfur injections as before the eruption,
the sulfur burden will return back to the pre-eruption con-
ditions within less than a year after the eruption. However,
the different responses to a volcanic eruption during back-
ground (Volc) and SRM (SRM Volc) conditions cannot be
explained only by suspended SRM injections. This can be
seen in Fig. 2a in scenario SRM Cont (solid red line) where
geoengineering is continued after the volcanic eruption: also
in this case the lifetime of sulfate particles is shorter than in
Volc. There is a similar increase in the sulfate burden in the
first 10 months after the eruption in the Volc and SRM Cont
scenarios as is seen by comparing the red and purple lines in
Fig. 2; here the purple dashed line shows the calculated sum
of the effects from separate simulations of Volc and SRM.
This scales the Volc simulation to the same start level as SRM
Cont. After the first 10 months the sulfate burden starts to
decrease faster in the SRM Cont scenario and is back to the
level prior to the eruption after 20 months from the eruption,
compared with ∼ 40 months in the Volc run. The difference
between the two scenarios can be seen even more clearly in
the shortwave radiative forcing (Fig. 2b). When the volcano
erupts during SRM, the contribution of the eruption to the
forcing is lower immediately after the eruption than after the
eruption in Volc and the peak increase in global mean radia-
tive forcing compared the pre-eruption level is 21 % lower in
SRM Cont (−5.04 W m−2) than in Volc (−6.36 W m−2).
The reason for these findings is that the initial stratospheric

aerosol load is significantly different when the volcanic erup-
tion occurs during stratospheric sulfur geoengineering than
under background conditions. If a volcano erupts concur-
rently with SRM, sulfur from the eruption does not only form
new particles but also condenses onto pre-existing particles.
Furthermore, the new small particles that are formed after the
eruption coagulate effectively with the existing larger parti-
cles from the SRM injections. This means that a situation
develops where there are fewer but larger particles compared
to a case without SRM. The increased particle size can also
be seen in Fig. 3 which shows the effective radius in the SRM
injection area. These larger particles in SRM Volc and SRM
Cont have higher gravitation settling velocities and sediment
faster. Thus, about 30 months after the eruption the effective
radius in SRM Volc becomes even smaller than in simula-
tion Volc, when larger particles have sedimented out of the
atmosphere in SRM Volc. Figure 2 indicates the impact on
the radiative forcing. SW scattering gets less effective with
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Figure 3. Mean effective radius in the different scenarios between
20◦ N and 20◦ S latitudes and between 20 and 25 km altitude levels.

increasing particle size (Pierce et al., 2010) and, although the
stratospheric sulfur burden is the same in the first months af-
ter the eruption in SRM Cont and in the sum of Volc and
SRM, there is a clear difference in the radiative forcing. This
indicates that the number-to-mass ratio of particles is smaller
in SRM Cont than in the calculated sum from Volc and SRM.

Additional sensitivity simulations with MAECHAM5-
SALSA discussed in more detail in Appendix B show that
the season when the tropical eruption occurs defines how
sulfate from the eruption is distributed between the hemi-
spheres. An eruption in January leads to a larger sulfur bur-
den in the Northern Hemisphere than an eruption in July
(Toohey et al., 2011; Aquila et al., 2012). This conclusion
holds also if the eruption occurs during geoengineering, at
least in cases where SRM is implemented evenly to both
hemispheres. In the case of an eruption outside the Tropics,
the season of the eruption can have a large impact on the
magnitudes of both the sulfate burden and the global radia-
tive forcing. Therefore it very likely has an impact also on
the regional climates, which further defines when and where
suspended stratospheric sulfur injections should be restarted.
However, due to the computational expense of the fully cou-
pled MPI-ESM, we limit our analysis of the climate impacts
below only to the baseline scenarios. It should be noted that
the impact after concurrent volcanic eruption and SRM may
depend also on the altitude at which sulfur is released. In-
creasing the injection height increases the lifetime of sulfate
(Niemeier and Timmreck, 2015). If sulfur from the eruption
is released at the same altitude where SRM sulfur resides, it
might lead to locally larger sulfur concentration and there-
fore to larger particles compared to a case when sulfur from
the eruption is released below the SRM sulfate layer. De-
pendent on the geographical location this volcanic sulfur can
still reach the SRM layer, e.g in the case of tropical eruption
with the ascending branch of the Brewer–Dobson circulation.
However, this happens on much longer timescales.
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Figure 4. Global mean 2 m (a) temperature and (b) precipitation changes after the volcanic eruption compared to the background condition
(black line) and during solar radiation management (blue and red lines). Solid lines are mean values of the ten members of the ensemble
simulations. The maximum and minimum values of the ensemble are depicted by shaded areas.

3.3 Climate effects from concurrent volcanic eruption
and SRM – results of ESM simulations

In this section we investigate how the radiative forcings sim-
ulated for the different scenarios in section 3.2 translate into
global and regional climate impacts. For this purpose, we im-
plemented the simulated AOD and effective radius of strato-
spheric sulfate aerosol from MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA to
MPI-ESM, similar to Timmreck et al. (2010).

Figure 4a shows the global mean temperature change com-
pared to the pre-eruption climate. Simulation Volc (black
line) leads to cooling with an ensemble mean peak value of
−0.45 K reached 6 months after the eruption. On average,
this cooling impact declines clearly more slowly than the ra-
diative forcing after the eruption (shown in Fig. 2b): 1 year
after the eruption the radiative forcing was 64 % of its peak
value, and subsequently 17 and 8 % of the peak value 2 and
3 years after the eruption. On the other hand, the ensemble
mean temperature change 1 year after the eruption is 84 % of
the peak value. Subsequently, 2 and 3 years after the erup-
tion the temperature change is still 53 and 30 % of the peak
value. It should be noted, however, that the variation in tem-
perature change is quite large between the 10 climate sim-
ulation ensemble members (±0.67 K compared the mean of
the ensemble). In fact, in some of the ensemble members the
pre-eruption temperature is reached already approximately
15 months after the eruption.

Figure 4a also shows that on average a volcanic erup-
tion during continued SRM (simulation SRM Cont, red line)
leads to on average 33 % smaller cooling for the next 3 years
after the eruption than under unperturbed atmospheric condi-
tions. If SRM is suspended (SRM Volc), the maximum value
of the global cooling is only about one-third (i.e. less than
0.14 K at maximum for the ensemble mean) compared to an
eruption to the non-geoengineered background stratosphere
(simulation Volc). This is consistent with the clearly smaller
radiative forcings predicted for the eruption during SRM than

in the background atmospheric conditions (Fig. 2b). Simi-
lar to Volc simulation, the global mean temperature is lower
compared to the pre-eruption level and even radiative forcing
has levelled off. In SRM Volc scenario the global mean short-
wave radiative forcing from the sulfate particles has reached
the pre-eruption level after 10 months from the eruption but
there would be still some global cooling after 12 months from
the eruption. Our simulations indicate that if SRM is sus-
pended but not restarted, there is fast warming compared to
the pre-eruption temperature within the first 20 months after
the eruption.

Figure 5 depicts the regional surface temperature changes
simulated in the different scenarios. Geoengineering alone
(SRM) would lead to global ensemble mean cooling of
−1.35 K compared to the CTRL case. As Fig. 5a shows,
cooling is clearly stronger in the Northern Hemisphere
(−1.65 K) than in the Southern Hemisphere (−1.05 K). The
strongest regional cooling is seen in the northern high lati-
tudes (regional average of −2.2 K north of 50◦ N). The small-
est cooling effect, or even slight warming, is predicted over
the southern oceans. These general features are consistent
with the GeoMIP multimodel intercomparison when only the
impact of SRM (and not of combined SRM and CO2 in-
crease) is considered: Kravitz et al. (2013a) show a very sim-
ilar decrease in polar temperature when subtracting temper-
ature change under increased CO2 from the combined SRM
and CO2 increase results.

For the three volcanic eruption scenarios we concentrate
on the regional climate impacts during the first year after
the eruption. Figure 5b shows the 1-year-mean temperature
anomaly at the surface after a volcanic eruption into the un-
perturbed background stratosphere in simulation Volc. As
expected, the cooling impact from the volcanic event over
the first year following the eruption is clearly smaller than
that from continuously deployed SRM. While there are some
similar features in the temperature change patterns between
Fig. 5a and b (such as more cooling in the Northern than in
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Figure 5. Ensemble mean change in annual mean 2 m temperature. (a) 50-year mean temperature change in SRM scenario; 1-year-mean
temperature change after the volcanic eruption in (b) Volc, (c) SRM Volc and (d) SRM Cont compared to the pre-eruption climate (CTRL
for SRM and Volc, and SRM for SRM Volc and SRM Cont). Hatching indicates a regions where the change of temperature is statistically
significant at 95% level. Significance level was estimated using Student’s unpaired t test with a sample of 10 ensemble member means for
panels (b–d) and a sample of 50 annual means for panel (a). Note the different scale in panel (a).

the Southern Hemisphere, and warming in the southern Pa-
cific), clear differences also emerge, especially in NH mid-
and high latitudes where there is less cooling, and in some re-
gions even warming, after the eruption. During the first year
after the eruption, sulfate from the tropical eruption is mainly
concentrated at low latitudes where there is also strong solar
intensity and thus strong radiative effect from the enhanced
stratospheric aerosol layer. During the subsequent years, sul-
fate transport towards the poles causes stronger cooling also
in the high latitudes. The global yearly mean temperature
change is −0.34K for the first year after the eruption, then
decreasing to a value of −0.30 for the second year from
the eruption. However, there is an increased temperature re-
sponse north of 50◦ N from the first year mean of −0.30 K
to the second year mean of −0.44 K. Even though there is
larger cooling at the midlatitudes in the second year after the
eruption, we see 0.06 K warming north of 75◦ N in the sec-
ond boreal winter (December–February) after the eruption.
Winter warming after a volcanic eruption has been seen also
in observations (e.g. Robock and Mao, 1992; Fischer et al.,
2007), though the current generation of CMIP5 models has
problems to reproduce the NH post-volcanic winter warming
pattern (Driscoll et al., 2012).

When the eruption takes place during geoengineering and
SRM injections are suspended (SRM Volc), the global 1-year
ensemble mean temperature change is only −0.09 K during
the first year after the eruption (Fig. 5c). This small global
impact is due to the fact that the anomaly in SW radiation
after the volcanic eruption is relatively small in magnitude

and only about 10 months in duration when geoengineer-
ing is suspended after the eruption (Fig. 2b). However, the
regional impacts are much stronger and show distinctly dif-
ferent patterns from those in Volc (Fig. 5b). Volc scenario
leads to 0.30 K cooling north from 50◦ N in the ensemble
mean, while there is small warming of 0.02 K in SRM Volc
after the first year from eruption. The warming is concen-
trated over the central areas of Canada, where the ensemble
mean temperature increase is more than 1 K, and over North
Eurasia, where the temperature increase is more than 0.5 K. It
should be noted, however, that in most parts of these regions
the warming signal is not statistically significant.

There are also differences in the southern hemispheric
temperatures between the different scenarios. While Volc
scenario leads to small −0.02 K mean cooling south of 50◦ S
in the first year after the eruption, there is a warming of
0.14 K in the SRM Volc scenario. In addition, over the Pa-
cific equatorial area the Volc scenario leads to a cooling of
more than −0.5 K while SRM Volc scenario leads to a warm-
ing of more than 0.5 K. These differences between Volc and
SRM Volc simulations imply that previous observations of
regional climate impacts after an explosive eruption, such
as Pinatubo in 1991, may not offer a reliable analogue for
the impacts after an eruption during SRM. It is important to
note, however, that just like there were some variations in the
global mean temperature between individual ensemble mem-
bers, there are also variations in regional changes between
the members. Variations are the largest over high latitudes,
while most of the individual ensemble members are in good
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Figure 4. Global mean 2 m (a) temperature and (b) precipitation changes after the volcanic eruption compared to the background condition
(black line) and during solar radiation management (blue and red lines). Solid lines are mean values of the ten members of the ensemble
simulations. The maximum and minimum values of the ensemble are depicted by shaded areas.

3.3 Climate effects from concurrent volcanic eruption
and SRM – results of ESM simulations

In this section we investigate how the radiative forcings sim-
ulated for the different scenarios in section 3.2 translate into
global and regional climate impacts. For this purpose, we im-
plemented the simulated AOD and effective radius of strato-
spheric sulfate aerosol from MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA to
MPI-ESM, similar to Timmreck et al. (2010).

Figure 4a shows the global mean temperature change com-
pared to the pre-eruption climate. Simulation Volc (black
line) leads to cooling with an ensemble mean peak value of
−0.45 K reached 6 months after the eruption. On average,
this cooling impact declines clearly more slowly than the ra-
diative forcing after the eruption (shown in Fig. 2b): 1 year
after the eruption the radiative forcing was 64 % of its peak
value, and subsequently 17 and 8 % of the peak value 2 and
3 years after the eruption. On the other hand, the ensemble
mean temperature change 1 year after the eruption is 84 % of
the peak value. Subsequently, 2 and 3 years after the erup-
tion the temperature change is still 53 and 30 % of the peak
value. It should be noted, however, that the variation in tem-
perature change is quite large between the 10 climate sim-
ulation ensemble members (±0.67 K compared the mean of
the ensemble). In fact, in some of the ensemble members the
pre-eruption temperature is reached already approximately
15 months after the eruption.

Figure 4a also shows that on average a volcanic erup-
tion during continued SRM (simulation SRM Cont, red line)
leads to on average 33 % smaller cooling for the next 3 years
after the eruption than under unperturbed atmospheric condi-
tions. If SRM is suspended (SRM Volc), the maximum value
of the global cooling is only about one-third (i.e. less than
0.14 K at maximum for the ensemble mean) compared to an
eruption to the non-geoengineered background stratosphere
(simulation Volc). This is consistent with the clearly smaller
radiative forcings predicted for the eruption during SRM than

in the background atmospheric conditions (Fig. 2b). Simi-
lar to Volc simulation, the global mean temperature is lower
compared to the pre-eruption level and even radiative forcing
has levelled off. In SRM Volc scenario the global mean short-
wave radiative forcing from the sulfate particles has reached
the pre-eruption level after 10 months from the eruption but
there would be still some global cooling after 12 months from
the eruption. Our simulations indicate that if SRM is sus-
pended but not restarted, there is fast warming compared to
the pre-eruption temperature within the first 20 months after
the eruption.

Figure 5 depicts the regional surface temperature changes
simulated in the different scenarios. Geoengineering alone
(SRM) would lead to global ensemble mean cooling of
−1.35 K compared to the CTRL case. As Fig. 5a shows,
cooling is clearly stronger in the Northern Hemisphere
(−1.65 K) than in the Southern Hemisphere (−1.05 K). The
strongest regional cooling is seen in the northern high lati-
tudes (regional average of −2.2 K north of 50◦ N). The small-
est cooling effect, or even slight warming, is predicted over
the southern oceans. These general features are consistent
with the GeoMIP multimodel intercomparison when only the
impact of SRM (and not of combined SRM and CO2 in-
crease) is considered: Kravitz et al. (2013a) show a very sim-
ilar decrease in polar temperature when subtracting temper-
ature change under increased CO2 from the combined SRM
and CO2 increase results.

For the three volcanic eruption scenarios we concentrate
on the regional climate impacts during the first year after
the eruption. Figure 5b shows the 1-year-mean temperature
anomaly at the surface after a volcanic eruption into the un-
perturbed background stratosphere in simulation Volc. As
expected, the cooling impact from the volcanic event over
the first year following the eruption is clearly smaller than
that from continuously deployed SRM. While there are some
similar features in the temperature change patterns between
Fig. 5a and b (such as more cooling in the Northern than in
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Figure 5. Ensemble mean change in annual mean 2 m temperature. (a) 50-year mean temperature change in SRM scenario; 1-year-mean
temperature change after the volcanic eruption in (b) Volc, (c) SRM Volc and (d) SRM Cont compared to the pre-eruption climate (CTRL
for SRM and Volc, and SRM for SRM Volc and SRM Cont). Hatching indicates a regions where the change of temperature is statistically
significant at 95% level. Significance level was estimated using Student’s unpaired t test with a sample of 10 ensemble member means for
panels (b–d) and a sample of 50 annual means for panel (a). Note the different scale in panel (a).

the Southern Hemisphere, and warming in the southern Pa-
cific), clear differences also emerge, especially in NH mid-
and high latitudes where there is less cooling, and in some re-
gions even warming, after the eruption. During the first year
after the eruption, sulfate from the tropical eruption is mainly
concentrated at low latitudes where there is also strong solar
intensity and thus strong radiative effect from the enhanced
stratospheric aerosol layer. During the subsequent years, sul-
fate transport towards the poles causes stronger cooling also
in the high latitudes. The global yearly mean temperature
change is −0.34K for the first year after the eruption, then
decreasing to a value of −0.30 for the second year from
the eruption. However, there is an increased temperature re-
sponse north of 50◦ N from the first year mean of −0.30 K
to the second year mean of −0.44 K. Even though there is
larger cooling at the midlatitudes in the second year after the
eruption, we see 0.06 K warming north of 75◦ N in the sec-
ond boreal winter (December–February) after the eruption.
Winter warming after a volcanic eruption has been seen also
in observations (e.g. Robock and Mao, 1992; Fischer et al.,
2007), though the current generation of CMIP5 models has
problems to reproduce the NH post-volcanic winter warming
pattern (Driscoll et al., 2012).

When the eruption takes place during geoengineering and
SRM injections are suspended (SRM Volc), the global 1-year
ensemble mean temperature change is only −0.09 K during
the first year after the eruption (Fig. 5c). This small global
impact is due to the fact that the anomaly in SW radiation
after the volcanic eruption is relatively small in magnitude

and only about 10 months in duration when geoengineer-
ing is suspended after the eruption (Fig. 2b). However, the
regional impacts are much stronger and show distinctly dif-
ferent patterns from those in Volc (Fig. 5b). Volc scenario
leads to 0.30 K cooling north from 50◦ N in the ensemble
mean, while there is small warming of 0.02 K in SRM Volc
after the first year from eruption. The warming is concen-
trated over the central areas of Canada, where the ensemble
mean temperature increase is more than 1 K, and over North
Eurasia, where the temperature increase is more than 0.5 K. It
should be noted, however, that in most parts of these regions
the warming signal is not statistically significant.

There are also differences in the southern hemispheric
temperatures between the different scenarios. While Volc
scenario leads to small −0.02 K mean cooling south of 50◦ S
in the first year after the eruption, there is a warming of
0.14 K in the SRM Volc scenario. In addition, over the Pa-
cific equatorial area the Volc scenario leads to a cooling of
more than −0.5 K while SRM Volc scenario leads to a warm-
ing of more than 0.5 K. These differences between Volc and
SRM Volc simulations imply that previous observations of
regional climate impacts after an explosive eruption, such
as Pinatubo in 1991, may not offer a reliable analogue for
the impacts after an eruption during SRM. It is important to
note, however, that just like there were some variations in the
global mean temperature between individual ensemble mem-
bers, there are also variations in regional changes between
the members. Variations are the largest over high latitudes,
while most of the individual ensemble members are in good
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agreement at the low latitudes (hatching in Fig. 5), where the
change in temperature is the largest.

The main reason for the differences between Volc and
SRM Volc is that in the latter simulation the volcanic erup-
tion is preceded by SRM injections (providing a baseline
stratospheric sulfate load) which are suspended immediately
after the eruption. Thus, after the eruption the baseline sulfate
load starts decreasing, especially far away from the eruption
site, and, therefore, during the first year after the eruption
there are regions with a positive radiative forcing compared
to the pre-eruption level.
We also find that there could be regional warming in some

regions after the volcanic eruption even if the SRM injec-
tions were still continued (Fig. 5d, SRM Cont). This warm-
ing is concentrated in the high latitudes and areas with rel-
atively little solar shortwave radiation but with large strato-
spheric particles capable of absorbing outgoing longwave ra-
diation. The warming is strongest in the first post-eruption
boreal winter when some areas over Canada, Northeast Eu-
rope and western Russia experience over 0.5 K warming (not
shown). Such significant regional warming means that the
ensemble mean temperature change north of 50◦ N during
the first post-eruption winter is only −0.05 K. In some parts
of the Southern Ocean a volcanic eruption could enhance the
warming signal caused already by SRM (Fig. 5a).

It is also worth noting that the stratospheric sulfur geoengi-
neering with 8 Tg (S) yr−1 itself leads only to −1.35 K global
temperature change in our simulations. Such weak response
is likely at least partly due to the radiation calculations in
MPI-ESM, which assume a single modal particle size dis-
tribution (see Sect. 2.1.2 for details). Compared to a more
flat size distribution simulated by the sectional approach of
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA, this assumption leads to an
overestimation longwave (LW) AOD which is calculated
from 550 nm AOD. This in turn leads to an overestima-
tion of the longwave radiative forcing (0.7 W m−2 for SRM)
while the shortwave forcing is less affected (−0.2 W m−2 for
SRM). However, this does not affect the conclusions of this
study.

In addition to the changes in surface temperature, volcanic
eruptions will also lead to changes in precipitation. Figure 4b
shows the global mean precipitation change after a volcanic
eruption in the three scenarios. There is a similar decrease in
the precipitation in all volcanic scenarios during the first 5
months after the eruption. Thereafter there is a similar slow
increase in the global mean precipitation in the simulations
Volc and SRM Cont but a clearly faster increase in SRM
Volc. This faster increase would also, about 1 year after the
eruption, lead to a higher global ensemble mean precipitation
compared to the pre-eruption climate.

The global 1-year mean precipitation change is 0.036,
0.023 and 0.031 mm day−1 for Volc, SRM Volc and SRM
Cont respectively for the first year after the eruption. Earlier
studies (Bala et al., 2008; Kravitz et al., 2013a, b; Niemeier et
al., 2013) have already shown that geoengineering leads to a

reduction in the global precipitation compared to the climate
without geoengineering. In our SRM simulation, we obtain
a precipitation reduction of 0.11 mm day−1 (2.8 %), which is
clearly larger than the impact after the volcanic eruption.

The stratospheric sulfate affects precipitation via two cli-
mate system responses. The first one is the rapid adjustment
(fast response) due to atmospheric forcing, such as change
in solar irradiance, on a short timescale. The second one is
the feedback response (slow response) due to temperature
changes (Bony et al., 2013; Ferraro et al., 2014; Fuglestvedt
et al., 2014; Kravitz et al., 2013b). The signals from both of
these responses can be seen in Fig. 4b, especially in the sim-
ulation SRM Volc (blue line). During the first months after
the eruption, the precipitation drops relatively rapidly which
corresponds well with the rapid change in the radiative forc-
ing (Fig. 2b); at the same time, the temperature change in
SRM Volc is less steep (Fig. 4a). This implies that in the first
months following the eruption, the precipitation change is
more affected by the change in the radiation than the change
in the temperature. On the other hand, after 2 years from the
eruption there is only small SW radiative effect left from the
eruption (and the SRM prior to eruption) but there is still a
decrease in the global mean precipitation. During this period,
precipitation is predominantly affected by the change in tem-
perature.

Figure 6 shows the regional precipitation changes in each
of the studied scenarios. The largest changes after geoengi-
neering (SRM) are seen in the tropical convective region
where SRM reduces the precipitation rate in large areas by as
much as 0.5 mm day−1 (Fig. 6a). This is in good agreement
with previous multi-model studies (Kravitz et al., 2013a).
In our simulations, an increase of the same magnitude in
the precipitation rate is predicted just north of Australia,
which has not been seen in previous model intercomparisons
(Kravitz et al., 2013a).

Although the precipitation patterns in SRM and Volc
are similar in low latitudes, differences are seen especially
in NH mid- and high latitudes where SRM shows clearly
larger reduction in precipitation. The zonal mean value is
−0.15 mm day−1 in both 50◦ north and south latitudes. In
these areas, there is clearly less evaporation in the SRM sce-
nario which is not seen in the first year after the volcanic
eruption (Volc) and which would lead to different precipita-
tion patterns. Similar to the temperature change, our simula-
tions indicate that a tropical volcanic eruption impacts pre-
cipitation patterns differently in unperturbed and SRM con-
ditions. In fact, a volcanic eruption during geoengineering
(SRM Volc and SRM Cont) leads to an opposite precipita-
tion change pattern than an eruption to the unperturbed atmo-
sphere (Volc) over the tropical area in the Pacific and Atlantic
(Fig. 6c and d). In these areas, a volcanic eruption during
SRM leads to the increase in the evaporation flux at the sur-
face during the first year after the eruption, whereas the evap-
oration flux decreases if the eruption takes place in unper-
turbed conditions. This is caused by different tropical tem-
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Figure 6. Ensemble-mean precipitation change in (a) 50-year mean precipitation change in the SRM scenario. The change in 1 year mean
precipitation after the volcanic eruption in (b) Volc, (c) SRM Volc and (d) SRM Cont compared to the pre-eruption climate (CTRL for SRM
and Volc, and SRM for SRM Volc and SRM Cont). Panels (b–d) show the 1-year-mean temperature after the eruption. Panel (a) shows the
mean over the corresponding 1-year-periods as the other panels. Hatching indicates a regions where the change of precipitation is statistically
significant at 95% level. Significance level was estimated using Student’s unpaired t test with a sample of 10 ensemble member means for
panels (b–d) and a sample of 50 annual means for panel (a).

perature responses between the simulations (Fig. 5). Com-
pared to the pre-eruption values, in simulations SRM and
Volc, equatorial sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies
(latitudes 0–10◦ N) are relatively colder than the SST anoma-
lies over latitudes 10–20◦ N. In simulation SRM, the differ-
ence in SST anomaly between these areas is −0.02 K and in
simulation Volc it is −0.05 K. On the other hand, in simula-
tions SRM Volc and SRM Cont, equatorial SST anomalies
are relatively warmer than those over latitudes 10–20◦ N. In
SRM Volc, the difference in temperature anomaly is 0.13 K
and in SRM Cont it is 0.05 K. However, these changes in pre-
cipitation are not significant and a larger ensemble would be
necessary for further detailed investigations. It should also be
noted that here we have studied an unrealistic scenario where
SRM is implemented without global warming. If warming
from increased greenhouse gases had been included in the
scenarios, the temperature gradient could be very different
in simulation SRM which could lead to different precipita-
tion patterns. There is also a large natural variability in the
precipitation rates and as the precipitation changes after the
eruption are relatively small, our results are statistically sig-
nificant only in a relatively small area (hatching in Fig. 6).

4 Summary and conclusions

We have used an aerosol microphysical model coupled to
an atmosphere-only GCM as well as an ESM to estimate
the combined effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering

and a large volcanic eruption. First, MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA was used to define the stratospheric aerosol fields
and optical properties in several volcanic eruption and SRM
scenarios. Following the approach introduced in Timmreck et
al. (2010) and Niemeier et al. (2013), these parameters were
then applied in the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model
(MPI-ESM) in order to study their effects on the temperature
and precipitation.

According to our simulations, climate responses to be ex-
pected after a volcanic eruption during SRM depend strongly
on whether SRM is continued or halted after the eruption. In
the former case, the peak additional forcing is about 21 %
lower and the global cooling 33 % smaller than compared
to an eruption taking place in non-SRM world. However, the
peak additional burden and changes in global mean precipita-
tion are fairly similar regardless of whether the eruption takes
place in a SRM or non-SRM world. On the other hand, if
SRM is stopped immediately after the eruption, the peak bur-
den is 24 % and forcing 32 % lower and reached earlier com-
pared to the case with unperturbed atmosphere. Furthermore,
the forcing from the eruption declines significantly faster, im-
plying that if SRM was stopped after the eruption, it would
need to be restarted relatively soon (in our scenario within
10 months) after the eruption to maintain the pre-eruption
forcing level.

In line with the burden and forcing results, the simulated
global and regional climate impacts were also distinctly dif-
ferent depending on whether the volcano erupts during SRM
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agreement at the low latitudes (hatching in Fig. 5), where the
change in temperature is the largest.

The main reason for the differences between Volc and
SRM Volc is that in the latter simulation the volcanic erup-
tion is preceded by SRM injections (providing a baseline
stratospheric sulfate load) which are suspended immediately
after the eruption. Thus, after the eruption the baseline sulfate
load starts decreasing, especially far away from the eruption
site, and, therefore, during the first year after the eruption
there are regions with a positive radiative forcing compared
to the pre-eruption level.
We also find that there could be regional warming in some

regions after the volcanic eruption even if the SRM injec-
tions were still continued (Fig. 5d, SRM Cont). This warm-
ing is concentrated in the high latitudes and areas with rel-
atively little solar shortwave radiation but with large strato-
spheric particles capable of absorbing outgoing longwave ra-
diation. The warming is strongest in the first post-eruption
boreal winter when some areas over Canada, Northeast Eu-
rope and western Russia experience over 0.5 K warming (not
shown). Such significant regional warming means that the
ensemble mean temperature change north of 50◦ N during
the first post-eruption winter is only −0.05 K. In some parts
of the Southern Ocean a volcanic eruption could enhance the
warming signal caused already by SRM (Fig. 5a).

It is also worth noting that the stratospheric sulfur geoengi-
neering with 8 Tg (S) yr−1 itself leads only to −1.35 K global
temperature change in our simulations. Such weak response
is likely at least partly due to the radiation calculations in
MPI-ESM, which assume a single modal particle size dis-
tribution (see Sect. 2.1.2 for details). Compared to a more
flat size distribution simulated by the sectional approach of
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA, this assumption leads to an
overestimation longwave (LW) AOD which is calculated
from 550 nm AOD. This in turn leads to an overestima-
tion of the longwave radiative forcing (0.7 W m−2 for SRM)
while the shortwave forcing is less affected (−0.2 W m−2 for
SRM). However, this does not affect the conclusions of this
study.

In addition to the changes in surface temperature, volcanic
eruptions will also lead to changes in precipitation. Figure 4b
shows the global mean precipitation change after a volcanic
eruption in the three scenarios. There is a similar decrease in
the precipitation in all volcanic scenarios during the first 5
months after the eruption. Thereafter there is a similar slow
increase in the global mean precipitation in the simulations
Volc and SRM Cont but a clearly faster increase in SRM
Volc. This faster increase would also, about 1 year after the
eruption, lead to a higher global ensemble mean precipitation
compared to the pre-eruption climate.

The global 1-year mean precipitation change is 0.036,
0.023 and 0.031 mm day−1 for Volc, SRM Volc and SRM
Cont respectively for the first year after the eruption. Earlier
studies (Bala et al., 2008; Kravitz et al., 2013a, b; Niemeier et
al., 2013) have already shown that geoengineering leads to a

reduction in the global precipitation compared to the climate
without geoengineering. In our SRM simulation, we obtain
a precipitation reduction of 0.11 mm day−1 (2.8 %), which is
clearly larger than the impact after the volcanic eruption.

The stratospheric sulfate affects precipitation via two cli-
mate system responses. The first one is the rapid adjustment
(fast response) due to atmospheric forcing, such as change
in solar irradiance, on a short timescale. The second one is
the feedback response (slow response) due to temperature
changes (Bony et al., 2013; Ferraro et al., 2014; Fuglestvedt
et al., 2014; Kravitz et al., 2013b). The signals from both of
these responses can be seen in Fig. 4b, especially in the sim-
ulation SRM Volc (blue line). During the first months after
the eruption, the precipitation drops relatively rapidly which
corresponds well with the rapid change in the radiative forc-
ing (Fig. 2b); at the same time, the temperature change in
SRM Volc is less steep (Fig. 4a). This implies that in the first
months following the eruption, the precipitation change is
more affected by the change in the radiation than the change
in the temperature. On the other hand, after 2 years from the
eruption there is only small SW radiative effect left from the
eruption (and the SRM prior to eruption) but there is still a
decrease in the global mean precipitation. During this period,
precipitation is predominantly affected by the change in tem-
perature.

Figure 6 shows the regional precipitation changes in each
of the studied scenarios. The largest changes after geoengi-
neering (SRM) are seen in the tropical convective region
where SRM reduces the precipitation rate in large areas by as
much as 0.5 mm day−1 (Fig. 6a). This is in good agreement
with previous multi-model studies (Kravitz et al., 2013a).
In our simulations, an increase of the same magnitude in
the precipitation rate is predicted just north of Australia,
which has not been seen in previous model intercomparisons
(Kravitz et al., 2013a).

Although the precipitation patterns in SRM and Volc
are similar in low latitudes, differences are seen especially
in NH mid- and high latitudes where SRM shows clearly
larger reduction in precipitation. The zonal mean value is
−0.15 mm day−1 in both 50◦ north and south latitudes. In
these areas, there is clearly less evaporation in the SRM sce-
nario which is not seen in the first year after the volcanic
eruption (Volc) and which would lead to different precipita-
tion patterns. Similar to the temperature change, our simula-
tions indicate that a tropical volcanic eruption impacts pre-
cipitation patterns differently in unperturbed and SRM con-
ditions. In fact, a volcanic eruption during geoengineering
(SRM Volc and SRM Cont) leads to an opposite precipita-
tion change pattern than an eruption to the unperturbed atmo-
sphere (Volc) over the tropical area in the Pacific and Atlantic
(Fig. 6c and d). In these areas, a volcanic eruption during
SRM leads to the increase in the evaporation flux at the sur-
face during the first year after the eruption, whereas the evap-
oration flux decreases if the eruption takes place in unper-
turbed conditions. This is caused by different tropical tem-
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Figure 6. Ensemble-mean precipitation change in (a) 50-year mean precipitation change in the SRM scenario. The change in 1 year mean
precipitation after the volcanic eruption in (b) Volc, (c) SRM Volc and (d) SRM Cont compared to the pre-eruption climate (CTRL for SRM
and Volc, and SRM for SRM Volc and SRM Cont). Panels (b–d) show the 1-year-mean temperature after the eruption. Panel (a) shows the
mean over the corresponding 1-year-periods as the other panels. Hatching indicates a regions where the change of precipitation is statistically
significant at 95% level. Significance level was estimated using Student’s unpaired t test with a sample of 10 ensemble member means for
panels (b–d) and a sample of 50 annual means for panel (a).

perature responses between the simulations (Fig. 5). Com-
pared to the pre-eruption values, in simulations SRM and
Volc, equatorial sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies
(latitudes 0–10◦ N) are relatively colder than the SST anoma-
lies over latitudes 10–20◦ N. In simulation SRM, the differ-
ence in SST anomaly between these areas is −0.02 K and in
simulation Volc it is −0.05 K. On the other hand, in simula-
tions SRM Volc and SRM Cont, equatorial SST anomalies
are relatively warmer than those over latitudes 10–20◦ N. In
SRM Volc, the difference in temperature anomaly is 0.13 K
and in SRM Cont it is 0.05 K. However, these changes in pre-
cipitation are not significant and a larger ensemble would be
necessary for further detailed investigations. It should also be
noted that here we have studied an unrealistic scenario where
SRM is implemented without global warming. If warming
from increased greenhouse gases had been included in the
scenarios, the temperature gradient could be very different
in simulation SRM which could lead to different precipita-
tion patterns. There is also a large natural variability in the
precipitation rates and as the precipitation changes after the
eruption are relatively small, our results are statistically sig-
nificant only in a relatively small area (hatching in Fig. 6).

4 Summary and conclusions

We have used an aerosol microphysical model coupled to
an atmosphere-only GCM as well as an ESM to estimate
the combined effects of stratospheric sulfur geoengineering

and a large volcanic eruption. First, MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA was used to define the stratospheric aerosol fields
and optical properties in several volcanic eruption and SRM
scenarios. Following the approach introduced in Timmreck et
al. (2010) and Niemeier et al. (2013), these parameters were
then applied in the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model
(MPI-ESM) in order to study their effects on the temperature
and precipitation.

According to our simulations, climate responses to be ex-
pected after a volcanic eruption during SRM depend strongly
on whether SRM is continued or halted after the eruption. In
the former case, the peak additional forcing is about 21 %
lower and the global cooling 33 % smaller than compared
to an eruption taking place in non-SRM world. However, the
peak additional burden and changes in global mean precipita-
tion are fairly similar regardless of whether the eruption takes
place in a SRM or non-SRM world. On the other hand, if
SRM is stopped immediately after the eruption, the peak bur-
den is 24 % and forcing 32 % lower and reached earlier com-
pared to the case with unperturbed atmosphere. Furthermore,
the forcing from the eruption declines significantly faster, im-
plying that if SRM was stopped after the eruption, it would
need to be restarted relatively soon (in our scenario within
10 months) after the eruption to maintain the pre-eruption
forcing level.

In line with the burden and forcing results, the simulated
global and regional climate impacts were also distinctly dif-
ferent depending on whether the volcano erupts during SRM
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or in the background stratospheric conditions. In the in-
vestigated scenarios, a Pinatubo-type eruption during SRM
caused a maximum global ensemble-mean cooling of only
0.14 K (assuming that SRM is paused after the eruption)
compared to 0.45 K in the background case. On the other
hand, the ensemble-mean decline in the precipitation rate
was 36% lower for the first year after the eruption during
SRM than for the eruption under unperturbed atmospheric
conditions. Both the global mean temperature and the pre-
cipitation rate recovered to the pre-eruption level in about
1 year, compared to approximately 40 months in the back-
ground case. If SRM was continued despite the large volcanic
eruption, the global ensemble mean cooling was averagely
−0.19 K (−(0.31–0.02) K in individual ensemble member)
for 3 subsequent years after the eruption. This is only 67 %
of 3 subsequent years cooling after the eruption in normal
unperturbed atmospheric conditions, when global ensemble
mean cooling was −0.28 K (−(0.49–0.15) K).

In terms of the regional climate impacts, we found cool-
ing throughout most of the Tropics regardless of whether the
eruption took place during SRM or in the background condi-
tions, but a clear warming signal (up to 1◦ C) in large parts of
the mid- and high latitudes in the former scenario. While it
should be noted that the regional temperature changes were

statistically significant mostly only in the Tropics, the declin-
ing stratospheric aerosol load compared to the pre-eruption
level (as a result of switching off SRM after the eruption) of-
fers a plausible physical mechanism for the simulated warm-
ing signal in the mid- and high latitudes. On the other hand,
the largest regional precipitation responses were seen in the
Tropics. Interestingly, the sign of the precipitation change
was opposite in SRM Volc and SRM Cont than in the Volc
and SRM in large parts of the tropical Pacific. We attribute
this difference to a clearly weaker tropical cooling, or in
some areas even a slight warming, in the former scenario
leading to an increased evaporation in the first year following
the eruption.

Based on both the simulated global and regional re-
sponses, we conclude that previous observations of explo-
sive volcanic eruptions in stratospheric background condi-
tions, such as the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991, are likely
not directly applicable to estimating the radiative and climate
impacts of an eruption during stratospheric geoengineering.
The global mean temperature and precipitation decline from
the eruption can be significantly alleviated if the SRM is
switched off after the eruption; however, large regional im-
pacts could still be expected during the first year following
the eruption.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of the model: Pinatubo
eruption 1991, comparison between model and
measurements

This is the first study where ECHAM5-HAM-SALSA has
been used to simulate aerosol processes in the stratosphere.
To ensure that the model can be applied for simulation
of high aerosol load in the stratosphere, we evaluated the
model’s ability to reproduce the response of the stratospheric
aerosol layer to the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991. We
simulated the Pinatubo eruption with MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA making a five-member ensemble initiated on 1 July
(see simulation Volc in Sect. 2.2 for details). In these simu-
lations, we first used the same 2-year spin-up for all ensem-
ble members. After the spin-up, the model was slightly per-
turbed by a very small change in a model tuning parameter
and then run freely for 6 months, in order to create different
atmospheric states for the volcano to erupt into. Only after
this was the volcanic eruption triggered in the model. Sim-
ulated sulfur burdens and particle effective radii were com-
pared against observations from satellite (HIRS) (Baran and
Foot, 1994) and lidar measurements (Ansmann et al., 1997),
respectively.

Figure A1 shows that the model results are in general
in good agreement with the observations. For example, the
model correctly indicates that the oxidation of SO2 and for-
mation of sulfate particles is very fast right after the eruption.
However, the simulated sulfate burden peaks at higher values
than the observations after which sulfur burden decreases be-
low observed values approximately 1 year after the eruption.
This has been seen also in previous studies (e.g. English et
al., 2013, and Niemeier et al., 2009). English et al. (2013)
suggest that this might be because aerosol heating was not
included their model. Our model includes the aerosol heat-
ing effect and still underestimates the burden. This might be
due to poleward transport at the stratosphere which is over-
estimated in the model (Niemeier et al., 2009).

In all of the ensemble members the effective radius is gen-
erally overestimated during months 3–8 after the eruption,
although there is also large variation in the measured values
(Fig. A1b). The simulated maximum value for the effective
radius is reached 3–4 months earlier than in observations.

After 8 months from the eruption results from all the model
simulations are in good agreement with observations.

One possible explanation for the larger burden and effec-
tive radius in the model could be that the amount of erupted
sulfur is overestimated in the model compared to the real
Pinatubo eruption. Recent global stratospheric aerosol stud-
ies indicate a much better agreement with observations if
they assume a smaller amount of the volcanic SO2 emission
of 5 to 7 Tg (S) (Dhomse et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2015). An-
other possible explanation is that a larger proportion of sulfur
was removed from the stratosphere during the first months
after the eruption due the cross-tropopause transport out of
the stratosphere or the enhanced removal with ash and ice
cloud (Dhomse et al., 2014). Unfortunately, there is only a
limited amount of observations after the eruption of Pinatubo
which makes comparison between model results and obser-
vations difficult. However, our results here are similar to the
previous model studies (Niemeier et al., 2009; English et al.,
2012; Dhomse et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2015).

There is some variation in the predicted peak burden and
effective radii between the five members of the ensemble
simulation (Fig. A1). This indicates that the results are de-
pendent on the local stratospheric conditions at the time of
the eruption. Depending on meridional wind patterns during
and after the eruption, the released sulfur can be distributed
in very different ways between the hemispheres. This can
be seen in Fig. A2 which shows the sulfate burdens after
the eruption separately in the northern and southern hemi-
spheres. As the figure shows, in simulation Volc1 over 70%
of the sulfate from the eruption is distributed to the North-
ern Hemisphere, whereas in Volc5 simulation it is distributed
quite evenly to both hemispheres. These very different spa-
tial distributions of sulfate lead to the aerosol optical depth
(AOD) fields illustrated in Fig. A3. The AOD in the North-
ern Hemisphere is clearly higher in the Volc1 simulation
(panel a) than in the Volc5 simulation (panel b) for about
18 months after the eruption, whereas the opposite is true for
the Southern Hemisphere for approximately the first 2 years
following the eruption. These results highlight that when in-
vestigating the climate effects of a volcanic eruption during
SRM, an ensemble approach is necessary.
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or in the background stratospheric conditions. In the in-
vestigated scenarios, a Pinatubo-type eruption during SRM
caused a maximum global ensemble-mean cooling of only
0.14 K (assuming that SRM is paused after the eruption)
compared to 0.45 K in the background case. On the other
hand, the ensemble-mean decline in the precipitation rate
was 36% lower for the first year after the eruption during
SRM than for the eruption under unperturbed atmospheric
conditions. Both the global mean temperature and the pre-
cipitation rate recovered to the pre-eruption level in about
1 year, compared to approximately 40 months in the back-
ground case. If SRM was continued despite the large volcanic
eruption, the global ensemble mean cooling was averagely
−0.19 K (−(0.31–0.02) K in individual ensemble member)
for 3 subsequent years after the eruption. This is only 67 %
of 3 subsequent years cooling after the eruption in normal
unperturbed atmospheric conditions, when global ensemble
mean cooling was −0.28 K (−(0.49–0.15) K).

In terms of the regional climate impacts, we found cool-
ing throughout most of the Tropics regardless of whether the
eruption took place during SRM or in the background condi-
tions, but a clear warming signal (up to 1◦ C) in large parts of
the mid- and high latitudes in the former scenario. While it
should be noted that the regional temperature changes were

statistically significant mostly only in the Tropics, the declin-
ing stratospheric aerosol load compared to the pre-eruption
level (as a result of switching off SRM after the eruption) of-
fers a plausible physical mechanism for the simulated warm-
ing signal in the mid- and high latitudes. On the other hand,
the largest regional precipitation responses were seen in the
Tropics. Interestingly, the sign of the precipitation change
was opposite in SRM Volc and SRM Cont than in the Volc
and SRM in large parts of the tropical Pacific. We attribute
this difference to a clearly weaker tropical cooling, or in
some areas even a slight warming, in the former scenario
leading to an increased evaporation in the first year following
the eruption.

Based on both the simulated global and regional re-
sponses, we conclude that previous observations of explo-
sive volcanic eruptions in stratospheric background condi-
tions, such as the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991, are likely
not directly applicable to estimating the radiative and climate
impacts of an eruption during stratospheric geoengineering.
The global mean temperature and precipitation decline from
the eruption can be significantly alleviated if the SRM is
switched off after the eruption; however, large regional im-
pacts could still be expected during the first year following
the eruption.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of the model: Pinatubo
eruption 1991, comparison between model and
measurements

This is the first study where ECHAM5-HAM-SALSA has
been used to simulate aerosol processes in the stratosphere.
To ensure that the model can be applied for simulation
of high aerosol load in the stratosphere, we evaluated the
model’s ability to reproduce the response of the stratospheric
aerosol layer to the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991. We
simulated the Pinatubo eruption with MAECHAM5-HAM-
SALSA making a five-member ensemble initiated on 1 July
(see simulation Volc in Sect. 2.2 for details). In these simu-
lations, we first used the same 2-year spin-up for all ensem-
ble members. After the spin-up, the model was slightly per-
turbed by a very small change in a model tuning parameter
and then run freely for 6 months, in order to create different
atmospheric states for the volcano to erupt into. Only after
this was the volcanic eruption triggered in the model. Sim-
ulated sulfur burdens and particle effective radii were com-
pared against observations from satellite (HIRS) (Baran and
Foot, 1994) and lidar measurements (Ansmann et al., 1997),
respectively.

Figure A1 shows that the model results are in general
in good agreement with the observations. For example, the
model correctly indicates that the oxidation of SO2 and for-
mation of sulfate particles is very fast right after the eruption.
However, the simulated sulfate burden peaks at higher values
than the observations after which sulfur burden decreases be-
low observed values approximately 1 year after the eruption.
This has been seen also in previous studies (e.g. English et
al., 2013, and Niemeier et al., 2009). English et al. (2013)
suggest that this might be because aerosol heating was not
included their model. Our model includes the aerosol heat-
ing effect and still underestimates the burden. This might be
due to poleward transport at the stratosphere which is over-
estimated in the model (Niemeier et al., 2009).

In all of the ensemble members the effective radius is gen-
erally overestimated during months 3–8 after the eruption,
although there is also large variation in the measured values
(Fig. A1b). The simulated maximum value for the effective
radius is reached 3–4 months earlier than in observations.

After 8 months from the eruption results from all the model
simulations are in good agreement with observations.

One possible explanation for the larger burden and effec-
tive radius in the model could be that the amount of erupted
sulfur is overestimated in the model compared to the real
Pinatubo eruption. Recent global stratospheric aerosol stud-
ies indicate a much better agreement with observations if
they assume a smaller amount of the volcanic SO2 emission
of 5 to 7 Tg (S) (Dhomse et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2015). An-
other possible explanation is that a larger proportion of sulfur
was removed from the stratosphere during the first months
after the eruption due the cross-tropopause transport out of
the stratosphere or the enhanced removal with ash and ice
cloud (Dhomse et al., 2014). Unfortunately, there is only a
limited amount of observations after the eruption of Pinatubo
which makes comparison between model results and obser-
vations difficult. However, our results here are similar to the
previous model studies (Niemeier et al., 2009; English et al.,
2012; Dhomse et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2015).

There is some variation in the predicted peak burden and
effective radii between the five members of the ensemble
simulation (Fig. A1). This indicates that the results are de-
pendent on the local stratospheric conditions at the time of
the eruption. Depending on meridional wind patterns during
and after the eruption, the released sulfur can be distributed
in very different ways between the hemispheres. This can
be seen in Fig. A2 which shows the sulfate burdens after
the eruption separately in the northern and southern hemi-
spheres. As the figure shows, in simulation Volc1 over 70%
of the sulfate from the eruption is distributed to the North-
ern Hemisphere, whereas in Volc5 simulation it is distributed
quite evenly to both hemispheres. These very different spa-
tial distributions of sulfate lead to the aerosol optical depth
(AOD) fields illustrated in Fig. A3. The AOD in the North-
ern Hemisphere is clearly higher in the Volc1 simulation
(panel a) than in the Volc5 simulation (panel b) for about
18 months after the eruption, whereas the opposite is true for
the Southern Hemisphere for approximately the first 2 years
following the eruption. These results highlight that when in-
vestigating the climate effects of a volcanic eruption during
SRM, an ensemble approach is necessary.
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Figure A1. (a) Global SO2 (dashed lines) and particulate sulfate (solid lines) burdens after a simulated volcanic eruption in July compared to
sulfate observations from HIRS satellite after the 1991 Pinatubo eruption (black). (b) Zonal mean effective radius at 53◦ N latitude after the
simulated July eruption compared to lidar measurements at Laramie 41◦ N (dots) and Geesthacht 53◦ N (crosses) after the Pinatubo eruption
(Ansmann et al., 1997). In both panels the results are shown for altitude range 16–20 km. The different coloured lines show results from the
five members of the simulated ensemble (simulations Volc1, . . . , Volc5).

Figure A2. SO2 (dashed lines) and sulfate (solid lines) burden after the eruption on (a) Northern Hemisphere and (b) Southern Hemisphere.
Note different the scales on the y axes.

Figure A3. Zonal and monthly mean 550 nm aerosol optical depth after volcanic eruption in (a) Volc1 simulation and (b) Volc5 simulation.
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Appendix B: Sensitivity simulations: location and
season of the eruption

B1 Description of sensitivity runs

We also performed a set of sensitivity simulations to inves-
tigate how the season and location of the volcanic eruption
during SRM impacts the global sulfate burden and radia-
tive forcing. The baseline scenario SRM Volc was compared
with three new simulations summarized in Table B1 and de-
tailed below. These sensitivity runs were performed only us-
ing MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA due to the high computa-
tional cost of the full ESM, and are therefore limited to anal-
ysis of sulfur burdens and radiative forcings.

In the baseline simulations the eruption took place in the
Tropics. Because the predominant meridional transport in
the stratosphere is from the Tropics towards the poles, sul-
fur released in the Tropics is expected to spread throughout
most of the stratosphere. On the other hand, sulfate released
in the mid- or high latitudes will spread less effectively to
the lower latitudes, and an eruption at mid- or high latitudes
will therefore lead to more local effects in only one hemi-
sphere. Therefore we conducted a sensitivity run simulating
a July eruption during SRM at Mount Katmai (Novarupta)
(58.2◦ N, 155◦ W) where a real eruption took place near the
northern arctic area in year 1912 (simulation SRM Arc July).

The local stratospheric circulation patterns over the erup-
tion site will also affect how the released sulfur will be trans-
ported. Furthermore, stratospheric circulation patterns are
dependent on the season and thus sulfur transport and sub-
sequent climate effects can be dependent on the time of the
year when the eruption occurs. For example, the meridional
transport toward the poles is much stronger in the winter than
in the summer hemisphere (Fig. B1). For this reason, we re-
peated both the tropical and the Arctic volcanic eruption sce-
narios assuming that the eruption took place in January in-
stead of July (SRM Volc Jan and SRM Arc Jan, respectively).

B2 Results from sensitivity simulations

Figure B2 shows that the season of the tropical eruption does
not significantly affect the stratospheric sulfate burden or the
global mean clear-sky radiative forcing (simulations SRM
Volc and SRM Volc Jan). The difference in peak burden val-
ues between the simulations with January and July eruptions
is under 1 % (0.11 Tg (S)) and in peak clear-sky forcing about
1 %. Although the timing of the eruption does not have a
large impact on the global mean values, there is some asym-
metry between the hemispheres as peak value of additional
sulfate from the eruption is 54 % larger after the tropical NH
eruption in July (boreal summer) than in January (boreal win-
ter) (not shown). This is because the predominant meridional
wind direction is towards the south in July and towards the
north in January (Fig. B1). Our results are consistent with
previous studies (Toohey et al., 2011; Aquila et al., 2012)
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Figure B1. Meridional wind components (positive values from
south to north) at 25 km altitude in CTRL simulation with
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA.

which showed that a Pinatubo type tropical eruption in April
would lead to an even increase in AOD in both hemispheres,
while a volcanic eruption during other seasons will lead to
more asymmetric hemispheric forcings. We show that these
results hold also if the eruption takes place during SRM.

On the other hand, if the eruption takes place in the Arctic,
the season of the eruption becomes important. Figure B2a
shows that a summertime Arctic eruption (SRM Arc July)
leads to similar global stratospheric peak sulfate burden as
the tropical eruptions (SRM Volc Jan and SRM Volc), al-
though the burden declines much faster after the Arctic erup-
tion. However, an Arctic eruption in January (SRM Arc Jan)
leads to a global stratospheric sulfate burden peak value that
is only ∼ 82 % of the July eruption value. The peak value
is also reached 2 months later in the January eruption. Re-
garding the global forcing (Fig. B2b), an Arctic winter-time
eruption (SRM Arc Jan) leads to a very similar peak forcing
than the tropical eruptions, while the additional peak forc-
ing (compared to the pre-eruption level) is 38 % lower if the
Arctic eruption takes place in July.

It is interesting to note that in the case of the Arctic vol-
cano, a July eruption leads to a clearly higher stratospheric
sulfate peak burden than the January eruption, but the oppo-
site is true for global peak forcing (Fig. B2). A major reason
for this is the strong seasonal variation in available solar ra-
diation and subsequent hydroxyl radical (OH) concentration
in the high latitudes. OH is the main oxidant that converts
SO2 to sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Due to the rising OH concen-
trations in the Arctic spring, the peak in sulfur burden in the
January eruption is reached during the Arctic summer when
there is highest amount of sunlight available to be reflected
back to space. However, when the eruption takes place in
July, the peak burden is reached already in October due to
high OH concentrations, and thus much faster compared to
the winter-time eruption. However, when the peak value is
reached, the intensity of solar radiation has already dramati-
cally decreased, and thus the peak radiative forcing from the
eruption remains small. The fast conversion of SO2 to sulfate
also leads to larger particles than after the winter eruption
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Figure A1. (a) Global SO2 (dashed lines) and particulate sulfate (solid lines) burdens after a simulated volcanic eruption in July compared to
sulfate observations from HIRS satellite after the 1991 Pinatubo eruption (black). (b) Zonal mean effective radius at 53◦ N latitude after the
simulated July eruption compared to lidar measurements at Laramie 41◦ N (dots) and Geesthacht 53◦ N (crosses) after the Pinatubo eruption
(Ansmann et al., 1997). In both panels the results are shown for altitude range 16–20 km. The different coloured lines show results from the
five members of the simulated ensemble (simulations Volc1, . . . , Volc5).

Figure A2. SO2 (dashed lines) and sulfate (solid lines) burden after the eruption on (a) Northern Hemisphere and (b) Southern Hemisphere.
Note different the scales on the y axes.

Figure A3. Zonal and monthly mean 550 nm aerosol optical depth after volcanic eruption in (a) Volc1 simulation and (b) Volc5 simulation.
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Appendix B: Sensitivity simulations: location and
season of the eruption

B1 Description of sensitivity runs

We also performed a set of sensitivity simulations to inves-
tigate how the season and location of the volcanic eruption
during SRM impacts the global sulfate burden and radia-
tive forcing. The baseline scenario SRM Volc was compared
with three new simulations summarized in Table B1 and de-
tailed below. These sensitivity runs were performed only us-
ing MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA due to the high computa-
tional cost of the full ESM, and are therefore limited to anal-
ysis of sulfur burdens and radiative forcings.

In the baseline simulations the eruption took place in the
Tropics. Because the predominant meridional transport in
the stratosphere is from the Tropics towards the poles, sul-
fur released in the Tropics is expected to spread throughout
most of the stratosphere. On the other hand, sulfate released
in the mid- or high latitudes will spread less effectively to
the lower latitudes, and an eruption at mid- or high latitudes
will therefore lead to more local effects in only one hemi-
sphere. Therefore we conducted a sensitivity run simulating
a July eruption during SRM at Mount Katmai (Novarupta)
(58.2◦ N, 155◦ W) where a real eruption took place near the
northern arctic area in year 1912 (simulation SRM Arc July).

The local stratospheric circulation patterns over the erup-
tion site will also affect how the released sulfur will be trans-
ported. Furthermore, stratospheric circulation patterns are
dependent on the season and thus sulfur transport and sub-
sequent climate effects can be dependent on the time of the
year when the eruption occurs. For example, the meridional
transport toward the poles is much stronger in the winter than
in the summer hemisphere (Fig. B1). For this reason, we re-
peated both the tropical and the Arctic volcanic eruption sce-
narios assuming that the eruption took place in January in-
stead of July (SRM Volc Jan and SRM Arc Jan, respectively).

B2 Results from sensitivity simulations

Figure B2 shows that the season of the tropical eruption does
not significantly affect the stratospheric sulfate burden or the
global mean clear-sky radiative forcing (simulations SRM
Volc and SRM Volc Jan). The difference in peak burden val-
ues between the simulations with January and July eruptions
is under 1 % (0.11 Tg (S)) and in peak clear-sky forcing about
1 %. Although the timing of the eruption does not have a
large impact on the global mean values, there is some asym-
metry between the hemispheres as peak value of additional
sulfate from the eruption is 54 % larger after the tropical NH
eruption in July (boreal summer) than in January (boreal win-
ter) (not shown). This is because the predominant meridional
wind direction is towards the south in July and towards the
north in January (Fig. B1). Our results are consistent with
previous studies (Toohey et al., 2011; Aquila et al., 2012)
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Figure B1. Meridional wind components (positive values from
south to north) at 25 km altitude in CTRL simulation with
MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA.

which showed that a Pinatubo type tropical eruption in April
would lead to an even increase in AOD in both hemispheres,
while a volcanic eruption during other seasons will lead to
more asymmetric hemispheric forcings. We show that these
results hold also if the eruption takes place during SRM.

On the other hand, if the eruption takes place in the Arctic,
the season of the eruption becomes important. Figure B2a
shows that a summertime Arctic eruption (SRM Arc July)
leads to similar global stratospheric peak sulfate burden as
the tropical eruptions (SRM Volc Jan and SRM Volc), al-
though the burden declines much faster after the Arctic erup-
tion. However, an Arctic eruption in January (SRM Arc Jan)
leads to a global stratospheric sulfate burden peak value that
is only ∼ 82 % of the July eruption value. The peak value
is also reached 2 months later in the January eruption. Re-
garding the global forcing (Fig. B2b), an Arctic winter-time
eruption (SRM Arc Jan) leads to a very similar peak forcing
than the tropical eruptions, while the additional peak forc-
ing (compared to the pre-eruption level) is 38 % lower if the
Arctic eruption takes place in July.

It is interesting to note that in the case of the Arctic vol-
cano, a July eruption leads to a clearly higher stratospheric
sulfate peak burden than the January eruption, but the oppo-
site is true for global peak forcing (Fig. B2). A major reason
for this is the strong seasonal variation in available solar ra-
diation and subsequent hydroxyl radical (OH) concentration
in the high latitudes. OH is the main oxidant that converts
SO2 to sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Due to the rising OH concen-
trations in the Arctic spring, the peak in sulfur burden in the
January eruption is reached during the Arctic summer when
there is highest amount of sunlight available to be reflected
back to space. However, when the eruption takes place in
July, the peak burden is reached already in October due to
high OH concentrations, and thus much faster compared to
the winter-time eruption. However, when the peak value is
reached, the intensity of solar radiation has already dramati-
cally decreased, and thus the peak radiative forcing from the
eruption remains small. The fast conversion of SO2 to sulfate
also leads to larger particles than after the winter eruption
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Table B1. Sensitivity scenarios run only with MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. Here Jan refers to a volcanic eruption in January and Arc to an
Arctic eruption at the site of Katmai.

Scenario Timing of eruption Eruption site SRM

SRM Volc Jan 1 January Pinatubo (15◦ N, 120◦ E) suspended
SRM Arc Jan 1 January Katmai (58◦ N, 155◦ W) suspended
SRM Arc July 1 July Katmai (58◦ N, 155◦ W) suspended

Figure B2. (a) Stratospheric sulfate burden and (b) global mean clear-sky shortwave radiative forcing after the eruption in January (blue
line) and July (magenta line) and Arctic eruption in January (cyan line) and July (orange line).

and consequently to faster sedimentation and shorter lifetime
(Fig. B2a).

Another main factor that has impact on the climate effects
of an Arctic eruption is the stratospheric circulation. Con-
current circulation patterns can influence the sulfate lifetime
and radiative effects. As Fig. B1 shows, there is a strong sea-
sonal cycle in the Arctic meridional winds. If an Arctic vol-
cano erupts in January, strong zonal polar vortex winds block
poleward transport of released sulfur and it can spread to-
wards midlatitudes. In contrast, in July the atmospheric flow
is towards the north at the northern high latitudes (Fig. B1)
and the sulfur stays in the Arctic. At the same time season-
ality of subtropical barrier affects how sulfate is transported
to the Tropics. As Fig. B1 shows, winds in the northern bor-
der of the Tropics are towards the south only between April
and July and sulfur is transported to the Tropics only dur-

ing this time period. There is clearly more sulfate at the
northern border of the Tropics during these months after the
Arctic eruption in January, while most of the sulfate is al-
ready removed from the atmosphere if the volcano erupted
in July. Thus 6 months after the Arctic eruption, the strato-
spheric sulfur burden in the Tropics between 30◦ N and 30◦ S
is 3.1 Tg (S) for a July eruption but 4.2 Tg (S) for a January
eruption. Since the Tropics have much more solar radiation
for the sulfate particles to scatter than the higher latitudes,
part of the stronger radiative forcing in the SRM Arc Jan
simulation compared to SRM Arc July (Fig. B2b) arises from
this difference in transport to the Tropics. Furthermore, since
the lifetime of sulfur is longer in the low than in the high
latitudes, this leads to a longer average sulfur lifetime in the
SRM Arc Jan simulation (Fig. B2a).
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Table B1. Sensitivity scenarios run only with MAECHAM5-HAM-SALSA. Here Jan refers to a volcanic eruption in January and Arc to an
Arctic eruption at the site of Katmai.

Scenario Timing of eruption Eruption site SRM

SRM Volc Jan 1 January Pinatubo (15◦ N, 120◦ E) suspended
SRM Arc Jan 1 January Katmai (58◦ N, 155◦ W) suspended
SRM Arc July 1 July Katmai (58◦ N, 155◦ W) suspended

Figure B2. (a) Stratospheric sulfate burden and (b) global mean clear-sky shortwave radiative forcing after the eruption in January (blue
line) and July (magenta line) and Arctic eruption in January (cyan line) and July (orange line).

and consequently to faster sedimentation and shorter lifetime
(Fig. B2a).

Another main factor that has impact on the climate effects
of an Arctic eruption is the stratospheric circulation. Con-
current circulation patterns can influence the sulfate lifetime
and radiative effects. As Fig. B1 shows, there is a strong sea-
sonal cycle in the Arctic meridional winds. If an Arctic vol-
cano erupts in January, strong zonal polar vortex winds block
poleward transport of released sulfur and it can spread to-
wards midlatitudes. In contrast, in July the atmospheric flow
is towards the north at the northern high latitudes (Fig. B1)
and the sulfur stays in the Arctic. At the same time season-
ality of subtropical barrier affects how sulfate is transported
to the Tropics. As Fig. B1 shows, winds in the northern bor-
der of the Tropics are towards the south only between April
and July and sulfur is transported to the Tropics only dur-

ing this time period. There is clearly more sulfate at the
northern border of the Tropics during these months after the
Arctic eruption in January, while most of the sulfate is al-
ready removed from the atmosphere if the volcano erupted
in July. Thus 6 months after the Arctic eruption, the strato-
spheric sulfur burden in the Tropics between 30◦ N and 30◦ S
is 3.1 Tg (S) for a July eruption but 4.2 Tg (S) for a January
eruption. Since the Tropics have much more solar radiation
for the sulfate particles to scatter than the higher latitudes,
part of the stronger radiative forcing in the SRM Arc Jan
simulation compared to SRM Arc July (Fig. B2b) arises from
this difference in transport to the Tropics. Furthermore, since
the lifetime of sulfur is longer in the low than in the high
latitudes, this leads to a longer average sulfur lifetime in the
SRM Arc Jan simulation (Fig. B2a).
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